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FOREWORD
I-

This study derives from a concern about the prospects for developing

countries' exports of manufactures in a world in which economic growth of major

industrial countries has slowed down and is expected to remain sluggish for the

foreseeable future. Although their tariff levels have declined significantly

as a result of multilateral trade negotiations, the developed countries have

increasingly resorted to new kinds of trade barriers based on "voluntary" quotas

and other restraints in order to protect their industries. The question arises,

therefore, as to whether the promotion of non-traditional exports from develop-

ing countries can be reconciled with the rising pressures to protect economic

activities in the industrial countries.

Cooperation between the two sides in sharing the manufacture of products

might provide a partial reconciliation by establishing a mutuality of interests.

This type of internationalization of industry is based on the complementarities

between the factors of production of developing and developed countries, whereby

one side furnishes primarily labor services, the other primarily components. I /

This trade is not a substitute for either the traditional exchange of

primary goods for manufactured products nor for the "non-traditional" exports of

products emerging from the newly industrializing countries and their imports of

capital goods and technology. Complementary intra-industry trade, rather than

being a replacement of, is a relatively new addition to the changing interna-

tional division of labor.

1. For a description of the various modes of co-production between devel-

oping and developed countries, see Joseph Grunwald, "North-South Intra-Industry

Trade: Sharing Industrial Production Between Developing and Developed Countries"

in Las Orpanizaciones Reaionalas en el Nuevo Orden Internacional, Instituto do

Cooperacion Intercontinental, Madrid, 1978, pp. 81-97.
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= There are benefits and costs on both sides of the co-production relation-

ship. Without attempting to undertake formal benefit-cost analyses, the study

tries to evaluate the positive and negative aspects of international production

sharing arrangements. The aim is to examine the nature of these activities and

to arrive at some conclusions about how they might evolve and affect the future

of North-South economic relations.

Four case studies provide specific insights into these relationships. Three

country studies afford examinations of a diversity of co-production experiences.

The semiconductor study analyzes in detail the factors underlying the Interna-

tionalization of a major industry.

As part of the project two seminars were organized by UNCTAD and held in

Mexico City in July 1979 and August 1980, respectively.l/ Two Latin American

institutions, El Colegio de Mexico of Mexico City and FEDESARROLLO of Bogota,

(Colombia collaborated on specific aspects of this project. Both contributed

preliminary papers to the seminars. In addition, El Colegio de Mexico also acted

as host to both seminars. Lic. Victor Urquidi, President of El Colegio de Mexico,

provided helpful and detailed comments on a draft of the Mexico case study.

Important observations on that country study were also received from Dr. Manuel

Martinez del Campo, Dr. Jesus Seade, Lic. Alfonso Mercado and Lie. Francisco

Giner de los Rios, senior staff members of El Colegio de Mexico, as well as from

Alfredo Gutierrez Kirchner, Minister Counsellor in charge of Trade Affairs of

the Mexican Embassy in Washington.

2. For abstracts of the presentations and other details of the seminars,

sea the Director's suaries of the two meetings: Seminar on North-South Comple-

.nentary Intra-Industry Trade, El Cologio do Mexico, Mexico City, 16-20 July 1979,

UIICTAW/1D/105, GE.79-53971 and Seminar on North-South CoMlementary Intra-Indus-

try Trade, Mexico City, 18-22 August 1980, Director's Report, UNCTAD/ID/111;

GE.80-150.361.
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At the second seminar, two Haitian economists, Leslie Delatour and Karl

Voltaire, contributed a major paper which provided basic materials for the Haiti

country study. They corrected the final draft of that case study of which they

are named as co-authors. The paper on Colombia presented to the second seminar

by Juan Jose Echavarrii, staff member of FEDESARROLLO, supplied much of the

information for the Colombia case study. He did not have an opportunity to

comnt on a draft of the study of which he is listed as co-author.

S. A. Abbas, Chief, Technical Co-operation Service of UNCTAD, provided

generous support throughout the duration of the project. S. Laird, economic

affairs officer at UNCTAD, made valuable administrative as well as substantive

contributions. Hugh Schwartz, senicr economist at the Inter-American Development

Bank, commented on parts of an early draft.

Special thanks are due to Gabriel Valdes, formerly Assistant Administrator

(i and Director of the Regional Bureau of Latin America of the UNDP, and the late

Cecilio Morales, who was Manager of Economic and Social Development at the Inter-

American Development Bank. Their recognition of the importance of the subject

matter made this study possible.

In addition to major funding for this study and the seminars received from

the UNDP through UNCTAD, financial support from the following organizations is

gratefully acknowledged: The Tinker Foundation, which generously supported the

Mexican portion of the research, the Inter-American Development Bank, which

assisted primarily the Latin American collaborators, the U. S. Department of

State, and the U. S. Agency for International Development, which supported in

part the industry case study.

It is expected that, after review and editing, the study will be published

as a book by The Brookings Institution under whose auspices this report was

Ci.- prepared by two of its staff members. The manuscript will undoubtedly be revised

somewhat in the review process.



The authors bear exclusive responsibility for the contents of the study and

for any errors. The views expressed here are theirs and should not be ascribed

to any of the persons and organizations imentioned, nor to the trustees, officers

or other staff members of The Brookings Institution.

October 1981 Joseph Grunwald

Kenneth Flin
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Chapter 1

L uhl IoLii :usn1a u...oa.baao ri_ £~_2~ooo

A number of factors have adversely affected the western industrial

economies in tne last decades. Firsto and perhaps most importantly,

barriers to international trade have crumbled, as transport and

communication costs declined, and the levels of tariff protection

negotiated Dy the industrial countries in the Kennedy and Tokyo rounds

of the GATT negotiations continued to steadily drop. Second, the

underdeveloped countries have not in general grown quickly enough to

eliminate huge international disparities in wages, and hence, the price

competiveness of underdeveloped reqions in the pro3u~tion of

labor-intensive goods has increased (with Japan, the only major LDC to

successfully make the postwar transition to a develoed economy, the

main exception to this generalization). Third, many states in the

underdeveloped world have adopted export-led industrialization

strategies, often with considerable success, accelerating the

penetration of industrialized-country markets by imports of -II
labor-intensive manufactures from low-wage areas. ?ourth, the rapid

growth of multinational firms In the industrialized economies has

played an important role in the spread of manufacturing technology to

the Third Worlde since such technology generally spreads out from

within the confines of the firm to competitors and suppliers. Finally,

the explosive growth of real energy prices in tae 1970s reluced the

real return to resources invested in the industrialized and highly

oil-dependent Western economies.
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AThe significance of these changes# ultimately# is that the

Industrialized countries are no longer the most economic locations for

the manufacture of goods with production processes requiring important

amounts of unskilled labor. The important exceptions to this

generalization are those goods with relatively high transport costs,

and those areas in which tariffs or other forms of proteation shelter

the domestic market. The oil crises of the 1973s, by hastening the

obsolescence of the existing capital stock, accelerated the relocation

oi production to lower cost locations, domestic and foreign.

The alternatives facing the industrial economies are relatively

few, ana generally untried. One response would be to choose what might

oe called the "high-tech" option: to continuously invest large amounts

( in the development of new technologyc to generate productivity

increases to be used to maintain high wages for workers and large

returns to investors. Since technological lealership, historically,

has proven a fragile and easily squandered advantage, such a strategy

would require continued investment in areas where returns are not

easily ilentified, not to mention calculated. Furthermore, even if

national advantage in technology can be maintained, limits more severe

than the calculus of profit-maximization would have to be imposed on

firms in a gompetitive industry to keep them from relocating production

fdcilities in low-cost locations, in an age when multinationality is an

option even for a relatively small enterprise.

Outright protectionism Is another choice, with or without making

technological advantage a precondition for a domestic industry to

(C receive aid. Leaving aside the efficiency questions raised by any

policy aimed at curtailing the International flow of goods and
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resources, a return to high levels of protection does not seem a viable

response in a world of interdependent economies. Trade Is necessary

for most countries to gain access to essential resources. A stable

multilateral trading system does not lend itself to manipulation by any

single country through protectionist measures, without risking

retaliation and/or possible disintegration of the system* furthermore,

to import one must ultimately export, and any industrial readjustment

must give the economy a way to competitively export enough to cover its

import rejuirements.

A third option is to adopt to the changing pattern of advantage,

integrating production operatiops across national bouniaries, with

unskilled assembly being performed in low-wage areas with a relative

(C abundance of untrained labor, and more skilled operations performed in

the developed economies with a relative abundance of skilled laoor,

technological and scientific resources. While this response might be

best for keeping firms based in the developed countries competitive in

international markets, it does little for the unskilled workers who

have the most to lose as their jobs get shifte.] overseas. To avoid the

pauperization of the less-skilled, a massive expansion of the

unemployment roles in the industrialized econoaies, huge investments in

increasing the skill levels of tne population might well bi called for.

Tnis last option, offshore production, which involves the

internationalization of industrial operations perfored bithin a single

industry, is the focus of this book.

Offshore production, like international trade in general, reflects

(C toe distribution of resources and comparative advantage. In its

broadest definition it Includes trade in raw materials, components and
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value added. The traditional form of such trade encompasses the

production and shipment of raw materials for processing and manufacture

into a variety of products In another country, often to be exported

bdck to taie countries from where the raw materials come. This kind of

trade is as old as foreign commerce. It is not the "production

sharing" taat is of interest in this study. I/

A modern form of offshore production is the interchange of parts

that are fabricated and/or assembled in different countries. But even

this form is not new. Already In the 18th Century the German term

"Veredelungsvercehr" (upgrading trade) implied that each country

unlertook those stages of a production process which gives it the

greatest value added. 2/ In the United States the McKinley tariff

legislation of 1897 took account of offshore industry by ;iving special

consideration to the imports of products which contained

U.S. components. Before the recent post-World ear I1 period there are

no data on this kind of trade.

Three factors, howeverp are new about offshore ?roduction. The

first, at least In the United States and Europe, is that we now can

measure a part of it and have an idea about Its trend and fluctuations.

In the 1960s Items 806.30 and 807.00 of the U.S. Tariff Schedule were

formalized and trade in these classificatitons has been recorded in

special tabulations in U.S. trade statistics. these tariff items

provide Juty exemptions for the value of U.S. components that are

reimported in products fabricated or assembled abroad. U.S. trade

statistics record the value of such Imports incluJing the duty-free

U.So components and the dutiable value added abroad. The product

classification is fairly detailed but, except for major aggregates, the

UJ
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groupings are occasionally not comparable from year to year. By

definition these tariff items deal with U.S. parts and components that

come back to the United States, often for further processing and for

sale domestically or abroad. The statistics, therefore, do not show

complementary intra-industry trade in products that do not return to

the United States. Such production sharing activities may oe

significant in size. There are other omissions, such as production

sharing trade either covered under the General System of

Preferences -- GSP -- , which provides for full tariff exemption,

or excluded from 836.CO/B07.03 because the provisions of the

legJsiation are not met. J/ The EEC nations have similar tariff

provisions (on "outward processing trade") and, therefore, some

statistics of their co-production trade are now available. A/

The second "new" thing about international production sharing is

tnat it appears to have grodn dramatically during the last two decades.

The spectacular improvement in communications and transportation

undoubtedly has stimulated "upgrading" trade among the industrial

countries. While some of this production sharing trade has been oased

on wage differentials, changes have also been linked to technology and

skill specialization. Other factors have played a role, such as

environmental and safety standards, which require, for example, that

foreign automobiles can be Lported only with special equipment made in

the importing country. The proportion of foreign value added of such

imports has generally been very high. Co-production among Industrial

countries has involved fairly sophisticated goods with tecnnologically

advanced production processes.
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41,

The third novelty in offshore production is the emergence of

'. North-South production sharing,. This co-production has been "stLmulated*",'A..4 - 4, 41 '. . . .. " "" " " * ".' P" . '. .t ,-:, .... . '

&'by 'the increasing internati6nal competition in laborIntensve.

.,...products. Trade, therefore, is based primarily on wage differentials

.,and the relative availability of unskilled labor,, although other.

~factors, such' as'risk diversification sa. also be iaportant. .

While offshore production Isimportant in the UoS. economy..

...(perhaps 15 percent of U.S...imports of.' manufactures) 22 percent of

•,.those from LDCs very muchhigh percentages of imports of certain

-..-..-electronic and apparel items) the amount of controversygenerated by

. "offshore production arrangesents gives them.a disproortionate . . .

.. prominence. To critics in the Third World, they symbolize not only a

(I development strategy concentrating on export promotion, and the

-:;-continued deepening of external links to a fluctuating world economy, *.g

,- .but also, since they are often under the control of foreign investors,

:a strategy guaranteed to expand the role of powerful multinational

%. corporations as a political and economic pressure group within the host -i

state. Considerable debate often surrounds the ;uestions of how much

(and what quality) employment is generated by these activities, what

theirknet contribution to the host ecomony balance of payments is, what

. sortsiof technology are transferred, whether Industrialization Is.

.iosteoed, how much economic Instability results from deptndence on .i

,.-. export markets, and what the social impact of this type of development • "

:* is. roponents of offshore production as part of an industrialization

.- ' policy generally claim a net positjve balance on these points.'

41C
qw -.

:, " ¥
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Offsnore production also generates considerable friction within

tne industrialized economies. Labor groups are skeptical of its impact

on domestic employment, although, at least in theory, it can increase

use of domestically-produced components, stave off low-cost foreign

import competition and otheraise provide employment. Some fear the

loss of U.S. competitiveness through the the leakage of technology used

in foreign plants, or the deterioration of the balance of payments in

key industries. The workers displaced in industries where proiuction

is moved offshore, it is argued, are especially vulnerable to

adjustment problems.

The objective of this overview is to systematically assemble

factual material that bears on these questions, and evaluate the

( validity of the various arguuents made either for or against offshore

production, at home and abroad. In the next chapter the significance

of offshore production activity in the U.S., Japan, and Europe is

documented, and the reasons for important differences analyzed. Growth

in U.S. offshore assembly Is examined In greater depth for industries

in which these flows are particularly important: electronics, apparel,

and motor vehicles and parts. The U.S. 906.301807.03 import

statisticse while by no means a comprehensive measure of U.S. offshore

assembly activity, permit a uniquely detailed view of the products tney

cover, and include the great bulk of O.S. offshore isports. The

determinants of this pattern of trade are then exasined. The effects

of offshore production on the industrialized economies, and the

developing countries, are analyzed and evaluated In later sections. A

brief summary follows at the end of Chapter II.

I
I! I I III I l I_ I



Later chapters of this book shift from a global perspective to a

detailed case study approach, with a richer picture of how economicso

politics, and social instititutions interact to determine a pattern of

trade, a mode of Industrialization, and their effects. Country studies

portray assembly operations in Nexico, Colombia, ani Haiti) an industry

study focuses on what Is probably the worLd's most internationalized

industry, semiconductors. A final chapter draws sove general

conclusions on the significance and effects of offshore production.

Offshore production should be understood to be an integral part of

broader recent trends toward greater international competition in

manufactured goods, expansion by multinational firms, and indeed, a

qualitative change in the motivations and objectives underlying direct

(C foreign investment in the less developed world. The remainder of this

chapter develops this point.

L ...
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It is now widely recognized that between the early 1960s and the

early 1980s, an important and widespread increase in the role of

international trade In the major industrialized economies occurred,

with a particularly large change in the volumes of manufactured goods

traded Internationally a key element in this shift If (See Table I.!).

In the late 1960s, Japan and West Germany each increased their share of

the industrialized West's rapidly growing imports of manufactures,

largely at the expense of 3oS. imports. In the less developed

countries' markets for manufactured imports, Japan scored a much larger

increase in its market share, again largely at the expense of the U.S.,

but also, to a lesser extent, at the expense of the Europeans (See

(( Table 11.2).

In the 1973s, however, the situation chdnged dramatically. All

the larger industrialized countries (U.S., Japan, and the EEC) faced an

erosion In their share of trade in manufactures In developed and

developing country m3rkets. kanufactured imports from the rest of the

world and particularly the developing world, scored vajor gains in both

the absolute volume and in their relative share of the international

market.

In retrospect, It seems clear that important dynamic forces

alterel world trade patterns in tnree fundamental ways.

First, by the 1960s, the diffusion of a great deal of postwar

vintage manufacturing technology throughout the industrialized West had

taken place. in industrialized Europe, a well-developed industrial and

technoloical base was strengthened by national trade and Investment

policies that forced U.S. foreign investors to transfer their latest

MIlLL-
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Table I-1

A. Exports As A Proportion of P:
(" Tern Industrial Counties

1951 1963 1979

Canada .23 .19 .29

France .17 .14 .21

Gerny .16 .20 .27

Italy .12 .17 .25

Japa .13 .11 .13

Netbarlands .47 .45 .52

Sveden .31 .23 .31

Switzerland .27 .30 .34

United Kingdom .25 .18 .29

United States .05 .05 .09

Source: McKinnon (1981). p. 532, based o IMF statistics

S. Real Growth Pates for Output end

Exports of Manufactures. 1965-1976

1965-1976

Developed Countries

Manufacturing Output 4.1
Exports of Manufactures 9.1
Exprts of all Products 8.1

Develop in Countries

Manufacturing Output 6.7
Exports of Manufactures 12.7
Exports of all Products 6.3

Source: Keesing (1979), p. 6.

41k

.___ I
iiii Ill I l l
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Table 1-2

A. U.S., Japanese, West German, and EEC Export Shares
of Developed Country Imports of Manufactured Goods

(Percent)

Tear U.S. JAPAN V. GENUNT ESC

1965 14 3 11 38

1972 11 5 13 41

1979 10 4 12 39

B. U.S., Japanese, West German, and EEC Shares of
Less Developed Country Imports of Manufactured
Goods from the Developed Countries

Year U.S. JAPAN W. GERMA EEC

1965 32 13 10 43

1972 26 20 11 41

1979 26 19 11 42

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, cited in Office of Foreign Economic Research,
U.S. Department of Labor (1980), Tables 111-9, 111-10.

I
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manufacturing technology to branch plants in order to penetrate the

lucrative European markets. The Japanese took another approach, and

through a combination of policies making entry into the Japanese market

very difficult (through trade a. investment), and sate tough, shrewd

and coordinated bargaining for technology sales, managed to move very

close to the leading edge of aanufacturing know-hoa for a broad range

of sophisticated products. Witn the U.S. lead in tme fabrication of a

broad array of widely-produced manufactures gone, relatively lower

labor costs in Japan and Europe made erosion in U.S. market snare In
this trade inevitable (See Table 1.3)o

The changes of the 197.s occurred as developed =ountry

manufacturers, faced with increasing internation3l competition,

relocated the production of manufactures requiring significant inputs

of unskilled labor to even lower cost locations in the developing

world. Often, as the result of organized national policies to

encourage the development of Industry in LDCs (and to an unquantifiable

extent, as the result of the transfer of technology through the local

operations of multinational firms), indigenous industry acquired the

capability of producing the'less advanced types of manufactures. To

some extent, the figures of Table 1.2 exaggerate the loss of market

shart of U.S. industry, then, since the overseas operations of

U.S.'firas in LOCs shipping to domestic and export varkets are not

counted in U.S. trade statistics.

IThe same is true for European and Japanese 2anufacturers, whose

rapialy expanding overseas facilities must have substantially

( compensated for or even exceeded, their loss in direct export 2arket

share. Good statistics on toe growth of U.S. overseas proSuction are
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available, and it Is clear that in the late 1960s and early 1970s,

extremely large increases In the scale of foreign operations occurred

(See Table 1.4).

Over the 11-year interval from 1966 to 1977, (current dollar)

sales of U.S. vanufacturing affiliates increased almost 503 percent in

Europe; 1300 percent In Japan; 440 percent in Latin America) 740

percent in developing Asia and the Pacific.

The transfer of manufacturing production to low-cost LJC locations

by firms based in the industrialized countries is, of course, limited

by barriers to trade thrown up by man and nature. Tie man-made

barriers, in the form of tariffs and other trade restrictions, have

limited the possibility of exporting many produ:ts from LDs to

( developej country markets. Similarly, protectionist industrialization

policies in LDCs have forced the bulk of foreign investment in many

developing countries to be oriented toward the local market. Natural

barriers in the form of the size and weight of products, and their

associated transport costs, limit the production of other types of

goods for the export market, and the nature of manufacturing

technology -- which may make it difficult to separate labor intensive

operations from more skill and capital intensive steps, which say be

more expensive in the developing countries -- may pose a problem as

well.

dhile production overseas to service local markets -- stimulated

by protection and transport costs, and in some cases, lower production

costs -- had long been a feature of direct foreign investment by

U.S. and European producers of manufactures during the postwar period,

volume manufacture in foreign locations for reexport to the home market
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or otner export markets was a qualitatively new feature of foreign

manufacturing operations that emerged in the late 1960s. I/ Again, the

rather good data available for U.S. foreign manufacturing subsidiaries

make this point clearly. As Table 1.5 suggests, however, this growth

in export-oriented manufacturing operations was a highly localizea

phenomenon, largely confined to Asia, and to a much lesser extent,

Latin America,

In fact, exports to the U.S. by U.So affiliates in Europe and

Japan tapered off sharply in importance between 1966 and 1977, as might

be expected given the large increases in relative labor costs

experienced in those areas. Even more so than before,

U.S. ;manufacturing oper3tions in Europe and Japan functioneJ as

(C vehicles for penetrating the local market.

On tne other hand, maJor shifts occurred in U.S. Investments in

Latin America and Asia. Probably as the result of continued reliance

on protectionist import substitution policies in m3ny Latin American

countries, U.S. manufacturers in the region oecame aa£u reliant on

sales to local markets, with the exception of the electrical machinery

sector, 4here significant growth in the relative share of sales going

to the U.S. market took place. Really striking changes are apparent In

developing Asia, though, where in excess of one-quarter of sales went

to the U.S. in 1977, compared to unjer ten percent in 1966. In

electrical machinery, in particular, some 70 percent of output was

shipped back to the U.S. in 1977.

Thus, those observers who claim that the 1960s and 1970s marked a

new stage in the evolution of the world capitalist system I/ are on the

mark, insofar as the operations of U.S. multinational firms seen to
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:

have switched, on a large scale for the first time, to overseas

production of manufactured exports for the home market. Asia and Latin

America were the primary locations for these operations, and electrical

machinery the major product.

A similar phenomenon appears to have taken place in Japanese

multinationals. Solid figures on the distribution of sales are

available for Japanese affiliates in 1975 (See Table 1.6) in the less

developed countries, and they also show a significant proportion of

s~les exported to Japan from Asian affiliates, though at sozewhat lower

levels than was the case for U.S. affiliates.

Japanese firms seem more prone to use their foreign affiliates (in

investments not oriented todard securing material resources) as low
"cost platforms for exports into marxets other than Japan. J/

European tirms, by way of contrast, showed relatively little

propensity to service their home markets through exports from

affiliates located in low-wage areas. 2/ There 4ere a number of reasons

which might explain their reluctance to move offshore: high EEC

tariffs and other non-tariff *arriers to trade playel an important role

in inhibiting offshore production; l1 a strong ani organized trade

union movement may also have exercised considerable influence in

preventing firms from relocating; and the important fact of significant

stat* participation in ownership of many European multinationals,

particularly in the electronics industry, may lave placed further

Political constraints on export to the home market from foreign

locations. Certainly, however, European firms dere fully able to(C (
organize and coordinate foreign operations, since large outflows of

direct investment continued, throughout the 1963s and 1970s, in the
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Table 1-6

Distribution of Sales of Japanese Foreign Subsidiaries, 1975
(Percent)

location of Investment:

LATIN AERICA ASIA
Exports to Other Exports to Other

Japan Exports Japan Exports

INDUSTRY:

All Manufacturing 7 10 26 21

Textiles 6 21 28 27

Wood, Paper, Pulp 43 0 48 23

Iron & Steel 0 3 10 12

Electric Machinery 0 8 29 25

Transport. Equipment .3 2 13 13

- Other 0 11 30 24

Source: MITI, as reported in Sekiguchi (1977), p. 117.

(K-
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establishment of numerous foreign subsidiaries aimed at penetrating

protected foreign markets.

The growing participation of foreign affiliates of national firms

in exports of manufactures from LDCs to industrialized country markets

probably also served to reduce political resistance to these Imports.

The evidence indicates striking differences in the benavior of the

share el imported manufactures coming from LDCs in Surope, the U.S. ,

and Japan. In all three industrialized sarkets, isports of

manufactures grew considerably in relation to total consumption of

madnufactures, though much more so in the EEC and the U.S., than in

Japan (See Table 1.7).

In the U.S., however, the LOC share of manufactured imports grew

(( by about 42 percent between 1958 and 1977, in Japan by about 64 percent

over the same period. In both markets, LDCs accounted for about

one-third of inudstrial imports in 1977. In Europe, on the other hand,

tne LOC snare stayed roughly constant, at about 20 percent of imports.

Of course, the low LDC market share in Europe may simple reflect the

same trade restrictions that dissuade European-based firms from

stepping up offshore exports to their home markets.

In short, then, the 19b6s and 1970s witnessed a rapid growth In

exports of manufactures from less developed countries. The expansion

of operations of multinational firms from the J.S., Western Europe, and

Japan, through difficult to quantify, must have accounted for a

significant portion of this growth, though output by indigenous firms

also grew rapidly. As basic manufacturing technology became more and

( more widely diffused, competition based on lowering production cost for

standard products became widespread. In the 1950s and early 1960s,

I I III I -- I1 I I
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this competition to then-douinant U.S. producers was centered on

Japanese and European producers, who faced significantly lower labor

costs. But as the result of greatly lowered costs of transport and

communication in the less developed areas of the world, rising wage

rates in Japan and Europe, and defensive investaent by U.S. producers

in production of their product In lower cost LDC locations, vigorous

international competition in the sale of standard manufactured products

developed, This heightened competition had serious consequences for

certain industries, and offshore production can best be understood as a

strategy for response.
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Chapter If

~~ M..UaLlai..11aa
A brief survey of the nature and extent of offshore production

arrangements in the 2ajor developed economies is needed to document the

extent of this trade. Altnouh, logically, oftsore production

tacilities can supply products to any or all of many export markets,

available statistics only pervit us to exasine flows of iu'orts into a

developed country market which use components previously shipped from

that same market, in any detail.

distorically, large-scale volumes of offshore assemably originated
in the U.S. semiconductor Industry. Because the semiconductor industry

continues to be the vost important single offshore'proluct flow into

tne U.S. market, because it illustrates vividly many of the

complexities and issues related to the use of offshore production, and

because a full understanding of the economics of proiuct flow in that

industry requires rather detailed discussion, it is the suoject of a

caso study, which may be found further into tnis book. Suffice it to

say here that offshore assembly in Asia began as a response by

U.Sq seaiconductor manufacturers to low cost Japanese transistor

inpqrts, because the other major alternative --autoiation of

labor-intensive operations -- was impractical because of the rapid

rate a1 technological Innovation and product obsolescence in the

(( industry*
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It is enlightening to first briefly consider precisely what

U.S. manufactures were most affected by increasing levels of foreign

imports in the later 196Os and early 1970s. Table 11.1 pinpoints a

relatively limited number of industrial products in diich imports

showed significant growth in U.S. market share over the 1966-1976

period. Those products include some relatively unsophisti:ated

manufactures -- apparel, footwear, pottery, simple metal

products -- and a limited number of more sophisticated

items -- textile machinery, radio ani T.V. receivers, semiconductors,

autos and motorcycles, and watches and clocks. As we shall see

shortly, offshore production has been a particularly important factor

in fast-rising imports of tais latter group of more sophisticated

(C products.

The chief source of information on offshore production going to

the U.S. market is a set of statistics maintained by the

U.S. International Trade Commission of imports entering the U.S. under

tariff items 806.30 and 807.0 (henceforth, 8061807). These

statistics, which go back in rudimentary form to 1966, and are

available in a detailed and comprehensive form fro% 1972 on, 11/

provide us with a picture of imports entering the U.S. which are

assembled from components previously exported from the U.S.

The J.S. 806/807 tariff sections represent a special sort of trade

liberalization. Only fabricated and assembled U.S. components, and not

tne value added in the form of foreign components, labor costs, and

capital charges, are exempted from duty. Lj/ It is readily shown that

. this has the effect of cheapening the price of 1.S.-vade components

relative to labor and capital in the foreign country in which assembly

/
//C
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U.S. Nsaufactutiag 1dustrias Vith SLfiUumt Import psetrationo* l96 1976

PURCUT Or NO SUPPLY
IDSWrth 19 1976

sugar 20 23
vine 4 Irandy 18 26
Settled Liquor* 25 27
Caused and Cared Seafoods 23

Hcellaneous Textile Goods 53 4
Knit Outerwear Sports Shirs J23
Other Man's and loy's Sports Shirt Apprel
Raincoats 47
Leather Clothing so
Shingles, Cooperse Stock 29
Pulpaill Products 33 33
Ndictuals and gotanicals 16 26
Voman's Footetar 1. Footwear 27
All Other Footwar( 57
Luggage J 22
vone's landbasa and Purse 32
Earthenware food Utensils Potter61
Other Pottery Products 39
Electrometaflurgical Products -j 37
Steel mails 4tal 34

sf ined Copper Products 11 20
Zinc Refining Products 16 4
Nonferrous 3Refinin Products 44 40
Textile Hachinery Textile 14 30
Sewing Nchines " Machinery 40 47
Radio and T.V. Raceiwers 10 43
Semiconductors 20
Passenger Cars 20
Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts 66 51
vatches and Clocks 17 32
Dolls and Scuffed AntUtas 25

*4-digit SIC Products with Imports equal to 20 percent of new supply (output and
imports) and valued at over $100 million in 1976. lank In 1966 am under ton
perc nt of new supply Sported.

Source: U.S. Department of Comerce, Surasu of the Caucus, U.S. a's
and imorts as Related to OutMt, 1975 and 1976, 1966 and 1967.

, =C.. . ... ,. i
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operations are located. In effect, when exporting to the U.S. under

806/807, a producer located abroad faces the equivalent of a "normal"

tariff and a subsidy of tP" per U.. component assembled overseas, with

t the U.S. tariff rate and Pt1 the price of the J.S. component, so that

the net price to an assembler of U.S. components is (1 - t)Pm. This

has two important effects on production.

First, if UoS. componeaits can be substituted for other inputs

(foreign components, capital, labor), It encourages the use of more

U.S. components per unit of output than would otherwise be the case.

U.S. components are substituted for foreign components, and more

component-intensive production processes adopted, given prevailing

input prices. Since, however, there are large lifferences in factor

(( prices inside and outside the U.S., we cannot generally predict the

relative intensity of component use without further information about

the technical substitution possible between inputs.

Second, the effective reduction in U.S.-built component costs

associated with 86/807 Jepends on the magnitule of the tariff on the

assembled product* In unprotected industries, sections 806 and 807

have absolutely no economic effects. With low tariffs, there is a

small cost advantage in the use of 806/807 and O.S. components; with

high tariffs, such components receive a large subsidy. Since transport

costs might normally be expected to make the use of foreign components

somewhat cheaper relative to the use of unsubsidized U.S. components

abroad, we should observe tnat the use of 806/837, and U.So components,

ought to occur in protected industries, and in Industries using

technologically sophisticated inputs unavailable offshore.

/

1 //
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Ine 806/807 U.S. tariff sections, then, facilitate greater imports

into the U.S. market, but in a way clearly serving to simultaneously

foster greater U.S. exports of components and parts for assembly

(though it is not clear that this end was accomplished by explicit

design). Ij/ One can expect the 806/807 tariff items to be used for the

export of offshore production to the U.S. whenever the tariff rate

exceeds transport costs as a fraction of the U.S. coxponent price, and

foreign-produceS components are either unavail3ble, or available at a

cost exceeding the U.S. component price less the savings realized after

taKing tariff-sparing and transport costs into account. IS/ Thus,

(varrIng large transport costs) a foreign component must actually be

=1 1z than a U.$. component for its use to be econ321c In production

for the U.S. markets.

As ae shall see shortly, uucn of 805/807 isports represents

transfers within the confines of a single multinational firm. Since

this trade, in addition, is largely in semifinished goods, the

difficulties that might arise (because of possiole transfer-pricing) in

determining the market value of such shipments are compounded even for

Independent are's length transactions* Independent contracting

relationships often require that inputs be furnished in kind, and the

temptation to undervalue such transfers (if they are dutiable ./ )

will exist. A detailed discussion of 3.S. customs evaluation

discussion) all signs point to underreporting in the customs value used

in official trade statistics, relative to what a true market value

might be. Thus, 806/937 import statistics probably underreport the

true importance of such offshore exports relative to other imports,
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when such comparisons are made.

Since 1966, U.S. 86/P7 imports have grown faster than a rapidly

growing U.S. import bill, from about 4 percent to about 6 percent (in

1980) of U.S. merchandise ivports. The growth nas been much more rapid

in relation to imports of selected groups of manufactures. In 1966,

806/807 imports amounted to 8 percent of imports of apparel, metal

products, and other manufactures (schedules 3,6, anI 7 of the U.S.

tariff). For apparel alone, imports under 396/307 avounted to under .5

percent of imported apparel; and about 13.5 percent of metal prolucts

came in under 006/307. By 1980, roughly 12.5 percent of combined

Imports of the three schedules, over 6 percent of apparel, and almost

15 percent of metal products were 806/907 imports (See Table 11.2).

Offshore production exported to the UoS. Is even more important in

relation to U.S. imports of manufactures from LDCso In 1977, tnere

were about 415.3 billion in U.S. imports of manufactures from LJCs

(excluding chemicals, nonferrous metals, and iron and steel). 151

Imports from LOCs under 8061807 amounted to roughly $3.3 billion II/ or

about 22 percent of LDC manufactures entering tne U.S., In 1977.

It is also clear that such of this trade is internal to the

multinational operations of U.S. firms. One way to see this is to note

tnat all U.S. imports shipped by U.S. manufacturing affiliates in LbCs

(excluding food, chemicals, and primary metals) amounted to just under

$j billion in 1977. It/ Since the analysts at the 0.S.I.T.C. entrusted

with these statistics Judge that "a large part" of 806/807 trade is by

( C O. firms and their foreign affiliates Li it is certain that an even

larger part of the U.S. exports of U.S. foreign affiliates is 806/807

trade.
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Another way to appraoch the issue is by examining U.S. "related

party" (basically, with a 5 percent or more ownership relation between

importer and exporter) imports in areas where 836/857 is important. 20/

This is done in Table 11.3, for 8 sajor types of 806/807 iaports that

made up 72 percent of tie value of all U.S. 836/907 imports 1978. In

some cases, it is possible to put bounds on the portion of 806/807

imports th3t come from related parties; it is clear for example, that a

very large part of 806/807 Imports of T.V.'s, semiconductors, and motor

vehicles were related party transactions. When these statistics are

disaggregatel at the individual country level, the relationship is even

more striking, 21/ While a related party transaction does not

necessarily indicate an internal production flow (since it can also

( describe flows between purchasing and sales affiliates, as well as

production affiliates), when taKen with the other available evidence,

thesa data seem to clearly indicate that 806/a07 imports are dominated

by the trade of multinational, and especially, U.S. firms. 22/

The major exception to the dominance of 806/807 imports by

transnational firms seems to be in the apparel industry. In 1969,

according to the U.S. Tariff Commission, 23/ about half of all such

imports of wearing apparel were by jobbers or contractors dealing with

foreign subcontractors In which they had no financial interest.

The d major product lines detailed in Table 11.3, in fact, have

dominated Uo.S 806/857 imports since their inception. Table 11.4

demonstrates that these 8 items accounted for about 2/3 of

U.S. €omponents incorporated into 306/807 imports in 1969 and 1978. In

1969, they made up about the same fraction of the total value of

806/807 imports) by 1978, they had grown to over 70 percent of these
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Table 11-4

( Relative Importance of Major 806/807 import Items
1969 (807 only) and 1978 (806 and 807 imports)

(Percent)

1969 1978

Product Total Value U.S. Value Total Value U.S. Value

T.V. Receivers 5.3 11.0 7.6 8.3

and Parts

Motor Vehicles 45.0 3.1 33.9 2.5

Motor Vehicles Parts, etc. .4 .5 4.5 1.9

Semiconductors 6.4 18.4 15.2 34.2

Office Machinery and Parts 5.9 11.4 3.7 4.2

Textile and Apparel Products 2.1 23.0 4.2 9.8

Equipment for Makin. .4 1.0 1.2 2.7

Breaking, and Connecting
Electrical Circuits

Watches and Clocks .1 .2 2.1 2.9

Total, 8 Major Products 65.6 68.6 72.4 66.5

Total, Other Electrical 16.9 28.5 13.6 16.9
Equipment of which

Industrial 9.9 21.7 7.4 10.8
Consumer 6.2 5.0 4.4 2.9
Components .8 1.8 1.8 3.2

Total, 8 Major Products 82.5 97.1 86.0 83.4
and Other Electrical

Source: Appendix 2, and unpublished statistics of the U.S.I.T.C.

(A
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imports.

If otner electrical and electronic products are added to the

totals tr these 8 major products, the totals are brought up to about

8,i percent of total value and 97 percent of the U.S. component value in

1969, 86 percent and 83 percent, respectively, in 1978. 2/ Thus,

U.S. 8Ub/867 imports are largely confined to motor vehicles and parts,

apparel, and various types of electrical equipment ("office machines"

are overwhelmingly electronic calculators and computers; "datches and

clocks" are the electronic solid-state types). 25/

These products are, with few exceptions, products that we

previously identified (in Table TI.1), as suffering trom increasing

competition from foreign imports. This points to the inference that

96/907 imports, and their corresponding offshore ?roduction

arrangements, are often a response to low-cost foreign competition. An

examination of the detailed circumstances of rising 9)6/807 imports in

major proJucts confirms this conjecture.

Semiconductors, for example, were (in 1978) by far the most

important use (over one-third of the total) for U.S. components in

offshore production. The concrete details of the rise in oftshore

assemoly of semiconductors are most illuminating, and are the subject

of a separate essay in this volume. To summarize a key point, however,

offshore production of semiconductors by U.S. firms originated as a

response to low cost Japanese transistor imports, and provides an

important example of offshore assembly as an aijustsent strategy for a

U.S. industry threatened by foreign imports.
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(
Semiconductors also illustrate other key points. First,

manufacturers are generally faced with a choice between two distinct

responses to foreign imports whose competitiveness is based on lower

labor cost. They can either automate, and reduce the importance of

laoor cost (and often, inrease product quality), or go offshore to beat

tne foreign coapetitlon at its own game. Autovation -- because It

generally requires large fixed investments -- is generally economic

only when large production runs are guaranteed. In electronics in

general (and 3emiconductors in particular), raoid ani continuous

technological change, and the constant cycle of obsolescence and

innovation, has been an obstacle to autoiation. Siailar.lyr in apparel,

frequent and unpredictable change in fashions and styles has posed a

(C similar barrier to automation. It is not surprising, then, to find

electronics and apparel production dominating 836/87 imports.

Second, the nature of the technical characteristics of the product

tnat determine transport cost, the separability of labor-intensive

operations from other production steps, and capital intensity of

assembly operations are critical to the decision to produce offshore.

?or..apparel and electronics, high-value-to-weight ratios reduce

transport costs as a barrier to trade, and production operations are

easily separated into distant steps (manufacture of components,

assembly# testing and packaging) that do not require physical

contiguity. All these products require large inputs of unskilled labor

in the assembly stage, when labor-intensive methods are used, and

relatively small inputs of capital.

I I~l i I I Ill . . .. II , , , H
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The second most important uses of U.S. components for reimport in

assembled products, in 1978, was the offshore apparel industry.

Imports from Latin American countries, and especially Mexico, dominate

these products; in body-support garments, however, the Philippines is

the second largest producer. This fact is rooted in the history of the

Industry -- during the 1960sp Hong Kong and the Philippines were the

primary exporters of bras to the U.S., competing in large measure with

Puerto Rican factories, and limited by voluntary quota agreements. l/

The technology utilized in apparel is one of the most

labor-intensive, and -- as was documented above -- 837 imports have

grown extraordinary rapidly as a portion of total imports and of

domestic production. Numerous "voluntary" quotas which impose national

ceilings on exports prevent us from reading much economic seaning Into

trenis in the location and level of exports.

Nonetheless, the most rapid growth In 807 apparel imports has

taken place in daitif the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Nicaragua,

and Barbados. 4age rates in all these areas are among the lowest in

Latin America.

Colombia showed very rapid growth until 1975, and then dropped off

to a such lower level. The dynamics of offshore production of apparel

in Colombia are discussed later in this volume, and in Morawetz (1981).

The key factors behind Colombiags rise, and subsequent decline, in

806/807 apparel exports to the U.S., were the relative returns to

Colombian producers of exports vis-a-vis production for the domestic

(and other Latin American markets).

(Ci

AI
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Most interestingly, while most 806/807 apparel imports come from

Latin America, they represent a small portion of overall U.S. apparel

imports, which mainly come from Southeast Asia. As.4orawetz points

out, a major reason for this dichotomy must reside in fabric

prices. 22/ In Southeast Asia, high quality fabrics are available to

exporters at internationally competitive prices, while Latin America's

fabric producers, protected by trade policies aimed at promoting import

substitution, are high cost sources of inputs. Thus, Internationally

competitive apparel exports from Latin America almost necessarily must

Involve the duty-free entrr and re-export of iv~orted fabrics. For the

U.S. market, this explains the predominance of 8D6/3)7 imports in

garment trade with Latin America.

A4orawetz also points to problems and delays in the administration

of the duty-free drawback arrangements under which Colombian producers

can use foreign inputs as a major obstacle to Colomoian

competitiveness. This emphasizes another major factor in the growth of

offshore production, the availability of duty-free export processing

zones, or drawback arrangements, as a key element in the attractiveness

of an offshore location. This issue is discussed in much greater

detail in the semiconductor study, as well as the country studies of

Mexico, Haiti, and Colombia, in this volume.

In apparel, In general, 807 imports shoved constant growth until

1975, and since then have remained relatively stable. The dominance of

Latin American exporters also suggests that quotas, and the transport

costs for materials, may have some significant role in the geographical

origin of these imports. Mexico dominates offshore assembly in

apparel, with roughly forty percent of all 807 Imports In 1977. This
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is a substantial drop from a peak of almost sixty percent of 857

apparel imports In 1972, and Is probably relatei to both rising wage

costs and quotas.

Motor vehicles and parts alone represent almost two-thirds of 807

imports into the United States from developed coutries, and are typical

of 8C6/837 imports from the industrial countries, In that they usually

include a very small number of U.So-made components (often to meet

product safety standards or local consumer tastes) that account for

trivial amount of the value of 3 basically foreign-s3de product. The

products kmported from industrial countries embody well over 93 percent

(\ foreign value added (in motor vehicles it is close to 93 percent).

This can hardly be considered a production sharing activity. On the

other hand, the total value of 807 products imported from developing

countries is on the average about equally divided between value added

abroad and United States components. 21/

Total 807 imports of motor vehicles and parts hav, shown steady

growth, in both developed and developing countries. The great bulk of

these imports are from developed countries, where "suall quantities of

U.S.-manufactured parts are incorporated into essentially foreign motor

vehlcles. 12/ This is reflected In extraordinarily large percentages

ot dutiable value) tie major exceptions to this rule are Canada and

Mexico. In Canada, because of the U.S.-Canadian automotive pact, a

much higher percentage of U.S. parts are used. In %exico, a 1969

decree linked the production quotas of U.So-owned firms in the

lucrative Kexican market to volumes of exports, and the firms have
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(
responded by dramatically increasing their export of automotive parts

to the d.S. market. 31

As a result, automotive exports frov Mexico under 807 have shown

extremely rapid growth, going from about $8 million in 1971 to $90

million in 1977. The other major LDC exporting to the U.S. market,

Brazil, has shown equally Impressive growth, though such smaller in

absolute volume.

Automotive exports from :exico are still relatively minor in

relation to U.S. production; in 1978, for example, the total value of

Mexican 306/807 imports of motor vehicles and parts accounted for less

than one-third of 1 percent of the value of output from the

U.S. industry, while dutiable 806/807 value (which includes the value

of Mexican labor, parts, and overhead used In these exports) avounted

to less than one-4alf of I percent of employee compensation in the

U.S. industry. 11/

Nevertheless, auto parts exports from i4exico are expanding.

Various studies indicate that such "outsourcing" of auto components

used in U.S. production will become increasingly comson. k recent

study by researchers at the University of Michigan predicted 15 to 35

percent of all auto parts will be imported by 1985, compared to 5

percent in 1981. 32/ An Artnur AnJersen and Company consulting study

predicts $7.5 billion in imported car parts imorted in 1990, while the

transportation Department estimates 3.2 million engines in U.S.-sade

cars will be imported in 1993. 12/ The autoworkers" union has responded

by lobbying for legislation imposing national content requirements on

U.S.-made cars, 331 addressed as much to the continuing increasing

levels of Japanese imports as to the relatively minor amounts of

...
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(
Mexican imports,

The last major 8C6/807 import we will examine, ?,V. receivers and

subassemblies, is second only to semiconductors and autos in terms of

total value of imports, and trails only semiconductors and apparel in

terms of reimported Uo.S. content.. In many ways, the experiences of

U.S. television producers with otfshore production represent the

extremes to which the international realignment of an industry can be

pushed by trade policy.

As was the case In most of the other electronic products in which

offshore production by U.S. firas has become the predominant mode of

(( organization, the U.S. T.V. industry was heavily influenced by Japanese

competition. The Japanese, in the late 1950s, had vastly expanded

tneir output of low cost transistors, and electronic exports using

those transistors as components (this sparked the Initial offshore

movement by the U.S. semiconductor industry in 1961; see the

semiconductor case study). In the early 1960s, the Japanese introduced

transistorized portable black and white television sets Into the

U.S. market, imitating their earlier success with the ubiquitous

transistor radio. These exports proved to be an enormous success, and

soon made large inroads Into shipments of black and gaite televisions

by J.S. producers. U.S.-based production of black and white sets

peaked in 1965P and has basically been In decline ever since.

Table 11.5 documents the effects of this Japanese competition on

the hS.o industry. Imports went from about 16 percent of

U.S. consumption in 1966, to about 60 percent by 197L. Since the
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Japanese competition was able to produce at low cost in part, at least

because of relatively low wage rates, U.S. firms, struggling to

survive, moved much of their T.V. assembly operations offshore, to

Mexico, Taiwan, and (later) Singapore. Roughly 40 to 50 percent of

U.S. imports caze in under tariff item 87 in the later 1950s; with the

vast bulk of these imports coming from the offshore operations of

U.S. firms in 9exico and Taiwan.

As U.S. firms went offshore, and wages in Japan continued to rise,

Japanese producers also went offshore to produce their black and white

television sets) Japanese firms in Taiwan and Korea soon were exporting

substantial numaers of black and white sets. In addition, since the

technology of television production was by then well knownr especially

( for the less complex black and white models, indigenous producers in

Tdiwan and Korea entered the export market. Gradually exports from

Japan of black and wite sets Sropped, and Taiuanese and Korean imports

increased (See Table 11.6). By the mid-1970s, the Japanese had also

moved a substantial portion of their black and dhite production

offshore. /

The net effect of these changes was very rough going, indeed, for

tne U.S. television industry. Although nominally, in 1976, some 20

percent of monochrome receivers sold In the U.S. were still "produced"

in the UoSo, substantial imports of subassemblies an$ parts from

offshore locations In Mexico and Taiwan were incorporated into these

sets. And many casualties of this competition fell by the wayside: in

1960, there had been 27 U.S. firms assembling televisions) by 1976,

there were 12. Of the 12, only 7 produced blact and white sets, 2 had

been acquired by a Japanese firm (Sanyo and Matsushita), 1 was acquired
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by a Dutch multinational (Philips), and another of the 12 (Sony) was a

start-up by a Japanese multinational. U/

In the early 1970s, this history again repeated itself with color

televisions. The Japanese again aggressively promoted smaller solid

state television sets, this time with color sets (solid state sets, in

addition to being more portable, are more relia3le and consume less

power). American producers responded by sourcing some of their

production of complete sets offshore, and in addition, set up

operations oftsaore to produce large volumes of ?arts, subasseiblies,

and incomplete sets to be used in color televisions assembled and

tinished in the U.S. Between 1971 and 1976, the percentage of the

value of color television subassemblies and parts produced overseas for

their own use by U.S. firms went from 23 percent to over 90 percent

(this figure excludes purchased parts ani subassemblies, some of which

were also produced offshore).

In 1976, Japanese exports of color sets to the US. increased 170

percent, and black and white exports 130 percent, relative to their

1975 export levels. Concerned about this export surge, U.S. unions and

producezs petitioned the U.S. International Trade Cosaission for import

reliet. The ITC responded affirmatively, and, in the end, a

"voluntary" orderly marketing agreement (OA) was negotiated with

Japan, limiting Japanese exports through 1980. Soon afterdards,

however,' imports from Taiwan and Korea rose sharply, and, under

pressure, OMAs were signed with Taiwan and Korea. It thus became

apparent that shifting production to LDCs not covered by O4As was U21

going to be successful strategy for export to the U.S.

4%e
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J3panese producers responded by setting up US. assembly

operations. By 1979, all tre major Japanese producers had set up such

assembly facilities. 1/ Since subassemblies and parts were not covered

by tne JMAso they were free to import subassemblies to be assembled

into finished receivers from Japan and low-wage LDCs. For similar

reasons, Taiwanese producers also established U.S. assembly

facilitieso aji/ turning conventional expectations about the pattern of

trade on their ear.

As a result, a substantial shift in the composition of U.S. color

television imports occurred (See Table 11.7). Imports of complete

receivers droppei sharply as imports of incomplete receivers and

subassemblies rose. The bulk of the imports of complete receivers came

from Japan, Taiwan, and Korea, with little reliance on ite 807p, and

presumably represent imports from foreign-owned plants under the

existing quota system. The bulk of incomplete receiver imports came

from I exico (100 percent un4er 807), presumably from U.S.-ownel

offshore affiliates, trailed by imports from Taiwan (99 percent 807)

and Japan. Subassemblies were from Rexico ($329 million, 97- 807),

Singapore ($76 million, 6b% - 807), Taiwan ($4i million, 544 - 807),

and Japan ($215 million, almost no 807). The assembly of color sets in

the U.S. from these subassemblies generally involves the addition of a

picture tube, cabinet, knobs, and perhaps a few other components. A

chassis with the picture tube Installed is classified as an incomplete

receiver.

Thus, while U.S. producers were going offshore to stay competitive

in color f.V.°s, Japanese producers were being forcel to set up shop in

the U.S. by trade restrictions (as were Taiwanese producers). In fact,
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Table 11-7

Total U.S. Color T.V. Imports
(Million Dollars)

1976 1977 1978 1979

Complete Receivers 513 501 577 303

Z 807 3 9 18 9

Incomplete Receivers 72 93 160 198

Z 807 65 70 79 76

Subassemblies 383 379 597 681

Z 807 70 59 57 59

Source: U.S.I.T.C. (May 1980), Tables 2-4.

-(

1.C
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since U.S. firas were increasingly shifting to isports of incomplete

receivers from Mexico (as opposed to less finismed suoassemblies),

while U.S. trade authorities were establishing a precedent for keeping

out foreign-made receivers other than unfLnishel subasseuoliesf the

Japanese producers may soon be put in the ironic position of performing

more of the work going into the assembly of their sets in the U.S. than

tne so-called "American" set produced by U.S.-owned offshore producers.

Ddta gathered by the 1rZ seem to support this c2ntention. In the

Japanese-owfied television assembly facilities in the U.S., about 45

percent of the total value of shipments is U.S. parts and labor. III By

way of contrast, for U.S. producers, purchases of U.S.-made articles

and labor accounted ior about 48 percent of shipments. III In fact,

(C shipments from Japanese-owned facilities have relatively more purchased

U.S.-made components added than "American" color television sets.

Nuvertheless, the Japanese-owned U.S. television assemblers use

relatively more imported subassemblies, components, and parts than do

U.S.-owned television shipments, though all producers have been

increasing the foreign component content of their television shipments.

And U.S.-owned producers hire relatively more DoS.-labor than

Japinese-owned facilities) in 1979, Uo.S. labor value was almost twice

as'4reat as a proportion of U.S.-ouned television shipments than In

Jap~nese-owned U.S. shipments. Japanese facilities seem to be more

mojarn and capital intensive) in 1979, the J.S. assembly facilities of

U.S-owned firms produced about e16 sets per man-hour compared to e25

In the Japanese plants. W/ ?hus, much more of the Japanese-owne4

* snipmentsl value added probably represents a return to capital, and

less payments to U.S. workers, than Is the case In tas U.S.-ownei
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American plants.

In a final Ironic twist, the ITC voted In 1900 to lift the

restrictions on Japanese tesevision Imports, becauser with the implicit

"commitment of Japanese producers to a relocation of their

manufacturing facilities In the United States, it is unlikely that

tnere would be substantial increases of Imports absent the OA with

Japan". A2/ Thus, in the early 1980s, U.S. consumers are purchasing

"Japanese" television sets assembled in the U.S., while UoS. proiucers

relocate larger and larger portions oZ "American" output to offshore

facilities, especi3l1f those in 4exico. With t3e ixplicit threat of

renewed import restrictions hanging over their heads, Japanese

producers are likely to continue to automate their U.S. facilities

using more capital-intensive tecnnologies to reduce labor costs, while

U.S. producers compete with the more laoor-intensive assembly

technologies that are most economic offshore. 11f Which strategy is

more likely to be a long-run success is an interesting and open

question. 4/

A final footnote in the history of the U.S. television industry

was written in 1IM1, when Genbral Electric, the only 3.S. fir. still

producing black and white sets in the Jnited States, announced that It

would shut down those remaining assembly operations. Meting that

competition from Taiwanese and South Korean imports vade the move

necessary, G.E. announced plans to shift production offshore by

1983. 3/

((4M
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The U.S. 806/807 statistics are the most complete set of published

ddta available on offshore production, but some inforsation, though

less complete, exists on such flows to the European and Japanese

markets. This perhaps is partially for reasons of interest, since such

offshore production is much less widespread in Europe; and Japan,

tnough heavily committed to offshore production In certain product

lines, generally ships relatively little bacK to the home markete with

over 7C percent of the output of its Asian manufacturing affiliates

generally going to local or other export markets in all products

(except in wood, paper, and pulp) producei. WA/ (U.S. Asian

manufacturing affilates shipped roughly the saAe percent of Asian

(4? ( output to local or export markets, except in electrical machinery#

where 70 percent of output went back to the U.S., and which accounts

for the iajority of U.S. material and component use in 806/837

trale.) A21

In addition to this lower visibility in hoie varkets, there may be

politically compelling reasons to give it little publicity. In Taiwan

and Korea, where the vast bulk of Japanese investment In Asia Is

located, Ifi/ Japanese firms account for a significant share of

manufactured exports from those countries. In fact, an apparent shift

from Japanese exports of color televisions (after tne U.S. 34A

described in the last section was imposed) to exports by Japanese

affiliates located in Taiwan and Korea, to the U.S. varket, was thought

to be occurLng prior to the U.S. decision to impose color television

OA's on Taiwan and Korea as wel. Ali And in addition to contending

with possible resistance to exports by Japanese affiliates using

AlI
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offshore locations in the Third World as export platforms for trade

with developed country markets, Japanese producers offshore in East

Asia must respond to the same host country perceptions of excessive

dependence on trade flows with one country that U.S. multinationals

face in their nearby Latin American markets.

Suropean firms, faced with strong and concerned trade unions in

their home market, probably feel a different sort of pressure not to

publicize shifts of capacity overseas, though protectionist (generated

in part by past trade union political pressure) measures severely limit

the opportunities to make such shifts. The same is probably true, but

to a lesser extent, in Japan and the U.S., where trade unions are

politically weaker.

Prudence, then, must surely require that companies maintain a lo

profile offshore. levertheless, sufficient information is available to

sk6tch out the general importance of offshore production in Europe and

Japan.

,Iaan

The Japanese started making export-oriented direct foreign

Investments in the late 1960s, prodded by the increasing costs of

Japanese labor, increasing problems with congestion and pollution at

home in the traditional manufacturing industries, loder levels of

protection for the Japanese home market, and exchange rate

revaluations. Q/ These export-oriented investments in LDCs were

(excluding several large chemical and natural resource oriented

' ( investment projects) largely in textiles and electrical equipment. 11/

In Hong Kongo in particular, Japanese garment makers and textile fiber
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manufacturers stepped up their investments in order to circumvent 3HAVs

imposed on Japanese apparel exports to the U.S. and Western Europe, and

to avoid LDC tariffs on textile imports; in general the substantial

volume of textile products exported from East Asia, and a large local

market, has made it an important 'market for Japanese textile

producers. ja/

The Japanese electronics industry in East Asia, on the other hand,

is almost exclusively concerned with exports. A 1979 survey recently

released by the Japanese Electrical Machinery Industry Association

makes strikingly clear the large volumes of investment and employment

involved. Of 193,003 workers reportedly eaployed by Japanese

electrical equipment affiliates in the world, some 134,000 were in

these East Asian export-oriented affiliates. jj/ Of these, In turn,

some 89,000 worked in the manufacture of components, with the balance

(45,0OC) in consumer and industrial electrical produ:ts. .1 These 1979

Japanese Asian electrical atfilate employment figures contrast with

employment of about 158,000 for U.S. electrical and electronic

aftliiates in 1977 in developing Asia and the Pacific, of which some

101,000 were in components. 151 Thus, Japanese and J.S. electronics

employment In offshore Asian locations were bota of roughly the same

magnitude in the late 1970's and aith component manufacture employment

outnumbering workers in other product lines by about two to one.

Table 11.8 summarizes the distribution of Japanese affiliate

electrical employment in various countries in 1179 in relation to

overall electronics employment, and to U.S. affiliate electrical

employment (in 1977). The figures confirm that Japanese firms dominate

the 46 percent or so of Korean electronics employment in firms with
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some degree of foreign ownership In 1979. Uj / In Taiwan, on the other

hand, U.S. and Japanese electrical industry employment were of roughly

the same size (and must have been near half, together, of overall

industry employment). In Singapore and alaysia, on the other hand,

U.S. electronics employment outnumbered the Japanese figure by over 2:1

(assuming continued growth in U.S. affiliate employment after 1977),

and together must have accounted for about 2/3 of the overall

eiectrical industry workforce. Only in Hong Kong do we find U.S. and

Japanese firms of only marginal importance (perhaps 1/4) of employment)

in tne industry. Thus, in recent times, U.S. ani Japanese electrical

equipment affiliates must have accounted for one-third to one-half, or

,- better, of electrical industry employment in all the major offshore

locations In Asia, other than Fong Kon. Hong Kong is also the only of

tnese major Asian locations where components do not dominate

production.

lg

.. . .. . . ... . . . .. . , - , .. .. . . .. .. _ _
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Use of Korea as a principal offshare production site by Japanese

electronics firms can also oe seen in the share of exports - ped by

Japanese affiliates in total industry exports (See Table 1.9))

Yoshihara claims that Japanese affiliates accounted for almost all the

electronic equipment exports from Korea in 1973. Another study shows

some 89% of Korean electric and electronic equipment exports shipped by

foreign (U.S., Japsnese, and other) firms in 1974, and Japanese

electronics investment In Korea exceeded U.S. electronics investment

(on an arrival basis) by a margin greater than two to one ($35 million

U.S. versus about $13 million). §2I In contrast with the Japanese

investment (which is mainly export-oriented), the U.S. investment is

primarily geared toward the domestic Korean market.

(C
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Table 11.9

Estimated Share of Japinese-iffiliated Firms in Exports

of 1ectroriics from Southeast Asia, 1973

Country Equipmer.t Coiponents Total Value (il. U.S. $

----------- -------- - - --- ee ------------------------ -

Taiwan 20 5 26 '7

Korea 10C. 22 50 163

Hong Kong 0 19 9 43

ingapore 4" 0 11 39

Total, 4 Countries 26 19 . 23 423*

*Does not add to country detail because of rounding.

Source: based on Voshihara (lS7a), Pp. 176# 219.

I (~* (
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In the other major Asian location for Japanese electronics

investments Taiwan, the Japanese influence is less exclusively felt.

raiwanese figures show roughly 61 percent of the dollar value of

foreign investment commitments over the 1952-74 period coming from the

U.S., versus 17 percent for Japanese investment in electronics and

eAgctrLcal equipment. 01/ Nevertheless, Table 11.8 shows roughly

comparable levels of exployaent, suggesting that in addition to being

more prone to participate in joint ventures, Japanese investors

probably undertake less capital-intensive operations than U.S.-based

fir~s. j2/ s Yoshihara points out, Japanese export-oriented investment

has been concentrated primarily in simple passive components,

accounting for 45 percent of the amount and 58 percent of the number of

cases o Japanese electronics investment in Southeast Asia prior to

early 1974. i/ UoS. einvestsent in the region by way of contrast# while

also geared to component exports, is dominated oy production of more

complex semiconductors. *j/

Japanese export-oriented investments in the textile and

electronics sectors in Southeast Asia also sees to be undertaken by

smailer firms than Is generally the case witn U.S. investments in the

region# with roughly half the number of cases of electronics investment

(and 33 percent of the amount) and one third the cases of textile

investment being undertaken by firms not listed on the Tokyo stock

exchange. AV/ Even among the listed firms, the tendency is for

relatively small firms to predominate.

These little firms teni to stick close to home, as seen In the

bgh degree of concentration of such investments In Taiwan and

Korea. fi/ Only in more distant Singapore do we find large investments
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by large Japanese firms predominant. A/

In components, there has been a recent shift toward producing a

greater volume of more complex active components, like semiconductorsp

offshore. 01 Statistics also seen to show an accelerating trend to

moving the production of equipeent offshore) Table I1.LO shows a

substantial shift toward foreign'production between 1978 and 1979 In

several consumer electronic products. For color televisions, such of

tdis increased toreign investment has gone to tie U.S. market, because

oi the trade restrictions described in the last section. In other

products, however, the vast bulk of foreign production is found in the

nearby Asian countries.

A recent industry report suggested that Japanesa producers will

carefully coordinate the shift of lower value added items to their

overseas production Oase, while keeping higher value added items in

Jdpan in order to maintain employment, fi/ In electronic components, in

particular, the Japanese Industry's overseas production is oriented

toaard expanding its share of the global export market* ll1 The

retention of a substantial amount of televlsion, radio, tape recorder,

and stereo production capacity In Japan (shown In Table 4.3) while

large volumes of these products are simultaneously produced offshore by

Japanese firms suggests# also, that Japanese producers tend to retain

much of their domestic production base for these products in Japan,

while supplying expanding export markets from offshore plants.

Note that while Japan has special tariff-sparing arrangements

similar to the U.S. 806/807 provisions, they do not seem to be in very

wide uses fil The VXCTAD secretariat had suggested that reexport to the

Japanese market is discouraged by 'the governmental authorities, who (as

A.
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is Qgj the case with the U.S. 836/807 provisions) have discretionary

autnority over the luty-free reimport of exported Japanese

components. t / At any rate, Japanese offshore electronic production

seems to be oriented toward non-Japanese markets.

'AC
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Finally, Japanese investors in the Asian offshore countries see.

to nave been acutely aware of the political nature of barriers to

trade, and to have shown considerable resourcefulness in adapting to

changes in the rules of the game. It seems clear, for exaiple, that

the Japanese, along with multinational firms from all over the world,

are influenced in their choice of production sites for international

export markets by the existence of trade preferences in important

markets for output manufactured In a suitable host LDC. 22/ The

political intervention that has repeatedly occured with their exports

of color televisions, autos, and now, integrated circuits# has taught

tne Japanese that market share in advanced products in the J.S. anJ

Lurope often must be purchased by the transfer of soie part of

(V production into the targetted market, or by the political protection

oifered by a joint venture with a national possessing some claim on a

part of an LDC's GSP limit or export quota. 211 The lispersion of

products across countries In Table I.10 reflects a complex interaction

between Japanese firms" drive to minimize cost and maximize profit, the

tariff, non-tariff, and explicitly political barriers to trale with

major gartners, the degree of competition felt with

newly-industrializinj nations' exports of less sophisticated

manufactures, the physical and technological barriers to the relocation

of all or part of the production processf the labor intensity of the

product, and the institutionaily guaranteed nature of the lifetime

employment contracts inside major Japanese corporations. ZZI

(kI
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Soae information is also available on offshore production activity

oriented toward the European Economic Community. West Germany and the

Netnerlands have produced accessible published statistical information

on their so-called "outward-processing" trade, and for 1979, the

European Community reieased, for the first time, complete records of

such trade for the entire EEC. Z/ What had been apparent earlier for

the Setherlands and dest Germany / was also true for the entire

EEC: such offshore production seems to be much Less important in

relation to imports and exports of manufactures than is the case In the

United States or Japan.

First, a brief survey of EEC "outward processing" trade is useful.

An appendix to this chapter contains tables showing the relative

importance of different products for West Germany, and tne Nethorlands,

in extensive detail) for the entire EECs outward processinq imports#

from LDCs only, in less detail, and a brief technical description of

these arrangements.

Note that Suropean outdard processing provisions differ froi the

U.S. 8G6/807 tariff items in one very significant respect. InsteaJ of

deducting the value of European components from dutiable value, before

assessing the tariff charges (as would be the case with the U.S. 897

item), the tariff Is levied, and then the value of the tariff charges

on the exported components if it were imported ajgt are credited

toward that tariff charge. Thus, exported components effectively face

a tariff charge upon reimportation equal to the difference between the

rate on the imported article into which it is incorporated, anJ the

rate which It would face while unincorporated into a manufacture. In......
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semiconductors, for example, it may be uneconomic to Import integrated

circuits into Europe after assembly in Asia because of the uide-gap

between the 17 percent tariff applicable to assembled integrated

circuits, and the 9 percent tariff rate on unfinilsne silicon chips,

upon reimportation. 25/ Since finished goods often face greater tariff

barriers than unasseibled meterials and components, this can be a

formidaole barrier to imports. The European system displays two other

significant divargences frox U.S. practice: all transactions uust have

the prior approval of the national customs authority, and onli EEC

residents are allowed to have the processing carried out.

Most EEC outward processing iiports come froa other parts of

Zurope (33 percent for Germany in 1978, 91 percent for the

(I ketherlands). The bulk of this trade is with i£astern Europe for

Germany (55 percent of all trade with Yugoslavia, Poland, and Hungary

alone in 1978) and with iestern Europe (86 percent in 1978) for the

Netherlands.

Thus, "806/807" type imports from LDC's are minimal for the

European Community as a whole and for these countries individually. In

1978, for example, outward procossing reimports amounted to about $261

million compared to U.S. 806/307 imports from LDC's of about $4133

million, about 16 tines greater. The great bulk of these imports were

in textiles and garments, and in electronics. In fact, only in these

two sets of products do outward processing relmports account for a

significant portion of imports, as can be seen in the appendix tables,

and in Table 11.11. As can also be noted (by comparing Table 11.11

with the appendix tables for Netherlands and dest Germany), even in

apparel, reimports from other developed and socialist countries must

/
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predomlndteo In West Germanyr however, the other anjor reluport

(electrical machlnery, aoout 1.9 percent of electrical imports in 1978)

Is dominated by the 1.5 percent reimported from LDC's,

(C!
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France and Germany account for the great bulk (78 percent) of

tnese imports from LDCs. Reisports generally come from Southeaft

Asia, except in France, which takes a little under 2/3 of its assembly

imports from its former colonies in North Africa.

The small scale of European offshore operations is evident kn a

recent survey of foreign employment by German-owned affiliates. U/ It

found a total of 23,000 employees, in 1975, in South and Southeast

Asian affiliates of German electrical engineering firms, compared to

96,00 found in ierman electrical engineering affiliates in the

developing countries worldwide. 22/ Since, except in the Mediterranean

and North African countries, Little lerman production for local markets

is found outside Southeast Asia, we may conclude that exports are not a

major motivation for German investments in foreign electronics industry

alfiliates, by and large. 22/

It should also be noted that many of the German firms involved in

tae offshore subcontracting of production of apparel are smaller

firms. 22/ As is the case witn *.S. firms, much of the apparel trade

involves suocontracts with independent foreign subcontractors.

The reasons for this relatively minor use of offshore production

arrangements by the SEC countries is probably largely the result of the

substantial protection given to the European markets d / Imports of

electronic goods and appsrel, waich dominate offshore production In

yeneral, are taxed with rather high tariff rates In the EEC.

Furthermore, quotas exist on imports of apparel. National content

requirements, like those limiting Intra-EEC duty-free trade to

electronics products with under three percent isported semiconductor

content, also pose a formidable non-tariff barrier to offshore

..... . ---- --------- ---------- --, -... . . " "" "'-- -" Il I -I i -.
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electronics production. fI/

Offshore production arrangements in Europe and Japan are

significantly lifferent from the structure and orientation of offshore

production by U.S. firms. European firms do relatively little of their

production for the export market offshore, except in the apparel

Industry (and in which trade mainly flows from Eastern Europe). The

barriers to imports in the European market of those products generally

proluced offshore (textiles, appareL, and electronics) is probably the

most significant factor explaining this pattern.

Offshore production by Japanese fires is also concentrated in

electronics aud apparel, but is considerably larger in relation to

Imports and domestic production than is the case in Europe. Japanese

electronics employment in Soutneast Asia, for example, is of roughly

the same order of magnitude Rs that of U.S. electronic affiliates. It

differs from U.S. offshore production, however, In that export markets,

rather than the home market, are the major focus for offshore output,

and in that many of the electrical products shipped seem less complex

than the electronics products typically snipped by U.S. firms. rhis

may have -uch to do with the nature of labor market (i.e., lifetime

employment) and financial (i.e., government supervised

credit-rationing) institutions in Japan. Import quotas have also

influenced production patterns in obvious ways, and it seeos likely

that much offshore production by Asian affiliates of Japanese firms is

affected by its elgibLILty for import into developed country markets

with various sorts of trade preferences extended to the LDC hosts.
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At this point, it is useful to briefly take stock of some common

elements in the offshore production activity of firms in industrialized

countries. The first, and very striking, feature of this trade Is that

it is basically concentrated -- in all countries -- in two limited

types of manufactures: apparel, and electronics. aj

Three commonly cited attributes of these industries probably all

play important economic roles in making offshore production more

attractive in these products than in other products. These items all

have &xtremely high value-to-weight ratios and, hence, low transport

costs. Clothing and electronic equipment require rather large asounts

of simple and routine assembly operations that can ae 4one by unskilled

labor or sophisticated machines, and therefore can have their cost of

production substantially reduced if an axple supply of low cost

unskilled labor is located. ill three products are produced in

sequential operations that can be physically separated in time and

space wituout affecting the quality of the the proJuct. Offshore

production, for these essentially technological reasons, then, is

especially attractive in these industries. Finally, apparel and

electronics are highly competitive industries, where all possible cost

reductions may well be forcibly introduced. (One night speculate that

tne technical characteristics of the products described reluce barriers

to entry in the industry and are a partial determinant of the high I

deoree of competition.)

A second feature (to be noted with a careful examination of the

K geographical breakdown of imports and production charted In the last

section) is that a relatively small group of LDCs lovinates most such

,Il
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activity. dhile it is true that all share relatively low wages (or

more accurately used to share, since Hong Kong, Singapore, and Korea

now nave wages significantly above their less iniustrializeJ

neighbors), that is a trait common to many other LDCs. ALL also have

relatively well-developed transportation and coaauni:ation links.

But most Importantly, all have well publicized and well known

customs and tax arrangements that permit the rapid, duty-free import of

inputs to be used in exported output, whether in the form of export

processing zones, in-bond industrial parks, easy duty drawback

procedures, or, simply, minizal tariff Levels. 3tfshore producers have

generally responded fairly rapidly to the establishment of these

programs Ali and make extensive use of then in their offshore exports.

One way to document this last point Is simply to note that activity in

export processing zones is overwhelmingly 3evoted to precisely those

products we have been discussing (apparel and electronics)j in their

survey of the zones, Proebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (l9o) found that

eaployment In free zones all over the world had about the same pattern,

with roughly half of workers in electronics, and another quarter in

textiles And apparel. fA/

Thirdly, in all the major industrialized countries, aovement

offshore is not reserved exclusively for larqe vultinationals. There

are many smaller firxs involved in these trade links. The smaller

firms, in fact, tend to stick closer to home (to Aaxico and the

Caribbean, in the U.S.; to Taiwan and Korea, in Japan) to &astern

Europe and the Nediterranean, in Western Europe). ill In familiar

nearby areas with which communication links are good, and where a

considerable overhead investment in learning the local ways needed to

/I
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do business is not necessary, even small firms can afford to make the

jump into foreign investment (and may be forcel to by their

competition).

In saking these observations, three economic determinants of the

relocation of industry offshore have been mentioned: the relative cost

of labor, the technical details of production, and the costs of

transport and communication. Of these, a low cost for labor services

is necessary, though not sufficient, for offshore production to be

economic. Transport costs limit the range of products which can

profitably be transferred offshore, and the technology of products and

processes narrows the range still farther.

the calculation must be further complicated by less central

concerns. One Is labor productivity. If there are large international

differences, differentials in labor costs can be offset or augmentede.

A recent study, based on interviews with factory managers in

export-oriented affiliates of multinational firms, concludes that such

differences are minimal. !/ Another study, on the other hand, when

comparing Asian productivity in apparel with that in Colombia, finds

significant differences (30 to 53 percent), in the productivity of

labor between Asian firms and Colombian firms. JI/ The study notes,

however, that firms in several cases raised their productivity to Asian

standards after receiving foreign technical assistan:e, which suggests

tnat the labor productivity differences are the result of technical and

managerial know-how In the management of production flows. N/ Thus,

the two points of view are not in contradiction. itoin a single firm,

the productivity of an individual worker may well, after suitable

training, be fairly constant across countries, yet considerable

~i
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differences In productivity observed as the outcome of variation in

technical and managerial competence, and perhaps, installed capital.

Our case studies of lexico and Raiti also support the view that

national differences in the productivity of an unskilled worker are

generally perceived as small within multlnationdl operations, and do

not qualify in any major way the apparent cost of an hour of labor

calculated from the going wage. J2/

Another major economic aspect of the decision to produce offshore

is automation and %echanization as an alternative to foreign assembly.

Since automation generally requires a large fixed c3?ital investment,

tne relevant variables affecting its attractiveness are the relative

cost of capital, and the size of the production flea, over the Lifetime

6 of the product that will pay off the capital charges. In Japan, for

example, producers of semiconductors have managed to retain their

production ba3e in Japan, where unsKilled labor is relatively

expensive, by replacing it with automated machinery and specializing in

those semiconductor types with the largest market size. 2/

In the many low cost, high volume manufactures in which it seems

to specialize, the Japanese have replaced unsiilled labor witn highly

automated plants, often reaping higher quality output as a

dividend. JL/ In some of the higher wage offshore countries, automation

is also now beginning to be economic. In Hong Kongo for example, large

apparel and digital watch module assemblers are beginning to automate

their production lines, citing not only cost, but also quality

improvements. 221 On the other hand, movement to other offshore

locations Is probably not really a viable alternative for these firms,

because Hong Kong-specif c auotas and trade preferences are often

7
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needed to export their output.

Before concluding the discussion of the determinants of offskore

production, two explicitly political influences on production location

should be Indicated. One has already surfacel in our mention of'

tariffs, quotas, and other non-tariff barriers to trade which arev

ultimately the result of political pressures. Certainly exporters now

understand that production within a market, or export from a location
enjoying special preferences, can head off political pressures that

would otherwise choke off exports. Japanese investments in the

assomoly of autos, color televisions, and integrated circuits witain

the J.S. and Europe reflect these pressures to some extent.

Finally, another major political influence on investment is

embodied in investors' concern over the potential effects of political

and economic turbulence within a single country. These "country risks"

of investment in generally poor (and, therefore, often politically

unstable) low-wage countries have a major impact on the decisions of

foreign investors. 2.1/ In just about every major product produced

offshore, one finds numerous cases of basically the same operation

being performed by affiliates in numerous locations, often with

significant variation In wages from location to location.

Frequently$ a single firm maintains similar production facilities

in a whole range of offshore locations, as an explicit strategy to

reduce such "country risk" by diversifying production across countries.

U.S. T.V. assemblers have essentially similar facilities in qexico,

Taiwan# Singaporej U.S. semiconductor makers invest in Hong Kong,

Tawano, Korea, Nalaysla, Singapore, the Philippineso and Thailand.

Since all these countries have widely divergent wage levels, and

in I l I l I ll I I I I I I i .. . "r
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substantially less variation in transport and communication costs, it

seems safe to hazard the observation that the return to offshore

investment must vary substantially from location to location. Rather

than modelling producers' sourcing decisions by a siuple calculus of

cost minimization, then, a richer molel is needed, in which firms

evaluate the political and economic risks to investment specific to

every country, and select a portfolio of projuction locations tn3t

reflects the optimal combination of risk and return available to the

firm.

The tecnnical aspects, and policy implications, of this view of

firm behavior are explored in some length in the case study of the

semiconductor industry found later in this volume. We next turn to

evaluating the effects on the industrialized countries, whan the

constellation of econoic and political forces just lescribed iake the

relocation of a portion of an industry to an offshore location

attractive to producers.
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Alth the growth of offshore production in recent years, its

etfects on the home economy have become the subject of some

controversy. In the United States, the 806/807 tariff provisions have

been the target of repeated attempts at repeal. A brief consideration

ol some of the conflicting Interests in those struggles provides some

insight into the nature of the effects of offshore 7roduction

arrangements on the UoS. economy.

First, there are the views of large American-based multinational

corporations. Since there are few constr3ints preventing then from

operating successfully overseas, competition from izports utilizing

cheap foreign inputs must pose little threat to their long-tern

viability. Their Jeonstrated interest in pro-oting 807 (demonstrable,

at least, In the case of the large multinational electronics firms) 94/

must therefore originate in some perception that 807 can increase

profitability in their U.S. operations. Three lixely reasons coue to

mind. First, to the extent that 837 can lower costs in protected

industries, it may stimulate increased demani for their products. This

may also be reflected In increased profit margins in the sore

technology-intensive and oligopolistic industries. Second, economies

of scale in production may oe more readily realized If tariff barriers

to toe flow of inputs and outputs across national frontiers are

lowered. UoSo-oriented production may Do moved outside the U.S., and

the resulting economies of scale may serve to make production by

U.S.-based firms more competitive in the international market. Third,

global operations may show less variance in their not return, it

multinationals can mote easily diversify their production

OLt
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internationally to minimize the impact of country-specific risks and

business cycle fluctuations on profits.

Next, consider smaller, national U.S. businesses. Lacking the

organizational, managerial, and informational resources of the

imultinationals, they cannot easily move their production overseas.

Otten, they are marginal producers within the U.S. market. For them,

relaxation of protective measures spells certain economic death in the

face of cheap foreign imports, unless they can somenow make use of

cheaper foreign inputs without the international experience accumulated

by the l3rier multinational organizations. Tariff item 617 offers

oovious advantages to them: it maintains protection for their

products, yet enables them to lower costs and becove sore competitive

by transferring assembly operations to loder cost locations. To some

extent, such initial aoveiaent into low wage areas may be a transitional

step toward full-fledged multinationality.

Urganized labor has a distinct and different point of view. The

relatively high waqes earned by workers In U.S. primary aanufacturing

firms may be intimately linked to protectionist traae policies. One

can argue that such relatively high wages are caused by the superior

productivity and skills of tue American worker, though suc statements

are inherently difficult to prove. but the removal of all protection,

in the absence of other trade barriers, would undoubtedly mean that

American workers -- skilled and unskilled -- would end up earning the

same wage earne4 by a worker with equivalent credentials in the

developing areas, or unemployed.
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4ute that higher wages paid to U.S. workers do not necessarily

imply that U.S. production cannot be competitive in international

markets. It U.S. firms employ a technology superior to that used by

otner nationse firms, for .exaple, higher wages may 5e a way for

workers to capture some of the rent that would otherwise be received by

the hfgh technology firms. Producing abroad (or using SC?) would

merely transfer some of this technological rent back to tne firm, or

the consumer. 25/ Access to cheaper capital than that available to

foreign producers vight also produce similar rents, and the possibility

of their capture by American workers.

To a certain degree 807 may compensate for the job loss caused by

increased imports, by stimulating Ireater iemani for components

produced in the U.S. In fact, it is clearly true that if foreign

assembly operations use basically the sate techniques used by American

firms, then any given increase in imports under section 807 will always

cause less of a drop in U.S. output and employment, in all industries,

thau an equivalent increase in "normal" imports, because of the

incentive created to use greater numbers of U.S.-made components.

In fact, it is theoretically possible that increases in demand Jue

to lower costs, and/or price-induced shifts toward more

component-intensive production techniques, might actually LactLIst

U.So output and employment (at some fixed wage). Organized labor's

experience during the 1963-67 period, however, might have led it to

conclude that a decrease In eaploymint is most likely, and to seek the

repeal of 807.
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Finally, one may label as "government" concerns all those effects

not impacting directly on business or labor. Thus, the net effect on

the U.S. balance of payments, and the prices faced by consumers, are

important issues necessarily faced at the national level. There may

also be a national security argument for keeping key elements of an

industrial base within national boundaries. 2 ,

Thus, there seei to be a multiplicity of interests in offshore

production, based largely on what perceived economic interests are. We

can conveniently separate taese economic conflicts into two

groups-those that are basically distributional struggles for shares of

a fixed level of out~uto and those that affect the level of aggregate

production, the size of the pie to be divided up.

The standard trade theory view of these matters, put forw3rd by

the bulk of economists, is tnat these struggles over protection pit the

incomes of workers against the overall level of economic elfare, and

that by offering a suitable system of transfers to workers whose

incomes are lowered as a consequence of trade liberalizationp the

economy as a whole would unambigiously benefit. The extra income

created by trade would more than pay for the transfers requirel by

aftected workers, so that trade liberalization leaves all (at least,

potentially) better off.

here are a number of practical and theoretical criticisms of this

point of view, however. First, at the theoretical level, these

arguments assume that a system of competitive free markets guarantees

the employment of all resources, including labor, In the economy. The

Q validity of this assumption Is not always clear. for one thing, the

so-called social "safety net" in most industrialized countries creates

-... .k
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a floor for wages, so that if the wage for unskilled labor that would

ensure full employment falls below that socially set level,

unemployment will be created. For another thing, in the presence of

insufficient aggregate demand and Keynesian uneuploysent, these '

arguments for freer trade do not necessarily hold. Policies other than

trade liberalization would also be required to ensure improvemens in

social welfare, in these cases.

From a practical point of view, even if markets do guarantee full

employment in the long run, there ,ay be significant transitional costs

associated with the relocation on an industry, as lisplaceJ workers are

forced to move, search for new employment, and possibly, retrain.

These frictional "adjustment" costs are likely to have an effect on any

calculation of the benefits of trade lioeralization, since in effect,

Involuntary unemployment exists for a while (though not forever).

We must add to these social considerations (of now social welfare

and national income can be increased by trade policy) distributive

arguments* While, in theory, a system of transfers can be workeS out

to guarantee labor no drop in Its standard of living as the result of

socially desirable change In trade arrangements, these transfers have,

in practice, not generally been made. workers who lose high-paying

jobs In previously protected sectors of the economy are not often given

Lifetime allowances to make up the difference wmen tney find

lower-paying employment, and even when successful in finding

alternative employment, the adjustuent costs generally come out of

their own pockets. TAus, even If there is an overall social gain to be

( realized from offshore production arrangements, workers In the affected

Industry are likely to face private losses with the existing menu of
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trade adjustment programs.

The issue of the social gains and losses from offshore production

is addzessed in detail in the semiconductor case stuJy found later in

this voluue. It is clear, however, that the effects of industrial

relocation of worcers in an industry going offshore are the principle

negative effects of such movement, to be balanced against the gains

consumers receive through lower prices. The exact comparisons are

difficult to construct, since one Is required to mike difficult choices

of assumptions: for example, in the absence of offshore production,

would imports reduce the size of the industry anyway? doa much does

oflshore production act to increase, on average, the J.S. content of

imports? Does the lower price of off3hore-asseabled products actually

increase employment in the Jozestic industry by raising overall demand?

Rather than trying to answer such .luestions, 121 which are

inherently difficult to answer, and probably vary substantially from

industry to industry, we will instead use the remainder of this section

to look at some general characteristics of employment in industries

with substantial offshore production, and assess ihethar the adjustment

costs and structural problems created by contraction in these

industries are more acute than those in other parts of the economy.

First, note that the workers in the two industries most affected

by offshore production, apparel and electronics, especially in the

least skilled assembly Jobs, are overwhelmingly women. 2R/ This true in

all the destern economies. The explanation for this Is probably

( -(- related to the generally lower wage rates at which unskilled female

workers are hired, their manual dexterity and patience with routine and

monotonous tasks# ani possibly, a perceived lesser propensity to resist

i L • _I__ _ _ _ _,_ _.
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management initiatives. 2/

This Is a significant iact, however, because empirical studies

tend to show that adjustment costs for displaced female workers are

greater than for sale workers of the same age and skill levels.

Unemployment spells for displaced women workers, for example, seem to

be much longer than for male jorkers, at all ages. La/ The livited

available evidence suggests that workers displaced from manufacturing

jobs suffer substantial costs, both in earnings fore;one while

ulemployed, and in lower waje rates when subsequently reemaloyed. LLL/

The losses suffered by female workers, single arn larried, appear to be

significantly greater than those of similar male workers. 112/

Thus, those industries most directly involved with offshore

production are also industries with heavily female, and relatively

unskilled, work forces. The workers displaced by this fora of

internationalization of their industries, then, will suffer such

greater losses than the average production worker in manufacturing, and

offshore production is thus likely to cause particularly acute

employment Jisplacement problems. It might also seem somednat

inaluitabLe to concentrate these losses In one narrow segment of the

labor force, in effect forcing unskilled working women to bear costs

which are more than compensated for by lower costs to consumers.

The changes being descrloed here are clearly most threatening to

tne least skilled, ana hence, most economically vulnerable segments of

the labor force in the Industrialized countries. The limited data

available suggest that shifts to offshore production have fundamentally

altered the structure of employment, to the detriment of the less

skilled*

AI
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This is illustrated by Table 11.12, whicn charts the estimated

share of assembly workers in total U.S. production employment over the

census years from 1963 to 1977, in machinery (electrical and

non-electrical) inJustries with significant amounts of 3ssembly

employment. Along with material handlers and custodial workers,

assemblers are consiJere*d to be among the least skilleJ occupations In

manufacturing, so changes in assembly employment will impact directly

on the demand for the labor services of the least stilled.

Tne second most interesting thing about this table is the rather

surprising stability of assemblers' share of the production work force.

By and large, for most LndustrLes, there is little real change in the

relative demand for assemblers.

The most interesting thing about the table, though, is the list of

industries in which striking changes (defined. informally, as a more

than I percentage point change In the relative importance of assembly

employment). There were no such changes over tae 1963-1967 period.

From 1967 to 1972 there were dramatic decreases in the share of

assembler eaployment in semiconductors (from 77 to 52 percent), and

communication equipment (from 53 to 34 percent), both of which went

through a period of rapid grodth in offshore production then. Over the

same period, assemblers almost Joubled as a fraction of tAe work force

in office machines and typewriters# but this is probably related

technological changes in those products, witn electronic parts

replacing mechanical movements.

From 1972 to 1977, only one product showed a significant decline
(

In assembler employment share. Padio and television receivers were

manufactured with a production work force that dropped from 82 percent
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to 63 percent assemblers, and again coincided ith a period in which

production is known to have rapidly moved offshore. Calculators and

scales increased their use of assembly workers (33 tq 67 percent, and

32 to 42 percent, respectively), and again, technological changes that

replaced other components with electronics are the most probable cause.

Since we cannot accurately identify how changes in technology,

automation and prices nave affected the demand for assembly labor (and

we will generally expect them to), we cannot call these observations

conclusive. Still, tne sectors that stand out from the monotonous

stability of Table IT.12 are more than suggestive: radical drops in

the share of assembly employment occurred in industries known to have

gone offshore, when they went offshore. the sectors that increased

their use of assemblers produced output In which electronics were

substituted for other parts.

Offshore production, then, seems to have wrought permanent change

in the composition of labor demand In that part of the industry left

behind. The least skilled and the marginally employed, those for whom

displacement is most costly# are those most affected. Ironically,

tnouqh, demand for assembly workers seems to increase with the

technological changes in design that increase use of electronic

componentry. Cost savings realized through movement offshore* in turn,

may have stimulated those design changes. Je are left with a difficult

and sensitive issue, a situation whose only clear message is that

increased competiton from manufactures produced In low-wage LDCs is

going to be most painful for less skilled workers in the industrialized

economies.
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A consideration of the effects of offshore production arrang~ments

on tne developing nost economies plunges us into even cloudier areas.

The issues are more complicated, the analysis less clear, and the'data

even less satisfactory than is tne case in tae industrialized

economies. ?he case studies of Mexico, Haiti# and Colombia incluted in

this volume ought to convince the reader of how important historical,

political, and institutional factors are in weighing the costs and

benefits to a host economy of offshore productiono

Nevertheless, we outline hers, in skeletal forar the vajor points

that have been raised with regard to impacts on the host economy* The

issues generally raised can be categorized as those related to

employment, tne balance of payments, the creation of linkages to

indigenous industry, the transfer of technology, social problems and

the creation of economic dependence and instaoility.

A maJor attraction to a host LDC of offshore production must be

the creation of relatively hi;h-productivity industrisl employment,

especially in areas where there is substantial unemployment or

underemployment, and little industry. Availaole evidence, however,

indicates that current levels of offshore production make a much

smaller contribution to employment creation, and labor absorption than

might be supposed. Froebel, Reinrichs, and Kreye (1983), In their

survey of export-oLented production in the LOCs, found about 420,000

employed In such factories in Asia, about 26SJ40 in Latin America, and

about 40,000 in 1frica, in 1975 Ila/ These figures probably exclule

.. .. .. I I ll l I r 11:4 I .
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most subcontracting oy indigenous firms located outside export

processing zones, but -- outside of the apparel and textile industryo

in Asia -- such employment must be relatively minor. A generous

upper bound on offshore employment* worldwide, in 1975, would probably

be about I million workers.

Although this is not an inconsequential figure, it is rather like

a drop in the bucket of Third World unieremploysent anA unemployment.

In 1975, for example# ILO researchers estimated the unemployed and

underemployed to be about 196 million in isial 63 villion in Africar

and 33 million in Latin America (with 18 million, 10 million, and 5

maLlion openly unemployed, respectively). L/

This is not to say that it is not a critical source of employment

in certain countries, particularly in qong Kong, Singapore, Barbados,

and Soutn Korea. But, by and large, offshore production does not

employ more than a marginal portion of the labor forca, or even the

much smaller industrial wort force. One can see this, for example, by

noting that offshore production is basically concentrated in apparel

and electronics, and then exahining the portion of aanufacturing output

accounted for by these prolucts (which overestimates the potential

Importance of offshore production, since substantial production of

theose products Is generally shipped to local markets, rather than being

exported).

In almost all major offshore LOCs in 1976, textiles and clothing

accounted for only 13 to 23 percent of manufacturing value added, with

the signifLicant exceptions of El Salvador (31 percent), Korea (25

percent), India (29 percent), Sri Lanka (23 percent), and Hong Kong (98

percent). J§J/ Manufacturing value added (in 1978) in these countries,
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as a percent of GDP, in turn, amounted to 15 percent in E1 Salvador, 36

percent in Korea, 17 in India, 23 In Sri Lanka, and 31 percent in Hong

Kong. 19/ Thus, only in Korea and Hong Kong does apparel production

pernaps exceed 5 percent of GDP.

The same story holds true in the other major offshore export,

electronics. Restricting our attention to offshore %sia (waere suca

exports are concentrated), in 1974, only in Hong Kong and Singapore did

electrical machinery output exceed 10 percent of manufacturing output

(11 percent, to be precise). 112/ Aitn the possible exceptions, then,

of ong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Barbados 12.J/ offshore exports

cannot possibly account for a significant portion of employment.

Also, it is not entirely clear that the exployaent created in the

zones is a particularly effective response to tne unemploytent problems

of LDCs. First, it ought to be noted that the dorkers in these

offshore factories (as in the apparel and electronic industries in tne

developed countries) are alaost exclusively (80 to 93 percent) women,

ohich creates some rather interesting economic and social issues. 1221

In apparent contrast with these industries in tne developed countries,

the female workers are overwhelmingly young and unmarried, with the

upper age limit for the bulk of tne distribution by age at roughly the

mean age of marriage for factory women in their local societies. f11

This is not typical of female employment in these industries in the

industrialized countries. 112, Many of these young women participate

formally for the first time in the labor force as an assembly export

plant worker, and critics charge that rather than eradicating

S unemployment, it may actually induce it, by encouraging the labor force

participation of groups that might not otherwise not do so. o2/

.....
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The other major issue in employment is that of wages and working

conditions. If offrhore j1,nts paid wages above going rates, for

example, then presumably a job creat:d in the offshore export sector

night yield a jreater recial return than jobs created in the national

economy. III/ The evidence on this iojn* is mixed. In general, most

observers find no s!gnificant .ifferences between wales in export

processing zones and the rest of t'e economy. LIJ/ h 1973 survey of

Korea's lasan export processing zone found wages in the Ma3san zone

somewhat higher than in tts surroui~ding province, for all types of

skills. Il/ The published dat on wages in Taiwanese export processing

zones show 2ost workers ge7ti7ng wais somewhat below the general

averages for apparel and electrical machinery, but this is difficult to

interpret, since the zones probably have a greater percentage of

unskilled assembly Jobs, and female workers, than is true for the

industries in general. L1L/ On the other hand, as is noted in the

Mexico and Haiti case studies, wages in offshore plants in those

countries tend to be at or above the legal minimums. Since evision of

minimum wage re4uirements is widespread in both countries, 12f the

wages paid are probably somewhat above a market wage.

decause they tend to be more visible, and their environment more

regulated than other firms, working conditions are ;enerally thought to

be somewhat bette; than in slmilar-sized firms in the rest of the

economy, though undoubtedly unsatisfactory by developed country

standards. JU/ A survey of the Swedish Ministries of Foreign Affairs

and Trade found that labor legislation is generally enforced in most

export processing zones. 1i1 On the other hand, repressive measures

designed to control or prevent trade union organization in foreign
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firms are applied in many Southeast Asian countries. 122/

A number of social and political issues are often raised with

regard to offshore production, which are examined in detail in the

country case studies in this volume* For one thing, the induction of

large numoers of prime age females into the industrial labor force is

chastised as being socially and culturally disruptive. The traditional

family itructure is threatened, employed anJ unexplored males feel

unaule to assert their usual roles as economic heads of their

households, unwed motherhood increases, and the general moral fabric of

local communities is attacked. These are difficult issues to

appreciate for the resident of a 13te twentieth century industrial

capitalist society, where these fears might even be labelLed as sexist.

Uonetheless, in a traditional culture where noras of behavior evolve

very slowly, this sort of instant industrialization may be highly

disruptive.

Since offshore production often Is clustered in very compact and

politically discrete free manufacturing zones, it is also criticized as

an enclave of foreign interests, not subject to the same political and

economic forces that regulate the business environment in other parts

of the country. Criticism of the lack of integration of offshore

production activities Into the rest of the host economy are

particularly sensitive In Mexico* where the relatively isolated border

regions in which these plants are clustered have long been the focus of

central government efforts to tie them more into the sainstream of

Mexican political and economic life.

j2
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Since many offshore producers use tax and tariff incentives that

prohibit the shipment of large volumes of output to the national

markets, there is little opportunity for national producers to use

products produced offshore as inputs to production for the national

market, and hence, little in the way of forward linkages Jeveloped to

the host economy. In some cases, however, the development of backward

linKages, the substitution of nationally-produced inputs for miterials

previously imported, has been observed. 121/ Table 11.13 shows that in

export processing zones in Taiwan and Korea, national material content

has increased considerably -- to about one-fifth to one-fourth of the

value of exports. Foreign exchange earned on those exports amounts to

about half of their value, divided oetween wages, materials, rent,

services, and utilities.

In 4exico, the U.S. content of 806/807 Imports is also about 50

percent, but the national material content is considerably lower.

While these data do not really tell much about how Linkages develop,

since the product mix of these zones, as well as the prices of various

inputs, have changed over the years, they do seem ta indicate that

national content does have a tendency to rise over time in Asia. This

contrasts sharply with the i4exican experience. On the other hand, it

should be noted that, in the absence of significant transport costs (as

along the Mexican border), national suppliers of inputs for UoS.-bound

exports must actually produce at a lower cost than the product is

available in the United States, since the 806/8)7 tariff exemptions

lower the eventual landed cost of U.S. inputs relative to

foreign-oroduced supplies. This probably restricts the competitiveness

!C
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Table 11-13

Foreign Exchange ad National Content of Export Processing
Zone Shipments

Foreign Foreign Domest
Exchange Laports )teridaus

Earnings as 2 as 2 Exports as I Exports
Export

Three Export Processing

Zones, Taiwan

9/66- 12/74 RA 66 9

1975 411 57 9

1976 431 55 12

1977 481 52 12

1978 401 60 16

1979 451 51 20

Masn Free Export Zone,
Korea

1971 28

1972 30

1973 37

1974 39 59 17

1975 41 54 17

1976 49 48 22

1977 49 48 24

1978 52 50 22

1979 52 47 24

Notes: 1. Defined an Exports-Imports-Net Outward Remittances.

2. Net Exports from Zone.

Sources: Taiwan from Export Processing Zone Admnistration, Essential Statistics,
Various years.
Korea from Korea, Masan Free Export Zone In Facts and Figures (ca. 1980).

AL -
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Since many offshore producers use tax and tariff incentives that

prohibit the shipment of large volumes of output to the national

markets, there is little opportunity for national producers to use

products produced offshore as inputs to production for the national

market, and hence, little in the way of forward linkages jeveloped to

the host economy. In some cases, however, the development of backward

linxages, the substitution of nationally-produced inputs for materials

previously imported, has been observed. 121/ Table 11.13 shows that in

export processing zones in Taiwan and Korea# national material content

has increased considerably -- to about one-fifth to one-fourth of the

value of exports. Foreign exchange earned on those exports amounts to

about half of their value, divided aetween wages, materials, rent,

services, and utilities.

In 4exico, the U.S. content of 806/807 imports is also about 50

percent, but the national material content is considerably lower.

While these data do not really tell much about how Linkages develop,

since the product mix of these zones, as well as the prices of various

inputs, have changed over the years, they do seem to Indicate that

national content does have a tendency to rise over tite In Asia. This

contrasts sharply with the Mexican experience. On the other hand, it

should be noted that, in the absence of significant transport costs (as

along the Mexican border), national suppliers of Inputs for U.S.-bound

exports must actually produce at a lower cost than the product is

available In the United States, since the 806/877 tariff exemptions

lower the eventual landed cost of U.S. inputs relative to

foreign-produced supplies. This probably restricts the competitiveness
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of foreign inputs to only the most labor-intensive items, where the

labor cost differential can offset the surcharge added when a duty is

added to the price of the Item in U.S. custoss. Perhaps because of

this, even in more distant Talwan, linkages to domestic subcontractors

seem more prevalent in Japanese firms than in U.S. firms. iZZ/

Probably the most important (and most difficult to seasure)

effects of foreign investment, from the viewpoint of a host economy,

are found in the extent to which productive knowledge and skills are

transmitted to nationals of the host economy. There are three

potential recipients of these transfers of technology --warkers,

managers of production flows, and designers ani developers of products.

First, to be clear on the Issue of how important skills 9

transferred to workers are, It ought to be stresseJ that the term

unskilled labor, as it Is generally used in this book, really means

"not skilled labor". A significant number of asseauly-type operations

require some training and experience, an4 probably could be labelled as

semi-skilled. In the semiconductor Industry, for example, it takes

about 3 months experience to reach peak efficiency as an assembler, and

the U.S. Department of Commerce categorizes such workers as

sesiskilled. 1/ Since many in the asseably work force are involved In

their first industrial work experiences, there may also be some

investment in the inculcation of industrial labor discipline.

Nevertheless, such investments are likely to be rather limited, and

their general value to the national economy not always clear. The

specific assembly operations taught in electronics, for example, often

ft - A
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use proprietary high technology components unavailable in the national

economy, and are thus of lesser value outside the export enclave. 1ZSI

On the other hand, export-oriented foreign firms do train

significant numbers of host country nationals as loaer and middle level

managers and often provide technical assistance to independent

subcontractors. While difficult to document, qualitative impressions

seem to indicate that this assistance, when supplied, can be of

considerable value in learning how to organize production flows and

processes. As mentioned earlier, there are exavples in Colombia where

technical assistance supplieJ by foreign contractors to national

apparel firms doubled productivity.

The transfer of product and process technolojy seems to be much

rarer. :40st offshore plants perform a limited number of the production

steps necessary to produce industrial output, and the desil~n research,

anJ production of most high technology intermediate components Largely

remains in the industrialized countries. There are, however, a few

recent examples of more technologically advanced steps being

transferred to offshore locations. Simple semiconductor chips are now

being produced In Taiwan and Korea, and are scheduled to oegin

proJuction in Hong Kong soon, though it is not clear that this is

necessarily related to the offshore assembly operations that previously

existed in those countries. LIS/ In Singapore, ?hilips (the Dutch

electrical producer) now designs all locally manufactured audio

products with a 150 person RLD team, the largest In tie country)

Hewlett Packard and Nestle also do some research and development

locally. Lai/ This is quite unusual, however, and is just beginning In

the relatively industrialized and developed Singaporean economy.

-1 ' -
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Indeed, Singapore has been experisentinq with a policy of

deliberate and substantial wage nikes, in an attempt to restructure its

industrial output away from low-wage, low productivity products, end

toward high wage, high productivity, high technology products.

Producers were to be forced to automate, mechanize, end wherever

possible, substitute skills and capital for unskillei labor. Another

aim was cut back on the migration of foreign workers into Singapore;

the export processing operations were so successful In increasing

employment (at low wages, to be sure) that IDOpO2 foreign workers

(mostly from Malaysla, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka) were recrultel. 12A/

Foreign Investment, however, has apparently responded to the wage hikes

by declining. 122/ This, perhaps, reflects a general probiem that may

* - face offshore hosts as they seek to switch production to more complex

products, in capital and skill intensive industries.

Another criticism that is often made of offshore production as an

Industrialization strategy, is tha' It creates an Industrial structure

that Is dependent on demands, and markets, that are entirely foreign,

and over which the host economy has no control. Thus, it is arguei,

the economy Is subject to fluctuations in employment over which It has

little influence. L2;L/ The declines In employment, aad layoffs, that

occurred in processing and free zones all over the world during the

1974-75 recession are usually used to make this point* 11I/

External linkages certainly do transmit international business

cycle disturbances to national econonIes, and the extent and nature of

these international effects are a serious theme for Sebate on policy.
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Tne best choices for a particular country must surely depend on its

alternatives: the endowment of natural and human resources, the

existing stock of investment, its state of economic development, and

political and social considerations. The vulnerability of an economy

to external fluctuations Is an important issue.

Tne issue, however, arises with all types of eports, not just

those produced in offshore plants by foreign firms or their local

subcontractors. To focus the argument more on t is specific type of

export, we might ask how these exports vary in relation to a more

general measure of a country's industrial trade, say all manufactured

exports. Because offshore production in LDCs tends to be concentrated

in textiles, apparel and electronics, and because demand for these

products Is notorious for its volatility over the business cycle, we

might expect that industrial promotion policies aimed at increasing the

trade share of these 'offshore' products would add to the vulnerability

of exports during a world recession.

Table 11.14 presents sove information which gives us a rough

answer to tnis question. In it# the ratio of U.S. 936/807 imports (an

important subset of offshore production) to all manufactured exports,

is presented over a time period including tae 1974-75 world recession.

If these offshore product exports were more prone to fall during a

recession than manufactured exports, in general, we uight expect to see

tits ratio drop over the 1974-75 period.

The ratio did, in fact, drop somewhat during the recession in Hong

Kong and Singapore, both of which are relatively high-cost offshore

locations, and in Barbados. On the other hand, 8061807 exports to the

UoS. grew much faster, or dropped such less, than all manufactured

"I." .
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exports in at least six other countries luring the recession: in

brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Malaysia, Nexicor and the Philippines,

all of which (except Aexico) are relatively 1o cost locations. In the

other countries for which information is availaalw, the ratio tended to

grow slightly, or remain roughly constant (or erratic, as in the

Dominican Republic).

On balance, then, 801807 exports seem to have fared much better

during the recession than all manufactured exports in the Low wage

locations, and somewhat worse than all manufactures In the high wage

locations. Mexico belongs in a special category, because of Its low

transport costs to the U.S. In Colombia, as indicated in the case

study, the surge seems to have occured as local garment makers switched

capacity from the depressed local markets to U&S. exports. In Haiti,

according to the case study in this volume, business actually seems to

have picked up, as U.S. manufacturers moved marginal operations out of

tne U.S. and into Haiti, to cut costs.

This pattern is consistent with offshore producers rationalizing

their operations during times of recession. hben demand plummets, it

is most economical to cut back relatively high cost plants first, or

even switch them overseas to cut variable costs. This seems to have

occurred repeatedly with U.o semiconductor producers during

recessions. 1 11

Thus, when recession occurs, manufacturers appears to shut down

their plants In high cost areas, in favor of output in plants in low

cost areas. The production sites that will suffer, then, will be in

tne industrialized countries and in the most expensive offshore

locations, while offshore plants in lower cost countries seem to do
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rather well* in teras of export sales# compared to all national

producers of 'exported manufactures.

Zb.LJAaQrL.2-L2ayn&U11

Table 11.14 also displays what Is perhaps the most obvious

advantage to an LDC of offshore production: it Is an important source

of foreign exchange. In most of the countries of the Caribbean, as

well as in many of the least developed economies of Asia, It is a

crucially important source of foreign exchange.

In Singapore, Korea, and Rong Kong# U.S. 806/S37 exports are less

important (under 10 percent of manufactured exports), but this does not

accurately reflect the importance of exports by foreign manufacturers,

since such of the foreign investment In these countries is not

American. ro see this# as was mentioned earlier# during the late 1970s

better than half of all electronics employment in most of the major

offshore locations, other than Hong Kong, was In U.S. and Japanese

affiliates alone. Table 11.15 makes clear that electrical machinery

exports more a significant portion of exports from all these countries

in the aid-1970s. Electrical machinery exports by foreign producers,

then, were a significant factor In the foreign exchange position of

these countries.

hile it is true that these figures probably overstate the

Importance of net foreign exchange earnings, since offshore exports

tend to use many more imported inputs. they must still be substantial.

As was seen earlier, 40 to 50 percent of the value of exports Is

tyically the net foreign exchange yielded by these shipments.

L.
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Table 11-14

U.S. 806/807 Imports in Relation to Total
Manufactured Exports, Selected Countries

(Percant)

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Barbados (807 only) 42 38 39 43 47

Brazil (806 & 807) 1.2 2.0 3.7 4.3 3.8 2.8

Colombia (807) .52 2.2 4.8 6.8 3.8 3.2

Dominican Republic (807) 30 17 128 121 125

E1 Salvador (807) 3.1 24 88 144 203 261

Haiti (807) 63 198 206 178 187 180

Hong Kong (807) 6.2 4.2 2.7 3.4 3.4 3.1

Korea (806 & 807) 4.4 2.2 2.9 3.0 3.2 2.6

Malaysia (806 & 807) 7.1 22 25 29 34

Mexico (806 & 807) 61 61 97 116 119 105

Philippines (806 & 807) 9.0 6.3 18 20 18 26

Singapore (806 & 807) 7.6 13 10 10 8.9 9.0

Thailand (807) 2.2 6.2

Indonesia (807) 10 8.9 8.0

Source: Total Manufactured 2xports from UNCTAD, Handbook of International Trade and
Dev*1o2M n Statisltic, 1980.

U.8. 506/807 Trade from U.S.I.T.C., "Tariff items 807.00 and 806.30, U.S.
Imports for Consumption, Specified Tears 1966-79" (June, 1980); Subcoimittee
on Trade, House Coomittee n Ways and Mens, Background Information and
Copllation of Materials on Items 807.00 and 806.30 (July, 1976).

U.S. 806/807 Imports exceed total manufactured exports for some countries,
because countries do not count these exports in their trade statistics
(i.e., Mexico), or count only the value added (i.e., Haiti), and because
of minor mounts of non-manufactures Imported under 806/807.

C_
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Table 11-15

As Percent (Z) All Merchandise Exports.

Amishi 4xkintroo-C,

TatlsElectrical All
and Apparel machinery Manufacturing

Country (1977) (1974) (1977)

Itorea 32 11 85

NODS Kong 46 12 96

Talwan 23 18 49

Malaysia 2 2 17

Singapore 5 10 4

Philippines 5 7 25

Thailand 8119

1. 10 percent in 1979.

2. Reform to 1979.

Source: ESCAP (December. 1978),* p. 57, for electrical machinery; World Bank
(October, 1980) * for Textiles and Apparel, All Mnufactures. Philippie
data for 1979 based on Information In Business Week (June 16, 1980),
p. 36 and Asian Vail Street Journal, (June 9, 1980) p. 17. Electrical
Machinery share for Taiwan, 1974, from Rants, (1979),* p. 240.
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In fact, the two products which dominate offshore production,

apparel and electronics, were probably better than 40 percent of all

exports in Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Offshore production accounts

for substantially less, however, because apparel and textiles In these

countries appear to be dominated by indigenous producers (although a

substantial portion of apparel output must be contracted by importers

in industrialized countries it is, strictly speaking not offshore

production, since these exports probably use mainly locally-produced

inputs).

The exception that proves the rule Is Hong Kong, where offshore

production using imported components seems to be of such less

Importance. Hong Kong Is something of an enigma, zoreover, since 98

percent of manufacturing value added is In textiles and apparel, I1/

yet under half of exports of manufactures consist of textiles and

apparel& 1,U. One answer (in addition to its large volume of re-exports

as an entrepot) to this puzzle seems to be that Hong Kong firms

subcontract much of their output, or set up assembly operations, In

surrounding low wage areas, especially mainland China. In 1979, for

example, China's exports to Hong Kong (which were eventually

re-exported) rose 423 percent to about $224 million, .ith vost of the

increase consisting of textile electronics, and other typical offshore
S4.

products assembled from imported components. II/ Thus, a significant

portion of Hong Kong's manufactured exports are probably made up of'

reexports of offshore production fan Chinese plants. Much of Hong

Kong's electronic match output, for example, is assembled in

China. LU/ .....
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China has, id the last few years, moved vigorously toward setting

up export processing zones, compensation trade agreements v and other

institutional arrangements aimed at encouraging the setup of offshore

assembly plants. LIZ/ It (now)even permits joint ventures. And China.

is not the only socialist country to do so: Yugoslavia, East Germany,

Hungary, and Rumania play a prominent role in Mest Germany's apparel

assembly trade. 3fl/ In the case of both China and the Eastern European

socialist countries, the primary motive for encouraging these ventures

seems to be their yield of foreign exchange. L12/

Of course, foreign exchange is generally used when infrastructural

investment, as in export processing zones, is undertaken to attract

foreign producers. But the yield on these infrastructural investments

is generally quite high. Therefore, the foreign exchange expenditure

does not significantly reduce the attractiveness of these facilities as

a means of earning hard currencies. 1M/ And when offshore production

is undertaken by foreign capitalists using labor force groups that

would not normally be producing tradable goods# the foreign exchange

costs of these projects is likely to be quite low. In short, then,

from the viewpoint of the host economy, foreign exchange earnings must

surely be one of the most positive features of these production

arrangements.

• .. , ." ....

("
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This brief, bird's eye view of offshore production arrangements..

has hinted at the complexities of international industrial

redeployment. It was seen that truly international offshore production

flows are basically concentrated In electronics and apparel, with

electronics shipments being a multiple of those of apparel.. Closer to

home (i.e., Mexico for the .S., Korea for Japan, Eastern Europe and

North Africa for Western Europe), there are indications that more

product diversity may exist, with transport costs a lower barrier to

such trade.

It was also seen that offshore production has been one of three

different strategies of response in the industrialized countries to the

increase in exports of labor-intensive manufactured goods from the

Third World. In Europe, protectionist trade barriers have blocked most

of the channels for imports of those goods -- apparel and

electronics -- in which offshore production is most feasible. In

Japan, manufacturers have followed a strategy of setting up offshore

production in those goods where LDC competitiveness threatens Japanese

production, and to service third-country export markets. In the United

States, offshore production has become an Integral part of the highly

competitive domestic market for electronics products, and to a much

lesser extent, in apparel.

In a very fundamental sense .the whole phenomenon of offshore.

production is a portent of troubles to come, as industrialized

countries respond to the increasing competence and lower production

( - costs of producers of basic manufactures in LDCs. A single graph

speaks eloquently to this trend (see Figure II.i)) the U.S. economy is
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PreIdent on U.S. Caietitivena (SIpt.. 19S0), Fig=* 111-10.
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* Increasingly becoming an international exporter of technology and

skill-Intensive goods, and an importer of less skill and knowledge.
- A

using products.

Few seem aware of this trend and its primary implication -* that

the unskilled in the industrialized economies will simply be unable to

market their services at wages treble or higher the going rates in Asia

and Latin America (except in services and manufactures protected by

tariffs or transport costs). Severe problems of structural

unemployment, declining Incomes and expectations, and the creation of

widening gaps between the skilled and unskilled in industrial societies

will follow.

Not many reallze, for example, that one of the fundamental ways In

which the United States has fallen behind Japan, is in the education

and training of the great bulk of their respective work forces. By the

late 1970s for example# Japan had achieved the highest literacy rate

in the world, and the percentage of its population finishing secondary

education hae grown much larger than in the United States and Canada#

the runnersoup. J1/ As another example, Japan, with roughly half of

the population of the United States, now turns out substantially more

electrical engineering graduates than the U.S. (See Table 11.16). The

future of high wage employment in the Industrial countries clearly lies

in increasing investments in skills, education, and technology.*

41. As for tiJ le as-skilled occupations, there are basically two.'*-

alternatives te be facede if wages are not to erode to levels

approaching thos* in the less industrialized countries. The first

possibility is automation the replacement of the unskilled by

mechanized operations. Tending to machines, of course, is not

-- - - r - -
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Table 11-16

Number of Electrical Engineering Graduates

J3a U.S.

1971 15.3 17.4

1972 16.1 17.1

1973 17.2 17.0

1974 17.4 15.5

1975 18.0 14.3

1976 18.3 14.2

1977 19.3 14.3

*Bachelor'., Master'&, and Ph.D. degree.

Sources Steve Kabue, "A CrIs~sI n Electrical Bagineerint HM~power,"
IE Spectrum, (June, 1981), p. 52.
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necessarily a skilled occupation, but high wages can absorb some of the
implicit rent that investment in a stable and secure locationearns, by

comparison with a low-wage, and politically and socially unstable,'-

environments for investment.

The second alternative is offshore production, moving the low

skill jobs to where unskilled labor is in great abundance. The choice

between the two strategies must surely be determined by economic costs,

the limitations of existing technology, and the social and political

'costs of adjustment.

This second alternative, offshore production, really masks a very

heterogeneous set of production relationships under a convenient label.

But the differences which exist in the use of these arrangements, by

(products and by country, are the most interesting and important feature

of this whole class of trade flows. They are interesting because the

variations in the pattern suggest what the key elements of the decision

to go offshore are -- the how, why, when# and where of assembly of

different products In different countries. They are Important, because

they reveal what policy choices can affect the restructuring of

lnternational industry, and what the consequences of these choices are

likely to be.

this study includes, io full institutional detail, an examination

of the evolution of the Internationalization of production for'the most

Important 1Vngli offshore product, semiconductors, and the offects.on

the mostotaportint single LDC location, Nexico. Other sections provide

contrasts by examining the growth and nature of these trade flos in

what Is probably the poorest offshore location, Baiti* and in a country

where this trade groew flourishedp and then wilted, Colombia.
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Appendix 1

Since a large part of 806187 transactions represent the transfer

ot a semi-finished product oetween related firms (and thus has no

ouservable market value) - offshore production is given a constructed

value as it passes through i.S. customs. LIZ/ 3 statute 11/ the

constructed value is defined to be the cost of materials and

fabdication overseas, plus a markup for general expenses and profit

equal to that &IiUA (not actual!) in sales of aerchindise of that

particular kind, exported from that particular country. IJA/

Essentially customs value is then defined as variable production costs,

K plus a markup particular to the country and product.

These problems are not even confined to trade dithin a single

firm. Even when independent contracting takes place, the contracting

f irm often supplies inputs uAlIa, in which case problems of valuing an

input with an unobserved price arise. Independent subcontractors, for

example, are frequently given "assists" oy their U.S. principles, in

the form of loans of machinery, tecnnical assistance, administrative

assistance, etc., the value of which could be omitted from all sales

contracts acd invoices without financial prejujice to either side.

Note that -- except for certain special tools and dies unique to

a specific product -- depreciation and other capital costs ought

properly be considered a general expense. Also note that research,

development, and design costs fall into a grey area *f law. When

,Q. directly allocable to a U.S.-made component, they are not considered a

cost of fabrication. When numerous production stages take place inside
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and outside of the U.S., before a finished product emerges, itis

unclear what allocation of oasic technical, ajministrative, anJ

research overhead ought be made to the various stages of producktion.

Does the silicon chi? from wnich an integrated circuit is assembled

overseas, and then shipped back to the U.S. for testing and packaging,

embody the research cost that went into it as a chip, prior to 'export,

as an assemble3 integrated circuit, or as a packaged integrated

circuit after It has passed electrical tests and is actually ready for

sale?

As might ue imagined, the U.S. Customs Service has had great

difficulty in interpreting this statute. An inforsal survey of Customs

practice at various parts of entry along the j.S.-4exican border, where

a great deal of 906/307 trade enters the U.S., in early 19B3, disclosed

a great deal of variation in actual practice. Some import specialists

ask for actual fabrication cost, general expenses, and profit, others

make elaborate calculations comparing various cost ratios among the

operations they are responsible for, in an effort to monitor "usual"

expenses and profit) many simple accept whatever declaration is sade

wztn minimal scrutiny. Often, a wide variety of practices is followed

within a single port of entry. The effect of valuation procedure is to

effectively price the article at Its declared cost of manufacture

overseas, plus, possibly, a markup for general expenses and profit. No

imputation for U.S. based research and development expenditure,

administrative overheads or marketing costs is generally made.

Thus, bearing in mind this brief discussion of 1.S. customs

valuation procedures, it is clear that this intrafirs trade In

semi-finished goods is reported in official statistics with values that

6L_
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have an extremely tenuous relation to an econoxist'i concept of market

value. Such trade, because it is In products teat nave no readily

ascertainable market value, generally is given a constructed value by

U.S. customs. Sot only are the statutory requirements for such

constructed valuation ambiguous and unhelpful, but also customs

officials have responded with an extraordinary varied menus of aLta;

procedures, often within a single port of entry.

In addition, the values on official documentation that are

reported to the U.S. Census Sureau, official custodian of U.S. trade

statistics, are substantially revised as more accurate and timely cost

information is received by custons import specialists. Thiese revisions

are often not attributed to the individual transactions to which they

are applicable, and frequently are resolved after the deadline for

sending revised data to Census has passed. One customs post reported

that the official transaction values for electronic component imports

sent to Census were generally 8 to 12 percent below revised

appraisements later made, in many cases too late for the revisions to

be picked up by Census.

A.y
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Appendix 2

(witn the assistance of Karen Licker)

The eEC countries, as does the "nited States, permit the return of

voods temporarily exported abroad for fabrication with the payment of

duty on the value addedo Assessment of the value added by customs

officials in tie EEC differs from U.S. procedures, but in principal the

outward processing provisions of the EEC are very similar to the

U.S. 866.30 and 807.30 provisions. The EEC countries are subject to

more complicated procedures for allowing the re-import of assembled or

treated good with partial duty relief, however.

Up until 1975 most of the EEC countries providel some form of duty

relief for goods re-imported after treatment abroad. However, the

application of these provisions varied from country to country within

the community. In 1975, the council of the European community Issued a

directive regarding the "Harmonization of outward processing

regulations." "Inward arrangements" allowing for the exemption of any

export duty on goods processed within the community, have been In

effect since 1969.

The directive makes duty relief consistent and uniform throughout

the community. In essence the directive states that the duty due upon

re-importation of a good after the treatment Is to be reduced by the

amount of duty thdt would have been charged upon import of the

originally exported components had they been imported alone at the time
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of re-entry of the proiuct*

For statistical purposes each of the EEC countries have adopted a

name for the type of outward processing transaction discussed here.

Titey are as follows:

aalak - Peglie du perfectioraneuent

passif -- Regaling Passive Veredeling (PPV)

Q&auMSrk -Pasuiv Foraeling

E&aUG2 - kaportation temporaire industriell.

.AjL3AIjy - assiver Veredelungsverkoir

iwanda - utward processing

LIALi Tez-poraraea esportazaione per

perfezionanvento passivo

Lumthau - Re7ine du pertectionnament p3ssif

H~jjj~ja - Voorwaardelijke vrijstallitig voor

goeieren jielke ward1en wederingevoerd na to zijno

beverict, verwerkt of hersteid (passieve

verede king).

J 4lziau -gdg Outward processing relief*
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Footnotes

1. The term "production snaring" was coined Jy Peter F. Drucker

(see his article in the dAL- Jguaj, "The Rise of Production

Sharing," 4arch 15, 1977). The terms "offsnore production",

"production sharing," and "co-production" are used interchangeably in

this book.

2. Peter F. Drucker, "Production Sharing, Concepts and

Definitions," J2gUi L_1-LLl gtal.lLnaiitul_ January 1979.

3. Various studies by the U.S. International trade Commission

contain the following summary of the J.S. Custoas treatment of 836.3;

and 807.3::

"Items 306.30 and 807.00 are provided for in

schedule 8, part it subpart B, of tae TSUS.

Pursuant to the provisions of item S0S.33, articles

of metal (except precious metal) that have been

manufactured, or subjected to a process of

manufacture, in the United States and exported for

processing and return to the United States for

further processing ar subject to duty only on the

value of the foreign processing. Under ites

807.03e imported articles assembled in foreign

countries with components that have been

manufactured in the United States are subject to

duty upon the full value of the Imported product

less the value of the U.S-fabricated cosponents
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contained therein. No further process in; in the

United States is rewuired for articles i2Ported

under item 807.00."

(Seet for exampl1e,

bum ..DI~LatA~l1:2~ft.U.S. I.*T. C. Publi cation 1170.

July 1961o p. 2).

The specific language of the 807.00 provision, which covered 96

percent of the combined imparts under the two items in 1983f refers to

"Articles assegibled abroad in whole or in part of

fabricated components, the product of tho Unrited

States, whtch. (a) were exported in condition realy

for assembly without further fabrication, (b) have

not lost their physical identity in such 3rticles

by change in form, shape, or otherwise, and (c)

have not bee advanced in value or improved in

condition abroad except by being asseibled1 and

except by operations incidental to the assembly

process such as cleaming, lubricating, and

painting."

4. Japan also has special tariff arrangements permitting

duty-free reentry of Japanese-made components assembled offshore, but

their use appears to be much more restricted than Is the case In the

UeS. and S.Ce See, U*S*.?. (1970)p p. 32) UNCTLD (1975), p. 21-22.
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5. See McKinnon (1981)o Keesing (1979).

6. See Mira gilkins (1974), for the history of U.S. dirett

forei;n investment, Pranko (1976) for European investment. Significant

volumes of Japanese direct foreign manufacturing investment in the

postwar period did not begin until the late 1960s. See Sekiguchi

(1977). 
4

7. Such as Froebel, 4einrichs, and Kreje (1930).

8. See also Yoshithara (1978), Pp. 37-33.

9. See Franko (1976), Op. 126-132.

1C. See the discussion of European trade pol.i:y in

semiconductors, in this book, for a particularly clear example.

11. Coaplete, detailed statistics on 807 only are available from

K. 1961 on. The ITC maintains these data in completely disaggregated

(country/product) form on magnetic tape, in additio3 to its less

detailed published reports.

12. £ssentially, 806.3 permits the reimport of "fabricated" but

effectively unfinished metal products into the U.S. for further

processing; 807.33 permits the "assembly" of finished goods for

reexport to the U.S. for final consumption. Over the years, the

definition of what "3ssembly" is has been expanded thtrough a series of

decisions in the U.S. Customs courts. See Lebowitz (1)79).

13. Section 807.00 of the Tariff Schedule of the UoS. (?SUS)

came into being in 1963 as a technicul change suggestel In the

U.S. Tariff Commission's Tariff Classification Study, codifying into

1dM prevailing practices resulting from Customs Court decisions of the

1950s. The only substantive change introduced by this legislation was

to no longer require that assembled components be subject to the
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requiresent of "constructive segregation," wnereby asseiblel components

had to be capable of oeing removed without injury from the item in

which they were placed. Sijtit changes in this tariff section were

legislate3 in 1965 and 1966. See U.S. Tariff Commission (1970),

Pp. 15-23.

In 1966, whnen %exico's Border Industrialization Program -- which

depended upon 807 for its continued success -- began to really grov,

organized labor became concerned about section M07. Since 1967, the

AeL-CIO has sought repeal on numerous occasions. See testimony of

N. Zoldfinger befoie Subcommittee on Trade, 4ouse 4ays and Medns

Committee, rch 25, 1976.

1. There may also be'jome small cost to the firm of maintaining

administrative and legal records, and their administration, required by

tne special customs procedures for entry of W06/807 imports.

15. Examples of such inputs being dutiable are non-l.S.-made

materials or components, "assists" of a technical or administrative

nature, machinery, or tools.

16. This figure corresponds to imports of manufactured goods

classified chiefly by material (excluding iron and steel), machinery

and transportation equipment, and miscellaneous manufactured articles

from the iastern hemisphere (excluding U.S. and Canada), Asia

(excluding Japan), and Africa. See U.S. Bureau of the Census,

~ (December, 1977).

17. See U.S.I.?.C. (1990), Appendix tables. Actually, 806.30

imports of metal items from the entire world amounte to $P0.6 million

(or 2.2 percent of a06/807 imports from LJCs). There Is no easy way to

separate out Imports of these items coming from LDCsp and exclude then
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so as to match our definition of manufactured imports. In any event,

it would not affect our calculations in any significant way.

18. U.S. Departuent of Commerce, Rureau of economic Analysiso

QEL_ I_1nyaE=aLL _il&JLq21l (1981), Table I1. 1.20.

19. See U.S.IoT.C. (1983), p. 11. In 1969# tae U.S. Tariff

Commission (the IrC's organizational predecessor) found that roughly 41

percent of the total value of U.S. 8:6/847 imports, and 52 percent of

the value of 6S. duty-free components reimported under 905/807, came

from U.S. overseas investments. The divergence exists because many

836/907 imports are foreign auto imports from developed countries with

very small U.S. parts contents. These auto imports from foreign

producers amount to a large part of total 306/837 import valuer ani a

very small part of reimports of U.S. components. Since autos do not

appear, in general, as iaports fro% LDCsr presuvably much higner

percentages of 8i6/87 imports from LDCs are from U.S.-owned firms.

The remainder of 807 imports in 1969 came fro% &.S. firms dealing

with independent jobbers anJ contractors abroad, an foreign firms

securing U.S. components for their exports to the 1.5. Some 58 percent

of the total value, and 40 percent of the U.S. value of 835.30 Imports

came from U.S. foreign facilities In 1969.

In the U.S. facilities shipping 837 exports, some 60 percent of

tne value of 807 exports was shipped by facilities wnose main

activities were 807 assembly operations.

See U.S. Tariff Commission (1970), Pp. 6-7, 147-149.

20. Unfortunately, there are no data available on which 806/807

Imports are related party transaction.

C
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21. This done in Appendices 2 and.3 to this section.

22. More detailed information on the relative importance of

806/807 imports and related party impports in overall imports of these

items is given in Appendix Taole 4,

24. See 9.S. Tariff Coanission (1973), pe 6.

24. Product categories included in "other" electrical equipient

are:

Electronic memories Radio apparatus and parts

Transforiers Phonographs and parts

ELectric motors, 2enerators, Electric household appliances
etc.

Radio telegraph, telephone Louispeakers anI
navigational ani radar applification equipment
apparatus

Electrical conductors Tape recorlers and players

~-~-'---na~~. ~ ~ d

.4 i
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other miscellaneous electrical Radio-phonograph and other
products consuuer electronic

combinations

Certain heating, welding, Electric lamps
soldering equipment

Capacitors
Resistors and Parts
Electric Tubes (except x-ray) and parts

25. See U.SoI.T.C. (January, 1980), Pp. 41, 44.

26. See the testimony of Melvin Kleeblatt before the

Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. 4ouse of

Representatives, April 26, 1967.

27. Morawetz (1981) also lists labor productivity differentials,

quality control, and punctuality of deliveries as major problems in

Colombia, relative to Asia. Since, however, foreign firms can set up

their own garment export operations in most other parts of Latin

America, it Is doubtful that this is the major reason for tne relative

dearth of garment exports from other parts of Latin America.

28. The major exception Is Brazil which contributed about 87

percent of the value of its 807 exports to the Jnited States in 1977

and 1978.

29. See International Trade Commission (1976), p. 41.

30. See Bennett and Sharpe, (1979).

31. According to the U.S.I.ToC. In £ar~aLQL.IaLLLIL.aa4

£aL$a~u.nbaaaLa.a~aQ dkLu.aL~s~jLn, (U.S.I.T.C. Publication 110,

December 1980), U.S. producers' shipments of cars ani light trucks in

SIV78 were valued at about $74.1 billion in 1979, anges paid to

production workers about $21.9 billion. This compares to about $123.4
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milLion in Mexican engine, vehicle, and other parts exports to the

U.S. uander 806/807 In 197do and about $81.3 million in dutiable value

(based on unpublished U*SeI.T.Co data tabulated from magnetic tapes).

This amounted to about .2 percent, and .4 percent, respectively, of

U.S. Industry shipments and 43905, in 1978, Mexican O8387 exports of

"motor vehicle parts, motorcycles, tractors, off-the-hijjhway type work

vehicles" amount to roughly two-thirds of total parts exports, so even

if tnese exports were not entering under 806/807# taey could not have

exceeded twice these small percentages.

32. See jj ..1)C I1&_ na.j, (July 68, 1981), p. 06. The figures

refer to parts shipped from all foreign countries (Including western

Europe and Japan), not just 4exico* Much of these isports will incluie

parts completely manufactured (and not just assembled from U.S.-.ade

materials) abroad.

33. See 5Miaa s,(August 31, 1931)t p. 6).

34. see Ita-lack-Unsaa (July 21, 1981). The 7roposed content

req4uirements are 75 percent of value far producers selling over 2O00

cars per year, 90 percent for companies selling over 530r,'33 units

annually.

35. this is discussed Ain the next section.

36. UeSe.fetC. (March, 1977), Pp. A-6 to A-13.

37. UeSeI.?.Ce (May, 1930)o Pp. A-16 to A-l8.

38. LIbp. P. A-419

39. U.S.I.T.C.p (June 1981), P. A-299

40. hJA,, 4agnavox (owned by the Dutch Phili~s group) is

classified with the V.5.-owned producers in this comparison).
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41. j Lg1, P. A-51. Two other factors may also influence the

apparently greater labor intensity of 1.S. production. First, khere

are still color television sets that are mainly produced in th%

U.S. from U.S.-made assemblies, anJ these are being aggregated lith

U.S. facilities that finish offshore-produced sets, thus biasing our

desired comparison between Japanese sets assembled in the U.S.,'aal

U.S. sets assembled In the U.S. trom oftsnore-produced assembliBs.

Second, tha Japanese nave made innovations in color t.v. circuit design

tiat reduce required labor input.

42. U.S.l.T.C. (4ay, 1930)p P. 11. They also recommended that

restrictions continue on Taiwanese and Korean imports# which were

characterized as likely to increase in the absence of the 3)As. It was

suggested that Taiwan's quotas be reviewed when "the process of

investment in production facilities for assembly in the United States

continues to the point that, like Japan, it is no longer a serious

proolem for the domestic-oased Industry" (p. 13). T4is finding was

recently reversed by the i.S..?.C. in its June 1931 report on the

industry.

43. A similar fear of import restriction apparently is one of

the motivations for recent Japanese decisions to start large

semiconductor manufacture an! assembly operations in the U.S., in lieu

of exports. See the semiconductor case study later in this volume.

44. ITT recently rescued its troubled European ?.V. sales from

intense competition by concentrating all European ?.V. production in a

singleo highly-automated, large-scale facility in Germany. See

flualnmaa_.ak, (August 31, 1981), Pp. 61-62.

I I I I I II II I I I II I II . . . Ii II l in il . ... .. .
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45. L zaa (April 29p 1981).

46. See Table 11.6.

47. See Table 11.5.

ft8. In early 1974, Japanese cumulative direct investment a in

afflliated companies amounted to (in million of dollars):

Taiwan - $110 Korea - $31 Hong Kong $ i8

Singapore - $ 85

Source: Bank of Japan, as reported in Voshihar3 (177d), Pp. 27-29.

49. 3ee Developing World Industry and re:hnology, June (1978)o

Pp. 29-31. The ITC mentions a Jump in imports from Taiwan and Korea

after the imposition of the Japanese OAA as related to the imposition

of the Taiwanese and Korean 3MA's in 179. (See U.3. ITC (Oayo 1930)o

Fo A-*).

Lao See Yoshihara (1978), Chapter 1.

51. Sekiguchi (1977), P. 73, and footnote 5.

52. Yoshihara (1978), P. 23, and Chapter 4.

53. Japan electrical Machinery Industry Association (JWEIA)

(1)80) in Japanese, P. 2.

54. I o4.

SS. o.. Department of Commerce, 3urean of Economic Analysis,

U.S. OL aGL.LDi51h*1..Lb;e4,,.J.1fl, (April, 1981), table I. G.4o

56. Japan Electrical Machinery Industry Association (1990),

P. 180.
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67. See Lee (1980)o Pp. 28, 2)o 39.

58. See G. Ranis (1979), P. 249.

59. See Yoshihara (1978), Pp. 165-169.

60. Lgeai Pp. 159, 176. See also U.S. Departients of Commerce,

~ (1978)o P. 81.

61. See the semiconductor case stuly.

62. Voshihara (197d), Pp. 163-165.

63. LaLd, Pp. 26, 31.

64. Lt jjo P. 28.

65. See the semiconductor cise study.

66. JENIA (1980), Pp. 257-261.

67. LJd.

6d. Actually, we have been unable to locate any published

statistics or analysis of their use, though their existence is often

mentionel.

09. See UNCTAO (1975), Pp. 21-22. A more extensive discussion

of these Japanese tariff-sparing arrangements may be found in section

of the semiconductor case study.

70. For evidence that Japanese firms have GSP and quotas In mind

wnen they choose offshore production locations, see the case studies of

International subcontracting presented by S.S. Lee, (UN £SCAP TRADE

PRCMMOION CENTRE, Bangkok) at UACTADp la..9aL£:= aL

g.nmaZ anha=Lln Ladin~ua1LL Iad, Mexico City, (July 1979).

U.s. firms also use theme for instance, note tnat all Jap3nose Imports

of Integrated circuits from Southeast Asia (some of which are produced

in offshore locations by U.S. firms) entered under the Japanese GSP

system In 107d. (See the semiconductor study and Office of Producer
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Goods, Department of Commerce (1979), Pp. 962, 761 UA Asia (1979),

P. 109).

71. Note, incidentally# that Japanese foreign investment is much

more likely to be found in i joint venture Cthan U.S. investment]. See

Yoshinara (1978)t Pp. 39-i 6.

72. Perhaps the situations is best described by these comments

of the Japanese commercial attache& in Singapore, when asked if recent

wage hikes would bring more sophisticated operations into foreLgn-owned

plants:

"There is little prospect of more sophisticated

ventures being established in Singapore,"

Mr. Sayashima said. "Japanese firms keep their

businesses in Japan until they lose their

competitiveness. Then, they move out to take

advantage of lower iages or to establish axport

markets abroad."

from Ai An_A1 _,, jga ElAlurnai (March 23, 19l)s P. 20.

73o See 3erthomLeu and danaut (1980)o Pp. 49-50.

74. See Finyer (1975, 1977).

75. See the semiconductor study for a more extended discussion.

76. Froebel, Heinrichs and Kreye (1980).

77. ibLda, Part II.

78. I ±4& Compare the 23,000 Asian employees with the 200,OO0

employed by U.S. firms In 1077.
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79. In the German apparel industry, some 70 percent of all firms

maintain some form of production abroad. IkLdLp P. 107.

83. See the semiconductor case study for a detailed discussion.

61. See Office of Froducer Economics, U.S. Department of

Commerce (1979), Pp. 97-96.

82. Actually, motor vehicles and parts ought to be added to the

list ior the U.S. but their import into the U.S. is rather special,

related to the link between auto sales by U.S. companies and exports,

in the Mexican markets and the historical decision by the U.S. auto

firms to service their overse3s markets from direct investment instead

of exports.

83. See the semiconductor case study.

84. froebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (1963) p. 329.

b5. See the !4exico case study on the types of U.S. firms found

along the Mexican border; Froebel, heinrichs, anJ Kreye (1983), Part I,

on the types of German firms Involved in apparel subcontracting.

86. L11dLr PP. 140-141.

a7. Norawetz (19d0), Pp. 103-114.

8d. 1 18, P. 111. ganagers of app3rel factories interviewed by

us in Haiti and t4exico stressed the importance of managing production

flows within the shop efficiently.

q9. See iiesico and Haiti case studies.

90. See the semiconductor case study, for a discussion of

factors influencing automation in semiconductors.

91o Open communication between managers and employees In

"quality circles" is also stressed it should be noted. For more on

automation in Japan, see mata.fUaAoUnaaklr, (ApriL 7, 1990),

* 1 _
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pp. 22-231 A ij _siL.auc aL (AprIl 13, 1991), P. 1.

92. A. Spoeth, Waa-.aLlAUrtan JuLaal (March 23, 1981), p. 1.

93. And is particularLy easy to document in tie seuiconluntor

industry.

94. See the compendius of opinions on Pp. 107-118 of House Ways

and Aeans Committee, Subcommittee on Trade, (1976).

95. The Japanese tendency to keep production in Japan, until

forced to relocate abroad to stay competitive, or to penetrate foreign

markets, may be, in essence, a program to transfer to Japanese workers

a technological rent that might otherwise be dissipated with

competitive price cuts by Japanese firms producing offshore at a lower

cost.

96. An argument used by organized labor* See the reference in

footnote 12.

97. Finger (1976, 1977) attempted to measure these effects In

tne U.S., West German, and butch economies by assuming:

a constant elasticity of import demand dith respect to price,

identical for all sectors, anJ equal to the overall elasticity

for manufactured goods in the U.S.

1. perfect substitutability of foreign cosponents for U.S.-aade

components.

2. a constant elasticity of foreign component and "assembly"

supply with respect to price, with fixed assumed values,

constant across sectors, and consistent with the overall

supply elasticity of manufactured exports to the U.S.
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with Finger*s conceptualization, the reason 6 percent or so of

U.S. imports come tounder 816/837 is that the price of foreign Issembly

and components have risen to the point where it would be uneconomic to

use more foreign components in output for the V.S. market. Thub, the

division of imports betweea 836/907 and wholly foreign imports Is

deterained by the condition that the marginal cost of using

U.5. components is just equal to the marginai cost of supplying

foreign-made components to a foreign assembler.

Th evidence reviewed in this volume for the SCO industry (which

accounted for 1/3 of the U.S. components used in 506/807 imports in

1978) points to somewhat different assumptions:

there are numerous signs that the supply of foreign 'assembly' is

Infinitely elastic at a price determined by LUC minimum wage standards,

while Finger assusel an elasticity of 40. Alsor as wi1l be noted

below, these assumptions overlook the effects of country-risk on import

sourcing decisions, which have important consequences for ?roducer

benavior, Finally, while the conceptual framework is ingenious, the

numerical elasticities -- constant for all products -- are highly

suspect, and the empirical results Of dubious value.

98. See the cse studies of MexLco, haiti, and the semiconductor

industry for more discussion of this point. Froebel, 4einrichs, and

Krey. (1980), Pp. 78-79, 114-115, document this for the German apparel

industry. Fot a comparison in the electronic industries of the U.S.,

Sdeden, and Germany, see Weiss (1978). For the U.S. electronics

C- industry, see Bureau of Labor Statistics (1963), P. 351 women made up

more than half of production workers in consuaer products an4
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components in the U.S.

). See, for exaople, R.C. Estall, "The Electronics Products

Iniustry of New EngLand," :aLgi.aw (July, 1963)r P. 20).

l'. See Glenday, Jenkins, and Evans (1930), Pp. 16-17; Neumann

(1978), P. 111-112.

101. In addition to the sources in the previous footnote, see

Jdcobson (1,78), and 3ale (1976).

112. ien-day, Jenkins, and Evans (I98).

103. Froebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (1983).

134. JkLI., P. 340, citing the ILO, £a.aQ Lrpaa i.. n±

jgg (Geneva, 1976), P. 18.

105. Jorld Bank (19UJ), Table 6.

106. 1bid.p Table 3.

107. ESCAP (1973), P. 58. Data for Taiwan in 1971 show

electronics accounting for under 4 percent of industrial production;

see Ranis (1979)p P. 240.

103. In Barbados, which is not generally included in the

statistical tables usedp offshore production is thoujht to account for

10-12 percent of GNP) see tae remarks of j. Worrel in UNCTAU (1979).

Of a total industrial work force of about 12,007, some 3,000 are

employed in electronics; see "Special Report -- Industrial

UeveLop-sent/Site Selection," I.to±l ujLg..ZJta (Nay 4-11t

1981).

109. These issues are generally the same around the world, are

discussed in much greater detail in the Mexico and Haiti case studies.

See also UILUO (August# 1981)p Pp. 10-12.

- i.. -i . ... J
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110. In the Asian export processing zones, it is estimated that

up to 85 percent of the labor force is under 30, unmarried, or married

without children. (Iti.)

In Taiwan*s zones, where detailed data on dorkers by age and sex

is availaoe, 84 perceuat of the labor force is female; 42 jercent are

women under 23, 78 percent women under 30 (Taidanp Export Processing

Zone Administration, DiLiI_.aZi:j, December, 1979).

It is interesting to speculate that In Haiti, inere female workers

seem to be older than alsewaere (see the Jaiti case study), the rather

informal nature of the marriage oond in the local population might be

related to the relative maturity of the labor force.

111. In German apparel firms, for example, in the industrialized

countries some 22 percent of the Labor force was over 40 years old,

compared to 5 percent in affiliates in the developing countries. See

Froebel, einrichs, and Krete (1980), P. 114.

112. See the 4exico case study. In Korea, a survey of 60 male

and 171 female employees in the Masan export processing zone found only

2m sale and 34 female employees with any previous smployment

experience. Uf the total (231 employees), 198 were from the province

in which Masan is located. See Choe (1975), P. 240.

In Singapore, the startup of textile and electronics assembly

plants is credited as a major factor in a huge jump in labor force

participation in young women since 1968. See Siok-Ha (1977),

Pp. 3 69- 3 7 1o Chen-Tung, Pp. 168-169.

113. In fact, if an offshore country faces a downward sloping

K demand for its labor, there will generally be an optimal tax rate it

could charge. If the host economy has limited means to set or enforce

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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such a discriminatory tax policy, a second-best policy would have it

set the wage paid by the foreign investor above the sarket dage. This

point is discussed in the semiconductor case study.

114. UNIDQ, (Augusto 1990), P. 16

115. Choe (1975), P. 247. In recent years, wage levels in tne

zones have fallen below the Korean averages ior apparel and

electronics; in earlier years, they were higher.

The statistics tor the Rasan zone (see Table I1.12), incidentally,

show fekdnie workers' monthly earnings at less than half of the earnings

at male aorkers.

116. Compare the figures in Taiwan Export Processing Zone

Administration, LaL LaiLL;a, for various years, with apparel

and electrical machinery averages in the Li aL aL2L..L

R12U1i19-1-G111I2

117. For 9exico, see U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of

International Labor Affairs, UL ar...erQLt.. "--:13t;2,

(ashinatonr 1979). For Haiti, see the case study in this volume.

113. UNIDO (August, 19SO), Pp. 22,33.

119. .d P. 18.

120o. See Froebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (1930), Pp. 320, 351-364)

Mayyar (1979), P. 77. Even In socialist China, sana;ers of offshore

plants have, to a liaited degree, don a right to dismiss workers# as Is

not the case elsewhere in the economy. See ftj.jj.LMa (September

3, 1981), P. 3.

121. See the 4aiti and 'exico case studies, and UNIDO (August,

( 1983)e Ppo 25-29.
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122. Ranis (1979), e. 248.

123. See the semiconductor case study, and the U.S. Department

oi Commerce# Office of Producer Economics, (1979), Pp. 29-30o

124. See UUIDO (1983), P. 31.

125. Tnis is described in ietail in the semiconluctor case

study.

126. "Singapore: 233 ," .nLiaLLAaaiL£Aa (Au;ust, 1981),

pp~. Sb.

127. See &La-YA.LLftaL-jaaUaL (January 5, 1981), P. 1; (may

25, 1981), P. 17; (June 9, 1930), P. 16.

128. ..ir L _ 22 .3aya2u (October 19, 1979), Pp. 81-P3.

12). See (M arch 23, 1981), P. 20;

(January 5, 1981), P. 1.

130. Froebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (193a), Pp. 368-369, 383-305.

131. Ikij. The export processing zoae statistics usel in this

section for Korea and Taiwan, show those declines. The declines,

however, were not coifined to export processing zones but occurred in

other sectors of the affected economies as well. For Nexico, see the

case study in this volume.

132. See tne semiconJuctor case study.

133. See the first part of this section.

134. Table 2.14 shows this.

135. ff.jVL.2£ZLjb , (December 27, 1980), P.D1.

136. As reported in the fualSdI_.aak.

137. Katt-XLa.c-mup (December 27, 1983), P. D-1; (April 21,

C1 80), P. A2; (March 7, 19d0), Pp. 44-45.

I II.. . . .. . .I .1 I -- . . .I I. . .
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138. Froebel, doeinrichs, and Kreye (1993), Pp. 71-75, 108-11o,

13R. 1h 2 . Pp. 97-9d L3KKBL)_ZLmIE, (3ocember 27, 1980),

P. D1,

140. Aorld Bank lending studies of the social return to

investment in export processin; zones generally show a 13 to 15 percent

return. (UJIUO (1933), Pp. 24-25). Studies of the Korean Aasan and

Taiwanese Kaohsiung zones also show large social returns. See Sooth

(1979), Pp. 338-340) Choe (1975).

141. See Developing gorld Industry and Technology, Inc. (1978),

P. 78; Abegglen and Rapp (1972), P?. 44-45.

142. See U.S.I.T.C. (1980), p. 11.

143. Prior to 1989, when a new valuation code took atect.

144. See A* g. Leboitz, .j= . ,.S, 4anel. an] Srunfeld

Seminar notes, Mandel and Grunteld, New York, Novemoer 1979.
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NO te

1. Vor 1969-1971 only 807.00 values are given. 7he 806.30
values, while available, ame usually very ml compared
to 307.00.

2. * bm boxes are blank, values and paromatages are either anr
or negigible (le than $100,000 or less than 0.05 percent).

3. a.- not available
Data not available for Korea In 1960, and Brazil, Haiti,
El Salvador, Dominican hmpublic and Colombia In 1979 and 1960

soures

7or 1969-1978: Printouts of special miagntic tapes frc zoS9
Inteznational Trade Comissiorn.

Plor 1979-1980: Tariff Items; 807.00 and 80.30 - 'US Lorts
for Consumption. Specified Years US Intezuationsl Trade Coilssou
June 1980 and.June 1981 (mutilith).
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1. For 199-1971 only 807.00 values are given. The 806.30
values, while available. are usually very mll compared
to 807.00.

2. Where bozes are blank, values and percentages are either zero
or negligible (less than $100,000 or less than 0.05 percent).

3. n.a. - not available
Data not available for Korea in 1980, and Irazil, taiti,
!1 Salvador, Dominican Republic and Colobia in 1979 and 1980.

Sources

For 1969-1978: Printouts of special sagetic tapes from US
International Trade Commission.

For 1979-1980: Tariff Itas 807.00 and 806.30 - US Zanorts
for Con 1-tion. Secifled Years, US International Trade
Comission June 1980 and June 1981 (mdtilith).
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Table 11 A-5-1 Weat Germany: origin of Passive Zmprovement as-Imports,

1976-78 (Millions noC

1976- 9717

Percent -Pyercent Percent
Re-Imports Comp. Re-Zmports Camp. Re-Iports Copoltio

All Countries 2,594 100 2,352 100 2,189 100
Europe, 2,356 91 2,062 88 1,518B 63'

Great Britainu 128 5 90 42 .09
Switzerland 253 t0 190 a 34 2
Austria 348 13 213 9 28 1
Yugoslavia 664 26 666 28 682 30
Poland 190 7 210 9 204 f
Hungary 275 11 318 14 346 16

Africa 3 .1 5 .2 a8
Tunesia 2.8 .1 4.3 .2 6.2 .05

America 57 2. 73 3.1 73 3
U.S.A. 46 2 51 2 56 3
Canada 4 .2 14 .6 4 .2
Mexico .03 .001 - - .7 .03
Brazil 7 .3 7.4 .3 12 .5

Asia 179 7 212 9 290 13
Cyprus .06 002 4 .1 5 .2
Pakistan 2 07 1 .0a 1 .05
Malaysia 39 2 48 2 68 3
Singapore 55 2 46 2 51 2
Philippines 20 .8 26 3 2
People Rep.Chm . .03 1 .0 2" .09
South Korea 3 .1 8 .3 15 .7
Japan 11 .4 9 .3 '15 ".7
Taiwan 29 1 41 2 56 3
ougtong 15 .7 28 1 40 .. 2

Source:
Zusamumenfaasende Ubersichten fUr den Auuenhandel* Relhe 1
1978, Stetistiachs luMdesaut Vesb'en Verlag: V. Kohihamer
GasE Stuttgart und maim, 1979.

-'T"

K



Table 11 A-5-2
peremstas of Total caoa topmt Uhb Ron. son Fabricated Abroad A

TW 1979 x al2977 3Ttl1971

All Asaivaltuual 36,037 20 3,306 .05 35.005 .05

'Prolductsia

Prf-s 2U3.274 1.4 19277 1.2 201,733 1.1

All Na. Ilaterials 36,097 .004 35,154 -0- 30,730 -6

- Tattle ib., 2,402 .00 2,174 .001 2,025 .001

AU 2aterseiIE. 34.03" .03 35,453 .01 37,526 .001

- Textile, Tarn 2,417 .3 2,533 .06 2,994 .003
Thwed

Paitlally Thatced 12,433 2.3 122,105 1.9 1L33,471 1.0

AUl type Tatle 5.017 1.1 0.2.M .0 6,705 .2
febriei, eal. I
Tebvlca from

- Iyaebette 2,510 1.4 1,70 .0 3,00 .1

- Weool, ther I,50 .06 1I'2 .2 1.90 .07
sma irs

- tta1,230 1.9 1,310 1.1 1,390 .1

Noa*, riam 2"0 1.4 327 2.0 342 .09

Leather so5 .03 573 .03 us0 .003

suma, t"r 300 .9 420 2.1 404 1.2

paper, Pak 3,300 .0 3,379 .009 3,453 .000

lagser Fly"oo 950 .004 1,069 .00 1,172 .003

porcelain pawduate 548 .03 034 .0 730 -0-

ias. 419 1.5 419 .6 434 .3

Plastis~e 4.333 .2 4,03S .1 4,020$ 0

Amam97 1.5 854 .6 70 -0-

ther Ieals 21tels 23 1.2 350 1.0 397 .02

Fifad products U,064 * 3.0 53,922 2.5 "3,129 2.2

AU1 types CLathig 20,1U7 21.? 10,767 11.7 11,402 11.6

- cortsia Wool 417 061.0 535 36.0 645 33.3

- cortats, Satts g1s 4.6 1,000 4.5* 1,069 3.5

i~etje .

- otf ,"372.1 , ,3 .

now

of . - .. . . .



Tabla 11 A-54 70

2976 1L177 17
heal2 Total 5Total

C"N"Ity Grew Imqauts ftI3a-ots lapoxte 86-swsts Imports se-baozts

~babezOMa 1.876 .2 2,05 ago",06 .02

*Alav7 97 1.0 in a.10 0

2"ul, Agri. US4. 372 1.1 434 .7 477 .4
(Not Traters)

onveys r quipsat 603 1.1 655 .2 826 .01

oeber 2"roze 3,M6 2.5 3,53B 2.5 3.833 .8

leatbar Sbaso 1,700 2.5 2.013 2.2 2,298 2.0

Otbuw 14atbet 0One. 1,017 .5 Lim3 .0 1,401 .3

*?apt 6 t fta 340 1.4 469 1.3 516 .3

Pup a~ Preweire 1,434 1.3 1.331 .9 1,533 .1
Mackin"a

-bmar .Sebsnty 693 .4 583 2.0 523 .1

-I"&e Iad~stuy Mack. 870 1.0 319 2.1 3so .2

- Tool Hisebinoty 1,031 2.5 1,214 1.6 1,517 .9

- Aguicultural usex. on0 2.0 1"3 1.3 99 1.1

- "wkb. for Iasebua 722 1.3 "91 1.6 733 .3

- zies. Nwahsm 23,374 3.5 12,974 2.5 15,574 1.9
& flectomte

- Office Ibobia.. 2.325 .4 3.545 .3 4,022 .2

. Otbar ihoh4sely 4,259 1.5 4,73e. 3,235 .5

Other SPd. for 1,199 1.2 1,2117 I81.29 -0
Buasess hetals

Precision ibobfowy 12,374 1.1 13,914 .8 15,%74 .6

-optima 2,674 .3 2.860 .1 3.204 .03

Fla"t9 e eds 1.671 .9 1,674 .5 2,029 .4

Ibseaima 1usd. 1, 009 2.3U7 .04 2,334 .01

Liuet2,447 on1 3,1w -46 3.5s54

As6ese 10.92 .8 21,8) A4 14,39 1.0

M14 fl2.32Lted 63 1.3 72 .3 90 1.3

P"Ote miental 1us". 7 03 o79 .07- 947 -0.

Uehess Cleeh 486 1.4 323 .2 643 .7



TAMAe IT A-5-2

Total I 2 total
b4Lu7 or*" Impotsa h ft l5rt Impots lo-ets Imports U-oprt.

"Mim .5IWN IM2 .2 144 a .

T. oi ble 536 &A 63 . 66.

Olbul a"" Dii..) 2.663 .2 3,07 .06 3,319 .06

other aInbi" omei 4,370 .2 3,340 .2 3,470.0

SoucesIW ur om osea daaadl (1976), Ve*ressebers

lad "aimt.
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Table 11 A-5-3

G-ographieal Origin of Outward Procesing
Re-Imports, Netherlande, 1978

PercentCountry (2)

TOTAL 100

Other Western Europa 5.6

Eastern Europe 5.5

Asia .94

Other Countries 8.5

Source: Netherlanda, Central Statistical Bureau, aandstatistiek van de
bultanlandlae handel, (January, 1979), Tale 8.

- .- ........... I -- - - . II -- - ... IIII jI.. l
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Table II &--A atbarloodi~ total Imports a asv D~on aS-loports

Total Imports paenmt Of
.Omt (MgjIMS Total

All Products 96.950 2.6

Mismul Prodacts 2,3292 .3

puant Prodocts 6,572 .
(tobac, wes. eo, ae.)

Food Prodacta 5.541 2.6

Wlaaral Prodocts 20,6=2 -

Chmical Product. 7.115 1.4

Platic; Vibber vea 3,336 1.1

Skam, leatber, ae. 615 3.2

Wood, Charcoal Wores 2,066 .1

Paper; Rolated Product. 2,90 1.5

Twistiles; Related Product. 7,232 . 11.4

sumdar; Footwear, ate. 621 1.3

Stoneware, Ceramic, Glee. 1,352 3.6

JGMe2T 7 Come 574 7.3

Ibtala; (primarhily Alustams 7,352 2.7

limebimery. *pplawee 7,557 - 4.6

Electric )hcbiau 5.261 10.1

TtanPot Epbint 6.330 1.3

Preciobee Inetameta 2.933 3.6

Weepmne, Nafift i.s .

Other 2,761 .6

$noSrce, lsoted trus lbodsattistiek van d. buttealmdae bdel Dow
soo.emin.. cmutr&I Srge woog as 3toattefto 5qtfer, 1* IS.
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Chapter III

Conclusions and Policy Implications

A General Evaluation of Assembly Activities in Developing Countries

Offshore Assembly Effects on the United States

Policy Implications for Developing Countries

Implications fo U.S. Policies

Concluding Remarks

Footnotes

I
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This study has shown that firss in industrially advanced and in

developing countries collaborate in the manufacture of a variety of

products. To a large degree the collaboration takes place within

aultinational enterprises, usually between a parent company based in a

developed country and its foreign subsidiaries. This is the prevailing

mode of operation in the high technology electronics field* In other

product lines, particularly textiles, the tendedcy is for a company In

the developed country to contract with an independent firs in the

developing country.

Whether the relationship is intra-firm or arms-length

subcontracting, as a general rule the arrangement entails the meshing

of factors of production in relative abundance in the respective

countries. In the industrial country, capital intensive methods are

used to produce the components, which are then assembled manually in

the developing country.

The catalyst for the emergence of this internationalization of

industrial production was the growing world-wide competition in

manutactures in the post World War II period. Western Europe recovered

and its economic activities rose far above prewar levels, Japan quickly

became a top industrial power, trade barriers and transportation costs

fell, communications improvedf and newly industrializing countries

*This chapter focuses on general Implications of the study. For
specific conclusions see the 3verview (Chapter 2) and the individual
case studies.
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appeared on the world scene with manufactured products.

The United States faced the new competition first because of its

high wages relative to the rest of the world. As labor Intensive

production became increasingly uneconomic, U.S. f~rxs started to turn

offshore, breaking up production into stages and carrying out the labor

intensive processes in countries where wages were low. In response to

essentially the same situation, industrially advanced countries of

Europe imported low cost labor and Japan turned to autovation when

wages rose t6 high levels.

Among the Industrial countries, U.S. offshore production has

becoae by far the most important. Because of comparatively high

degrees of protection, offshore activities in Europe have remained at a

fairly low level. In Japan such activities have been used prisarily as

a means of penetrating foreign markets, although It appears that more

recently Japanese companies have increasingly reimported products

assembled for them abroad. On the other side of the co-production

relationship the principal participants are developing countries in the

far East and in and around the Caribbean basin.

For the United States the items assembled abroad have become an

important part of the supply of certain manufactured products although

they are still small relative to total national output an3 trade. More

than half of certain textile and electronics articles are assembled

abroad. The imports of assembly output have reached a level of about

one sixth of U.S. imports of manufactures. In many developing

countries assembly activities have achieved prominence, although in few

of them have they constituted the primary engine of growtm.
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Offshore assembly activities cover the whole spectrum of

manufactured products. They tend to concentrate in electronics and

textiles not only because there are important labor intensive stages in

their manufacture, but also because products in these categories can be

transported inexpensively due to their high value to weight ratios.

International competition is keenest in electronics. Offshore assembly

in that sector outweighs textile assembly almost ten to one. About two

thirds of the components the United States ships abroad for assembly

are in electronics, less than one tenth in textiles. £ven in Mexico,

which is the largest assembler of U.S. textiles in the world, only 5

percent of its dutiable assembly exports to the United States (value

added in 4exico) derived from textiles in 1980. 1/

While the available data do not permit a rigorous cost-benefit

analysis of co-production activities either In the United States or in

the developing countries, the analysis of a number of issues has made

it possible to draw some general conclusions.

The single most important benefit of assembly production to

developing countries has been its contribution to the balance of

paysents. Ket export earnings have been running betdeen 30 and 50 per

cent of the total value of assembly output. For many developing

countries this constitutes a major proportion of the foreign exchange

earned from the exports of manufactured products.

In some countries, foreign exchange earnings from assembly exports

to the US under 807.00/806.30 exceed earnings from exports entering tie

US under GSP (Zeneralized System of Preferences). This is true for
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Sexico, the fourth largest GSP beneficiary in 1960 (among 140

countries), and other major GSP beneficiaries such as Singapore,

Malaysia, Haiti and El Salvador. at

The absorption of underemployment is a principal objective in most

developing countries. Although manual assembly activities are by

definition labor using, they have generally not been large enough to

employ a significant share of the labor force. Only in very small or

very poor countries is the employment impact of major importance. Thus

in small Singapore, which has no rural population, assembly employment

may exceed 5 per cent of the labor force. If In poverty stricken Haitie

assembly operations account for almost one fifth of the total

employment In its principal city, Port-au-Prince.

Of all the developing countries, Mexico has the largest employment

in assembly production for the U.S. market. Assembly employment has an

enormous impact in the towns along the northern border, but it is less

tnan one per cent of the national labor force. It has done nothing for

the rural population where the greatest underemployment problem lies.

It also seems that export-oriented assembly has creates much of

its own labor force by bringing in primarily young women who were

formerly not economically active. Although this appears to be a

typical phenomenon in most countries, it is not so in Haiti, unere

poverty presses women into the labor force at an early age. Thus,

while an increase in assembly employment night reduce outmigratIon from

Haiti, it will have little effect on Mexican migration of workers to

the United States, especially since most of them are males from rural

areas*
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The assembly payroll appears to constitute a larger share of the
{

aggregate wage bill of the industrial sector In developing countries

than the corresponding employment share. This is so because assembly

wages are above average wages in industry in some countries and in all

countries assembly tends to be more labor-intensive than other

industrial activities. Wage rates in assembly are often above minimum

wages, which in some developing countries are ceilings rather than

floors. Capacity utilization or hours worked have also on average been

higher in assembly than In the rest of the economy in some developing

countries. The above average pay seems to prevail in high wage Kexico#

where most assembly workers get an hourly rate, as well as in Haiti,

the other extreme on the wage scale, where most workers are paid by

piece.

This may be surprising, particularly in poor countries where un-

and underemployment is high. Tnere one would expect a rational policy

to keep wages at the (presumably) low opportunity cost of labor In

order to maximize employment. However, it was shown in the

semiconductor study that the assembly labor demand curve probably

slopes downward and that, therefore, it would often be quite rational

to charge wages 50-100 per cent above the opportunity cost of labor In

the domestic economy to maximize the value of the payroll. Governments

in some of the developing countries seem to be (implicitly) aware of

this, when minimum wages for these activities are fixed well above

those costs ; (assembly firms frequently pay even above minimum rates).

Tne positive effects on the economy of incomes earned in assembly

. production can be diluted by a high propensity to import. This appears

to be true in the case of Mexico, given the concentration of assembly
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plants along the border with the United States. There is no reason,

however, for the leakage of assembly incomes across the frontier to be

greater than for incomes generated In other activities at the border.

The net flow in border trade has historically been in Mexico's favor.

In Haiti it was shown that about one quarter of the population of

the capital city depends on assembly wages. Those incomes also give

rise to ancilliary activities such as catering services and work

clothes production.

On the negative side, a variety of ills have been attributed to

the creation of a predominantly female workforce in assembly

operations. Tnese range from the disruption of the family to worker

exploitation. It Is true that generally the'wages of women have been

below those of male workers in assembly plants, as in other economic

activities, but the comparison cannot be controlled for occupation and

other factors. (In the case of piece work, as in Haitir wage

differences could indicate productivity differentials). The fact is

that women predominate in certain assembly operations everywhere in the

world. Developing countries are therefore not unique in that respect.

What Is new P however, is that the introduction of assembly production

into developing countries has accelerated the entrance of women into

the labor force. I/ Therefore the disruptions and adjustment problems

are more severe than might have occurred with a slower pace in the

absence of the internationalization of production.

The fact that in many countries assembly production tends to be

confined to free trade zones has sometimes produced an image of a

foreign enclave. This picture is often reinforced by the strong

presence of subsidiaries of industrial country companies and by the
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general weakness of the linkages of assembly production with the rest

of the economy.

The situation in Mexico represents the most pronounced exasplq of

this image. Assembly plants along the frontier with the United States,

US subsidiaries predominate, US managers and technicians commute from

their homes on the US side of the line and evidence of US influence can

be seen everywhere in the border region. The assembly operation itself

appears to be hermetically sealed off from the rest of the country.

UoS. components cross the border in bond to a plant often only a few

blocks away and go back again in assembled form with alaost no leakage

into Mexico. Mexican inputs are confined primarily to janitorial

supplies and packing materials. It is not surprising that as seen from

the distant capital, Mexico City, the border region appears more

integrated with the United States than with Nexico.

Apart from the facts that frontier areas around the globe

frequently are a no-man's-land and that Mexican influence on the

U.S. side is for obvious historical reasons very strong, the

U..-Mexican co-production relationship is unique. It is difficult to

think of another case where a border Joins two large countries of such

disparate income levels and different proportions of high quality

* factors of production. Therefore, there are many possibilities for

mutually profitable economic complementarities.

In Haiti, however, assembly activities take place in the capital,

in Colombia In towns across the country. In some of the Far Eastern

countries it also would be difficult to speak of an enclave. And, In

Nexicoo too* an increasing number of assembly plants have been

established in the interior of the country# and If this trend gains
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moventua, the enclave image may fade.

The weakness of linkages of assembly operations to the rest of the

economy appears to be the main reason why some developing countries are

ambivalent about promoting assembly activities. Linkages are tenuous

because of economic as well as institutional causes. Protection of

dosestic industries often made the cost of national saterials nigher

then imported U.S. components in assembly production. Apart from price

considerations, the lack of international competition in Somestic

varkets has also made it more difficult for firms to meet production

and delivery schedules as well as high standards of quality and

specifications. The same factors have sometimes restrained the

investment of national capital In assembly operations.

Forward linkages are limited because of the frequent legal

prohibitions or restrictions on the sale of assembly products on the

domestic market. If the connections of national firms to the assembly

activities are limited# so too will be the transfer of technology.

Technical assistance provided by the foreign principals to the assembly

plants cannot be diffused easily to the rest of the economy unless

national firms are involvel as suppliers or operators of the plants or

as purchasers of their products. In Colombia, some national firms

produce for the domestic market as well as for assembly exports.

Therefore the transfer of technology will tend to be more effective

there.

In some of the far Eastern countries# the local material content

of assembly operations tends to be higher than for Latin American

countries. Higher transportation costs will give domestic production

in far away countries a higher degree of protection than in nearby

A-|
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ones. In this respect Mexico is at a disadvantage. With

transportation costs close to zero for shipments to and from border

plants, the costs of Mexican components for assembly might have to be

below US prices in order to compete with US components that enjoy duty

free reentry into the United States. Because of higher transportation

costs to the United States and lower costs to local suppliers, assembly

plants in the interior of Mexico record a higher percentage of national

material use than plants at the border. Haiti's extremely low labor

costs have made economic a greater use of domestic components than in

Mexico in a few product lines. Also national capital is involved in

assembly production to a auch greater degree in Haiti than in 9exico.

Nonetheless, value added In Mexico has constituted a higher share

of its total assembly output than the corresponding proportion in Haiti

and in many other developing countries. This is so not only because of

a different product mix, but also because Mexican wages are higher and

make up a larger proportion of the total value added than elsewhere.

It is often assumed that, since assembly operations require a much

loser investment level than "normal" manufacturing and depend so

directly on U.S. companies, they will be particularly unstable. This

is only partially borne out by the experience of the countries studied.

The US economic downturn of 1974-75 had some effect in particular

product lines and on weak firms, but overall assembly exports were less

affected than other exports to the United States. A recession appears

to induce US firms to cut down on high cost operations at home and to

turn Increasingly to offshore assembly. Assembly activities have shown

a certain stability in developing countries. In most of them value

* a added in assembly has been continuously Increasing.
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U.S. 807.00/806.30 imports from a few advanced East Asian

countries have leveled off not because of a U.S. induced drop in

demand, but because these countries have succeeded in substituting

their own materials for US components and thus have been able to export

the entire product (coming into the United States as a regular import

rather than under 807.00/806.30). U.S. 807.00 imports froa Colombia

have been unstable since the mid 1970s. Again this cannot be

attributed to fluctuations in U.S. demand, because Colombian firms have

been using assembly operations as a complement to taeir regular

production for the home market. It the domestic market is strong,

asseaoly exports decline and vice versa. Assembly is used by Colombian

firms to stabilize their total production levels.

In many countries where there is arms-length subcontracting for

assembly work, both sides usually diversify their risks by contracting

with more than one firm at the same time. This will also tend to

smooth out large fluctuations.

Tne overall stability and growth in assembly production in many

developing countries Implies that such activities do not seem to be

exceptionally sensitive to changes in relative wages among countries.

There will be shifts of individual firms and products from one country

to another. There is also some evidence of an upgrading of the skill

level In assembly production as wages rise. The sharp wage Increases

in Nexico during the aid-1970°s prObably contributed to the shift of

semiconductor assembly to Malaysia and other East Asian countries.

dhile this was probably the single most important loss of a market

share in a major assembly product that can be noted among countries,

( Mexico has continued in the semiconductor business. In 1;80 It shipped

4A
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a higher volume of assembled semiconductors to the United States under

837.00/806.30 than it did during its 1974 peak.

Other factors seem to play at least as important a role as wages

in the geographic composition of offshore assembly production. Risk

diversification, the perception of political and social stability, and

cultural and geographic proximity are important elements. Thus,

Mexico's overall market shares appear more resilient than warranted by

changes in relative wages. Convenience of the brder, familiarity with

the coqntry, ease of communications, low transportation costs and

perception of stability combine with the motive for risk

diversification to make the demand for offshore asseably in Mexico

fairly wage-inelastic within a certain range. These are the same

reasons that underly offshore production even in Canada with its very

high wages. Therefore, the variety of products produceJ offshore is

much wider in both U.S. neighbors, Mexico and Canada, than in any other

country that processes U.S. components for return to the United

States.

From the developing country viewpoint, there is the question as to

whether resources put into assembly operations might not be better used

in other sectors that would produce more immediate linkages and

therefore benefit development even more. However, most investable

funds for assembly production would not be available for other uses,

particularly if the funds come from foreign sources. A U.S. cospany,

for example, having decided to shift assembly operations abroad, may be

prepared to establish a subsidiary for offshore assembly, but would not

undertake an investment which would be completely extraneous to its

assembly decision.
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And it is unclear whether GjL[jj capital is best-iivested, from

the social point of view, in offshore production-type activities, in

infrastructural investments (both physical and social), or in

industries where technological externalities and linKages seem more

extensive or more dynamic. Rigorous empirical calculations are not

) only statistically difficult, but require conceptual frameworks which

do not easily accommodate the dynamic elements essential to policies2aled at accelerating the process of economic development.

0Critical eyes might focus on the lack of integration of offshore

activIties into the national economy and polity; some critics view

assembly production as a sort of "dead-end" industrialization. In the

1f latter case, it makes no sense for scarce national capital to fe

invested in these facilities. If offshore activity is then isolated

from the national economy by trade and investment policies aimed at

divesting national capital to areas deemed more socially productive,

the enclave nature of this production is a deliberately-created*
outcome. Thus, one can judge these activities to be ill-suited to

national capital and seek to create a controlled foreign enclave, or to

be potentially vroductive investments for national entrepreneurs and to break

down the enclave-like aspects of these foreign investments, but not both.

In very poor countriesr such as 11aiti, it is doubtful whether any

sector in the economy could provide stronyer shortrun linkages than

asssembly production. Such an economy is not yet nationally inteqrated

- and most of the population still lives in the itearly self-containedI traditional subsistence sector*

A
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Generally, in economies with large un-or underemployed resources,

assembly activities offer opportunities for low cost employment

creation and foreign exchange earnings. It was shown that the

capital-labor ratio In assembly is generally only a fraction of thI

capital requirements in other manufacturing activities. Assembly 6buld

thus provide the lowest cost employment in the modern industrial

sector. The resource costs of its foreign exchange earnings are also

small in view of the probability that most of the labor force used in

assembly exports, previously was engaged in substantially lower

productivity activities.

Nevertheless, in one important respect assembly production can

impinge negatively on the domestic economy. Although the bulk of

assembly employment is drawn from a pool of unskilled persons (in and

outside of the labor force) in abundant supply, the activity does

require some technical and managerial workers. These are in tight

supply in developing countries. Unless assembly firms train or import

such persons, competition for the existing scarce talent will drive up

the cost of production in most sectors of the economy.

To sum up: assembly production has made an important contribution

to the foreign exchange earnings of participating developing countries.

For the larger countries, assembly employment creation, waile

significant, has had little impact on the national un- and

underemployment problem. In countries where assembly plants are

geographically concentrated, they will tend to have a major effect on

the economic development of the region in which they are located.

'i
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In some of the least developed countries, assembly production

constitutes a substantial force in industrialization. Thus, while in

Mexico assembly operations until now have had only a marginal Impact on

the countryos industrial development, In Haiti they have constituted

the most dynamic element.

The obvious objective of I.S. firms In transferring assembly work

offshore Is to reduce costs of production. In 1978, cost savings for

4exican operations have been estiuated to amount to between $8r3 -

$14,000 per employee per year. a/ On this basis, rough calculations

yield a total direct savings from 4exican offshore assembly proiuction

of between $1-2 billion for 1980. Including all countries, the cost

reduction for U.S. firms would be more than twice as high, since

Mexican wages are higher than elsewhere In U.S. offshore assembly

operations and the country represents less than half of total

employment In these activities. Although this is only a small fraction

of U.S. value added In manufacturing, the cost savings for individual

products are substantial. For semiconductors, the gain to consuiers

was estimated at about 10 percent of the value of consumption. The

lower costs will be propagated through other industries that use the

offshore assemblies as inputs. Therefore demand for their products

will probably increase. The increased International competitiveness

will eventually also have positive effects on the balance of payments.

It Is clear, however, that assembly jobs have been lost in the

United States. After each recession the ratio of production workers to

total employment In offshore Industries seems to have declined. This
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confirms the conclusion derived from developing country data, that

during a business downturn producers appear to reduce their high cost

operations In the United States in favor of offshore production. This

is not reversed during the subsequent economic recovery. Recessions

will therefore be more harmful to U.S. employment than to assembly

employment abroad. As the proportion of non-production employment In

the United States increases, the fluctuations In total exployment may

tend to decrease.

Even if it could be shown that Jobs gained would exceed jobs lost

as a result of offshore asembly, there are still serious displacement

costs. About 90 percent pf U.S. assembly workers In electronics and

textiles are women. Because they have limited skills and tend to be

less mobile, they cannot easily shift to other work when they lose

their assembly jobs. Ironically, therefore, while offshore assembly

brings young women into the labor force in developing countriest it

pushes older women out of the labor force In the United States. No

satter how high the benefits of offshore assembly for the economy, it

tends to place burdensome costs on those who can least afford them.

This is an issue which Is not limited to offshore assembly but

derives from trade liberalization in general. It should be noted that

a general lowering of trade barriers would almost certainly cause

worker dislocation in excess of that brought about by offshore assembly

operations through tariff items 807.00/806.30.

Assembling offshore will tend to have a negative direct effect on

the US balance of payments. In semiconductors, for example, it could

be seen that the trade surplus declined as a result of the Increased

imports of the value added in assembly abroad. But it would take a
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rather complex model to estimate the net effect on the balance of

payments. The cost reduction obtained through offshore assembly will

sake semiconductor devices more competitive internationally, thus

encouraging exports and decreasing imports. More indirectly, other

products using these devices as inputs will also become cheaperr and so

demand for other U.S. products will be stimulated.

The overall objectives of developing countries In fostering

assembly operations in their territory for foreign firms are to

increase (a) employment creation, (b) foreign exchange earnings, (c)

transfer of technology, (d) upgrading of the labor force and its value

addedo (e) use of domestic materials, (f) involvement of national

capital and (g) other elements that help to Integrate that activity

witt the rest of the economy in order to obtain the greatest benefits

possible.

Some of these objectives, such as employment creation, foreign

exchange earnings and the wage bill will depend on the magnitude of

assembly activities. Existing policies of free trade zones, "in-bond"

arrangements, tariff exemptions and duty drawbacks, special tax

treatment, waiving of national ownership and content requirements,

etc., are designed toward this end. These can be strengthened and

improved, and more industrial parks with adequate facilities can be

built. In general, however, there will be a political limit to such

policies, lest they create a special privilege activity sealed off from

the rest of the economy*
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The proper policy standard should be to subordinate seasures

specifically designed for assembly industries to the country's overall

development policies. Most of the policies that will promote general

economic development will also affect assembly production.

Among these broad industrialization policies, three seem

particularly important. One is the continued reduction of trade

barriers. This applies especially to the large Latin American

countries. Further trade liberalization in these countries may

increase competition and force firms to reduce costs. At present there

is little incentive for protected oligopolistic industries (which are

sometimes foreign owned) to be efficiency conscious. Quality standards

are often low, production and delivery schedules haphazard.

Increased competition may also facilitate a greater participation

of national enterprises in assembly activities. Cost reduction may

enable firms to lower prices of products that could serve as inputs for

the assembly plants. Competition would also raise tneir performance

standards so that they might be able to meet the more stringent

requirements of export production, both as potential suppliers to and

as operators of assembly p.lants. Thus trade liberalization policy,

while designed as part of an overall economic development strategy, may

contribute toward raising the national content of assembly products and

increase the participation of local capital in export activities.

The other broad policy sought in most developing countries is the

streamlining of administrative procedures. Bureaucratic obstacles have

discouraged many productive investments and contributed to high cost

ousiness operations. Export production is particularly sensitive to j
administrative delays. In a perverse fashion, bureaucratic rigidities

S .
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and stumbling blocks have fostered in some countries, such as Saitif

what can be regarded as a healthy development -- a large participation

of local firms in export assembly operations. Domestic entrepreneurs

have a comparative advantage over foreigners in knowing how to get

things done In the bureaucratic maze, e.g. how to get goods out of

customs In one day instead of one month. If the objective Is to

maximize the involvement of local capital, It probably should be

realized through sounder means than adeptness in running an obstacle

course.

A third general economic development policy is promotion of

technical training and the transfer of technology. Technical

assistance can be a powerful development tool, as was shown in the case

of Colombia, where it seemed to easily double productivity levels in

sox@ firms. The usually close assembly relationship between the

U.S. principal and the subsidiary or subcontractor in the developing

country would appear to be especially conducive to the transfer of

technology. As noted in the country chapters, technical assistaice to

assembly plants Is given by the U. S. companies involved almost on a

routine basis. The main problem is to diffuse the technical knowledge

to other parts of the developing economy, In particular, to the

potential supplier firms of assembly plants, and to apply the knowledge

to other types of production.

Technology transfer Is easier in countries such as Colombia, where

many firms produce both for the none market and for assembly exports.

In countries where assembly Is more isolated, incentives can be

provided for domestic enterprises, which produce, or could readily

produce, materials that are similar to the imported components used in
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assembly, so that they would avail themselves of training and technical

assistance services which the U.S. company or its assembly subsidLAy

could provide. Thus fiscal subsidies might broaden the benefits

derived from offshore assembly by encouraging national firzs to seek,

and foreign companies to provide, training and technology.

There are other general Industrialization or development policies

that would impact positively on the linkages of assembly activities

with the rest of the economy. For example, incentives for industries

to locate in depressed regions of the country could e of particular

benefit to tne national integration of assembly operations. In the

case of Mexico, the establishment of assembly plants in the interior

would aiminish if not eliminate the leakage of purchasing power and

foreign exchange into the United States which occurs at the border, and

would raise the local material content in assembly operations.

There is one specific measure applying only to assemoly, which is

to open up forward linkages by permitting a portion of assembly output

to be sold on the domestic market. This might stimulate Industries

that could use the cheaper and probably higher quality assembled

articles as inputs. Consumers, of course, may benefit, if through

nothing else than saving the two-way transportation costs of the

assembled product returning to the US and then being reiorted into

the developing country. In order for assembly items that are sold on

the domestic market not to compete unfairly with entirely locally

produced articles, they should pay the normal import duty.

Short run economic policies can also affect assembly operations.

dhsn the developing country currency becomes overvalued, dollar costs

of operations will increase while export earnings in local currency
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will decline. These may be short run effects until the next

devaluation takes place, but it may cause serious disruptions for

export firms# particularly U.S. assembly subsidiaries.

LaaL calln,_a " &-S

The US tariff it. .00/805.30 could be viewed as a component

In the liberalization of trade. Yet, the paradoxical aspect Is that

tne higher the general US tariff levels the more effective the

provisions of 807.OD/806.30 will be in promoting offshore assembly with

U.S. components. il

As tariffs decline the value of 807.001/b6.31 diminishes, there

is some evidence already tnat in a few cases firms do not use

807.00/806.30 for certain eligible assembly products. In those cases

the subjective costs of applying for the tariff exemption (filing the

necessary forms, etc.) probmoly exceed the tariff savings. If general

trade liberalization continues, 307.00/906.30 will probably be used

less and less.

There are some products now that enter the 0S under those tariff

provisions that actually would be profitable to asseable and import

without 807.00/806.30. In Chapter 6 it was suggested that offshore

assembly of semiconductors is not dependent on 807.03/806.33. For

other products# particularly textiles, offshore assembly using

o.. components probably could not take place without the benefits

derived from these tariff items. In their absence such industries

could not compete with totally foreign imports.
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In respect to trade policy vis-a-vis developing countries, it

makes little sense to maintain restrictions against some of their

products, assuming that support of economic progress in these countries

is still an objective of U.S. policy. It is often argued that such

restrictions are not onerous for developing countries, because their

exports usually fall short of the imposed quotas. Haitipfor example,

does not come close to meeting its textile quotas except in brassieres.

Yet during the 1970"s-when there were textile quotas imposed on Haiti's

exports but not on those from the Dominican Republic, there was a

dramatic upsurge of offshore assembly operations in the latter country,

as 9.S. firms invested and subcontracted there. 2/ The existence of

quota restrictions discourages U.S. firms from entering into

subcontracting arrangements or from establishing assembly subsidiaries.

At a minimum, consideration should be given to removing quotas from the

lower income countries such as Haiti.

At home the most important task for the U.S. government in respect

to the effects of offshore assembly operations is to protect workers

who will be displaced. While the net employment effect of offshore

assembly might be positive in the long run, there is no justification

for permitting the costs of maintaining U.S. industrial competitiveness

to fall on a particularly vulnerable sector of the U.S. labor force.

Low skilled women, who make up the bulk of U.S. assembly workers, have

great difficulties in finding alternative employment after loss of

their jobs, particularly if their mobility is restricted. A portion of

these women may benefit from retraining especially if they are young

and unattached. Older women, many of whom are tied to families, may

ahave no choice but to take less attractive employment or to leave the
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labor force. These persons should be compensated, even if it takes

special measures.to do so.

Finally, the development of large-scale offshore production

arrangements by firms in developed countries points to a fundamental

long-term shift in the nature of competitive advantage that the

industrialized economies will have to adjust to in the coming decade.

The world economy has passed through successively more comprehensive

stages of integration, with markets for traded goodst and more

recently, financial aarkets, becoming meshed together across national

boundaries into a truly international structures Ohat this study has

shown is that labor markets are also in the process of being integrated

into an international system not only through migration, but also

throughi trade.

The significance of this internationalization of inlustrial

product flows Mlb11tD a single industry, is that for a developed economy

liks the United States national labor markets will no longer be

insulated from international competition by the costs of transport and

communication. To some extent, high wages for relatively unskilled

labor in the United States embody a rent created by superior

technology, as well as by barriers to migration and trale. The

phenomena studied in this book, carried to their ultimate conclusion,

appear to spell the end to relatively high wages and standards of

living for the unskilled in the destern industrial societies (except,

perhaps, in services, and other non-tradeables) with the

internationalization of the labor-intensive stages of production for

technology and capital-intensive goods.
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So, we are left with a fundamental long-term policy choice for

these industrial societies. One choice is to face a reduction in the

economic privileges of the least skilledo and with it, possibly a

considerable period of social and political turbulence. The other

alternative is to eliminate those sectors of the labor force in direct

competition with developing country workers through investments in

education and training, in effect shifting the composition of the labor

force to more skilled occupations. In the very long run, of course,

the eventual outcome may well be identical: the eliination of the

unscilled from the Industrial work force. The choice iso in effect,

betaeen laissez faire and state intervention in education, training,

and other forms of investment in human capital. Given the

imperfections in markets for human capital, as well as the substantial

social costs of an unplanned transition, large-scale investment in

upgrading the skills of the U.S. labor force would seem to have ample

justification.

There is some fragmentary evidence that over time more comlex

assembly operations are introduced as the labor force becomes more

skilled and relative wages rise in a developing country. More

elementary processes would then be shifted to lower wage areas.

Although the accumulated evidence is not yet convincing, an idealized

form of a product cycle, combined with development stages, might be

conceptualized for offshore assembly as follows. a/
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International competition triggers in the United States a

"depackaging" of production of some manufactures Into labor, capital

and technology intensive parts. U.S. firms transfer abroad labor

intensive assembly operations in which they clearly can no longer

compete, but keep capital and/or technology intensive processes in

which they still have a comparative advantage. During the first stage,

tne developing country to which assembly is transferred, provides

nothing else except unskilled labor services. Machinery, equipment,

the components to be assembled and the technology are provided by the

U.S. firm, either through the establishment of a subsidiary or through

subcontracting with a local firm. During a second stage, the skill

level of workers is raised through on the job training and technical

assistance, and firns in the developing country are able to supply an

increasing portion of the components for assembly. Wages of assembly

workers rise relative to other developing countries. U.S. firms

transfer more sophisticated assembly processes to the country while

shifting the elementary assembly operations to lower wage LDCs.

In a third stage, the original developing country Is able to

supply all or most of the materials for assembly, so that in effect It

can produce the entire product with only technical inputs and special

components cosing from U.S. firms. During the second and third stages

the assembly of new products may continue to be transferred to the

country, either because they require higher skill work or because there

are still large pockets of unskilled low wage labor present In the

nation.
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Singapore and Hong Kong probably are representative of countries

that are in certain product lines in stage two and in others alreadj in

stage three. Recently, Singapore seems to have instituted a delibetate

wage policy to price itself out of the market for basic, unskilled"

assembly work. Mexico appears to have started a transition to stage

two. As discussed in the 4exico study, some assembly plants at the'

border have spun off branch plants into the interior of the country.

dnere wages are still-considerably lower than at the border. The most

eleuentary assembly processes have been transferred to the interior

plants, keeping the more skilled operations at the border.

This product and stage-of-development cycle can be interrupted by

a movement toward automation. Until now automation has been cost

effective when production runs are sufficiently long and quality

standards are high. This is how the Japanese have used automation in

certain electronics production. As automated methods become more

sophisticated, machines will be able to make tne change over from

handling one product line to another in much less time. This will

reduce costs of operation and also make automation worthwhile in

snorter production runs for articles with rapid technological and/or

style changes.

It might still be economically rational to transfer automated

assembly abroad. Already there are many examples of

computer-controlled equipment being used in offshore assembly plants.

4hile the operation itself is not labor intensive it uses unskilled

labor and the ancilliary operations can be quite labor using. Por

exaxple, materials handling, preparation work, cleaning and inspection

require relatively low skilled workers. Only the maintenance of the
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euipment requires skilled technical personnel.

The transfer of automated assembly abroad, however, Involves

substantial capital investment. Risks in foreign lands will have to be

weighed much more carefully and sensitivity to political and social

factors will be much higher than with manual assembly technology.

Automated offshore assembly might therefore be severely limited,

extending only to developing countries where these risks are perceived

as low, including some in the Far East and possibly 4exico. Part of

the investment risk might have to be borne by the offshore countries

themselves.

It is likely, however, that when automation becomes profitable, a

major portion of assembly operations mignt return to the United States

but probably only with minor employment creation there. The net effect

of automating assembly might well be a decrease in U.S. ,anufacturing

employment. Paradoxically as laaor costs have risen in Japan, the

country in which automation seems to have been most extensively

applied, Japanese firms have recently gone offshore for assembly work

primarily for the export market. Japan has also started to use

countries such as exico as an export platform in which it has its

components assembled for penetration of the U.S. market.

There are thus two forces that might work against offshore

assembly operations. Trade liberalization in developing countries,

technical assistance and the upgrading of their labor force may *

eventually enable these countries to produce Inexpensive high quality

components that were imported from the United States for assembly.

This would constitute import substituting Industrialization for the

export market (contrary to the traditional import substitution for the
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home market).

The other force is the movement toward automation. Computer

controlled equipment could conceivably eliminate firmsO the motive for

offshore assembly. Nevertheless, It would take an enormous improvevent

in the economic efficiency of automation to offset tne economies

derived from the vast, Inexpensive and easily trainable labor pool of

the developing world. Whether tne United States will continue to share

production with developing countries ultimately will depend not so such

on purely economic factors, as on the U.S. perception of political

staoility existing abroad.

N

I t
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Footnotes

* 1. Mexican data snow that apparel assembly cuntriouteJ about 13.

percent ot total value added and employed about 16 ,-)rcent of total "

employment in the maquila industry in 1980 (SPP data; see also Table ;

II11-17). :i

2. U.S. Departmient of Conmerce and 44r1_L,. 2._.n Q d

ELt•LP A.rrneGIP, Committee on Ways and &4eans, U.3. .ouse 6f

Representatives, April 17, 198C.

J. Estimated on the basis of value aJdeil per worker for

U.S. oftshore assembly in Mexico, applying these ratios to value addedl.'*,.

of assembly in Singapore, and allowing for offshore issevbly there on

behalf of other countries.

4. There is some evidence that female assembly worecers tend to

be younger in the developing countries than in the inlustrialized

nations.

) 5. M. Richard Campbell, "Production Sharing, I.plications for

Industrial Parks in Latin America" utin.L _LInsi2gt , Vol

III, No. 1,r Jan 1979, p. 36. Taking the approxim3te differences in ...

) U.S. and Mexican wages yields similar results. In 1978 the differences. -

between Mexican minimum wages per hour at the border as calculated by -

Van Waas and the U.S. hourly earnings as reported by the

) U.S. Department of Labor, was $5.39 in all of manufacturing, $5.04 in .

the electronic industry and $3.15 in the apparel industry (Van Waas,

Table 1,f p. 83). The assumption (in using these differences for an

idea of cost savings) is that there Is no substitution between labor

j PF.

. I m
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'.- and capitalin the UniteJ .gtates. These data are presented only to

0. -O.hint-at the.order of magnitudes involved and not to formally estimate

I* 4:cost savings. .
*l . -- ". 4•• . "

6. The effective protection of US products assembled abroad will

o j*,:,bo'higher than the nominal tariff if without 907.00/806.3l the entire

Sproduct would be imported.

*. Since 1979 textile luotas also apply to the Doinican

, ". Republic.

," 8.' This styiized scenario applies to offshore production only as

-. part of{the development process. Aany countries started to

industrialize long before offshore 4ssembly production emerged, or

*I: fostered their industrialization through a ,much larger dnd broader set

of policies.
, .1 .: ' . . 4 4., -

I .' . 4..

d. - .. .

NG

" .
,. . ;-

0 .... ,

q ,
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ANNEX A

COUNTRY STUDIES

1. The Assembly Industry in Mexico

Joseph Grunwald

2. Offshore Assembly in Haiti

Joseph Grunwald, Leslie Delatour and
Karl Voltaire

3. Offshore Assembly in Colombia

Joseph Grunwald and Juan Jose Echavarria
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It should not be surprising that 4exico has become the United

States' most important partner in offshore assembly activities. As a

developing country it shares a nearly 2,000 mile border with one of the

world's highest wage countries and by far the world's largest producer.

The borier is fairly accessible and transportation from almost any

point in the Jnited States to the border is cheap when compared to

overseas trade. Although tne languales differ, the "cultural listance"

between tne two countries is not as great as between the Jnited States

and most other nations of the so-called "third dorld". 04any

U. S. entrepreneurs and business executives have been to i4exico anJ for

historical reasons as well as because of migration, its culture is

ditfused throujhout many p3rts of the United States.

*This chapter benefited from a report ontitled "Evolucion y
Perspectivas de la Industria gaquilaiora Io Exportacion en qexico"
(Version preliminar), by Federico Palli Gonzalez with the collaboration
of Javier Villasenor B. , and Jose Neneses of Colegio de Mexico, Centro
de £studlos Economico y Demograficos. That report das subuitted to the
second "Seminar on North-South Complementary Intra-Industry Trade",
sponsored by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and
the arooxinqs Institution, and held under the auspices of £1 Colegio do
Mexico in 4exico City, 18-22 august 1990. Specific points drawn from
the report are cited in footnotes below. The views expressed here are
those of the author and should not be ascribed to Federico Salli, his
collaborators, or other staff members or officers of El Colegio de
Mexico.
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In the mid-1960s when 806.30/807.00 trade data first became

available, 3ong Kong was more than five times as important and Taiwan

nearly as important, as 14exico in processing and assembling

U. S. components for re-export to the United States. 3y the end of

that decade, the J. S. shipped almost $100 million of components to

Mexico for asseably, nearly tice as such as to Hong Kong and iore than

four tize3 as uucn as to Taian. (US ITC tables, various years).

Because of the geographic and cultural proximity, the relative shift to

exico from Hong Kong and Taid3n took place despite %exicos' higher

wages. An important question is how wide wage differentials must

become before the relative advantage of Mexico is offset. This will be

liscussel later.

The attraction of Mexico was reinforced by the Border

Industrialization Program announced in 1955. Part of that programes

objective was to absorb the border unemployment left oy the termination

of the "3racero" program between the U. S. and 4exlco in 1964 Lij/ It

allowed t ae Juty free imports of foreign machinery, eguipment and

components for processing or assembly within a 2v Ka strip along the

oorderp provided that all of tne imported products will be

re-exported. Li/ Thus none of the output of the assembly operations,

called "iaquila" by %fexicans, could be sold witain tie country (the

assembly plants are called "maluiladoras").

Subsequent Mexi:an legislation, decrees and aduinistrative

regulations expanded the scope of the maluila, first by exempting the

maquiladoras from the "Mexicanization" requirement of Nexican majority

ownersnip, 11/ and second by permitting the establishment of

maqulladoras anywhere in the country subject to approval by the

A-
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authorities (Mexico City anJ two other cities dere intendeJ to be

olf-limits because of pollution problems, but several plants were

established there by special permission; other locations have received

special incentives). Foreign technicians and managerial personnel are

given Mexican residence if considered necessary for the efficient

functioning of the maquiladora. Customs procedures and other

government formalities have been eased. As a further attr3ction for

maluila operations (and following the Far Eastern example) industrial

parks have been promoted# first along the border and then in the

interior. /

Tte original conception by the promoters of an idealized

co-production system with lexico is the "twin plant" idea. U. S. firms

would establish two plants under a single %anageuent, one on each side

of the oorder. The U. S. plant would do the capital intensive, high

technology operations and the factory on the 4exican side, the labor

intensive processes. 11j/ The U. S. plant would supply the i4exican

counterpart with the component parts and the 4exican plant would return

tie assembled products to the U. S. side for further processing and/or

shipment to the various markets. The two pl3nts would be close enough

so that transportation costs woull oe near zero and a single management

would be optimal. Inventory costs, repair and maintenance and other

problems in the Mexican plant could be held to a minimum aecause

supplies and technical support would oe just a short distance away on

the U. S. side.

The logic of the concept has won sufficient acceptance so that the

term "twin plant" has often been used incorrectly to describe all

U. S. offshore assembly operations with Nexico. In effect, the qreat

" I II Il I I I I IIIII II I IIIII 4 1 I
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majority of U. S. owned maquiladoras are supplied from plants quite

distant from the border, primarily the Hidwest but also the East and

the far West. Apparently many U. S. corporations have felt the savings

in transportation costs and the advantage of a single management do not

warrant the investment in an additional plant on the U. S. side of the

oorder when plants that could supply the components already existed

elsewhere. Although quite a few twin plants have been est3blished

aiong the border, particularly in the El Paso-Juarez region, there are

not enough of these to make that concept representative of the existing

co-production activities between the United States and Mexico.

mnis chapter is divided into seven main sections. The first

three, including this introduction, are primarily descriptive. Section

4, the main issues of offshore assembly operation in Nexico, is

primarily analytical. Sections 5 and 6 are a combination of research

findings and policy implications. The final section reflects on the

future as its title indicates.

2.*

Since 1965, when the Border Industrialization Program got under

way, a significant number of assembly plants have been established

almost every year. At the end of 1980, 520 maiuiladoras were in

operation employing about 124,DOC persons. Ua1 (See also Table III-I).

the importance of the employment generation is difficult to judye

because nthere are no reliaole unemployment and underemployment

statistics in Mexico." 1In/ It is clear, nowever, that within tie

context of mexico's overall employment problea, the saquila labor force

is very small indeed. Estimates range from an underemployment rate of
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A7.4 percent to 52 percent of the labor force in 1978. 121 The

unemployment rate at the border seems to be higher taan in the rest of

the country and, according to fragmentary inforiation, appears to be

rising. Lia/ The nature of the maquila work force anJ more about its

relation to the border employment problem will :e discussed later. Ij4/

The maquila operations make a substantial contribution to Mexico's

foreirn exchange earnings. Tne precise %agnitude is difficult to

determine, primarily because of the leakage of 4exican maquila wages

across tae borJer to tne united States. Various estimates have been

made. ±£L3 the monthly review of Mexico's National 33nL

ol Foreign trade, cites other sources for the estimate of 5-75 percent

of wages earneJ on the Mexicai side of the border being spent in the

U. S. sile during the 197 s. 51/ Survey data elaborated by the El

Paso, Texas Real Lstate Research Corporation snod that in kugust 1966,

23 percent of retail sales of durable goods in the Ai Paso metropolitan

area were made to patrons living across the river in Juarez, Mexico and

surrounJings. The corresponding proportion for downtown EL Paso retail

sales was 30 percent. 1ji Jn the other hand, data from the Banco de

lexico, 4exico's central bank, show a consistent surplus of Mexico's

border transaction with the United States. In 1973 the surplus das

$734 million in 1exico's favor, representing 45 percent of 4exican

border income (not including earnings from maqulla exports) L!1/

Therefore, in the absence of specific survey studies, it is

difficult to estimate the &I leakage of the Mexican offshore asseibly

payroll. There Is no douot tnat a good part of Mexican maquila wages

are spent In the United States, perhaps between 40 and 60 percent, to

taKe the latest assertion. Lft/ Houeverr there is no estiaate of the
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expenditure of U. S. residents in Mexico due t* the existence of

offshore assembly operations. The facts are, a:cording to Banco de

Nexico data, that both the border transactions and tourlsm have been

consistent dnd substantial net foreign exchange earners for 4exico,

exceedinj $1 billion since the mid-197Us. 112/ 4hetner, aad by how

much, the surpluses on these accounts woull have been larger in the

absence of ofshore assembly operations, is still an open juestion.

The value added generated by the mauiladoras in 4exico has been

iiicreasinq sharply since tne beginning of tne oorJer industrialization

program. (See the note to Table 111-2 for the definition of value

added in 3ssembly operation), it the end of lg9 it was running at an

annual rate of over 3830 million according to figures fiom the hexican

Secretariat of Programming and 3udget. 1/ (See also Table 111-2).

As a net foreiin exchange earner, maquila exports are equally

important, since all of the value added is exp3cted (See rable

Thus since 19"3 the exports of maiuila services have earned for

'exico oetween 35 and 45 percent as mucn as total wexican vanufacture4

exports. I1/ They are considerably larger than Mexico's net earnings

from tourism (expenditures of foreign tourists in mexico minus

expenditures of Hexican tourists abroad, not including i4exico's highly

favorable balance of border transactions). Even if there are aajor net

leakages -- exican workers' wages spent on the U. S. side of thq

bordqr and not compensated by maquila induced expenditures of

U. S. residents in i4exico -- say as high as 53 percent, net foreign

exchange earnings from assembly operations would still make an

important contribution to 4exico's balance of payments, equaling about
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Table ti1-2. Pexico: Total Va1ue Added -ad Total Payroll in Assmbly Plants. by laKtiom Is VIions of Orrmt U.S. bitre
and Inde, Ulmhbrs of Constant fteican Pesos (1975 - 100).

1173-1980

1973 1974 1973 1976 1977 1978 1979 180

(Nmiloe of Current U.8. boll"s)

-ALLT AD

All Plants 197.0 315.6 321.2 3S2.2 314.9 438.6 637.9 770.8

$order plants 177.5 289.2 290.0 314.4 276.3 386.5 539.7 641.2

interior plants 19.5 26.5 31.1 37.7 38.6 32.0 98.2 109.6

.OTAL PAP1U.L

All Plants 113.5 194.7 194.4 215.6 200.3 282.5 371.4 456.4

&order Plants 107.7 181.4 180.1 199.9 183.8 221.8 339.8 413.7

Interior Plants 7.8 13.3 14.2 15.7 16.5 20.7 31.8 42.7

index Numbers of Constant Mexican Pesos

'ALM A .ED 
(1975 - 100)

All Plants 87.2 113.2 100.0 116.7 118.6 142.0 174.7 168.5

Border Plants 87.0 114.9 100.0 115.4 115.2 138.4 163.8 160.1

Interior Plants 89.2 97.9 100.0 129.0 150.1 173.8 277.4 247.3

3!TAI. PAYROLL

All Plants 84.4 115.3 100.0 118.0 124.7 140.5 168.0 164.S

Border Plants 85.0 116.0 100.0 118.1 123.4 139.6 165.7 161.1

Interior Plants 77.5 107.3 100.0 U17.4 139.9 151.1 196.1 210.7

I. Interior plants calculated by anbtrction.

-. Deflated by ZicM CoUmer Price I nde (CPI Was chosen for the following reas:
(1) Wholesals Price lades covers Mexico City only.
(2) Val%* Added In meico consists primsrily of wages. services and profits,

exican Uteri-s coAtituti-g only a asO&I p o .tion).

ourcest: Published and Unpwblished SpP and SPA7Z Tables.
oPar oets. Of bchnse mad Consumer Prics Ind=: 1. Inter atiocal Pinancial Statistics.

1980 Yearbook and July 1981 issue. See Table III A-1. below.

at*: The econoe concept of %'vlue added" Includes only p fments to the factors of product ion.* such
sO w@es. rants, interest and profits. ts this and other tshlea, n.werv, the conceut trents the

'slue added In fezicamn **embly operstions to the Iorted compnents and thsrfore includes local
.ateralsl used and ucLlicts.

tI
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Table 111-3. Mexico: Comparison of Mexican and U.S. Data of Value Added
In Mexican Assembly Plants, Exports of Mexican
Assembly Services and U.S. Dutiable Imports of
Assembly Products from Mexico.

(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

Dutiable Value
Value Added Net Exports of U.S. 807.00 & 806.30

Year in Assembly Plants of Mexican Assembly Plants Imports from Mexico

(A) (B) (C)

1973 197 278 286

1974 316 444 464

1975 321 454 467

1976 352 536 536

1977 315 525 524

1978 439 452 714

1979 638 638 1016

1980 771 773 1155

Sources: Column A: SPP tables; converted to U.S. dollars at prevailing
rates of exchange (Table III A-1).

B: Banco do Mexico, Annual Reports 1973-1980.
C: U.S. International Trade Commission, Tariff Items 807.00

and 806.30. U.S. Imports for Consumption,.various years.

a. The 1978 figure was originally $714.3 million (1978 Informe Anual, Banco de
Mexico), but was revised downward by 37 percent in the 1979 and 1980 Annual
Reports.
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3aIf of Mexico's earnings from exports of manufactures to the United

States.

Ak1
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The variety of 4exico's assembly activities is dide and has been

increasing. It ranges from toys and dolls to sophisticated electroQic

eguipment to the sorting of U. S. retail store coupons. The ten most

important product groups averaged over 80 percent of total value of,

assembly output imported by tne United States from 'exico during

1969-7w Dut only about 70 percent durinj 1979 (Table 111-4). 1T

T. V. parts are excluded, the percentage drops from 62 to 43 percent.

While the variety has risen, the covposition of the product mix

has changed. Textile products (including apparel), toys and dolls and

similar simple light industry constituted almost one luarter of all

waquila output in 1969, but in 196) they accounted tor only one-tentn.

Television receivers and parts now make up well over one guarter of the

total# thus being by far the most important single product group in

sexico's assembly operations. Semiconductors and parts which, with

over 16 percent of the total, were almost as important as the

T. V. group in 1969, accounteJ for only 5 percent in 1980. Motor

vehicle parts were not a significant assembly product in 1969, out in

recent years they have occupied between the third and sixth place in

orJer of importance in fexico's maquila operations. 

The 620 maguiladoras operating in 1980 assembled at least $2.3

billion worth of total output. Tnat is the amount that was imported by

the U. S. under tariff items 807.00 and 806.30 that year (Table

I11-5).

j
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Table IT1-4a. awmhco: The IPbt laportant 007.00/106.30 U.S. Zsparts ra Nextco (TC Ctaogrte), *169-1975

190 1o 1970 of11171 1 f1972 197_ 1974 1975
Mnat 3 f Z I of of or-

tuportant Total Total Total Total Total Total TOLAI
ITC 806/607 Seek 606/607 look 806/607 Smk 6061807 VIAk 806/007 Senk 04/807 gak 0(/807 Seek

Product@ value Value value Value Value Value Value

T.V. 17.1 1 19.7 1 26.2 1 22.3 1 22.3 1 18M 1 0.7
&"*Ivan

& Parts

Se€ooducto~r 16.3 2 15.9 2 13.9 2 12.5 2 12.0 3 13.6 2 10.6 3
& Parts

Toys. Dells 12.0 3 12.3 3 8.5 4 3.6 5 2.9 9 2.8 a
& Models

Textile 21.5 4 9.9 4 12.9 3 11.6 3 12.2 2 11.6 3 12.2 2
Products

Office 9.0 5 6.6 3 4.9 5 6.0 4 7.5 4 9.6 4 7.1 6
Machines

Electronlc 3.9 6
.VAErtea

scieniftic 3.8 7
nstrumanent

PLt-on-Type 2.9 8 2.9 7 2.2 10 2.5 10 2.6 10 2.7 a

Parts, Otc.

Rand Tools. 2.4 9 2.6 9
Cuttery. etc.

tesistora & 2.2 10
?arcs

Elec. motors, 2.7 6 3.8 6 3.5 6 2.8 6 2.6 9 2.9 1
Generators.
etc.

Lueber & Paper
Products

Recordlug %adia 3.2 6 2.5 9

EquIpmot- 2.3 a 3.6 7 6.2 5 4.8 3 6.9 6
Met. Circuits.
etc.

Motor Vabicle 3.0 3.2 8 2.9 6 2.9 7 3.0 3
Parts. etc.

Capacitors 1.8 10 2.3 9 2.9 7 3.4 6 2.6 10

Eloctrical 2.3 10 2.7 S
Conductors

I of 10 .bst 66.0 59.7 34.3 31.1 49.9 33.5 $0.6
Iopertant
Phroducts

(excluding
T.T.)

TOT. 606/ 163.2 213.3 260.3 626.4 691.2 1032.6 1019.0
607 value

1~1

(Pullia
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Table II-4b. Tb. Met Iportant 807.00/606.30 U.. Imports tim 1a,,o (I1C Categories), 1,7.-180

Mat I of 21 oof 7 2. 1 2 o l

Importat Total Total Total Total Total
TIC 406/807 Sank 01/607 Snk 30/607 lank 607 See 607 Bank V

products V&ae Vl" Val"e Tala value

T.2. 22.7 1 19.1 1 25.0 1 27.0 1 27.2 1
Recetvers
0 Parts

$al- 6.3 3 6.2 4 5.0 S 4.1 '5 7 4.0 5
1  

7
Conductors 6
Parts

Tay, De 1.2 14
& Miala

Teatlle 11.6 2 11.4 2 10.2 2 6.5 2 6.6 2
Products

Office 4.2 6 2.8 9 2.8 10 2.9 11
.chinae,
tC .

Scientific 2.0 10 3.4 9
Inst ruments

Exec. motors. 3.7 a 3.7 a 3.6 6 4.6 6 5.0 3
Generators,
etc.

Lumber & Paper 2.6 10 2.4 12
Products

Recordi s
WNdi .9 16

Equipsat- 6.0 4 6.2 S 5.7 4 5.0 3 6.0 4
Elsc. Circuits,
ae.
.Ator Vehicle 5.8 5 8.3 3 6.2 3 4.7 d/ 4 4.3 

/

Parts, etc.

Capacitors 3.8 7 4.0 6 3.7 7 3.3 6 3.0 10

Electrical 2.9 9 3.8 7 3.4 6 4.6 5 6.3 3
Conductors.
etc.

Radio Apper. 1.2 15
& Parts

Other Klec. 3.4 9 3.2 9 3.5 6
Exec. Prod.
4 Parts

Ceramic 3.1 10
Products

ndbags, 1.3 13

2 of 10 ot 468.3 49.0 ".1 41.7 44.3
important
Products
excludia T.V.

TOTAL R0/ 1135.5 1155.5 1539.8 2001.7 2276.3
607 Vales
(Killions of

Dollars) 'I

. tolded" only 607.00 topens.

b. ankng saya•r the 16 mot Ilportant product groupe.

a. mladho 00.30 Imorts, thee ,remoagea Would owevt to 5.0 In both 1979 sad 1960.

4. lasluim 00.10 Imports. thorn peoteae" would be 5.1 In 1979 and 4.6 In 1960.

IworeI Pet 1969-197. SP111 agnti tepta Ppeared by the U.S. Katarmational Trade Cootaaioa C (110.
1979-1600, "Tariff l I l and 006.30 U.S. eporsts for Comasptile, Specified Teers1964-00". e1., lateaustional wue Coison, Jose 1I.*1

*-
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Table I1-5. U.S. Imports Under Tariff Items 807.00 and 806.30 from
Mazico, Total, Duty-Free and Dutiable Value in Million
U.S. Dollars and Percent Dutiable Value of Total Value

1969-1980

Dutiable Dutiable
Total 807.00 Duty-Free Value of 807/806 Value as Percent

Year and 806.30 Imports 807/806 Imports of Total Value
(millions of dollars) (3 * 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1969 150.0 97.9 52.1 34.7

1970 218.8 138.3 80.5 36.8

1971 270.4 166.0 104.4 38.6

1972 426.4 256.3 170.1 39.9

1973 651.2 364.8 286.4 44.0

1974 1032.6 568.7 463.9 44.9

1975 1019.8 552.4 467.4 45.8

1976 1135.4 599.9 535.5 47.2

1977 1155.5 631.1 524.4 45.4

1978 1539.8 826.0 713.8 46.4

1979 2065.1 1049.4 1015.7 49.2

1980 2341.4 1186.3 1155.1 49.3

Source: U.S. International Trade Coimission (IT), Tariff Items 807.00 and
806.30. U.S. Imports for Consumption, various issues.

AtJ
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If 4exican assembly products for other countries (mainly Japan)

are added, the maluila output nay well have reached $2.5 billion in

1980. l/ About nalf of the output destined to the Unitel States

consisted of U. S. components.

4ost of the plants are located along the border, concentrating in

six towns from 'ltuana Just south of San Oiego, California on the

'dCific Jcean to X4tamoros opposite Brownsville, Texas near the Gulf of

Mexico. LiA/ A little more tan 11 percent of the total (69 plants)

were in the interior of the country in 1960 (T3!le 111-1). The

proportion, while still small, has been increasing steadily. (In 1973

Lhere were only 1 plants -- or less than 4 percent of the total at

tuat time -- located away from the border). The interior plants are

situated now in nearly every part of the country, including the three

larjest cities, 4exico Cty, Zuadalajara, and 14onterrey.

isot only the number but al3o the size of plants in mexicogs

ma~uila industri have been rising. Estivates Dased on data given in

U. S. embassy reports would indicate an average of aDout 12) workers

per plant during the early 1970s. L1/ This rose to about L63 during

tne mid-73s ani an average of about 200 workers per 3lant at the end of

tae decade (Table 111-6).

The largest size plants tend to be located in modern industrial

parks; in Cuidal Juarezo where the country's largest industrial park

for maquiladoras is locatedf the average was 350 workers per

establishment in Decemoer 1933. Small plants tend to prevail in the

ear West: Tijuana averaged only 100 workers and Mexicali less than

90. Lj§/ There is no significant overall difference in size betdeen

border and interior plants (Table 111-6).
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The five plants in greater Mexico City were quite small, averaging

aoout 30 workers, while in GualalaJara the 14 plants averaged over i00

workers. In addition to the available infrastructure such as

industrial parKs, pl3nt size varies with the type of products.

Furniture assemb6ly is generally done in small plants, assembly of

electrical machinery and equipment in large plants (Table 111-5).

As the concept of "offshore assembly" implies, the majority of the

ma~uila output in Mexico is produced by foreign suosidiaries operating

in tnat country. And since 90 percent or more of the asseibly is for

tae U. S. marKet, most of these subsidiaries are 4. S. owned or

controlled.

It would be a mistaKe, hodever, to believe that Iexican capit3l

has playel no role in the mduila operations. dhile data are

incomplete and contradictory, some patterns are apparent. One Mexican

source inlicates that in 1979, 259 of the 540 firms operating as

ia4uiladoras had majority foreign capital (of wnich 9o percent came

from the U.S.) Lf/ Tnat is only 48 percent. Anotser 4exlcan study

says that 55 percent of the maquiladores are wholly foreign owned. L A/

The U.S. Embassy in 4exico cites a report that 35 percent of tne firms

had Mexican capital and managers in 1979. 12/ & recent publication by

Mexico's Third World Center asserts that U.S. companies control 90

percent of all maquila operations in Ne xico. IfLQ/ But the same article

provides a table in which it is shown that in 1978 only 11 of the 38

plants established in the interior of Nexico were wholly U.S. owned

(less than 33 percent), while another 11 had 13 percent 4exican
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capital, an alditional 3 hal 4exican majority oanership and 4 core were

counted with between 16 and 40 percent Mexican capital. LZ/ In other

words, suostantial 4exican capital participated in ftalf of the

ma4uiladoras located in the interior of Mexico in 1978. 4exican

capital is also involved in industrial parks designed for taquiladoras.

T;&e largest park of mauilaloras in the country, located in Ciudad

Juarez, is mexican owned and operated. 12/

4ost of the U. S. controlled maquiladoras are suosidiaries ol

medium sized multinational enterprises. Some of the giants in

U.S. inJustry, however, have estailished offshore assembly operations

in Aexico in recent years. At least 48 of the Fortuie 503 hau

mdquiladoras in 1976. L,I in addition, three of the largest Japanese

and four of the top European industrial concerns operated assembly

plants in Mexico that year. The interest of Japanese and European

companies in l4exican offshore production appears to be increasing. L1I/

Cille it is natural that foreign participation woull De nigaer in tne

maquila industry than in other sconomlc activities, it should be noted

that In general the share of 4exican manufactured output produceJ by

foreign transnational compaaies has increased in the postwar

period. 125/

Foreign companles, instead of establishing their own subsidiaries,

also fubcontract Mexican itrms to undertake the assembly operation for

them." Many of these are "captive" plants, I. e. they produce only for

one foreign company) the majority, however, provide assembly services

for two or more foreign companies. They can oe found all along the

oorier but a large number concentrate in the area bordering California

where the U. S. contracting companies are nearby. .ost of the captive
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plants, principally in the apparel industry, and soze of the others

receive a major portion ol the machinery and equipient from the

subcontracting company in the United States on loan or on a rental

basis. These are usually second hand items and seldom up-to-date

hardware. rhe fact that the equipment belongs to the foreign (usually

U.S.) contractor means that it can be dithdradn after completion of an

assembly job. iiowever, the usual agreement calls for a continuing

contractual relationship.

A variant of suocontracting used in lexico is a temporary

arrangement, generally called a "shelter plan," under which local and

special firms in 4exico, who "know the ropes," provide assembly

services for a foreign concern until the foreign comoany is ready to

estailish its own sqbsidiary or enters into a long term relationship

with a 4exican firm or decides not to asseible in the country. Tne

lirs oxreriny shelter plans range from consulting Dusinesses providing

only advisory services to foreign companies wishing to set up shop in

mexico, to well ejuipped plants that can engage in a variety of

assembly operations with machinery and equipment provided by the

client.

Thus the shelter plan permits a foreign company to try out

otfshore assembly operations aithout immediately having to make long

term commitments. The local firm "shelters" te foreigner from the red

tape involved in starting up foreign production. This covers

legalities in dealing with government officesp hiring and

alministratlon of workers and technicians and compliance with rules,

regulations and customs. Since the foreign company's management will

be on site, local procedures can be learned "on tne Job." After tne
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production experience of several months to a year or more, the company

will be in a position to decide whether or not to invest in offshore

assembly facilities or undertake brg term commitments with Mexican

firms. There is nothing that prevents the foreign company from

continuin with tne shelter plan firm except tat it is expensive anl

probably defeats the purpose of offshore assemoly in the long run. L2.!

Almost by definition, assembly operations, even in foreign plants

wa;ich generally make up the largest maquiladoras, tend to have very low

capital-labor ratios compared to other manufacturing activities.

According to a well known 4exican economist, capital investment per

worxer was less than 1O,OG pesos in Mexico's aaluila industries in

1974. This compares with 62,03 pesos in 1970 for tne tot3l Mexicin

manufacturing industry. 121/ This difference :nay oe exaggerated because

on the one side, capital in the ;vaquila industrf may be unJerestvnated

aila on te otner, Hexico has a very high capital-labor ratio in

manufacturing compared to other developing countries. 12j/ Nevartheless

tae gap between the capital requirements of maiuila operations and the

average for all manufacturing as reported in the Mexican industrial

census is striking. Most likely the difference has narrowed since the

1974 estimate as larger and more capital intensive plants have opened

operations in the country during the last decade. The available data

are brought together in Table 111-7# but comparisons over time should

only be made with great caution (particularly with the 1977 data which

are derived from a U.S. source and are not consistent witn the mexican

statistics. See note to Tdole 111-7).
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Table 111-7. .Mexico: Capital per Worker, Available Dates, 1970-1977

Total Manufacturing Assembly Industries
Cross Fixed Assets per Worker Machinery 6 E& 1pmmt per Worker

Electric & Electric &
All Sectors Electronic Industries All Sectors Electronic Industries

Pesos US p$ Pesos us $ Pesos us $ Pasos US $

1970

BORDER TOWNS 35,174 2,814 7,314 585 8,308 665

Mexicali 38,179 3,054 3,553 284

Tijuana 19,476 1,558 5,586 446

Nogsles 9,235 739 2,595 208

'atamoros 21,692 1,735 10,773 862

Juara 11,685 935

TOTAL MEXICO 62,880 5,030 34,420 2,754 7,314 585 8,308 665

August 1972 5,200 416

* aril 30, 1973 15,422 1,234

..-. e 1973 14,700 1,176

January 31, 1974 14,536 1,163 12,439 995

October 1974 9,300 7"4

1977 9,043 3,093 5,433 2,368

Sources: For 1970 Total Mexico, all Sectors sad electric and electronics, IX Industrial Census as
reported In Centro National de information e Estadisticas del Trabajo, Mexico 1977,
Table 3.4.1.3, pp. 110 & 119.
For 1970 Border Towns, J. Xirau 1. and M. Dias, Nuestra depndencia fronteriza, Table 3.7,
based on IX Industrial Census Assembly Industries by border towns and electric and electronics
sector, Direction General de Industrias, SIC as reported in Secretaria do Industria y Comercio,
Posibilidades Industriales del Programs de Maquiladoras, Mexico 1974, pp. 85 & 89.
For August 1972, June 1973 and October 1974, L. Solis, "Industrial Priorities In Mexico" in
UNDO, industrial Priorities in Developing Countries, 1979. Table 13, p. 109.
For April 30, 1973, Xirau, Table 33.
For January 31, 1974, Victor Urquidl and Sofia Mendes Villareal "Economic Importance of
Maxico's Northern Border Region" In Stanley R. Rose, editor, Views Across the Border,
Univ. of Nft" Mexico Press, 1978, Table 8, p. 150.
For 1977, U.S. Direct Investment Abroad 1977, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, International Investment Division, Vashington, April 1981.

Note: Under the Total Manufacturing colums, the Not Property of Plant sad Equipment figure
given for Mexican Affiliates of U.S. companies was divided by their number of employees
(in Mexico), A similar calculation yas made for the Assembly industries, using the
corresponding data for the .wejority Owned ?oerelg Affiliates of U.S. companies (MOFA)
in Mexico, under the assumption thet IOPA are permitted to operate in Mexico only under
the Mequlladora Program (elsewhere Mexican majority ownership is required). For obvious
reasons, 1977 date are not comparable with previous years.

some, 4
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The difference in capital per worker between assembly and the rest

of manufacturing also means that value added by the worker in the

maquiliaoras is lower than in other manufacturing plants. In 1975p the

only year for which 4exican industrial census data and information from

tue Secretariat of Programing and Budget coincide, the statistics

indicate that the maauila value added per worker is somewhat less than

two-thirds of the total manufacturing value added per worKer

(approximately $4,5'j as compareJ to S7.50O). 112/ If it is consije:ed

tnat averiqe fixed capital per worker in all of manufacturing may be at

ieat tree times as much as in tae asseauly industries (adjusted for

underestimation of capital requirements in maluiladorasf unadjusted the

ratio is 6:1 for 1974 as reported by Solis 119793 ani almost 9:1 a3

reported in the 197G census Crable 111-73), then the output that can be

obtained iroi a unit of capital in the latter is otviously much greater

t.aan in mdnutacturin; as a whole.

Using the relationships of 3:1 for the capital-labor and 1.5:1 for

value a ded-labor ratios, tne value adied-capital ratio in the assembly

industry is twice as high as in the total manufacturing sector in

Aexico. In other words, a unit of capital in assembly operations

wouid, on the average, contribute to national income twice as much as

the unit of capital in all other manufacturing. Data indicate that

wnilevalue aJded per worker in assembly industries 3as increase]

smartly since the early 1973s in current dollars, 4exican prices nave

risen sharply so that it is not clear whether it has kept up in real

terms (See fable 111-14). (Inflation accelerated during that period,

the nigher rates starting with the oil price explosion in 1973, when
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Mexico was still J suoSt3ntial oil importer. 4n even stronger saock

came in 14760 induced in ?art by economic policies, such as sharp wage

increases and a dramatic deviluation. At the enJ of the 1973s,

inflation was also fel by the expansion of oil production).

3ecause of the absence of data it is difficult to compare changes

i;a real value aiJed per worker in the assembly industry witri tie rest

of manufacturinq. Industrial census data indicate a more than 85

percent increase in ill of manufacturing between 17 and 1975 (in

constant Jollar terms) j / This is not Inconsistent with the

corresponding iaquila increase beciuse, if only tne sectors lost

closely relateJ to the maquila industries are considered, there was

hardly any growth at all. LJI/

Ha4uila wages appear to nave risen steeplf during the aid-1971s,

outpacing the consumer price index. The payroll per employee (blue and

wnite collar worKers) Increased by about 15 percent in real terms in

1974 over tne previous year anJ aoout 7 percent from 1975 to 1975.

Since 1978f remunerations per worker in mauiladoras have declined in

constant prices so that by 198) they were -- in real purchasing

power -- just 5 percent above the 1973 level (Table 111-9). Other

Mexican wales appeared to have done somewhat better according to

changes in average minimum wages and an index of monthly wage as

reported by the 3anco de Mexico to the International Monetary Fund

(Tables Ill A-I and 111-9).
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Table 111-9. Mexico: Real Wage Indices of Assembly Plants, Other Monthly
Wages and Average Minim= Wages

1973-1980

Assembly Plants Monthly Wage Average National
Payroll per Worker Index in Constant Minimum Wage
Index in 1975 Prices 1975 Prices Index n 1975 Prices

1975-100
Year All Plants Border Interior 1975-100 1975-100

1973 88.3 93.2 51.8 91 91

1974 102.1 101.4 112.2 97 100

1975 100 100 100 100 100

1976 106.5 108.7 85.4 111 111

1977 106.8 108.5 91.6 113 110

1978 104.1 105.3 92.1 111 108

1979 101.4 102.5 91.9 109 106

1980 92.7 94.0 82.4 107 99

Note: Assembly plant payrolls include fringe benefits.

Sources: Tables 11-1, 111-2, l11-8 and III A-1.
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Data for the hourly compensation for production workers (which is

calculated as production worker payroll in assembly plants, excluding

fringe benefits, divided by production worker hours worked# a series

that is available only beginning with 1975) also show the 1976 rise and

tne ectitne afterwards in real terms. Real hourly wages in interior

assembly plants did not reach their peak until 1979 and then declined

(See Table II1-10).

fnis does not mean that real maguila wages have fared much worse

than wages in other manufacturing sectors. The average national index

of official minimum wages ja2/ put into constant prices, snowei similar

changes and so do the fragmentary average wage data (rable 111-9 and

111-10). Minimum wages for tne border areas beiaved somewhat

ditferently from the national average. First of all they tended to be

considerably higher than the national average, exceeding the latter by

mutre tharL half at the beginning of Mexicoos border industrialization

program. 1.23/ 4exican government policy reinforced the economic effects

ot the nigh wages on the U. S. side to create this lifferential. Tae

gap diminished slightly until 1968 and from then until 1975 the

increases in minimum wages at the border kept up with the national

average. Since tnen the border average has fallen behind so that by

1950 the difference with the rest of the nation was reduced to well

under.30 percent (Table 111-11). This may be due to the announced

government policy to equalize wage rates across the country jj/ or to

a policy, stimulated by the down turn in assembly activities in the

'ud-1970s, to put the brakes on border wages In order to increase the

attractiveness of maquiladoras there to potential investors, or,

simplyr, to weaker labor unions at the border.
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Table 1ll-l1. Mexico: Minimum Wages, Unweighted Averages for the Country
and for the Border Region and their Relationship

1970-1980

Daily Minimum Wage Border Minimum
(Unweighted Average) as Percent of

Converted to U.S. Dollars a/ National Average

Year Nat ional Border

1970 2.00 2.86 143

1971 2.00 2.86 143

1972 2.34 3.37 144

1973 2.45 k_ 3.52 b/ 144

1974 3.32 4.78 b/ 144

1975 3.84 5.52 144

1976 4.03-h/ 5.65 b/ 140

1977 3.51 4.91 140

1978 3.97 5.44 137

1979 4.64 6.16 133

1980 5.41 6.91 128

a. Converted from pesos to dollars at average yearly exchange rate.

b. Minimum wage was changed during year, rate for year averaged
proportionately.

Source: M. Van Waas, Maltinationals' . . . , 1981, Table 10, pp. 276-77
Exchange rates from International Financial Statistics, IMF 1980
Yearbook, and July 1981 issue. See Table III A-1.

(

&1
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As can be expectedt wages in the maquiladoras followed the minimum

wages in the border region luite closely. Il/ Both rose in real te.ms

in 1976, both fell afterwards, the border average minimum wages

somewhat more so than the aaquila remunerations. Despite sove problems

in comparability. the data clearly show that average remunerations kn

the assembly inJustries at tne border have been significantly higher

than ofticial ainiuum wages# averaging almost 13 percent above the

border minimum level, Interior plant wages averaged about 14 percent

above the national average %inimum wages during 1975-1961 (Taole

111-12)9

Assembly wages oaid in plants in the border region have oeen

consistently nigher than in aaquiiadoras in the interior of Mexico

hil the gap appears to have declined in recent years, it still

averaged over 25 percent uuring 1978-8D (Table 111-13).

To summarize the analysis of wage levels: Mexican wages in the

border regions adjoining the United States are on average consider3bly

higner thari in the interior of the country. The difLerence has been

declining, apparently as a result of deliberate government policy.

Wages in the assembly Industries nave followeJ tnis ?attern. Tne

relative uifference in wages between the maquiladoras at the border and

in the interior roughly corresponds to the relationship between the

border and national 2inimum wage averages. hevertheless in both c~ses

the weges paid in assembly industries have been higher than respective

minimum wages*

Insofar as wage differentials are important for offshore assembly

operations, the lower wages in the interior of 4exico provide a

powerful attraction relative to the border areas. The operations of

I.

II II I II , , = , - .' . .
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the maiuiladoras in the interior appear to have been successful. Value

added by worker there averaged well over one-third above the vilue

added by worker in the border maquiladora during 1974-1980 (Table

ILi-14a. The value added concept used nere is soaewhat different from

tre strict economic concept. See the note to Table III-2).

As might be expectei from the previous discussion, the wage

component of value aided in tae interior maquilidora in this perioJ was

only aouut two-thirds of the corresponding share for the border

assembly plants. therefore, other components of value added, such as

domestically produced materials, nave contributel a nigner proportion

of the total in the interior than at the border plants. Profit levels

in the i3quilaioras of the interior were far below tiose at the border

until 1977 but suostantially higher afterwards. In 1)79-83 they

averlged about 24 percent of value added in the interior plants

comparej to less thin 18 percent at the border (Table II1-15).

ior .4exico, the significant component of value added is the share

of materils and supplies provided by the domestic e:onomV. This

proportion was very small for the border plants, only ranging from 2 to

3 percent of value adaed between 1977-1930. The corresponding share

for the interior majuiladoras was significantly larger, averaging

between 10 and 16 percent (Taole II1-15).

The relative magnitude of local materials and supplies In

maguilalora output is an important indicator of the linkages that

offshore assembly activities have for the Mexican economy. Overall,

trie percentage of raw materials, components, and supplies of Mexican

~P
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origin, etc., wnich are processed and assembled in maquiladoras, is

exceedingly small. With the exception of 1976 dhen it was 3 percent,

it varied around 1.5 percent of the total use of components and

supplies (imported aAd domestic) during 197b-193. In the border

plants it was even less and a slight tenlency can be noted for tnis

tiny percentage to decline after 1976. In the plants in the interior,

bowever, the usage of domestic materials was considerably higher and

after 197o, an exceptional year wnen the proportion of the total was

over 1- percent, there was an increase reaching in 133 a domestic

content of 10 percent of total materials used (Table 111-15).

A itote:

At this point it is useful to point out that examination of

U. 3. import data may give an erroneous picture of the changing

importance of offshore assembly operations for the "host" countries.

As discussed in the lirst chapter, U. S. imports under tariff items

807.00 and 806.30 are divided into duty free and dutiable imports. The

former represent the U. S. components which are reijlorted exempt from

tariff, waile tne latter represent the value added abroad that is

subject to tariffs. U.S. International Trade 'ommission data show that

the proportion of dutiable imports of total 807.OC/I96.30 from mexico

rose steadily between 1969 and 19300 with a minor and temporary setback

during 1977-78 due to the after effects of the Aexican devaluation in

the fall of 1976. In 1980 almost one-half of these Imports were

dutiable, compared to slightly over one-third in 1969 (Table 111-5).
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Table I1-16. Mexico: Use of national Materials and Supplies as Percent of
Total Materials and Supplies Used by Assembly Plants
by Location and Industry, 1975-1980

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 .980

(Percent)

TOTAL

All Plants 1.4 3.0 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.7

Border .8 2.1 1.6 1.0 .9 .8

Interior 9.9 15.4 6.1 6.9 7.9 10.0

ZINDL'STRY GROUPING

Food

Border 1.5 37.6 .7 10.5 3.5 12.9

Interior - 1.5 89.4 49.4 31.0 -

Shoes & Apparel

Border 2.3 1.4 .7 .8 1.1 1.0

Interior 7.2 17.2 5.0 4.7 13.0 11.0

Furniture & Parts

Border 18.5 53.3 38.3 18.3 12.7 9.5

Interior - - - 75.3 90.6 3.6

Machinery, Transport

Equip. (Son-Electric)

Border .7 .5 .2 1.1 3.9 .3

Interior 44.7 71.2 68.5 47.5 39.1 .2

Msch iE,, & Access.

(Electric & Electronic)

Border .3 .3 .3 .2 .1 .2

Interior 6.6 3.0 1.2 2.2 2.6 17.3

Other Manufacturinit

Border .8 1.4 1.2 1.5 2.3 .8

Interior 5.9 31.0 34.5 22.3 16.7 77.2

Services

Border 20.5 20.2 34.8 32.0 2.7 11.3

Interior - 100.0 100.0 91.3 16.0 65.2

a. Transportation equipment only.

Source: SPP Tables.
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One must be skeptical of the interpretation that, because tae

share of value added in Mexico increased, the linkages of

U. S. offshore assembly activities to the 4exican economy increased.

First, not only non-U. S. , but also non-Hexican components are

included in dutiable imports under 807.03/806.32 and, therefore, in

tnls definition of value added in 4exico. As noted earlier these

components, primarily Mexican imports from the Far East for use in

U. S. assembly plants, sees to have increased during recent years.

Secona, tne product mix appears to have changed in favor of assembly

sectors in which Mexican value added is sore important, particularly

television receivers anJ parts and motor vehicle parts, moving away

ioom textiles (including ap2parel) and toys and dolls where the relative

value added is below the average (Tables 111-4, II-A.2 and V-4).

Third, iexican wages and prices of value added components such as

rents, utilities, etc. , have risen faster than tne value of

U. S. components, thus contributing to raise tne share of Mexican value

added in U. S. 807.006C6.32 imports from that country. It is this

effect, the rapid rise of the wage and utility bills, that does signify

an important expansion of the linkages between the maquiladoras and the

Mexican economy. 12/ U.S. import data, however, do not indicate

wnether or not the share of 4exican materials used in assembly plants

has increased.
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4.

lecause of the iagnitude of 4exico's involvement in offshore

assemcly activities, its merits for the country have Deen debated

extensively. Benefits have been 4uestioned 3nd serious negative

efLects for the lexican econovy and society as a whole have been

attributed to the assembly arrangements. Lj/ The critilue centers on

taree principal issues: (1) M~e enclave nature of asseioly activities

witiiin the Aexican economy; (2) The effects on the labor force and on

society in the areas where uaquiladoras concentrate; and (3) The

vuineraoility of ialuiladoras to swings in the U.S. ausine3s cycle and

tneir general dependency on decisions made in the United States anJ

uLsewnere outside of mexico. These taree issue areas are liscussel

below.

A persuasive irgument can be adde that by their very nature

3.3S.-lblY services providel to foreiyners constitute an enclave in the

4exican economy. first.. it was noted that only a tiny percentage of

tne materials use,| in these operations is of 11exican origin. Second,

according to several recent studies discussed below, the employment

generated by the maquiladoras tends not to absorb "traditional"

unemployment and underemployment. Third, the bulk of the maquiladoras

concentrate In towns along the border with the Unites States. Nany of

tri towns are fairly isolated from the economic saeartland of exico due

to geography and the lack of adequate infrastructure. Fourth, the jobs

createo are 2ainly unsKilled and almost by definition, it is argued,

will remain so. The labor force therefore receives little training.
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Fifth, although many of the assembly pldnts use sophisticatld equipment

and technologies, there is little transfer of technology to the rest of

the Mexican economy. Sixth, it is said that wages are destined to

remdin low, due to the low skill require-vents of assembly production

and in or ler to keep these activities attractive to foreign

manufacturers. In addition, only part of the wages paid to assembly

worxers are spent to buy 1Mexican goods and services' because the

population near the border is accustomed to shop across tha frontier

for a significant portion of its requirements. Tnus, it is arjueJ, the

in:ome qenerated by offshore asselably production will provide only a

very limited stimulus to the Mexican economy.

The institutional fraiedork for maquila o~erations reinforce their

economic isolation. In general, ma~uiladoras are not permitted to sell

on the national mdrket but aust export their total production. L!/

7nis is understandable since these are "in-bond" industries, their

imports of components being exempted from Mexican izort duties

provided that they be re-exporteJ after assembly. 12/

Thus most of the commercial relations of the mijuiladoras are with

foreirn companies, especially with u. S. multinationals, rather than

with Mexican producers and consumers. Add to that the fact that even

witen maquiladoras are not U. S. subsidiaries, many plants, particularly

in the apparel industry, operate with machinery and equipment provided

and owned by the U. So contractors, and one gets a ?icture of an

enclave of eexican assembly activities that is tied much more strongly

to the Jnited States than to the rest of Mexico.
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There is little doubt that tais picture is close to relity as it

has existed until now. It is open to question, however, whether khe

co-production relationship etween industrial and developing countrles

l sucji tsiat it creates an ironcl3d straight Jacket that does not,

?ermit the eventual integration of assembly production into the

national econovy. The experience of Korea and raiwan seems to point in

the opposite direction. 3.1.

Interviews witn U. S. as well as Mexican managers of maquiladoras

inJicate that attempts were made to Increase the usage of 4exican

components and materials in assembly operations. JJZi According to the

managers, most of the attempts failed because of one or more of the

following reasons: rigorous specifications could not be met due to

aeficiencies in quality control (itportant particularly in the electric

drid electronic industries); delivery schedules could not be met;

production capacity was insufficient; anJ, mentioned most often, prices

were too high. All of these are typical symptoas of Industries oi the

newly inJustrializing countries. They are also characteristic of tne

import suustituting type of industrialization in which the firms have

not yet oeen sufficiently exposed to international competition 123/ In

principle, these weaknesses can be overcome as the national economy

becomes aore open to the outside world, and the incliient industries

mature ani become more efficient.

The other side of the coin is that there are no strong incentives

for Mexican firms to do business with maquiladoras or to branch out and

establish assembly operations themselves. Given the protected

environment of the economy, producing for the rapidly growing domestic

market probably yields higher returns; moreover, Mexican companies may

I , -
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find this easier to do than to than to expose themselves t*Othe

Jemandin; requirements of foreign consumers and/or zompanies proJucing

for the international market. it has also been observed that the image

of the maluiladora as the foreigner with weak roots in the domestic

economy, does not encourage Mexican firms to engage in long-term

commitments in the assembly business. ;jJ/

1&us a vicious circle operates. As long as tiere is no greater

participation of Mexican capital and entrepreneurshl in maiuiladora

activities, transfer of technology from offshore production to tne

tuxican economy will be limited* This limitation is itself a barrier

to greater 4exican involvement in co-Production witn foreign companies

an! iiikajes will remain weak. Unless tne circle is broken, Mexican

enterprises will continue to furnish primarily packing materials and

jdnitorial supplies for the M31uilador3s rather than the uanufactured

co.nponents for assembly in suostitution of foreign materials.

The enclave image is fostered also by the near absence of any

"torward" linkages, because the sale of 2aquiiadora output on tne

domestic marKet is all but forbidden. Among other things, mauiladoras

could arovide 4exican producers with sophisticated suoassevolies at low

cost, possibly constituting an important element in the technological

upgrading of the Nexican economy. The official government Jecree for

maquiladoras seems to permit .4exican assembly plants, under certain

circumstances, to also supply the internal market in addition to

exporting. 1

In practice, however, by the end of 1972 only four such plants had

been approved and "all oper3te under rigidly Imposed conditions." the

government "has been under pressure from domestic producers to repeal
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this enabling legislation becausa of claims of unfair advartrage." 1 /

Protected Mexican firms fear the competition of the low priced products

from the maquiladoras. The perception of an "unfair advantage" 19

particularly great if the assembly plants are J. S. subsiliaries.

Informal conversations with lexican officials make it clear that the

government will not promote vaquiladora sales in the 'lexican market.

Tne striking aspect of the work force in asseubly proluction is

tne high percentage of female employees. 4ore than three-iuarters of

all production workers in '4exico's maquiltioras are women (Table

111-17). The proportion is slightly higher for the plants in the

interior and also in certain industries such as aparel ani

electronics.

Several analysts argue that the high female proportion is the

result of deliberate hiring policies of the .auilad3ra mdnsgers, in

orler to obtain a Jocile labor force. They find that while the long

run objective is to insure tnat wages readin low, the real motivation

ot managers in employing women is that women are more pliable, Less

militant and therefore less apt to provoke labor trouble. III/

The argument runs roughly this way: ,J/ re hiring practices of

assembli firms result in the employment of young women who were

praviouill outside the labor force and entered the labor force only

because of the increasing job opportunities at existing and new

assdmbly plants. 112/ These women have neither a "cliss consciousness"

as workers nor do they have any knowlelge of their legal rights or of

available means to improve their working conditions and wages. 3ecause
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Table 111-17. Mexico: Composition of Production Workers in Assembly
Industries by Sex, Location and Industry

1980

Production Workers in Assembly IndustriaL

Number of Persons Percentage Composition

Total Men Women Men Women

ALL PLANTS 102,020 23,140 78,880 22.7 77.3

Border 91,308 21,455 69,853 23.5 76.5

Interior 10,712 1,685 9,027 15.7 84.3

INDUSTRY

Food 1,260 334 926 26.5 Al 73.5 Al

Shoes & 17,307 3,359 13,948 19.4 80.6
Apparel

Furniture & 2,839 2,485 354 87.5 12.5
Parts

Machinery, 7,851 3,092 4,759 39.4 60.6
Transport
Equipment
(Non-Glec.)

machinery & 58,151 10,241 47,910 17.6 82.4
Accessories,
(Elec. &
Electronic)

Other 9,108 2,988 6,120 32.8 67.2

Services 5,504 641 4,863 11.6 88.4

a. Border plants.

Source: SPP Tables.
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their level of education is significantly above the averaje7 they are

easier to train than the average member of the labor force and their

productivity will tend to be higher. La/

kelatively few of the female maquiladora workers are heads of

households and most of then provide only supplesentary income for their

families. Tne lower job depenlence of these workers wouli make them

vulneraole to easier dismissal or forced resignation (in order to avoid

severance pay) when their productivity declines at tese exacting jobs

after a few years. j21/

it is argued, tnerefora, that the maquiladoras zreamte their own

libor pool. *hey do not draw tneir employment from the traditionally

unemployed or underemployed but from a sector of the population which

never wurked or looked for work. When tne border inlustrialization

pro;r3m was introduced, however, one of the principal objectives was to

absorb tne unemployment of the 4exican migrant dorkers who were left

stranded after the termination of the "bracero" arrangement with the

United States. Probably very few of these men found emploinent in the

iiw assembly iadustries. Instead, the formerly "unexployable" women

too4 their places.

domen who enter the labor force through Aaquila employment do not

tend to leave the labor force wnen they become separated from their

jobs. Once they have gained a certain measure of independence through

workini, they will probably look for work after they nave lost their

first jou, particularly if they are under pressure to continue making

the financial contributions which have helped them and their families

to achieve higner living standards.
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It is easy to conclude from this that, rather than aiing to

reauce unemployment, the introduction of offshore assembly production

into t4exico has worked to increase the "reserve army of the

unemployed." ,jI/ In this manner the maquiladora managers assure

thiesselves of a relatively unlimited supply of Labor. This permits

t~iem, it is said, to maintain high productivity levels by replacing the

"oloer workers" (those approaching their mid-twenties) who cannot

maintain their previous speed or who cannot take the pressures and

tedium of their work any longer.

duestioning of vaquiiaJora executives about the high female worker

proportion in their plants almost invariably brings the same responses:

women are nore dexterous for assembly tasks than men (also their hands

are smaller, which is an asset particularly in the assembly of

e~ectronic micro components), they are more used to and, therefore,

more patient with routine assignments, and in any case, according to

tne managers, comparatively fed men apply for such Jobs. al/.

fnere is little support for the assertion that women workers have

greater idnual dexterity than men, even for delicate, small size

a.sembly operations. Interviews with plant manalers in Aexico and

.laiti indicate that men on the assembly lines, whether in sewing or

electronics, are at least as efficient as women. 221/

Tne employment of women in occupations such as sewing appears to

be culturally determined in lost parts of the industrial anI

industrializing world. It seess to be a small step from experience

with the needle to the learninq ot electronics assembly, which requires

Jetaile attention to small components. It may also be culturally

determined that men are more impatient with delicate repetitive
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routines. It is not clear therefore whether the eiloyment"of women is

basel on a design for exploitation in order to maintain lower wa*

scales, easier control and manipulation of a more docile work force.

iflat seems to be clear is that lexic3n assembly plants are not unrkque

in employing a high proportion of women.

Not only is Mexico not alone among developing :ountries in the

preponderdnce of women workers in assembly production, but a similar

labor torce structure also exists in assembly plants in industrial

countries. In the United States, for example, in 1979, 81.4 percent of

workers in the apparel inuustry were women. i22/ In the

U.S.semiconauctor industry, 92.4 percent of the asseibly operators were

wowen (91 percent in the Southern states and "only" 93.4 percent in the

Northeast) in September 1977. Curiously enough, there was no

significant dLfference for the country as a whole in the female

proportion between the most highly and leadst skilled asseibly tasks.

For tne South, however, there was a significant Jiffaerence, but it was

contrary to what one would expect: 97.0 percent females for the

highest skills, 90.5 percent for the lowest skill level. I l11 these

percentages appear to be higher than for Mexico's maluiladoras. On the

basis of these industrial country data, one could make an argument that

it is surprising that the proportion of women employed in Mexican

assembly plants is not higher.

Consileration of other aspects attributed to the preponierance of

female employment in maquiladoras, such as working conditions, health

effects and, particularly, the impact on the favily and society are

beyond the scope of this study. 222/ It seems safe to say, however,

tnat the employment of a greater proportion of women previously out of

I!.
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tne labor force is a phenomenon of the path of economic devflopment in

modern times. There will be social role confusion (not only

male-female, but also parent-daughter) and other disintegrative effects

on the traditional family. Social adjustments of this type are painful

and so~meti.ves costly, but t~key ire an important part of the process of

economic development. Perhaps the introduction of offshore assembly

activities into particular regions of Mexico has accelerated the coming

ol tne dJjustment problems there. They would have come sooner or later

in any case, given the direction of Mexicos economic development.

A further argument about the maquila labor torce, wnicn goes

beyond the e-ployment problem, bears on the linkage effects of majulla

ldbor. Far from contributing to the upgrading of tne labor force, it

is sail, assembly production causes the "deskilling" of the workers.

Some of the discussion is reminiscent of the debates surrounding

the industrial revolution. Before Deing employed in the 2aquila sewing

operations, for example, many of the women workers had acluired high

level skills, (e.g. in neeJlewor4), perhaps applied only in the home.

in their present work place, however, they must perform the iost

elementary, although precise, operations again and again. These

maluila workers who had previous experience, often usei tneir judgment

and skills to a higher degree before than in their current assembly

tasks. 2.21/

A yeneral observation, made frequently in garxist literature, 222/

points to the tendency in manufacturing, no matter how nigh the level

of technology and sophistication of the product, to break down complex

production into ever more simple component processes. At each

successive stage of decomposition, less and less skill is required to

III II i I I 1 I I J I I I I I l 1
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perform the tasks. Assembly operations, more than other aspects of

production, may be especially subject to continuing simplification, an

ongoing process in order to make workers (and machines) ever more

efficient.

%netaer or not iaquiladoras are unique in this context is open to

juestion. Although the deskilling claim was maJe i3 an above-cited

work when maquila and previous jobs are coipared, the same study also

contains information which indicates an upgrading of the labor force in

assembly production. ZJQ/ Asseably line supervisors are aliost

invariauly drawn from among the line workers and upward mobility does

not appear to differ from assembly plants In the United States. The

average skill level in certain assembly industries can also rise, when

waye incraases make the lowest skilled operations unrofitable so that

they nave to be transferred to otner locations where wagei are

lower. il/

In surveying the negative aspects of offshore assembly production

regarding laboro it is important to put them within the context of the

ahole :*wexIcdn economy lest one loses perspective. It was found that

maqullajora wages hive averaged above minimum wages everywhere and

%inimum wages at the border are still well above those in the rest of

the country.It can safely be said that maquila 4age averages are

probably aigher tnan the mexican levels for equivalent work. Labor

unions seem to be as active in maquiladoras as elsewherealthough they

are unevenly distributed along the border. 2,2/ The picture painted in

the literature is that, with some notable exceptions, labor unions in

assembly plants, as well as in some other Mexican economic sectors,

tend not to be very representative of the interests of its

, • I i I I I I II I I
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meaoers. j/ This, nowever, seems to have little to do dit7 the

proportion of women in the aaquila workforce. It wouLJ also be useful

to maae comparative studies of labor conditions, updard occupational

mooility and other employnent characteristics in maquiladoras with

tnose existing in non-asseDly plants. At present, reliaLole data

rasultin4 from such couparisons are not available, but iupressionistic

information indicates a not unfavorable position of naquiladoras

vis-a-vis other factories in Mexico (assuming that a high proportion of

wovaen worKers is not consilereJ as "unfavorable").

One important point regarding the supply of labor in '4exico

remains to oe made. The usual discussion centers on the large pool of

persons available to :1o low s;illed jobs. The scarcity of skilled and

highly trained persons urgently reuired by the groding Mexican economy

nas not often been an important concern. Yet tais scarcity aas become

a significant obstacle to efficient economic development. The assembly

plants also are in constant need of trained manpower (engineers,

technicians, managers, plant supervisors, accountants, etc.) :echnical

and administrative personnel have constituted aaout 13-14 percent of

t e total maquilaJora work force (Table 1I1-18)o

ro some extent valuiladoras import their skilled labor, in some

cases they train high level manpower, and 3lso they aire trained

Maxicans. In this last case, the assembly plants compete with other

Mexican enterprises. This cospetition will be to the detriment of the

country's economic development if the maquiladoras Aave "unfair" market

power because of their foreign connections and resources. III/ From the

Mexican economic point of view, it would be better to import the

technicians from abroad, but it would be best to train Mexicans either

Ci
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Table 111-18. Mexico: Percentage Composition of Work Force in Assembly Plants
by Production, Technical, and Administrative Workers, and
by Location (1975-1980)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
(Percent)

ALL PLANTS

Production 86.1 86.8 86.9 86.6 86.0 85.3

Technical 8.8 8.3 8.1 8.3 8.6 9.1

Administrative 5.1 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.6

BORDER PLANTS

Production 86.5 87.1 87.3 87.0 86.4 85.7

Technical 8.4 8.1 8.0 8.2 8.6 9.0

Administrative 5.1 4.8 4.7 4.8 5.0 5.3

INTERIOR PLANTS

Production 80.5 84.2 83.3 83.0 82.6 82.6

Technical 14.0 9.8 9.3 9.4 8.8 9.2

Administrative 5.5 7.0 7.4 7.6 8.6 8.2

Source: SPP Tables.
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by setting up new training tacilities or by sending them abroai for

training.

The U. S. recession of 1974-75 was a traumatic experience for the

promoters of Mexican assembly industries. Some maquiladoras closeJ

aon; l any workers were laid off. The Federal Reserve 3ank of Dallas

reported the closing of 30 mauiladoras by April 1975 and the loss of

aoout 35,100 jobs or over 43 percent of the 1974 labor force. 21j/ The

decline for all of 1975 turned out to be less dramatic. The net loss

was only one plant between 1974 and 1975 and anotaer 11 in the

following two years. But almost one hundred additional plants opeied

between 1S77 and 1979. The net job loss was less tnan 9,300 persons or

less than 12 percent between 1974 and 1975 and by 1977, employment was

about 2,50 persons above the 1974 level (Table I1-I). Value added

dil not decrease in nominal teris but fell 12 percent in real terms

between 1974 and 1975. OnLy border plant production declined, in the

interior real plants value addel increased by 2 percent between the two

years. (See Table 111-2) 2L§/ thus while the impact of the Uo S.

recession on maquiladora operations appeared swift and severe for a few

months, assembly activities bounced back relatively quickly.

A closer exasination of 4exican SPP and USITC data reveals that

the shock wave of the U. S. recession concentrated on the electrical

and electronics assemblies. Apparel and textiles were not affected.

Their employment increased slijhtly between 1974 and 1975.

Geographically, only the border uauiladoras appeared to have been

affected. Average yearly employment in the interior kept increasing.

I C" I
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an tie border, the impact was uneven. Nogales, bordering A FIzona, and

Tijuana, bordering California, suffered the most. 3etween 1974 and

1V75 the former lost almost one-third of its employment and more than a

quarter of its output, the latter about one-seventh. Cuidad Juarez,

the major maquilalora center in terms of value added, suffered no net

declines in employment and production. Although many plants closed

there, new maquiladoras opened and employment increased by 45 percent

oetween 1974 and 1977.

The most strikiny relative drop in both employment and output

starting in 1974 and continuing through 1976, seemed to h3ve had

nothing to do with the U. S. recession and took place in Juevo Laredo,

on the far eastern Texas border. Employment fell by almost 70 percent

luring that period and value added in real terms by more tian tnat.

What happened there was what one observer calls a "worker rebellion,"

provoked in part by inter-13bor union conflict. 2LZ/

Nuevo Laredo accounts for more than one-third of mexico's

teiporarV total net loss in assembly employment attributed to tne

1974/?o U. S. economic downturn and a similar proportion for the

temporary decline in Mexico's assembly production. If that town's

experience, waich is unrelated to the U. S. recession, is deducted from

the national totals, recovery in Mexico's assembly activities is even

faster, employment reaching 1974 levels by the end of 1975.

The bulk of the remainder of Mexico's temporary job and production

losses of 1975 in the saquiladoras can be accounted for by Tijuana and

Nogales. Most of the affected maquiladoras in the two towns were

plants of "fly-by-night" firms with small easily portable

investments. 2L/ Such firms are particularly sensitive to the business
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cycle as well as to increases in wage rates.

A snarp rise in Mexican wages aggravated tne effects of the U. S.

recession. There was an average 36 percent jump in ainimum wages

between 1 73 and 1974 dhen the consumer price index increased only 23

percent. iage increases kept on outpacing 4exican inflation until

1j76, redching 23 percent aoove the 1973 level in real terms for the

country as a whole and 20 percent for the border re~ions (table riI-9).

4owever, since all of the output was exported, priiarily to the United

States, and the peso rate of exchange remained fixed, wage costs rose

with tne nominal wage increases (especially for the U. So subsidiaries

that 4ould use dollars for working capital). .linimum wages in

U.S. dollars doubled between 1971 and 1976 and even if this increase

were deLlated by some U. S. price index relevant to the import of

assembly products from 4exicop real wage costs in the 3ssesbly plants

would have risen oy well over 53 percent during that period (Table 11).

The jump in minimum wages was reflected in the payroll cost per

employee which rose in dollar terms by more than 60 ?ercent between

li73 and 1975 (Table 111-8). If the sharp price rises of the other

components of 4exican value added are also considered# such as rent and

util'ities, which follows the much higher Inflation in Mexico (compared

to tMe J.S.), then it can be seen that the weaker assembly companies

could not withstand the cost squeeze in the face of a declining

U. S. deiand. The major devaluation of the Mexican peso during the

finai months of 1975 reduced the wage bill and other local costs of

4exico's export industries -- including especially assembly

production -- whose accounting must be in torts of their dollar

earnings. 2 /
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Despite the devaluation relief, many of the small firi7 that

closed their Mexican plants during the mid-197)s did not return.

Although there has not been an explicit government policy to keep out

tne "fly-by-nights" (firms that want to take a quick profit and run), a

certain self-policing by the assembly industry has taken place since

that time. All the major industrial parks screen the applications for

tne establishaent of plants with an eye toward keeping out plants that

do not promise reasonable stability and continuity. 12Q/

Tiaerafore, the composition of assembly plants in ,exico changed

and Oy the end of the decade there was a considerably higher proportion

of well established and reputable companies operating in the country

than during the early 197Cs. 221/ Investment per worker in

U. S. majority owned subsidiaries (MOPA), 2,2/ as reaorted by the

industrial census of the U. 3. Department of Commerce for 1977 was

about ten times the level recorded by the Mexican industrial census for

197q and a 1972 estimate (Table 111-7). For 1973 and 1974, the Mexican

government estimates were more than double the 1970 and 1972 figures,

but still only a fraction of the U. S. census numbers. Although the

U. S. data include net assets of plant property which is not recorded

in the Sexican figures and the maFAs probably encompass the largest

enterprisesp the .ata still point to a significant increase in capital

per worker toward the end of the decade. 22 /

Thus, given a mix of more responsible comoanies and a higher

investment in assembly operations, one can assumi that maluilaloras

will be less prone to "pack up and go" whenever negative, but

temporary, forces are encountered. Of course a severe and prolonged

deterioration of economic conditionsp such as a confluence of a
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substantial U.S. recession and steep Mexican wage anJ pricerrises

relative to U.S. inflation combined with a fixed rate of exchange# can

again lead to dramatic losses of maquiladora income and e.?loymento

Ii summary: the depenlency issue merits concern. Asseibly

production may be more sensitive to external economic conditions and

decision making than other economic activities witlin 4exico. After

all, offshore assembly has aeen exclusively oriented toward exports and

it is naturai that sales will de~end on foreiln sarkets. These

activities also are tied to foreign decision ma3ing, either through

oderation of foreign subsidiaries or through international

subcontricting. Sensitivity anJ, therefore, instability will be larger

when the role of weaKer and short run profit maximizing firms in the

assembly operations is greater.

Yet it was snown that, despite tne presence of such unstable

firms, the downturn in assembly operations beginning in 1974 that could

be dttLibuted to the U. S. recession was relatively vild and short

lived. 3ther factors which were internal in nature, such as the

"worker rebellion" in Nuevo Laredo, sharp dage increases and a general

acceleration in inflation accounted lor a large part of the setback In "1

maiuiladora activities lasting through 1976. In this connection it is

important to note th3t the growth of Mexicops econovic activities as a

whole declined significantly between 1974 and 1976. It was the most

prolonged and severe slowdoan in Mexicovs recent history. ZI l

Manufactured exports, not including assembly plants, decreased in

nominal dollar terms by 14 percent between 1974 and 1975 215/ (in

volume terms the decrease was considerably higher). This general

slowdown had much more to do with Mexico's internal policies than with
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external events and decisions.

Tae maquiladoras are of sore than trivial significance for Mexico.

&hile they are not the engine for Mexico's economic development, they

have been important generators of income, employment and foreign

exch3n;e. Despite their positive and important contributions, however,

assembly activities have been viewed with some ambivalence by Mexican

policy makers. Most mexicans are not proud of asseibly operations.

They are considered by some as a demeaning activity, a service

perforde for foreigners, such as taking in their lirty laundry. 22 /

The special treatment of these activities is reflected in the way

a sale of assembly products abroad is accounted for in dexico's balance

of payments, not as an export but as a service, Just like tourisa,

transportation and insurance.

ITe government does not seem to go out of its gay to promote

investments in offshore assembly operations. In a recent 16 page

special aivertising supplement sponsored by 4exico, uaquiladoras or

assembly activities were not mentioned once, although Investment in

manufacturing was featured conspicuously. Z22/ The U.S. businessman

would not know by reading the supplement that offshore assembly

opportunities existed in Mexico, much less that such activities

generated over $2.3 billion of U.S. imports (including U.S. components)

from t4exico In 1980.

In part, the'lack of enthusiasm is due to the isolated nature of

aaseubly activities. Not only do they tend to oe geographically

concentrated, but their products are generally not permItted to be sold
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(
to 4exican users and consumers. Other linkages are also mifsing or

weak. Besides labore rent, and utility services, assembly plants buy

very little from 9exican supoliears. Ald to that the perception that

maquilaJoras constitute a stage of International capitalism serving the

interests of foreign owners, that majuiladoras do little to train and

upgraJe the labor force, and that because of this and other poor

linka;es there is hardly any transfer of technology to the rest of the

economy, and the image emerges of an enclave activity that indeed lakes

a small contribution to Mexico's economic development.

.*ot only that, but whatever contribution there might be is

perceived as unreliable because the activities lepend so much on

outside economic conditions and on the whims of foreigners dhop

S( searching the world for opportunities for easy profit, are quick to

trdnster their business to the lowest wage country. This instability,

seemingly tuilt into the offshore assembly production systea, would

tnus estroy the possioility of long term planning for the use of

matuiladoras in the country's economic progress.

That this picture is a caricature of the real world was shown. As

in all caricatures the basic features that provoke the exaggerations

are present. Some need little exaggeration to be outstanding. Among

tnese Is the tiny proportion of national materials used in the assembly

process.

: inimum national content requirements in assembly production are

unlikely to be effective in improving its backward linkages. They may,

however, have negative effects, driving some assembly plants out of
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business and restricting the operation of others. Raising efficiency

in order to lower costs, better quality control, higher production

cdpacityp better planning of delivery schedules, and the other basic

prerequisites for becoming a successful supplier of ma4uiladoras cannot

be decreed but must be achieved through subtle policy and technical

assistan:e.

As long as trada restrictions insulate the Mexican producer from

foreign competition, and there is domestic economic growth, he will

fina it easier to work only for the national m3rket because ne netJ not

worry about world prices or the more exacting requireaents of exporting

and of the assembly plants. Under those circumstances, special

incentives to enable Nexican producers to pay for technical assistance

services would help to expand the benefits of assevoly production for

Mexicos econovic ievelopment. Zi/

It should be noted that raising the Aexican content of asse.ibly

exports to the Unitel States would increase the share that is dutiable

uner 807.00/306.30 tariff items. This should not prove to be a

Jeterrento, if Wexican supplies become cost competitive with the

pioduction of U.S. components, because the additional

U.S.dutiej -- which are generally low -- are unlikely to offset

tne saving in the transportation of U.. components for most products.

For those products where the net cost would be positive, s~eciml

subsidies may be appropriate if the integration benefits are considered

high in the long run. ail/
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A small but significant shift in the location of maquiladoras has

tiken place which, if it accelerates, can greatly strengthen the

linkages of assembly operations. Ever since the Aexican government

regulation issued in October 1972 permitted the establishment of

in-bond plants almost anywhere in Mexicor assembly plants have emerged

in the interior in increasing numbers (Table 111-1). aaa/ They

constituted less than 4 percent of the total in 1973 and more than 11

p~ercent in 190, still a small proportion, but apparently growing. As

snown in this chapter, the interior plants have consistently bought a

Much larger proportion of mexican materials th3n the border plants have

Jone. In 1934 about ten percent of the vaterials used in tne assembly

ooerations of interior plants were domestic, compared to the border

plants tr.tat imported over 99 per cent ot their requirements from

abroad. Although a ten percent national materials content is still

s;iall it is more than ten time3 larger than for the border plants and

the proportion is on the rise (Table ill-6). 22L/

From the geographic viewpoint alone, decentralizing the plants

trom the borJder to tae interior would have integrative effects on

assembly industries. NIot only dould there be less geographic isolation

froa the rest of 4exico* but the payroll generated oy maquiladoras

could not leak easily across the border to the United States. The

further removed the plants are frov the border the greater the

Proportion of payroll that woulS be spent within Mexico.

Another advantage of opening the whole country to In-bond assembly

operations is that special attention can be given to seriously

depressed areas of Mexico in the location of majuiladoras. Some

t.
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incentives were already provided in Mexico's current industrial

development plan (such as difigrential rates for energy), and a recent

decree (ublished in the QLa£Lig-jJLA, Septemoer 12, 1930) provides

for tax credits and/or acceleratel depreciation for investments in

industrial parks, the magnitude of the credits depending on where the

industrial park is developed. Incentives especially oriented todard

maluilpdoras may be needed to accelerate the estaDlishment of assembly

piants in Mexico's poverty areas that suffer froA vast underemployment.

It really loes not matter wnether assembly industries give employment

primarily to women because any income generation dill be of great

benetit in regions of abject economic misery. 212/

The natural attraction of the interior for maquiladoras is the

significantly lower aage levels there compared to tae border regions

(Tables 111-10-13). Uftsetting this attraction are increased

transportation cost and generally poorer infrastructure for linking the

interior to the north, as well as greater delay and "hassle" in the

Mexican and U. S. customs procedures in getting the products across the

border. 2A1/ While these problems have affected mainly transportation

and communications with the United States, the maquiladoras in the

interior have had closer contacts witn 4exican firms that are nearby or

more accessible. Shorter distances and/or better transportation

facilities enable Mexican suppliers to comply more easily with delivery

schedules. To some extent at least, this would explain the higher use

* of domestic materials by the interior maluiladoras.

Aft!
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Another important aspect of the integration problem is the degree

of foreign ownership of the uaquiladoraso The higher that degree, the

greater the ties with the foreign country -- mainly with the United

States -- rather than with lexico. It can be argued, therefore, that

increased Mexican ownership would strengthen tne links of assembly

industries with the rest of the national economy.

Since relatively more of the smaller than of the larger

majuilacoras are Mexican held , a change in the ownership pattirn would

requirt eitcker that control of at least some of the iajor subsidiaries

of giant multinational companies must pass into mexican hands or that

more Mexic3n capital must be involved in the expansi~n of existing

assembiy plants or in the establishment of new large m3quilaJoras. To

achieve such a shift in ownership, two aajor obstacles must be

overcome. First, tne U.S. company might not feel costortable

subcontracting with a Mexican firm for assembly operations that deal

with complex and high technoLogy products if the U. S. international

compaay Joes not control the manufacturing process. Not only might

closely held production technologies be exposed to potential

conopetitors, but it is risky to let outside subcontractors do Selicate

precision operations for which the U.S. companies must still bear full

responsibility.

The second problem is that Mexican firmc. may not find maquila

ownership a very attractive business. Mexican capitalists may feel

much more comfortable In economic activities oriented to the domestic

market with which they are mote familiar and where trade restrictions

protect their profits. Ownership and operation of vaquiladoras may

L I IlI_ _i_1_, .. .._ _-
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look like too much effort if performance standards are higner ani

speciLications more exacting than working for the domestic economy; in

addition, foreign demand for assembly production is not guaranteed-and

it may seem risky to depend on the ups and downs of inscrutable foreign

markets.

Some of these difficulties can eventually be overcome through

appropriate public policy. Thus if Mexican policy makers conclude that

lowering trale barriers would be desirable for the nation's economic

devtlopment, measures toward that end might also lower the opportunity

costs for 4axican firms to go into the assembly business. In addition,

a powerful inducement for Vexican capital to venture into maquila

activities would be to eliminate the restrictions on firms to carry on

C production activities for the domestic market and undertake assembly

operations for foreign markets at the same time. Incentives would be

reinforced by lifting restrictions on the sale of in-bond assembly

proaucts on tae Jomestic market (but these sales should not be exempted

from paying customs duties on the imported materials). 21

Such an arrangement, which at first sight might appear difficult

to administer, would permit the fuller utilization of excess capacity

in existing companies; it will also reduce the risK in establishing new

plants for assembly operations because the plants can be used for

domestic production as well, thus helping to smooth out business

fluctuations. The administration of this would be no more complex

than, say, administering an export subsidy program that applied to

plants that produce both for exports and the home market* In order to

avoid charges of unfair competition from powerful foreign maquiladoras,

It might be considered that, at least initially, the opportunity to
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sell on the domestic market be limited to companies that Iav'e 4exican

majority ownership as would, under current Mexican law, apply in any

case to non-vaquula investment. For the reasons indicated earlier,

aowever, ialuiladoras in high technology and specialty machinery

industries would probably remain under foreign (prinarily U. S.)

control for some tive to come.

Ahile a "exican movement toward freer trade might lay the

groundwork for raising the efficiency of 4exican firms, that process

could be accelerated through technical assistance* Just as foreign

assembly pldnts could assist 4exican firms in maeting cost, quality and

otier criteria in supplying iaterials required oy vaquiladoras, 4exican

firms interested in doing assembly on 3 subcontracting basis might also

ne - technical assistance. Such a program would be under the

sponsorship of the mexican government which would also help finance it

througn subsidies for 4exican businesses that wish to become suppliers

or operators of maquiladoras. 21 To some extent this situation would

resemble the ianner by which Japanese companies absorbed

b. S. tecnnology in the postwar years.

.iaanL2LLa~ta IaligmLa~ia

ihe thrust of the maquiladora program as sketched in this section

is directed toward increasing Mexican involvesent in assembly

activities. This appears to have been the intent of the Mexican

government since the early promotion efforts. 21i/ In presidential

speecnes and pronouncements, as well as in special government reports,

the theme of maquiladora induced stimuli to Vexican industrialization

has come up repeatedly. 232/
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The main points made here are that a movement toward 9rTater

Mexican participation in assembly activities would require (a) transfer

OL tecnnology through technical assistance for new and existing Mexican

firms that plan to establish assewbly operations or plan to supply

maquiladoras with materials and components that eere previously

imported; o) training of Mexican personnel for the assembly plants and

for the suppliers of assembly plants; and (c) easin; of maluiladora

restrictions in order to enable Mlexican firms to produce for the home

market and assemble for exports as well as for the hone market (with

payment of the 3ppropriate customs duties), all ditain the same plant.

Tlie implicit argument here is that the best technical assistance and

training cin be provided "on the job" by the companies directly

involved in assembly production. Foreiyn collaooration in (a) and (b)

would not be cost free. Therefore subsidies would be needed. In

addition, disincentives may be required in order to prevdnt the

companies from bidding for scarce technical and skilled personnel. Tax

iihcentives or disincentives could be applied to insure that foreign

companies assume the training responsibility.

kn Lportant note: The integration policies suggested here can be

viewed as being detrimental to 4exico;s economic development. Mexican

capitalm it can be argued, could bring greater long run social returns

in sectors other than the supply and operation of assembly production.

This thinking would emphasize investment in capital intensive

ad nufacturing as well as in infrastructure, Includlin education, rather

tran putting scarce national capital into export production witn as yet

limited linkages.
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The choice between policies to promote and nationally Thtegrate

assembly production, and policies to ignore that activity in favor of

investing domestic resources elsewhere, depends on the ev3luation bf

take magnitudes of the external economies and long run social benefits

involved in both sets of policies. The choice is also related to the

existing dejrees of protection, both in 4exico and nexico's trading

partners. These could help determine how profitable it is to produce

for the lomestic aarKet compared to export production.

In tae discussion in this chapter the conclusion was reached that,

yiven the facts of low capital-labor and captial-outut ratios in

assembly production, it would lake sense to continua and expani this

activity in Mexico, provided that it could be 5etter integrated into

tne country's econosic develoent in order to maximize long term

external economies. The judgement was made here that maintaining the

foreign enclave nature of assembly operations will become increasingly

oujectionabLe in 4exico.

Nothing in the integration policies suggested here is intended to

diainish the total capital availability for the country. ?oreign

investment in maquiladoras should not be discouraged, but 4exican

involvement in this sector should be encouraged. The Idea is to

incr'ease the role of mexican captial in the r£ Laaia ot assembly

actVi ties.

It is unlikely that these policies will be at the expense of vital

humah and physical infrastructure investment. It is still open to

question whether they aill reduce availability of national capital in

other sectors, and, if so, whether this is an appropriate allocation of

scarce resources. As with 23ny economic development questions,

Cl
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however, answers depend on tae evaluation of short and lon7 run social

costs and benefits. That evaluation often defies the capacity of

eapirical economic research and therefore rests on the Judgements of

policy makers.

mexican policies on behalf of assemoly industries have been viewed

witn suspicion by 4exican intellectuals ani also by some government

oLlici3lS. It has always been assumed, not without so-e justification

given the historical record, first, that the key to taluiladora

Jevelopmeiit is foreign investment; second, that the key to increased

foreiyn investment in assen=ly plants is to maintain the wage gap

between 4exico ani the United States as wide as possible; andf three,

tnat therefore all incentives to promote assembly activities in Mexico

must take the form of reducing Mexican labor costs. I/ This would

inevitably le3d to making concessions to the foreign companies by

benJing national Labor, tax and other laws. Various requests for

concessions have oeen reported, including "the establisning of a

special labor code to. . . employ workers on temporary contracts," j39(

easier disissalso tax relief for workers who would receive less than

minimum wages, lower social security payments for a shorter work week#

etc. a/ In effect, so2e of these proposals iply sacrificing for a

special group of Mexican workers many of the social gains earned by

Mexican labor over many years.

Zhe policies proposed nero to increase the benefits of assembly

activities for Hexico, can be implemented without reducing fringe

benefits and without keeping wages artificially low. "On the other

ek~
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hand, tae effect of labour and income policies has oeen to rfcrease the

price of labour services due to social security payments, pay-roll

taxes and the safeguarding by trale unions of high wages achieved

through restrictive hiring practices." 2It/ ?herefore, "that the social

price of . . . labour Eis] less than the market price increases the

social profitability of the maqulla industries." 2121

It is not at all clear that labor has been disadvantaged by

ma~uila operations. Even in the more subtle area of a possible

"deskilling" of the labor force, no convincing evilence has been found

tnat points in that direction. Not all assembly work is at the same

skill level. The industrial countries first will trdnsfer offshore the

luwest skilled operations. As the labor force in offshore countries

becomes more aJept and international competition in the affected

product lines becomes more keen, more skilled asseably work will move

ai.road. These movements may coincide with wage shifts in the assembly

countries. As wage levels rise In some countries (relative to others),

more sopaisticateJ assembly operations may be transferred to them.

Tnis seeus to have been the case in Singapore and %exico.

As was mentioned earlier, the evidence points to shifts of lowest

skilled assembly operations within Mexico from the border to the

interior where wages are lower. In the aftermath of the

U. S. receslon and more recently, as wage levels continue to rise,

several assembly firms at the border have spun off uajuiladoras Into

the interior, transferring the most unskilled operations there and

keeping and receiving more skilled assembly processes at the high wage

border. If such movements become generalized across countries, the

"Jeskiliing" arguments discussed earlier will have to be viewed with
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scepticism. 
a

Judging by the aix of industries in various countries with similar

transportation costs to the United States, there appears to exist a

fairly significant relationship between wage levels and average skills

of assembly work associatel with the industries prevalent in the

countries. Thus Haiti with the lowest wage levels in the Caribbean

6sin (including Sexico and Central America) has the highest proportion

of its assembly joos in sporting goods, toys and dolls, and apparel,

k roduct lines usually considered as re;uiring the least skilled labor

(Table TV-1). El Salvador, which nas fnigaer wages# aas also a nigner

proportion of electronics and other asseably Jobs associated with a

sovewh3t hi;her skill level than Haiti's product mix. And Mexico, with

tne highest wage levels, appears to have the mix of the most

sophisticated assembly industries requiring the highest skill level of

tae countries in ta;e region. Furthermore, over tiie, tne skill level

in assetably operations will tend to rise within a given country, as

appears to have been the case within 4exico, oased on the change in the

composition of its assembly products (Tables 111-4 and II-k.2).

For a long time labor costs in Mexico have oeen considerably

hi her tnan in other countries offering offshore assembly opportunities

(Table 11-3). Yet for the reasons mentioned earlier, non-wage

advantages of 4exico have tended to offset tne wage disalvantage. It

will take additional large increases in wages and labor benefits before

U. S. companies will shift their offshore assem~ly a:tivities away from

Mexico to a significant extent.

40I
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the major wage rises during the early and aid-1970s diraffect

production and employment in the maquiladoras but only in combination

witn the U. S. recession. hile employment in the border maquiladbras

dropped, the employment level in the interior plants das at first

almost unaffected (only a 4 percent decline over a period of two or

tiaree months), out later increased substantially, as firms shifted some

production from the border to the lower wage interior.

There is no evidence that there has Deen a significant loss of

aSsemoiy work from '4exico to other ieveloping countries, although the

wdge yap may nave widened during the 1970s. 211/ Of the major product

groups, only in semiconductors did Mexico's world share of assembly

production collapse, from a high of about 28 percent in l7l to less

tnan 4 percent in 19qO (Table II-A.2). 3n the other hand, in other

electrical and electronic assemolies, 4eKico has dons rather well

compared to other countries. In TV apparatus and prts, for example,

'exico is now far aaead of any otner assembler, having doubled its

world assembly share from about one-third during the late °60s-early

070s to lore than two-thirds in 198J (Table II-A.2 aid III-A.5).

Before Mexico loses significant assembly business, the wage

differential between Mexico and other developing countries must grow

.uostantialiy and not be offset by transportation ani other costs. In

the case of semiconductors, the items are small ani Light, and

transportation costs (even by air) are almost insignificant. Thus the

laoor cost gap between Mexlco and Malaysia, always sizeable, has

apparently becove large enough during the 1970s to overwhelm Mexico's

advantage of geographic and cultural proximity. 2/
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In the case of the product group motor vehicle ?arts (which

inciudes motorcycles, tractors and off-the-highway type work vehicles),

I:exico's share of world assembly operations also declined

significantly, from aaout 62 percent during 1974-1975 to about 16

percent in 1980 (Table II-A.2). This drop, however, had nothing to do

with losing out to other developing countries because of higher 4exican

wages, Dut was due to the fact that during tLe mid-1970s Japan started

to export to the United States products in this broad IIC category

uider U. S. tariff item 907.03. Japanese production qualified to enter

the Jnited States under 807.00 by using U.S. components, although in

relatively small amounts. jl/ These imports from Japan cannot be

considered "offshore assemblies") in 1980 almost 99 percent of the

S07.& imports consisted of value adled (incluling components) in

Japan.

The corresponding proportion for Mexican motor vehicle parts

(consisting of Mexican and non-U. S. comnonents and 4exlcan value

adied) was 69 percent. This is the highest percentage of

non-U. S. value for any major group of proiucts asseubled in .4exico.

:severtheless these are assemblies produced for U. S. automobiles and

automotive products and not, as In the case of Japanp foreign

(Japanese) automotive products -- with a tiny proportion of

U. S. components -- exported to the United States.

T us Nexico's partial loss of the U. S. market was not to the

benefit of some other developing countries whose wage costs may have

been lower. Except for Brazil, which had about 5 percent of the

U. S. market In 1978 (when Nexico's share was 22 percent), there are no

other developing countries that export products in the "motor vehicle
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(
parts" category to the United States under tariff items 837.bo and

806.30o Even Brazil is not a developing country in this respect,

because, like Japan, it produced its own automotive ?roducts for

exports to the U. S. , using only a minute proportion of

U. S. components (about 1 percent in 1978) which qualified the iiports

from brazil for inclusion in U. S. 806.33/807.*3 statistics.

The value of Mexican assembly of automotive products continued to

increase even after the precipitous decline of exico's world share

started in the jid-197Ds, rising from $3 million in 1974 to $109

million in 199C. During this time, Mexican wages reiained

substantially higher than in other developing countries, but the wage

disadvantage was offset by transportation costs which are very high in

this product category. Yexican wages would have to approach

U. S. wages much more closely before they overwhelm the proximity

advantage and expel the offshore production of the items in the rotor

vehicle parts category to other developing countries.

In sum, there have been remarkably few major shifts in offshore

assembly activities at the expense of 4exico. Thus tne perception of

tre high sensitivity of offshore assembly operations to changes in

relative wages seems to go zounter to Mexico's experience.

A similar conclusion can be drawn regarding the perception of

Mexitos assembly sensitivity to changes in the U. S. business cycle.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the severe U. S. recession of

1974-75 did have a significant impact on maquitaora operations. The

notion, however, that in an economic downturn in the United States, the
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first activities to be closed down would be offshore asseinbry was not

uorne out by the facts in Mexico despite the presence at that time of a

high proportion of unstable companies seeking a iuick profit. The drop

in maquiladora employment from the pre-recession peak in tie second

quarter of 1974 to the trough in the first quarter of 1975 was somewhat

over 154D) persons or about 19 percent. I1 Tnis is serious enou2h,

but less than halt of what was stated in several accounts of the

impact, 22/ and, as discussed earlier, iuch of the decline was

unrelated to the recession.

The important question is what are the likely effects of future

U. S. recessions. It can be argued that the ix.act on exico will be

less dramatic than in 1974-75. There is niow a higher proportion of

stdbie maquiladora firms bec:ause many of the small and fly-by-night

operators were shaken out during the last recession. Furthermore,

given the more established nature of assembly activities since the

mid-1970s, economic considerations may motivate U. S. companies to cut

their high cost assembly operations in the United States first before

reducing their lower cost offsnore activities. This was the usual

response of maquiladora managers when interviewed in logales and Juarez

during March 1980 when a nea U.S. recession tnreatened. rhe same

reaction was also noted in a U. S. Lmbassy cable from Mexico City which

stated that "managers emphasize that . . . maquiladoras dill look even

more attractive to U. S. corporations in a recession as a veans of

cutting costs, and minimizing the effects of a ousiness slowdown In the

United States" (cable dated January 21, 1980).
(l
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Wnat could prove to be a major hazard to maquila operaflons in

Nexico, however, is the combination of a U. S. recession with a

serious overvaluation of the 4exican peso relative to the U. S. dollar.

This would make wages and other peso expenditures in Mexico expensive

for U. S. companies and raise the costs of Mexican o2erations relative

to U. S. production. As of this writing (mid-1981), the overvaluation

ot the peso is as great as it has been during recent history 212/ and

may vitiate the optimism of the maquiladora managers expressed

above. ail/

inat remains to be explorel is wnether the policy tarust suggested

on behAlt ot Mexico's economic development is also in the economic

interest of the United States. Viewed only fro% a short run

perspective, there is no way whereby suddenly delinking assembly

operations from the United States will not negatively affect profits of

U.S. companies and incomes of U.S. workers. If Mexican capital

succeeds in taking over and in running efficiently a larger share of

assembly activitiesp including the supply of some of the muterials and

components that were formerly imported from the United States, then it

will appropriate part of the profits previously earned by U.S.coapanies

anJ reduce the employment of 1.S. labor producing components for

assembly.

It can be argued, however, that in the long run the economic

Interests of AexIco anJ the United States will coincide. The objective

of U. S. manufacturers is not only to have their products assembled at
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tne lowest costs possible, out also to nave long run stabilily in this

process. A major implication of this chapter is that a gradual

modification of the oftshore assembly system as it currently exists in

Mexico wiil be necessary in order to avoid a growing political fallout

trom Mexico tnat may eventually do serious damage to, if not destroy,

assembly activities there. If lexican skepticism about the system can

oe eliminated or reduced by increasing and strengthening the linkages

ol assemily with the Mexican economy, it will be in the long run

iLterest of U. 3. manufacturers to cooperate in this objective. 4hile

U. S. business might derive some short run benefits from the image of

an enclave of U. S. economic activities along tae border in 4exico, it

will be better off in the long view by subcontracting with Mexican

KL firms wnom they may have supplied gith technical assistance and

training, as recommended here.

A similar cooperation from organized U. S. labor cannot (and

should not) oe expected. By its very nature, job security, the

principal labor union objective, is a short run aim. Therefore efforts

to increase the use of Nexican components in assembll production will

be opposeu, even if it might be beneficial to U. S. workers in the long

run, ooth as dorkers and consumers. It is of Little consolation for a

worker to know that a change in the offshore production system will

make future jobs secure and keep prices low, if the same change may

also cost his or her job.

Precipitate changes would be highly destructive. They could not

banelit Mexico; neither g. S. business nor U.S. labor could accept

tnem. For example, a new 4exican decree which would immediately

institute a minimum requireaent for mexican materials and/or for
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mexican capital in assembly production would surely ?rovokee

U. S. companies to bring their operations back home or shift them to

other countries with more hospitable climates.

Tne policies proposed earlier are intended to dork in a gradual

rashion. Ine ownership and location of existing majuiladoras should

not be affected, although eventual changes In their purchasing

practices are expected. .4olilications should take place in a dynavic

setting: as the demand for offshore assembly expands, incentives

snoull work to enable 4exican capital to estaolish aoW assembly plants,

Prejerentially in the interior of the country 4hich contract with

U. S. vinufacturers. At thq same time Mexican firas could oecome

successful suppliers of the maluiladoras.

U. .3. companies could continue to establish ned assembly plants

in te future, particularly in new or rapidly changing or high

technology product lines where 3. S. firms would still have a clear

comparative 3,vantage. A special case is the automotive industry where

recent Mexican interpretation of a 1977 decree 2Q/ has en3bled

U. S. companies to count maquiladora production and exports as part of

the :'exlcan domestic content and export requirements for foreign

majoritz owned automobile companies. al/ This has ?roved to be a

strong incentive for the three large U, S. automobile companies to

establish several maguiladoras in various places in or not far from the

:.exican border region. 252/

Thus, as the changes in the way assembly actlvities are carried on

in .4exico result from the growth of the U. S. and Mexican economies,

the impact on U.S. labor would be minimized. The rising share of

MexLcan materiuis and components would come from increases in assembly

4ka
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production fed by the expansion of the UoS. economy. It wil continue

to be hard, however, to avoid pockets of dislocation of U.S. workers

wao finl it difficult to relocate anI transfer to otler Jobs. In those

cases, 0.3. public assistance would be called for in order to ease the

burden of readjustment.

That the direction of the intended changes leads to an alteration

in the assembly relationship 3etween the United 3tates and Mexico was

already noted. Mexico anJ the Unitel States would become more equal

partners in the sharing of production insofar as 3exico would not only

furnish "cheap" labor but also provide more skilled labor and

manufacture parts for assembly into the final product. This would be

reflected in a higher 4exican share of value added and a corresponding

increase in Mexican net exports. 2 /

Three assertions have been male about the role of maluiladoras in

the migration problem. The first is tnat the establishment of assembly

plants at tne border has stimulated massive internal migration of

persons from the interior of Mexico to the border; the second is that

tne maquiiadora serves as a jumpinq-off place for tne persons it nas

Drought to the border from the interior for migration to the United

States; and the third, inconsistent with the former assertion, Is that

the creation of assembly jobs in Nexico will diminish migration to the

United States.

Regarding the first point, the fact is that the border population

4 has grown faster than any other major region in the country except for

greater 4exico City. A few of the border municialities, notably

*A
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rtjuana, have increased more rapidly than Mexico City. Abo%7t five

percent of Mexico's population live there now. A significant part of

tne gro.tn, however, took place before tiie start of tthe maquiladora

program. The averaqe yearly growth rate between 195) and 1960 was 6.3

percent compared to 3.1 percent for the whole nation. Between 1960 and

1970, the period during which the maquiladora program startedo the

growth rdte slowed down to 4.1 percent, still higher than the national

rate of 3.4 percent. Some attribute tae slowdown to .the ending ot the

bracero erogram in 1964. I

Anotaer fact is tnat a nigh proportion, about 29 percent in 1977,

ol the border population was not born there, (almost one-third of the

three largest borJer cities, Juarez, Tijuana and 4exicali) compared to

a national average of only 1b percent. 2 5/ Census data for 1930 are

not yet available but all indications point to a continuation of the

migration to the border at a rate which exceeds the internal migration

r3te for the country as a whole.

Aow important the maquilaioras have been in attracting the

migrants is a debatable luestion. They had nothing to do with the

hignest recorded migration rate to the oorder during the intercensal

years of 1950-1960. Subsequently they must have played some role,

similar to the attraction of any focal point of employment. The

studies of maquiladora workers, citel earlier, founJ that about 80

percent of the workers interviewed In Tijuana were not born there and

more than two-thirds came froa non-border states) all in Juarez

somewhat less than two-thirds of the respondents were not born there

and about one-fifth cave troa non-border states. 212 Both studies

found that a minority of the migrants came to the toans in order to

I l lI I n lIl l -
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work in iaquiladoras (about 13 percent of the migrant workers in the

Tijuana as3embly plants or about 23 percent, if the notive to emigrate

to the United States is also included).

the more comprehensive stuly by Seligson and Williams found that

"at saximum 5 percent of the entire 1978 work force of the SIP [Border

Industrialization Program = Maquiladoras3 may be defined as

contributin to interstate migration to the North." 22/ Part of the

apparent discrepancy between this figure and the above cited studies,

is that "the vast mdjority [of the worker migrants3 arrived. . as

children accompanied by their. . . mothers and fathers." 25J/ Also

plant manayers tend to prefer to hire persons who had a few years of

residence in order to get more stable employees. a/ About 80 percent

or the interstate migrant majuiladora workers lived in the city wnere

they were interviewed more than 3 years and only 3 ?arcent less than 1

year. l3l/ in conclusion, the answer to the question of how important

the assembly plants have been in provoking Internal migration to the

1.ortnern border is: "not very much," at least until the late 197Cs.

Regarding the second assertion mentioned at the oeginning of this

section, the response is siailar: none of the above sentioned studies

have found any evidence tnat aaquiladoras at the border have served as

a significant jumping off point for migration to the United States.

Compared to the sample of all %3quiladora workersp nthe interstate

migrants demonstrate no significant difference in their propensity to

retain In their city of residence or to move to another locale." 211

Only 15 percent of maquiladora workers had been in the United States,

legally or illegally. Among the male workers, the percentage was

higher, aoout 2i percent, but even this Is much lower than a recent
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survey showed for Jalisco, a Mexican state over 1,000 miles'outh of

tne border, where 5 percent of male workers had migrational experience

in the united States. 2fi/ Unly 13 percent of interstate Mexican

migrant assembly workers said that they planned to work In the United

States. 2§./

These results are not surprising, given the nature of the

maquilaaora worx force. :4ost of it consists of women, primarily of

urban bdckground, a 4uite different population group from the sale

rural gorkers and peasants usually constituting the aliens who have

entered the United States iilegally.

This same reason invalidates the third assertion often made that

"for each Job tnat is createl by the maquAladora industry there is

possibly one less alien that would go to the United States." Zk/ The

people wno cross the border into the United States without documents

are generally not potential maquiladora workers. Just as the

establishment of the border industrialization prograv through the

creation of the majuiladora system could not absorbf as intended, the

unemployed and underemployed men who were left stranded when the

Bracero Program ended, this system also cannot stem the migration to

the United States. Two different populations are involved: the

erstwhile bracero and present undocumented alien wno is generally a

rural male and the assembly worker who is generally an urban female.

Of course, one should not exaggerate this ?oint. Any kind of job

creation at the border in Mexico cannot be entirely neutral in respect

to aigration across the border. It will have some h3lding effect on

people, keeping some from migrating. Even if a female assembly worker

never thought of emigrating, her earnings may keep a man who did intend

40a
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to cross the border from doing so,

In tais respect the establishment of majuiladoras in the interior

of Mexico may be such more effective. They may help keep potential

interstate and inter-countri migrants in place. here it is interesting

to note that Seligson and ailliams found that almost half of the

mivrants worxing in asseablf plants at the border said that they would

ju back nome (to the interior of Rexico) if similar employment were

available there. a/

A iaJor part of this chapter has been devoted t3 analyzing the

impact oi tne assembly industries on the oexican economy Aany of the

policy implications deriving from this study point in the direction of

deiinkrg the operations of assembly plants from the United States and

strengthening the ties with tne rest of the Mexican economy, in order

to reverse what some Mexicans view as the "denationalization" of the

border region. I2/ Four broad avenues were explored: measures to

(a) increase the investment of 4exican human and physical capital In

assembly activities; (o) raise the use of Mexican intermediate products

in assemuly plants; (c) accelerate the movement of plants to the

Literior of Mexico; ani (4) facilitate the sales of assembled products

in Mexico. 2

rhe long-run effects of these measures would be not only to

integrate assembly activities with the Mexican economy but also to

change the nature of offshore assembly operations. 4exico's input into

the assembly relationship with the United States would shift from

providing only pure labor sarvices to also contributing materials and
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manufactured components. Taus the association oetveen the to

countries would move toward a more genuine co-production relationship.

aoth pdrtners would contribute labor and components, similar to the

production sharing arrangements that exist among developed countries.

To sany, the offshore assembly system currently reflects the

traditionai international division of labor between developed and

developAnV countries, the latter being seen as relegated to the role of

the "hewers of wool and carriers of water." 'Soving away froi this

pejorative image held by some intellectuals and government

olficials -- although not necessarily by the Mexican assembly oorkers

triemselves -- can only emoolden Mexican public policy to develop a

healthy ind enhanced production sharing relationship.

This does not imply that the character of offsaore assembly

operations all over the world should be modified at the same time and

at the same rate. 4exico is fairly unique among developing countries.

It is une of the most industrialized nations in the rnird World anJ it

has, comparatively, high proportions of professionals, technicians and

entrepreneurs, not to speak of intellectuals. It is, therefore, easier

for Mexico to move to hiVher levels in the international production

system than for other developing countries whose industrialization 1s

just beginning and whose nuxan and physical capital is severely

limited. They could not contribute more than low skilled labor

services.

As nations climb up the development ladder their capabilities to

participate in more advanced international asseibly activities would

rise as well. 2f2/ The international offshore assembly system would

therefore be In continuous but gradual flux, associating the least
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devloping countries in tasks requiring only basic labor services and

moving to more advanced developing nations with sore sophisticated

assembly operations that deuand higher labor skills and greater

material inputs.

AELLAL_..LUI

It is doubtful that offshore assembly production is an Inevitable

stage in international capitalism as some studies assert. 222/

Automation appears to be a viable alternative in many cases 221/ The

fact that plants exist which assemble an identical product, some with

automation and ot.iers with manual labor, signifies that at least for

certain product lines, there is a tradeoff between the two

processes. 27,/ However, it does not appear to be a ielicate balance,

and would not be affected by short run fluctuations In relative costs.

In tne case of 4exico it was found that tae oftsnore assembly

system is fairly well entrenched. It was shown that even significant

wage differentials, not offset by transportation costs, will not affect

Mexico's position substantially. The implication is that it would take

considerable :4exican wage hikes that would be perceived as irreversible

relative to other countries, or major labor or otner internal problems,

such as long-lasting political instability, popular unrest or violence,

before there would be a massive flight of offshore assembly operations

from Nexico. These same factors, furthermore, could lead to

substitution of automated for manual assembly, if other pr3spective

assembly countries also become unstable or otherwise inhospitable or if

1. S. manufacturers do not wish to transfer their operations too far

atLeld.

" 41
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Uther countries have not engages in offshore assembly aerations

to the extent the United States has done. .apan has been among the

first to automate assembly in some product lines (see chapter on

sesiconJuctors). The preterence of its business managers apparently Is

to keep all production activities close to home and, if possible, not

far from the principal plant. 221/ Yet, besiles U. S. firis, Japanese

companies are the major foreign operators of maluiladoras in Mexico.

However, the output of those assembly plants, wnich are among taie

larvest in the country and assemble mainly electronic products, does

not return to Japan but is destined primarily for the U. S. marKet. In

tnat case, manual 3ssembly close to the United States seems more cost

effective than automation in Japan and transportation of the finished

product to the United States. It sight still be rational for Japanese

and/or other foreign plants to automate assembly for the U.S. market in

labor abundant Mexico as long as there are significant savings in

transporting components ratfter than finished products across the ocean;

it would void the "hassle" associated with having to manage a foreign

and (for Japan) culturally very different labor force.

Although Mexico has a clear comparative advantage in assembling

for the U.S. aarket, a deterioration -- even it slow -- in Hexico s

attractiveness not compensated by any greater economic allurement of

othet places, could accelerate U. S. movement toward automation. If

under tnose circumstances assembly operations return to the United
tp

States, but in automated plants, it is not clear that 1. S. labor will

benefit significantlyo Traditionally more jobs have been lost in the

United States through internal technological change than through any

international causes (foreign competition, the sovevent of U. S. plants
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abroad, etc.). Bringing offsnore assembly operations back "me with

automation, will cost many Mexican Jobs but will create few unskilled

and not many highly skilled jobs in the United States. 1 /

In the meantime, offshore assembly operations in Mexico continue

to oenefit U.S. industry and U.S. consuiers. knd taey provide scarce

torei n exchange and seem to be still the most cost-effective way to

create full time employment south of the border, although they may not

be the best way to absorb un- or unler- employmnent tftere, given tne

characteristics of the asseably workforce.

"!

*11
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Table III A-i. Mexico: Various Indicators
1969-1980

Year Consumer Index of National Rate of Exchange
Price Index Honthly Plinimum Pesos per U.S. dollars

Earnings Wages (average for year)
(average for year)

1975 a 100
(1) (2) (3) (4)

1969 54.0 47 51.9 12.5

1970 56.6 50 51.9 12.5

1971 59.7 54 51.9 12.5

1972 62.7 57 61.0 12.5

1973 70.3 64 63.7 12.5

1974 86.8 84 86.5 12.5

1975 100 100 100 12.5

1976 115.8 129 129.1 15.4

1977 149.5 169 165.2 22.6

1978 175.4 194 188.5 22.8

1979 207.4 226 220.2 22.8

1980 262.1 282 259.2 23.0

a. August 1981.

Sources: Columns 1,2,4: IMF, International Financial Statistics, 1980 Yearbook
and July 1981 issue.

Column 3: Minimu Wage Index calculated on basis of Van Waas Table 10,
pp. 276-77.
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I Table III A-2. Mexico: Average Number of Hours Worked per Production Worker

in Assembly Plants, by Location and Industry1975-1980 "w

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

TOTAL 186.4 190.0 192.3 192.2 192.1 188.7

Border Plants 185.0 189.4 192.3 192.6 192.1 187.7

Interior Plants 204.8 195.3 192.4 187.8 191.4 196.8

INDUSTRY:

Food 142.1 164.4 173.6 181.4 182.1 173.9 _1

Shoes & 194.4 196.5 195.2 196.8 194.7 193.1
Apparel

Furniture & 205.9 195.9 a 194.8-11 286.3 230.5 191.9
Parts

Machinery, 202.6 208.0 214.1 207.2 206.2 185.1
Transport Equip.
Non-Electric

Machinery & 183.2 187.5 191.2 191.0 188.7 189.3
Accessory,
Electric &
Non-Electric

Other 188.8 188.8 191.4 196.8 196.5 196.6
Manufacturing

Services 193.1 183.4 180.2 169.2 188.5 178.2

Source: Secretaria de Programacion y Presupuesto (SPP).

a. In border plants only.

I.
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Table III A-4. Nexico: Composition of Value Added in Assembly Plants,,by
Industry, in 1980.

(Percent)

b/
Wages and Rent and a/ Total

Fringe Benefits Materials Utilities Profits- Value Added

INDUSTRY

Food 40 36 18 7 100

Apparel G Shoes 61 6 15 18 100

Furniture & 47 11 27 15 100
Parts

Machinery & 50 1 34 15 100
Transport

( Equipment
(non-electric)

Machinery & 61 2 19 18 100
Accessories
(elec. &
electronic)

Other 54 10 19 17 100
Manufacturing

Services 71 5 16 9 100

ALL SECTORS 59 4 20 17 100
(weighted
average)

a. May include other undefined concepts that are not expenditures.

b. Due to rounding components may not add up to totals.

Source: SP? Tables.

Note: See Note to Table 111-2.
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Table In A-5. Ranking of Mexico Among All Countries in Respect to U.S.
807.00/806.30 Imports by Selected ITC Categories,
1970-71 and 1980

Relative Standing of Mexico Among All Countries

1970-71 1980

T.V. Receivers & Parts 2 1

Semiconductors & Parts 1 7

Textile Products 1 1

Office Machines 3 3

Motor Vehicle Parts 3 2

Equipment for Electric

Circuits 1 1

Electric Motors & 1
Generators

Electrical Conductors 1

Capacitors 1

Other Miscellaneous 1
Electrical Products

Radio Apparatus & Parts 3

Recording Media 1

Luggage & Handbags 1

Toys and Dolls 1

Lumber and Paper Products 1

Scientific Instruments 1

Sources: For 1970-71, Special magnetic tapes prepared by the U.S. International
Trade Comission (ITC)
For 1980, "Tariff Items 807.00 and 806.30 U.S. Imports for Consumption,
Specified Years 1966-80", U.S. International Trade Commission, June 1981.

i i i H I i i I I
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Haiti is among the poorest countries of the world. In Latin

America itb income levels are below the average. The next poorest

country in the Americas, donduraso has more than twice haiti's per

capita ;NP which was estimated in 1979 by the World Bank at $160.

Its neignbor, tne Dominican Republic, with whoa it shares tne

islana and which had a population just a few percent nigher than

Haiti's 5 aillion in 1979, has earnings of nearly four times as

much per person. 22 /

4anufacturing in 4aiti is of recent origin. It is confined

prizarily to the processing of food, beverages, agricultural

materials and basic itebs such as shoes, clothinl, soap an3 cement.

National income figures -- as well as most otaer

statistics -- are still rudimentary but the World Bank estimates

the contribution of manufacturing to 'DP to have reached 13.3

percent by 1979. 21§/ 4ost of the Increase took place during the

-----------------

Underlying this chapter is a detailed case study by Leslie Delatour
and Karl Voltaire entitledf LftLa:I1IILEu .A .LLKLL .l
LaIll° It was prepared especially for the present volume and was
suDmitted to the second Seminar on Aorth-Soutn Complementary
Intra-inaustry Trade", sponsored by the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development and the 9rookings Institution, and held under the
auspices of El Coleglo do Aexico in 4exico City, 18-22 August 1980.

Two sample surveys make up the core of the case study. Specific
references to it and other parts of the underlying document will be
cited here as "wLLaLLp~naL&..x_" with the page and/or Table number.
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1970s, after a decade of near stagnation.

The growth of assembly industries nas been an important

element in the recent dynamism of the 4aitian economy. Between

197" and 1980 the value added in Haitian assemhly plants increased

by over 23 times or at an average annual rate of 37 percent (Table

TV-1). Even in real terms, the growth was 22 .ercent ier year

(Jeflated by the implicit import price deflator of the United

States). In part the dramutic upsurge was aided by government

incentives and oy changes in the political environient.

,4ssembiy activities have benefited from two types of

incentives: new production firms are exeapt from income taxes for

live years ani then are subject to partial payients in increasing

yearly proportions so that after ten years they must pay the full

tax; the otner incentive is a franchise grantel to assembly firms

which exempts them from any tariff duties on imports. The

franchise is given indefinitely for production that is entirely

exported. rthis covers offshore assembly production. For

production that is sold on the domestic market, the franchise is

given on a temporary basis because the firm is expected to use

local materials as inputs after the first few years.

there are n* free trade zones in Raiti which cater to export

industries, dhile there is a successful industrial park in

Port-au-Prince (run by a government agency), it emerged as a result

of the growth of assembly plants rather tnan contributing to the

emergence of the assembly sector. 222/
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Table IV-1. Haiti: U.S. Imports from Haiti under Tariff Items
807.00 and 806.30 by Total. Dutiable and Duty Free
Components, and Dutiable as Percent of Total 1969-

1969-1980

Total Value Duty Free Dutiable Dutiable
Year 807.00 and 806.30 (Value of U.S. Value Added As Percent of

Components) in Haiti Total. 3*1
millions of U.S. dollars

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1969 4.0 2.4 1.6 39.8

1970 6.1 4.0 2.1 34.7

1971 9.1 5.9 3.2 34.9

1972 16.1 11.0 5.1 31.7

1973 28.5 20.3 8.2 28.9

i(  1974 56.5 43.0 13.5 23.9

1975 54.7 40.2 14.5 26.4

1976 78.1 56.6 21.5 27.5

1977 84.3 61.3 23.0 27.3

1978 104.9 76.1 28.7 27.4

1979 133.7 94.5 39.2 29.3

1980 153.8 105.3 48.5 31.5

Source: Special Magnetic Tapes from U.S. I.T.C. and U.S. I.T.C., U.S. Tariff
Items 807.00 and 806.30-Imports for Consumption, Various Issues
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Thus, unlike other countries, Haiti's asseubly profction is

not an "in bond" activity in the strict sense. Although assembly

production cannot be sold domesticallyl any firi can get a duty

free import franchise waether it exports or not. In view of the

fact that more than half of all manufacturing output (including

assembly) is exported there are many firms that produce both for

the home as well as the export market.

4ith tne advent ot the current government, investors'

perceptions of political stability seem to have improved. !he new

environment permitted the huge wage gap betdeen Haiti and the

Unitel States to become an enormous attraction for offshore

prouuction. tPany Haitian professionals and entrepreneurs who were

abroid during the previous regime returned and established

businesses designed to assemble U.S. components.

Jhile there are no exact figures, estimates by the

U.S. embassy in Haiti and by the World ganK put the nuioer of

assemuly plants in 1980 at about 200, employing roughly 60,O00

persons. All of the asseably plants are in Port-au-Prince, Haiti's

capital anJ by far the largest city. Assuming a dependency ratio

o 4 to 1, this means that assembly operations supported about one

quarter of the population of Port-au-Prince in 1930.

Haiti's principal assembly activities have concentrated on

sporting goods, particularly baseballs, and textiles (including

apparel) (Table IV-2). Haiti is the world's principal exporter of

oaseballs and ranks among the top three in offshore assembly of

textile products and stuffed toys. During 1Q69-1972, vore than

half of Haiti's assembly exports that entered the United States
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Table I-2. laittt Tom that Important .S. l0pote frm aiti mawi
Tariff cteme 307.00 by VC, Cate.r5 iae o Percest of Total
607.00 bqoro from atl. Toal 607.00 Tuab" mad SasO

1970 ad t97

I of anki n z of maktag At
ITC Product Group Total 807.00 "Withia" wleteaom" Total 607.00 '4tthle *Stom"

Val"e Valve.

SamebalJs and 52.2 1 23.3 2 1

Softballs

Textile Products 24.4 2 VI 37.8 1 I11

rquipuent for 1.9 6 11 2.9 7 TV
Electric Circuit$, atc.

T.T. Receives 2.9 4 Tt
and Parts

PUr and Lmath.: 2.4 5
Products

Office machines, 3.3 4 )
etc.

Toys, bols and 3.6 3 V 7.2 3 U1
modls

Restors and 1.3 10
tarts

Electric motors. 1.6 8 1.9 9 111
Gt"Cantors. etc.

Tape Recordtrs 1.6 9
and Players, ate.

Valivs and Pat, .

etc.

Capacitor 3.4 6 1l

Miec. E ecct. 4.1 S
roducts and Parts

Cloves 1.7 1o Tt

0ther Yisc. An 2.4 6
Article$

Total 807.00 Value in
Milimn of doatt 6.1 104.9

o Negligible amot wow Imported from Nattl under tariff Item 806.30

&I "ithin" tank* i sable smberals the too mot Important product groups for Saitt
ia oah yra. "Ismen" ranks to rom nmerals selected product groups magu all
centties, Indicating the polition Bliti bolds among othaw emntries for the
particular produce group.

Source: Special 1agntic Taspes from U.S. I.T.C.

Alt
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under U.S. tariff items 807.00 22j/ consisted of basebatls. While

still growing in absolute amounts, their importance in the total

declined to less than one quarter during the aid-1970s. Clothing

and textile products grew much faster, from less than one quarter

of U.S. 801.00 imports between 1969-1972 to well over one-third of

U.S. 8)7.03 imports since 1973. The textile quotas imposel by tie

United States apnarently did not constitute a binding constraint,

although they may have limited the expansion of particular

cdte~ories, sucn a3 brassieres. 222/

Stuffed toys and dolls became number three in daiti's assembly

production, reaching between 7 and 8 percent of exports to the

U.S. after 1975 (1978 is the last year for which breakdowns by

commoJity groups are available). A.ide from office machines and

parts which have recently become significant in Haiti's assembly

exports, the remainder consists primarily of electric and

electronic articles. At the beginninj of the l70s, they accounted

for between 10 and 15 percent of exports and in the second half of

the decade, for more than one quarter of the total (Table

IV-2). 2fi /

Available data indicate that value added in assembly plants

now constitute about one-quarter of all Industrial value aided in

Haiti compared to less than 6 percent in 1970. al/ Contributing

more than half of the country's industrial exports, assembly

production earns about one-fifth of 4aiti's yearly foreign exchange

receipts. 2/
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It is clear that in the case of Haiti, the impact of assembly

operations on employment, income, and balance of payments is of

major importance. These effects and some more subtle ones will be

liscussed later in this chapter. 4t this point, let it be noted

that uaiti's weight in the world offshore production system is far

greater than its size (in population and income) in the world

community. Of tne 47 countries in 1991 wnich ilported non-trivial

amounts of U.S. components for assembly, qaiti ranked ninth with

imports of more than $115 million (TaDle A-l). It held a similar

position among developing countries in respect to valua added In

the dsembly production which was exported to the United States

(Taole A-2). While its share in Third World offshore operations is

still tiny (about one-twenty-fifth of iexico"s value added and

one-sixth of that of iong Kong) the proportion nas been rising and

is now 50 percent above what it was during the early 1970s.

Much of the analysis in the rest of this chapter is based on

two surveys conducted under the direction of Leslie Delatour and

Karl Voltaire during December 1979 and January 1980 in

Port-au-Prince, Raiti. The details of these surveys are published

in tneir study cited at the beginning of this cliapter. In the

discussion that follows below, frequent reference will be made to

that work.

The surveys were bised on two questionnaires, one for

enterprises, the other for workers in assembly industries. They

were administered by two Haitian contractors chosen for their
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intimate knowledge of the assembly sector in Haiti and their

privileged access to industrialists.

In Haiti the iesignation "assembly" is also 7iven to firms

using local materials for export production* Thus "assembly"

activities are divided into firms using local uaterials and those

using imported materials. The former do not concentrate on actual

dssembly operations but produce a complete product, usually for

export, althougn some of it may be sold on the nome market. Ttose

"asseibly" firms using local inputs are not as significant as the

true 3ssembly industries using imported couponents, exporting only

about $16 million of light manufactures in 1978 compared to $29

million for the latter. Z / They are not considered assembly firms

here. The survey was confined to those enterprises assembling, at

least in part, Imported components, lowever, some of the firms

included ini tne sample do both exporting and selling on the

domestic market.

The enterprise sauple, consisting of 5l firns, sove of which

had more tnan one plant, was selected from a list of assembly

companies supplied by the 4aitian government and the U.S. embassy

in Port-au-Prince. Tne selection was made at random within four

major categories: Electronicsf Textiles (including clothing),

Sporting Goods (primarily baseballs and softballs) 21/ and

Miscellaneous. 23j/ The absence of formal accounting and managerial

Information techniques, as well as the aura of secrecy regarding

sales and profit figures, limited the amount of hard data that

could be extracted. Nevertheless enough information was obtained

to make an examination of the basic features of the Industry

4k-i
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possiole.

The sample of 500 workers was spread among the 51 tiris,

selecting at random about 10 from each. Only piece rate workers

(no foremen or supervisors) were included* The questions, although

printed in a formal questionnaire, were asked orally, in Creole

rather than French, in order to facilitate communications.

Given the absence of precise information about the universe,

it is imepossiole to deterraine the representativeness of the

samples. There are disagreements between the various reports

consulted as to how many firms there are in the assembly sector,

and as to how many workers they employ. The sample used here with

51 firms employing 20,53) workers appears consistent with figures

of the orlIJ 3ank and the American emoassy.

Since these are the first in depth survays of enterprises and

workers taken in daiti, iost of the information obtained can not be

compared with data previously available.

Unlike 4exican offshore production which is done largely

through subsidiaries of U.S. companies, Haitian assembly activities

still rest on Haitian entrepreneurship to a great extent. Almost

40 percent of the firms in the sample are 4aitian owned, one-third

are foreign owned and 33 percent are joint ventures. Zf( Host of

the laitian owned firms concentrate in textile assembly, where

almost two-thirds of the firms are locally owned. In electronics

I I 1 I II i l I , , • ,
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and the miscellaneous category Joint ventures predominate; in

bdsebdllsl foreign companies. Even in foreign firms, vost of the

managers are haitian. About three-quarters of the firms in the

sample had local managers. 2J2/

It should be noted that several previously wholly owned

t4aitian firms, especially in the baseball category# were sold to

foreiqn interests before the sample was taken* The otJest assembly

enterprises are Haitian with an average age of 10 years. The

youngest are foreign owned with the average age of 7 years and tae

age of the joint ventures are in between. lo change in the pattern

of ownership can be discerned during recent years. Less than

one-tuird of the firms were established during the five years prior

to the survey, with a greater number being dholly Raitlan owned

than wholly foreign owned (and joint ownersnip making up almost

one-third of the total).

Most of the companies interviewed do asseuoly work for

U.S. principals- 2 J Taose that are not wholly owned by the

U.S. zanufacturer usually work with machinery and equipment

supplied by U.S. principals. About three-quarters of the firms in

the survey said that the principals usually furnish the machinery

and t.o-tnirds said tat the principals always do so. 211/ This

airangement, which is a special form of an "arm's length"

relationship, reduces tne risks faced by both tae subcontractor and

the principals The former does not have to venture his own capital

and having his customer's sachinery is some assurance that the

principal will not run away from his contract. The principal, on

the other hand, can have his offshore production without having to
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establish a subsidiary coapany and risking his investmefft*. The

machinery which ne lends to his subcontractor is usually second

hand dnd often fully depreciated and in any caser he can take it

back when a contract is completed.

That there Is Haitian entrepreneurship is demonstrated by the

fact that about three-quarter$ of the local firms reported that

they initiated tne relationship with the principal. 2j2/ In many

cases the 4aitian enterarise will have a relationship with more

than one principal. ie overall average is three J.S. principals

per Haitian firiur anJ it goes up as high as dn average of nine for

local firms in the electronics sector. 21/

As might be expected, foreign firms are larger than locally

owned assembly companies. ,hile the labor force is roughly equally

JistributeJ among haitian, U.S. and jointly owuad enterprises, the

average number of workers per foreign enterprise is about 480 and

for Haitian firas about one-third less. Z22/ Since some firms have

tore than one plant, employment per plant is significantly Lower

Inan the overall sample average of about 43) workers per fira. The

best availaible estimate is about 310 workers per plant which is

Tuch higher than for other manufacturing enterprises in Haiti.

About two-thirds of employment in assembly plants is provided by

the one-third of enterprises which employ more than 405 workers

each. Export oriented assembly firms are tnerefore tae largest

employers in the country.

. .
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3y far the 5iggast plants, both in teris of emploment and

square feet, can be found in baseball assemoly, followed by

electronics which is only slightly above average and textiles#-

somewhat below iverage. Tie smallest plants are in thte

miscellaneous category.

Contrary to the relative magnitude of labor in assembly

operations, capital investment in assembly is extremely low. 4n

average figure is difficult to determine because, as already

indicated, so many of tne local firms receive iacainery and

equipment from their principal, the value of which could riot be

included in the survey. ialnlg only those firms for which the

principal never provided tie machinery, the average capital

( invested was about $740,003 in 1979. It was nearly three times as

nign in electronics, but only about one-thirl in textiles. 22a/

Ca~ital requirements for iost local assembly coxanies are, of

course, much less because tne principals furnisa most of the

,machinery and equipment. Capital is therefore not a great

restraint for a dditian who wants to-enter the assembly business.

Finding a principal in the United States is prooably a greater

barrier.

iimilarly the capital-Labor ratio is very low. The

approximate average of Sl5,0 for assembly operations is far lower

tnan the $25,000 found in Haitian import substituting

enterprises. 221/ On the other hand, average capacity utilization

of aoout 75 percent in assembly plants is double the level in

industries producing for the domestic market. 225/ It is not

surprising that foreign firms work at a higher level of capacity
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than laitian firms because subsidiaries cart be expected"Mo have a

regular relationship with their parents.

Aaiti, like most countries, has minimum wage legislation. No

matter how low minimum wage levels might be in developing

countries, the temptation is for economists to claim that they are

too high, even in very poor countries, as long as there is as vast

a pool of undereoployed persons as taere is in daiti. That minimum

wages are above the opportunity cost of laaor in Haiti can be

de.monstrated by the fdct that the daily earnings of persons who

work at home under contract to more formal enterprises (put-out

system) usually are between one-half dnd one-tenth of the official

mmimum wage. 2.j1

it might therefore be claimed that more capital intensive

methods are employed in Haiti than would be warranted by the true

op'portunity cost of labor ("shadow price"), particularly in

industries working for the domestic tarket ahere, as indicated

above, the averaje capital per worker is over $25,003. On the

other side of the coin, however, capital is not particularly

subsidized in Haiti unlike the situation in many developing

countries. Long term financing is generally not availablep and

there are neither special interest rates nor special exchange rates

and/or licenses for tne import of capital. Moreover, it was shown

that in the export oriented assembly sector the capital-labor ratio

is less than one-tenth of the average in tne home market oriented

industries. As long as there are non-economic factors underlying

I I lm I I il i | I
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some private and public policy decisions, certain capitil Intensive

enterprises (such as a still sill) will be established even if the

otficial minimum wage would drop to zero.

The wages reported by the enterprises in tae survey averaged

more than one-quarter above the official minimum wage of $51 per

month, if a 5-day week is t3ken as the nora, the usual work week in

assembly operations (Table IV-3).

Although the implications of the law are not clear, its strict

interpretation could result in a legal montaly minimum of S69 per

month (including non-working Sunday pay), compared to the average

wage in the enterprise sample of $65 per month. Foreign firas pay

a little more, local firms somewhat less and, as expected, w4ges

are higher in electronics than in textiles (for details and

explarations, see Table IV-3). 2,22/

in the worker survey, the respondents reported about $13 per

month less in the various categories than tne figures given by the

managers in the enterprise survey. It should be noted that the

wages reported by the worker are the tae-home ?ay and therefore

will be less than the levels given by the firms. Nevertheless the

average monthly wage of $55 reported by the aorkers was almost 8

per cent above the official minimum tder tae 5-Jay week

assumption. This compares to an average monthly wage paid in

Port-du-Prince in 1975-76 of $45 in clothing 23nufacturing and $49

in industries siilar to other assembly operations. 22j/ The

workers in the sample who had previous experience, reported an

average monthly wage of less than $40 in their former job, about 70

percent of the wages they reported in their present job. aII/

tt
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Table IV-3 Haiti: Wages Reported in Surveys Compared with Official
Hinimum Wages

December 1979
(in U.S. dollars)

Monthly Monthly Minimum Wages Per Mouth Official
Wages Wages Daily
Reported Reported A B C D minimum

Sector by by 22 days/ 24 days/ 26 days/ 30 days/ Wage
Firm Workers mO. mo. Mo. Mo.

Textiles 64 54 48 53 57 66 2.20

Electronics 72 59 57 62 68 78 2.60

Baseballs 60 51 53 58 62 72 2.40

Miscellaneous 63 59 51 55 60 69 2.30

Average 65 55 51 55 60 69 2.30

Note: Detailed information of the Haitian minimum wage law could not be
obtained. A provision of the law provides for non-working Sunday
pay under certain circumstances (after working 28 hours in a 6 day
week). Most assembly plants, however, work only a 5 day week.
Therefore the monthly minimum wage was calculated on the basis of
four assumptions:

A 5 day week
B -5 day week
C 6 day week
D 7 day week

Sources: Intl . . , Tables IV-1l and V-4; IBRD, Report Nio. 3079 RA. Feb. 17, 1981.
Table 2.5, corrected by the authors.
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Tnere is no questiOn about the fact that their wages put

asseably workers in the upper income groups in 4aiti. According to

a .976 survey, 75 percent of the households living in

Port-au-Prince haA incones of less than $40 per sonth. JJ Even

ailoding for inflation tnis would be still below the average

take-home pay reported by the assembly workers in the present

survey.

Jiven that fact and tne existence of the "put-out" system in

the subcontracting industry in Haiti, one would expect to find that

a majority of tne firms would consider the minimum waje too nilh.

The survey did not show this. in reference to worker productivity,

only 1'% of the aanagers considered the minimus dage too high, but

73! considered it ade.uate and 17% considered it too low. 321/ In

repil to another ;uesti~ft in the enterprise survey, 2ore than 80

percent of tne respondents said tnat tney would not hire additional

workers if the minimum wage were abolished. This included even a

majority of tose who considered the minimum wage too hiqh.

This does not mean that the minimum wage is irrelevant. It

only indicates that the existence of the 2iniMu1 wage in 1979-80

did not noticeably affect the level of employment. It should be

noted that almost 60 percent of the assembly subcontractors in the

sample charge their principal a piece rate based on tne piece rate

paid to the workers plus overhead and a profit mark up. The number

of jobs created, therefore, is detertined to a great extent by the

demanJ for Haitian laoor by the principal in the United States.

That demand, in turn, largely depends on the gap between U.S. and

Haitian wages, productivity differential tariffs and transportation
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costs. According to the response in the survey, about Calf of the

firms reported that their productivity was about equal to

U.S. levels for comparable product lines and activities, while-

about one-fifth said that it was superior. Available evidence

seems to support these results. Q J/

As long as the gap in labor costs between the United States

and Raiti greatlV exceeds transportation costs plus tne

.S. tariffs on Haitian value added, there will be an economic

incentive for U.S. companies to subcontract the labor intensive

parts oL their production processes in Haiti. Inis does not imply

that minimum sages, it enforced, can be pushed higher and higher as

long as tne gap covers the other costs mentioned. First of all, it

Pay cause severe distortions in the Haitian economy, such as major

substitutions of capital for labor which have serious implications

for a labor a;undant, poverty stricken economy. Second, if the gap

is not large enough, it may still cover tranisportation, tariff

and other direct costs, yet may not be able to offset tae

bureaucratic and political risks in Haiti which 3re still perceived

as formidable. Thus asseibly business may 3e lost if ages rise to

ucn higner levels, atlhough they may remain below those of

relevant international competitors.

ialti is not different from other countries In having a high

proportion of women in assembly plants. The 74.6 percent found in

the survey is slightly lower than in 4exico (77.3 percent in 1980)

see hapter 3). In Haiti noever, women seem to constitute a much

LIA
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larger share of the labor force than in 4exico and in many other

countries. 3/ Abject poverty makes unemployment almost

impossible. 'ost adult women have to go to work. It is also

reported that women in ?ort-au-Prince outnumber ien by 30

percent. /

Jefore working in the assembly plants ahere they were

interviewed, more than half of the women neld otaer jobs or were

looKing for work. *ell over 90 percent said that they would remain

in the labor force if they were to lose their ?resent jobs. These

responses were not substantially different from those given oy

men. 2 5/ The major difference was that almost one-quarter of women

workers were going to school beiore taking tne assembly job,

compared to half of that proportion for %en.

In Haiti, as in other counties, two main reasons are invoked

to explain the predominance of women in assembly plants: women,

unlike men, possess the manual dexterity needed in assembly

operations, and tney are vore docile ana less vilitant than men.

Regarding dexterity, the survey found that wages for men averaged

nearly ten percent above those for women. I'/ liven that workers

are paid a piece rate, the wage should reflect productivity. a1/

Regardin; docility, labor militancy is still unknown in Haiti.

lndeed more than three-fourth of the workers did not know what a

labor union is and in none of the 51 firms in the sample was labor

organized. The high proportion of women in the assembly work force

in Port-au-Prince is probably due in part to the more abundant

supply of female labor there and in part to cultural factors

already referred to in the study of Mexico. jai/
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Almost three quarters of the assembly workers werelorn

outside of Port-au-Prince. Vet the assembly industries have not

constituteJ a particularly strong sti;ulus to iijration. 3221 &t

the time of the survey, the migrant worker had been in

Port-au-Prince an average of 14 years, long before the assembly

industries emerged as a significant force in Haiti's economic

development. all/

The existence of a large labor pool for assembly work is

demonstrated by the selectivity exercise] by the firms in their

hirin4 practices. Since minimum wage is above what needs to be

paid for unskilled la;3or in the informal sector, a3Sseoly managers

give preference to persons with some skills, such as literacy and

previous experience. In the face of a literacy rate of only

one-quarter of the adult population in A'aiti, ILI/ more than half

of tne enterprises always require literacy (in electronics it is

more than three-quarters) and generally pay a hiner wage than

those that never require it as an employment condition. Vocatonal

training, surprisingly, was not required by many firms; tne highest

level is in textiles waere only one-quarter of the companies insist

on it. Although about half of the firms require prior experience

(in textiles it is much higher, in electronics such lower), they do

not nay a higher wage than firms that do not require it. L /

Although fea assemoly enterprises say that they require

vocational training, about half of the workers in the sample

reported such tr3ining. About one-third of the workers interviewed

had previous assembly experience and another 5 percent worked in

non-assembly jobs. 31 While neither vocational training nor
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previous experience seesed to make much difference in wtkers°

earnings, all/ education is positively correlated with assembly

wages. 115/ The surprising fact is that nearly 9) percent of the

asseibly workers reported at least one year of schooling.

One-third had some high school and 44 percent covpletel elementary

school. alf/ These levels are far above those for the country as a

4iole and also sigificantly above those for Port-au-Prince where

tne educational level is much higher than for the rest of the

country. !L2/ It is not surprisinglgiven the difference in wiges,

that the highest educational level was found in electronics and the

lowest in baseball assembly.

Compared to Aexico anJ other countries in which offsnore

assembly activities take place, the average age of assembly workers

is relatively high in Haitip about 29 years. ala/ It is somewhat

lower in elctronics and a little higher in the other assembly

categories. Age, unexpectedly, tends to be inversely correlated

with wages. 112/ This survey result is consistent with another that

indicates that seniority of workers in the factories is unrelated

to their earnings. This surprising finding appears to say either

that learning on the job is not rewarded or that productivity

declines with time spent on the Job. The latter maybe due to

boredom witn routine tasks or decline in efficiency with age,

Given piece rate pay, ioder wages would result in either case. It

may be too early, however, for any pattern to emerge since the

average seniority is just below 4 years and about half of the

workers have been in their present job for less than three years.

L. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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'rom the perspective of developing countries, much is made of

the apparent weak linkages of offshore assembly activities wLth the

rest of the economy. In :aiti, however, the rudimentary status of

overall industrial development combined witn the predominance of

imported inputs would lead one to believe that intersectorsl

linkages are weak in general.

Although assembly plants in Haiti are not isolated from the

rest of the economy as they are in other places through "in bond"

and free zone restrictions. the output of sophisticated assembled

intermediate goods such as computer harnesses, integrated circuits,

etc. could nardly serve as inputs for Haitian iadustries in a

"forward linkage." Nor, for that matter, could the output of

asseablad finished goods such as baseballs, wigs, stuffed toys and

relatively expensive clothing find a ready market in the country.

In respect to backward linkages, however, significant progress

nas been made. zor example, in the assewoly production of

cassettes, the plastic shells are purchased from a local producer;

in baseballs and softballs, the core is now fabricated in iRaiti and

the glue is supplied locally; some threads are also purchased on

the domestic market even though the ornce/quality ret3tion may not

be up to international standards. All taese iteus were previously

imported. 2f1

Despite the increased .use of local materials in basebails,

there vas no increase In the share of dutiaole value (value added

in !Ptiti) as a percent of total value of UoS. baseball imports from

Haiti under U.S. tariff item 807.00. Value added In Haiti averaged

A%]
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around one-third of total assembly value exported to thr United.

States, according to data obtained from the U.. International

Trade Commission. In most other product groups there was no

noticeable expansion of use of Haitian materials (Table IV-4).

Yet, if one examines te overall proportion of Haitian value

added in total U.S. imports from Haiti over time, one notes a

decline until 1974 and then a gradual increase (Table IV-i). The

early decline appeared to be due to the use of more expensive

U.S. components, as U.S. producers become vore confident in 4aitian

assesbly capaoi~ities. The subsequent rise in tae Haitian value

added share can be attributed to the yreater attention being given

to quality control in Haiti3n assembly plants, thus increasing the

payroll component of value added through the employment of higher

paid supervisory and iuality control personnel. 121/ This is

especially true of the assembly of office machines, where the

dutiable value (value added in Haiti) rose fros C percent of total

U.S. (917) imports from Haiti ina 1973, the first year of

production, to 18 percent in 1978; assemblies of electrical and

electronic equipsent, such as electric motors, etc., where the

value added proportion rose from 10 percent in 1970 to 36 percent

in 1978 (Table IV-4). Aside from "miscellaneous electrical

products", in other categories generally more than one quarter of

total export value is added in Haiti (in 11 resistors and parts" it

was one-third in 1978 and in "gloves 11 over one-nalf, probably

because of the increased use of local leather) .1

..
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The most important indirect iinkage of assembly operations to

the I'aitian economy is through the consumption expenditures of

asseibly workers. If one uses the U.S. esbassV figure of 50,C00

workers and tne $55 average monthly wage reported by the workers in

the survey, a total annual wage bill of almost $43 million

results. 12,/ If most of this amount is spent on foo, shelter,

simple clothing and transportation, items which would have a very

1ow import content, the impict on Haitian economic development

would be suastantial. J;4/ Incomes of managers and profits might

nave 3 smaller eftect since substantial portions would ue spent

either airoad or on imported luxury items.

in respect to transfer of technology, there is a flow of

technical assistance between the foreign principals and the Haitian

assembly plants. dell over half of the firns in the survey

reported that foreign principals always provide technical

assistance and an additional few indicated that they sometimes

do. 125/ 4uch of the assistance comes through foreign technicians

sent by the principal on a temporary basis. About 60 percent of

the assembly firms said that foreign technicians visit on a steady

basis and well over one-third reported tnat they regularly send

their own technicians abroad for training. 1/ Since the majority

of assembly factories are in haitian hands, new WorKing methods and

production technilues can easily be transferred to other sectors of

tne Haitian economy, particularly because some Haitians

simultaneously operate assembly plants as well as other businesses.
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The general perception is that subcontracting is a volatile

business and so issemoly operations will be rather unstable.

Instability in these activities can be due to two main reasons:

sensitivity to the external business cycle, particularJy in the

United States, and the involvement of footloose U.S. industries and

fly-by-night enterprises out to make a fast profit and run.

Regarding the first, a look at Table IV-1 shows that Raitian

assemily exports to the United States increased by leaps betoeen

199 and 196G. The only interruption of the monotonic expansion

occurred in 1975 when tnere was a 3 percent decline in total export

value after doubling in 1974 over the previous year. This slight

oreak can probaoly be attributed to the U.S. recession of 1974-75

anu das entirely due to a 7 percent drop in the value of

J.S. components used for assembly. Haiti, however. was not

adversely affected; to the contrary, assembly activities generated

an over 7 percent rise in the countryps value added in 1975. In

textiles there was a barely noticeable 1975 hesitation in the

steady increase and the only product group ahere a significant

lecline can be found is in equipment for electric circuits where

the total drop in value added hardly amounted to $250,300.

The assembly firms in Haiti seem to have a sanguine outlook

regarding the fragility of their operations. Nearly one-half of

them believe that a U.S. recession will not affe:t thea, according

to te survey which was taken at the beginning of 1990 when a

business downturn abroad threatened. Textile companies are the

less optimistic of the assembly firms, 2fl Depending on the

I I I I I II II I I , .. .
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industry, either a supply side or a demand side explanation is

given. In the forter, the assumption is that in a business

dohnturn the U.S. principals will have an additional incentive-to

reduce production costs and therefore will iove more operations

abroad; in the Litter, tne assumption is that consumers wili shift

from expensive to cheaper products (i.e., instead of buying fancy

electronic gadgets for children, adults will give taeu stuffed

toys).

In this respect, it is interesting to note that in Haiti light

manufactured exports tnat use local materials appear to have been

deeply affected oy the J.S. 1974-75 recession. There was a drop

of about one-qu3rter in these exports between 1974 and 1975 and a

further decline in the following year so that 1976 was almost

one-third below 1974. Jnly in 1978 were 1974 export levels reached

in nominal terms (in real terms probably not until 193)). a2z/

In respect to the argument that footloose industries impart

instability, the record snows that only a few offshore assembly

products have eerged and disappeared, while most product lines

nave steadily increased. III/ Almost by definition, footloose

industries are those that require a small capital investment.

Obviously Haiti's dssembly plants qualify under that definition.

For that reason it is surprising that so few industries

disappeared. This does not mean that there have been no

fly-by-night operators and that subcontractors in Haiti did not get

hLrt, but one may conclude that this kind of instability appears to

have had trivial effects on the Haitian economy.
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Iurthermore, Haitian assembly operators have learn(M how to

protect themselves agaiist the ups and downs of subcontracting.

Almost all of them work with more than one U.S. enterprise ana the

majority subcontract dith more than two principals. 112/ Often this

will reduce the risK oy tending to smooth the fluctuations in the

total orders. It will be especially true if the local enterprise

assembles several different product lines, eacn of which may be

subject to diverse season3l and cyclical vari3tions.

The low capital requirements in this business permits the

local entrepreneur to diversify his assembly operations so that he

can work for U.S. firms in different industrial sectors, either

simultaneously or by shifting his work force from one assembly

production to another according to the external demand. It was

observed in the survey that the low capital-output ratio enables

some firms, with only minor modifications in their factories and

equipment, to move from 5aseballs to cassettes or from electronics

to textiles, as they lose contracts in one area but find tnem in

another. Thus, it is not the foreign principal who is "footloose"

but rather the Haitian tira, by displaying a high mobility between

foreign principals and/or production sectors. It is this

flexibility, a manifestation of perceptive Raiti3n

entrepreneurship, whicn has given stability to the growth of the

country's assembly activities.
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Assembly production has become an inte;ral part of Haiti's

economic activities. It is not a marginal appendix as in some-

other countries engaged in these operations, but it is a major

contributor to daitits economic development and the leading edge of

the country's industrialization. The best estimate is that value

au.ed in assembly activities now constitute close to a quarter of

all ircome generated in Haiti's manufacturing sector and provides

about the same proportion of the country's export earnings. 1ii/

ahile the employment it creates, estimated at 60,000 persons in

1981f may appear small in relation to the total labor force of over

2.5 million, it is probably much larger taan employment in the rest

of the modern manufacturinq sector in the country. /

It would be difficult to support the assertion thit, as in

Mexico, assembly activities form an economic enclave in Haiti.

First of all, Haiti is at the bottom of the development Ladder so

that linkages among its economic sectors are weak and it is still

far from being an integrated economy. Second, assembly production

is concentrated in the economic and population center of the

oountry, metropolitan Port-au-Prince, and not in a remote region

far removed from the capital, as In Mexico. There are no laws 'N

explicitly restricting assembly plants to a free trade zone or to

"in-bond" operations. qowever, there is a formal legal barrier to

selling assembly items produced with imported components on the i
local market. As of now, assembly firms have no strong economic

% --
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incentives to sell at home in view of the weak deaand for their

products relative to export demand.

'he lack of tight integration of offshore assembly operations

into the rest of the economy is not too different from the

relatively beak linkages of other industries tnat use imported

materials. This is particularly true of many of the ned import

substituting industries that are very import intensive in respect

to inputs.

The basic problem of national economic integration is one of

the levels of economic levelopment. As income levels rise and

improved public policy helps edse supply constraints, the vdrious

economic sectors, including assembly industries, will be tie3 more

closely together and therefore raise their contribution to the

country's economic developaent.

In tae meantime, the linkages of assembly production have not

Deen trivial and compare favorably with those of other economic

activities in the country. Not only do the incomes generatel by

assembly create a significant demand for local goods and services

but assembly production has provided a substantial stimulus to the

banking, transportation and communications sectors, as well as

catering services. 222/ While some local components, such as

materials for baseball cores, leather for snoes and handbags,

plastic cases for cassettes, and correguated carton boxes and other

pacKing materials are used in assembly production, any substantial

increase in tne use of local inputs in assembly operations must

await the elimination of supply problems in other sectors, in

particular, agriculture.

* t
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4ithin the 'context of an underdeveloped economy such as

4aiti's, assembly operations help transfer technology to a

signiiicant deqree. The oere existence of these activities which

comprise perhaps half of the country's modern sector, introduces

workers to factory discipline, new equipment and working methods.

Even an average training period of only two months provides skill

levels far above the mean of the Haitian labor force. III/ As was

shown there, is a considerable interchange of technicians between

the 9aitian plants and the U.S. principals. And the mere fact that

assemboly operations and other production activities often are

carried on within the same firm, makes an unusual economic and

technological isolation of the former highly unlikely.

22220=32Y

The strong linkages of assembly plants to foreign companies do

not appear to have introduced extraordinary instability into the

Haitian economy. While there is a depenlen:e on foreign orders or

contracts, daitian entrepreneurs have learned to protect themselves

against the extremes of this dependency, often by spreading the

riSK among several foreign firms and assembly products.

Interestingly, the foreign principal, in turn, apparently

wants to keep the dependency relationship to a minimum: while

prepared to provide machinery and equipment to the Haitian assembly

plant, the principal does not provide much finan:ing. Only 7

percent of the firms interviewed in the survey reported that they

were in debt to the principal. Nearly all of the rest borrowed

from private banks in Haiti. 

*1
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rhe enclave argument implies that tne resources devoted to

assembly production could be more efficiently used in econoaic-

activities with greater linkages, especially those that produce for

the domestic market with domestic materials. At best, according to

an expanded version of the argument, subcontracting creates

employment witnout creating corresponding increases in goods and

services. The result will be addditional pressures, (a) on imports

leading to a worsening of the balance of payments, and (b) on

prices resulting in an acceleration of inflation. 1/

Apart frov the fact that the notion of an assembly enclave is

only weakly applicable to Haiti, if at all, the evidence shows a

significant underutilization of resources in the country. got only

is labor massively un- 3nd underemployed, but, outside of the

assembly plants, between half and two-thirds of installed capacity

in the iodern sector aparently is not utilized. ajZ/ hile it

caraot be assuued that there is enough flexibility in Haiti's

productive system so that, given excess capacity, output will

Increase in response to increased demand from new asseibly workers,

neither can it be assumed that resources shifted from assembly to

other sectors would be fully employed. Indeed, a contrary argument

can be made that, insofar as assembly operations have a higher

averdge capacity utilization than other industries, shifting

resources out of assembly would decrease the already low level of S

efficiency of the Haitian economy.

( I I I I I l I I II i. ..
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On the other slier even a vague familiarity with Htiti's

economy, could lead one *j -ue on behalf of putting resources

into physical infrastruct .e and agriculture. The long run returns

from such Investments could be considerably higher than risking

funds elsewhere. However, before Raiti can effectively use large

resources for those purposes, it will require enormous improvements

in the country's public administration and institutions, not to

speaK of general education, because of political and bureaucratic

deficiencies, the country's absorptive capacity is severely

limited. Agricultural and infrastructure Investments clearly must

be part of a long term development prograa, but in the short run do

not compete with manufacturing ventures. Moreover, resources for

assembly industries are generally not available for other

activities; it taey are fungible, it would be only with other

components of the modern sector.

If to these factors the evidence is added wlich indicates that

jobs can be created in assembly plants at a much lower cost than

elsedhere in modern activities in Haiti, then it becomes clear that

public policies should not be neutral in respect to the promotion

of assembly production. The assertion that assembly activities, by

creating incomes without the counterpart of available goods and

services, will lead to increased imports and inflation more than

other modern economic activities, seems to oe without foundation.

II I I --I i ,I , , . . .
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One of the most critical elements in the exansion of the

assembly sector in Haiti is the need to reduce bureaucratic red

tape. Inefficient bureaucracy is perceived to oe the lost

important drawback of doing business in the country, despite the

fact that Haiti has gone further toward the "free enterprise" ideal

than most nations in the third World. Documents for imports and

exports take a long time to obtain and/or to be 3pproved, and

necessary information is difficult, and sovetiaes impossible to

come by. I

It can be reasoned that these problems brought about the high

proportion of local ownership of assembly plants in Haiti (relative

to Mexico, for example). Foreign companies hesitate to establish

subsidiaries in this environment and some prefer to subcontract

with Haitian firms who know their way around their country's

bureaucracy. This reasoning leads to the deduction that as the

foreign enterprises get used to doing business with Haiti and learn

"the ropes", more of them will invest directly in offshore assembly

production. 32/ Several Haitian assembly firms, particularly in

oaseballs, one of the oldest assembly activities in the country,

were bought by U.S. companies during the second malf of the 1970s.

Jne may expect, therefore, that streamlining bureaucracy in

Haiti will induce more U.S. firms to set up their own offshore

assembly production there. This does not necessarily mean that the

composition of ownership of assembly plants will change in favor of

foreigners. First, it can be assumed that daitian entrepreneurship

has become well entrenched In subcontracting activities and will
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continue to participate in their expansion. Second, there is a

large pool of potential entrepreneurs among the well educated

daitians residing in the United States and elsewhere abroad# who

would return as technicians and businessmen if the public

environment in tneir country were less cumbersome.

There is another face to the current weakness in the

bureaucracy. because of lack of coordination ani duplication of

efforts, some of the laws applying to productive activies are

enforced sporadically and unevenly* This applies to minimum wages

as well as to income and oter taxes, some of which affect the

assembly industry. Even the wage levels declared by the firm

managers implied that the 7th rest day, required by a strict

interpretation of the law, was not paid. This means that a

substantial numoer of workers receive less than the minimum, not

necessarily because of a nead-on violation of tne law, but because

the piece rate is set so that the norm is iniiu. If the norm is

the average, at least halt of tne workers would earn less than the

minimum. Even an employers' association, Association des

Industries V°aiti (ADIR), recently recommended that the minimum

wage should be considered a floor rather than a ceiling. aja/ If

the piecework earnings of a worker fall below the norm, he or she

shouli not be paid less than the minimum. 34/

3ureaucratic rigidities seem to prevent a better coordination

6ithin the public sector itself and result in lost tax revenues.

For new industrial firms the law provides for a five-year complete

incove tax exemption and an additonal five years of reduced taxes.

About one quarter of the firms Interviewed in the survey had
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changed their names and by so doing have, in effect, rol]ed over

their tax exemption period. All in all, according to the survey

well over half of the enterprises are evading taxes. 312/ This-loss

of revenues is costly since It does not result in job creation and

amounts to a disguised subsidy to capital. A tax holiday to

attract foreign companies may be too high a price to pay for a low

tax country like Haiti. It is dubious whetner income tax exemption

plays a role in the locational decision of a U.S. firm, given the

existence of the foreign tix credit. At any rate, a tightening up

of tne income tax aiministration should be high on the policy list.

The other fiscal incentive for assembly operations is the

system which permits a firi that received a franzhise to import

inputs duty free. Xhis system lends itself to abuse. Aside from

the possibility of bribery, it encourages siuggling since there is

little, except its conscience, to prevent a Lranchised firm from

importing for resale consumer goods not used in the firm's

production. It aouli be wise to abolish the franchise system and

suostitute an automatic duty free importation of machinery,

equipment, and intermediate goods, such as raw vaterials and

components for assembly plants. In this connection it might be

useful for the government to consider the establishment of a free

zone, which ordinarily would have no place in a relatively open

economy such as Haiti's. Bureaucratically, a free zone might be

efficient because imports could be gotten through customs much

faster, since, by definition, they would not be subject to the

usual entry procedures.
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In the past, the government appears not to have ranoked

economic development, and industry in particular, very high on Its

scale of priorities. Recently, industrial prouotion has received

more attention. 3/ The revamping of the tax structure, as

suggested, is an important step towards helping economic expansion.

ihile income taxes must form the primary basis for public revenues,

import tariffs can become a significant policy tool for

development.

.aiti has been rather unique among developing countries in

respect to the scant use of tariffs for industrial promotion. the

real level of protection has Jeclined over time, not because of

deliberate government policy to liberalize trade, but because the

country relies on specific rather than AdKAI&D.L tariffs. In an

inflationary situation it means that import duties will represent a

diminishing proportion of total import value.

if this erosion of protection is combined with a creeping

overvaluation of the currency, as domestic inflation exceeds

external price rises, incentives for domestic production will be

weakened. Therefore, the trend is to substitute imports for

domestic materials. This tendency is exacerbated by public

policies that have an unintended disincentive effect for the

production of such items as cotton and wood. Add to this strctural

rigidities introduced by such factors as the land use and tenure

patterns, and the inelasticity of domestic supply becomes one of

the lost serious probleus for the country's economic development.
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The reversal of this trend does not call for all out import

substitution such as was practiced in many Latin American countries

during the 1950s and 19os. This indeed would be a disastrous

policy for a country like Aaiti. But it is aliost as absurd for

some existing import suostituting industries to have increased the

import content of their material inputs to close to 133 per cent.

,ita rational policies Haiti could supply -ore inputs to its

industries.

Such policies might include carefully designed protection (for

a limited period of time) to foster the production of items in

which the country had already demonstrated efficient production or

uhicn it could clearly develop. Automatic drawback of tariff

duties would provide incentives for assembly and other export

industrie3. The elimination of currency overvaluation as weli as

the rationalization of pricing and other policies should also be

essential ingredients in a program to ease supply constraints.

Such a program would be a necessary prerequisite for raising

the domestic materials content in assembly industries. In order to

encouraqe the trend, Haitian firms that would supply assembly

plants should be made eligible for the fiscal incentives as export

industries. On the demand side, there should also be incentives

for subcontractors to increase their purchases from local producers

(for example, tax credits for the amounts of materials bought

domestically).

,I1
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U.S. companies could make a contribution toward thrgreater

integration of the asseably export industries with the daitian

Jomestic economy by proviJing technical assistance to potentiaf

3aitian supplier firms. The assistance should focus on helping the

Haitian producer meet tae requirements of the assembly plants and

their U.S. principals in respect to specifications and quality

standards, planning of production and ielivery schedules, and cost

saving methods. This transfer of technology is tound to spill over

into the rest of the 4aitian economy.

Forward linkages are also important for strengthening the

integration of suicontracting activities into the economy. Thus

assembly plants should be permitted to sell part of their output on

the local market after payment of corrresponding duties (or a

proportion thereof). 341/ As already noted, there may not be a

ready market for many of the products of the subcontracting

inaustry in the short run. There has to be continued economic

growta before Haitian incomes rise to levels where there would be

an effective demand for the final consumer goods as well as for the

subassemblies anJ intermediate goods put out by assembly plants.

Nevertheless, the authorization to sell some assembly output

in 'faiti should be a stimulus for the emergence of local industries

that would benefit from using the subassemblies (presumably cheaper

than imports) as inputs for their domestic production. For the

subcontracting firm the authorization would help to smooth out

fluctuations. dhen external demand slackens, production levels

need not drop because iore output could be sold at home. The

opening up of tne domestic market Is particularly important for
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Haiti's assembly plants which were operating at an averre of only

three quarters of capacity at the time of the survey. 115/

Another element in national integration is decentralizatidn of

industry. As was noted, as of 1980 all of Haiti's assembly plants

were located in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area. 3nly

recently have attempts been made to install additional industrial

parks elsewhere in tne country. Feasibility studies are now

proceeding for a park in Cap-Haitien in the Aorth, the country's

second largest city, and for one in Les Cayes in the

South-West. Ji / These actions may have to be supplemented by a

systam of variable minimuu wages differentiated accorjing to

region. In parts of the country where living costs are lower than

in Port-au-Princet but where the pool of unJerexloyed persons is

very large, minimum wages should be lower than in the capital in

order to help absorb the labor force in tUe area.

Assembly production has been the most buoyant sector of the

Haitian economy for the past decade. Indication are that the

dynamism will continue. rhe vast majority of the firms interviewed

(U4 percent) expected a further growth of subcontracting activities

and said that they planned to expand their own operations. aaii As

of this writing the optimis-i of the managers has been borne out by

the facts: value added generated in assembly production in Haiti

in 1980 was nearly one quarter higher than in the previous year

(Table IV-i) and a substantial increase can be expected in

1991. ld/
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There are comparatively few obstacles in the way of'furthering

expansion. The "abundant supply of cheap, unskilled but dexterous

manpower" a12/ Is unlikely to disappear for a long time to come;

Yiven the availability of foreign aid and low capital-output ratios

in assembly production, capital does not appear to constitute a

binding constraint, at least at this stage of Haiti's economic

development. Indeed, the only factor of production tnat might be

in tigat supply is managerial and technical personnel. However, as

was Jemonstrated by the assembly industry in the past, there is an

available pool of trained 4aitians abroad wno will return to tne

country given suitable tinancial incentives.

The 4aitian subcontracting relationshi? need not he confined

to tae Jnitel States. Tna country is in a favorable position to

serve as an "export platform" for Japan and European countries.

Products assembled for those countries could be exported to tfe

nearby U.S. market. Japan has been using far agay South East Asian

developing countries for this purpose. Because 4aiti's wages are

still competitive with the far East and other things being equal

except transportation costs, 4aiti would make a lower cost export

Platformi for shipping certain products to tne United States, under

,he assumption that transporting components is cheaper than

transporting assembled products.

rhe main economic thrust, however, will continue to depend on

the relationship with the United States. However, compared to most

otner countries in Latin America, Haiti is still not well known in

the J.S. business community. Many U.S. companies still hesitate to

establish offshore assembly arrangements there. Insofar as this is
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Jue to the perception of an unfavorable bureaucratic ciliate, the

impression can be improved by making the public sector more

efficient and focusing its policies more on Jevelopment as

recommended here.

This should not be taken to mean that the U.S.-Haitian

assembly relationship is highly tenuous. To the contrary, the

evidence points to fairly dell-entrenched existing business

arrangements. The activity can only grow as alditional

i-S. companies become involved. Despite rising minimum wages,

11aitian labor costs still are by far the lodest in the 4emisphere

and among the lowest in the world. The Jay when Haitian labor

would be priced out of the market is so far into the future as to

be beyond any reasonable ?DolIcy making horizon. Il/

Expansion of U.S.-Haitian assembly operations may be in the

interest of both countries. For Haiti, the sector aas become a key

ingredient not only for its industrialization, but also for the

country's overall econouic development. For the United States,

offsnore assembly in haiti is not only a profitable business

activity, but also significant from a foreign policy viewpoint.

First of all, haitif as one of the uorlles poorest countries

situated in a highly volatile region close to the shores of the

United States, needs economic development desperately. Foreign aid

alone is not enough. U.S. official assistance could be crucial In

helping to expand the country's infrastructure, raise agricultural

productivity, ani improve public administration in order to

increase Haiti's absorptive capacity. Given that, any kind of

productive investment, including assembly plants, will become more
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efficient and yield nigher returns.

in the meantime, fostering the growth of U.S. offshore

asseibly activities in Haiti will promote econovic progress there.

Most of the effort, of course, must be private, such as the

provision of technical assistance to enterprises and the training

of technicians. But puolic encouragement and in:entives, however

small, are important.

Another policy objective of the United States is to reduce the

inflow of haitian illegal migrants. JnliAe in Nexico, migrants and

worKers in Aaiti's assembly industries seem to :oae from the size

population groups. A rapid expansion in suocontracting activities

in aiti is bound to absorb some of the persons aho would otherwise

arrive clan-Jestinely in the United States.

A j.S. policy to promote offshore assembly for U.S. companies

is certain to be conflictive. There will be the perception of, (a)

narmful effects for U.S. labor from the exporting of assembly jobs,

and, (b) exploitation of Haitian labor. The latter can be

addressed sore easily than the former. ALtnough the question of

exploitation could be raised in 4exico, even there it is not

possible to answer in the affirmative, as discussed in the previous

chapter. In the case of poverty stricken Haiti, it is clear that

the available alternatives to employment in assembly activities are

generally such less desirable.

In regard to the possible harm to U.S. labor, the issue Is

examined elsewhere in this volume. Let it be noted here that

unless it is demonstrated that specific U.S. workers are f32l

affected by offshore asseibly, U.S. adjustment assistance should be
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provided to them. The costs will be small relative to the

benefits.

It would be wise to take precautions lest te greater

itivolvement of U.S. companies in assembly production in Haiti does

not result in J.S. subsidiaries taking over all of these activities

in the country. rhis would be in conflict with the objective to

promote Haitian entrepreneurship. As was pointed out, Haiti is

unusual in the region in that about two thirds of the assembly

firms are H!aitian owned (either wholly or throujh majority

control). There probably has been a declining trend as Haitian

fir.as have been bought u? by U.S. companies. It is in no country's

interest to stifle the incipient, but dynamic, Haitian

entrepreneurship in modern tanufacturing activities. This does not

imply that no new U.S. subsidiarias should oe established in the

future, but care should be taken that they do not overwhelm 4aitios

private sector. It means that U.S. companies should continue and

expand their reliance on subcontracting with Haitian firms rather

than always insist on their own direct assembly production in

iaiti.

Aside from the aid giving function, the most fundamental

U.S. policy move would be to remove remaining quotas on textile

imports from Haiti. Such restrictions point up a lack of coherence

in J.5. economic cooperation policies. "Ahile flexible norms are

applied in furnishing financial resources, restrictive measures are

imposed on trade which do not take account of their effects on the

economies of the countries it is aimed to help". J,/
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The future of assembly operations in Haiti looks bright. A

significant expansion of these activities dill undoubtedly

accelerate the country's economic development. Jltimately,

however, the future will depend on the improveaent in public

administration and the political environment.
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During the first nall of the 1970s Coloibia promiseA to

rapidly become a major country for offshore assembly of materials

from the Unitei States. In only four years, frou 1973 to 1974,

United States reimports from Colombia under tariff item 807.00

increased sixty fold. rheir dutidble value, whi:h approximately

reflects tiae value added in Colombia, iultibliel about 25 times

during that period (Table V-1).

The growth stopped in 1975 and after a severe decline in 1976,

Colombian assembly operations have fluctuated without regaining

their early momentum. It is the purpose of this chapter to explore

tne reason for tais Loss in dynamism and for the small size of the

sector, as well as to uncover implications that are applicable from

the Colotbian case for offshore production in general.

Colombia is in the middle of Latin America in income level as

well as geography. Because of its size (with a population of 27.3

million in mi-1981 it shares third place in Latin America with

Argentina) Colombia's industrialization potential is suostantial.

Through import substitution since Vorld War II it mas iade progress

Tnis chapter benefitted from a study entitled "Colombia: A Typical
Non-Assembly Country" prepared by Juan Jose Echavarria for this
project. It provides background material as dell as sone research
findings unlerlying this chapter. The Echavarria study was also
presented to the second "Seminar on North-South Complementary
Intra-Industry Trade", sponsored by the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development and the Brookings Institution, and neld under the
auspices of El colegio do Mexico in mexico City, August 18-22, 1980.
This study will be referred to as Echavarria (1980).
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Table V-1. Colombia: U.S. Imports from Colombia Under U.S. Tariff Items( 807.00, Dutiable, an# Duty-Free, and Major Products,
as Percent of Total-_'

1969 - 1981

U.S. 807.00 Imports from Colombia

Values Dutiable Textiles Toys. & Dolls
Total Dutiable Duty-free as Percent as Percent as Percent

Year (millions of dollars) of Total of Total of Total

1969 .4 .1 .2 34 99.7
1970 .3 .2 .1 69 94.5
1971 .7 .5 .2 68 94.7
1972 1.5 .8 .7 52 99.2
1973 6.7 2.2 4.5 33 99.2
1974 18.7 5.6 13.1 30 98.9 .1
1975 20.4 6.0 14.4 30 99.8
1976 14.3 5.1 9.2 36 98.4 .8
1977 14.6 5.5 9.0 38 96.0 3.7
1978 21.5 8.2 13.3 38 95.6 4.2
1979 25.2 9.6 15.5 38 95.2 4.8
1980 19.9 7.8 12.1 39 NA NA
1981 Jan. 9.6 3.9 5.7 41 92.4 7.6

May

a. U.S. 806.30 imports from Colombia are zero or less than $50,000

NA - Not available

Sources: Printouts of special magnetic tapes prepared by U.S.I.T.C.; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, U.S. Imports for Consumption and General Inports 1979,

FT 246 Annual 1979, 1980.
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in that direction. Its manufacturing sector contributerabout 22

percent of its GOP (1983), and its industrial production is now the

fifth largest in Latin America (after Brazil, Nexico, Argentina and

Venezuela). U2/

As in most of Latin America's import substituting economies,

exporting of manufactures came late. Before the mid-1960s it was

almost trivial and gained momentum only late in the decade. At

that time textiles, particularly clothing, oecaie e3tabolished as

the most important prolJuct group in manufactured exports. They

alone account for about 4) percent of the foreign exchange earned

by manutacturing industry which by 1979-80 averaged well over half

a billion dollars annually. (Taole V-2)

:tevertheless, the contribution of the sector to Colombia's

balance of payments is sinor, boing completely overwhelmed by

cotte exports. Coffee still earns 3-4 times as much as industrial

exports, proviling about two thirds of Coloibian foreign exchange.

Industry brought in an average of less than 18 percent during

1978-1980 and textiles only 7 percent.
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The most important aspect of offshore assemDly in Colombia is

thdt it Is small in relation to the country's economy* Rough

calculations show that value added in assembly operations are not

much more than one half of one percent of value added in all of

manufacturing and perhaps 2 percent in textiles. The :ontribution

of assembly exports to Colombia's balance of payments is somewhat

higher. Assembly exports to the United States under tariff items

807.Dn constituted between 4 and 23 percent of total textile

exports to the world between 1915 and 199. 1

jnly in the exports of specific product groups to the United
States is assembly output of major importance. Almost two-thirds

of all U.S. textile Imports from Colombia case in under 807.03 in

1976 (Table V-3).

In women's blouses and men's shirtst assembly exports

accounted for over 97 percent of total exports to the United

3tates. In other men's and women's apparel it das well over 80

percent in 1978 (table V-5)0

defore the early lO70s there were almost no offshore assembly

activities in Colombia.

kith the exception of some insignificant electronic and other

assemblies in, the early lW7Ost almost all offshore assembly on

behalf of U.S. firms has been In the apparel industry. Asseably

exports to the United States are about equally divided between

women's and men's clothing (Table V-5) . nlike the Philippines,
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'4exico, Haiti, and other countries in Latin America, Coftmbia

assembles almost no brassieres and other body-supporting garmentso

usudily the principal textile items elsewhere. The clothes are

nearly always designed and the fabric manufactured and cut in the

United States, and shipped to Colombia together dith buttons and

zippers to De sedn and assembled for reshipment to the United

states.

In the mid-1970s another product group appeared in the

country's assembly operations for IJ.S. firms. Toys and dolls have

gained in importance but were still under 8 percent of the total

U.S. 807.0 imports during the first five montns of 1981. Tne

Colombian value added in this category is less relative to the

value of U.S. components than in textiles (Table V-5). Textiles

jenerate more thin 95 percent of assembly wages in Colombia. a55/

It should be reiterated that not all assexaly activities can

be aetected tarougn U.S. 837.3D statistics. A notable exception

in Colombia are "pop-up" toy books for children. These are

asseabled from paper and cardboard from the United States. dith

the printing, dye cutting and hand-assembly done in Colombia, the

United States imported one million dollars' wortn in 1979. This

appears to be a clear offshore assembly operation, yet it does not

seem to qualify under tariff item 807.9 because the J.S.

components are cut and processed before the manual assembly. UA

In 1379, the qualifying U.S. 807.00 imports of toys and dolls were

not much more, $1.2 million, than the "pop-up" books which are in

the same general category. ]2/ The pop-up books are expected to

generate $7 million dollars in overseas sales for Colobia in
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;9F1 351/ which would be consideraoly more than the U.Sr- 807.00

imports in the general toys category.

Colombia has tried to prolote exports for tiny years. An

incentive system, called Plan Vallejo, was started in 1959 and

strengthened in 1967 when also a subsidy system das introduced.

The Vallejo plan essentially proviles for duty free imports of

inputs for production to be exported. One aspect of the plan is

ge3red to assembly operations and thus constitutes the counterpart

to the U.S. 807.00 tariff item. 1/ It means that assembly is

ione "in-bond" so th3t the product must be exported and cannot be
/"

soil on the domestic market.

There appear to be serious problems in the application of the

Vallejo system. They range from bureaucratic delays to the

requirement that before a fabric that is produced in Colombia can

be imported duty free, a letter of approval has to be obtained from

the rele% nt textile firm. Tna~e administrative difficulties have

greatly reduced the value of the export incentive system for both

regular and assembly exports of textiies. Given the saort season

in clothing, a delay of only a few weeks in obtaining the Plan

Vallejo approval can be disastrous. Forawetz (1980) shows how

Colombia's advantage in Jistance over the Far East can thereby be

nullLfied.

Anotner part of the export incentive system is the

establishment of free trade zones in the country. a1 In an effort

to help decentralize in3ustry, Colombia's six free trade zones were

t S
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established outsile of Rojota and Medellin, where much of the

country's industries have concentrated. mith the possible

exception of the one In Call, a city which already had a relatively

hign concentration of industry, the free trade zones did not

stimulate iuch industrial activity. A large part of their

operations have focused on warehousing rather than manufacturing.

Thus neither the free trade zones nor the Vallejo Plan provided

significant incentives for offshore assembly production.

j.S. subsidiaries engaged in offshore asseibly are relatively

rare in Colombia. In the two samples of clothing exporters, one

taken by horawetz (1983) containing 33 enterprises, the other by

.chavarria (1980) containing 18 companies, only one firm was owned

by tne foreign buyer (in the Morawetz sample). In the basis of

government records, Echavarria uncovered a total of 58 firms in the

clothing sector directly involved in offsnore assembly activities

for U.S. companies. Another twoo producing toys and dolls, were

also engaged in 807.00 t1pe operations. An additional 27 firms in

electronics, sewing macnines, office machines, motors, appliances

and other lines did assembly work for the domestic market, mostly

using CKDs (complete knockdown products). Few of the assembled

CKbs are exported and none come back to the United States under

807.01 (or 806.33).

*nile a large share of the assembly firms producing for the

local market are foreign majority owned subsidiaries, it appears

that over 90 percent ot the firms doing offshore assembly for U.S.

sa
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companies are locally owned. Theirs is an arms-length Mlationship

with J.S. companies with whom they are subcontracting.

4ost of the clothing assemblers, as well as the two toy

asseioly firms, are relatively large companies, With a few

exceptions, edcn employs more than 230 workers and produces over

one aillion dollars worta of output annually. 32/ They are located

in seven towns across the country. The largest concentration of

firms is in Baraivquilla on the Caribbean coast in the lorth (16

compdnies), followed by Pereira in the middle of the country (12

firms), Cali (11), 4edell~in (9) and Bolota, the capital (8).

?ereira has more large firms than the others.

All but two of the eighteen firms interviedad by Echavarria in

f( the five major towns delicate a major share of their production to

the domastic market. The two exceptions (one in Pereira and one In

3aranquilla), assemble exclusively for tne J.S. market. Other

firms created solely for the purpose of doing subcontracting

assemoly for U.S. companies are now also producing for the local

market. karely will a firm export more than half of its output.

Almost all enterprises work to U.S. specifications when doing

assembly and receive technical assistance from tne U.S. principal.

Only rarely do the U.S. firms supply machinery and equipment for

fte assembly operations which they often do in laiti, e4exico and

elsewhere. Also contrary to the daitian case is the finding that

almost invariably it is the U.S, firm that initiated the Colombian

contract. Echavarria discovered only one case among the eighteen

akt
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in the sample wrkere the Colombian firm took the initiatl"e, Ua/

Xany Colombian fires are used to do subcontracting work.

According to #orawetz, medium and large Colombian companies often

farm out nart of their production to smaller firms, particularly

when they experiment with new product lines and are not yet ready

to increase capacity. "Subcontracting was usually lone on a 817

assemoly type basis, with the parent firm cutting the fabric and

supyling all inputs." J/ A further step is for Colombian firms

who have assembly contracts with U.S. principals to subcontract

other Colowbi3n firms to do part of tnelr contract. Apparently

this is not unusual and is how many firms entered into direct

arrangements with U.S. enterprises. ati

On both sides of the assembly relationship there is a

spreading of risks. The U.S. company often will contract with

more than one Zolombian firm, usually one large long term contract

with the principal partner and one or more smaller short term ones

with other Colombian firms. This is in addition to the

subcontractin.j of assembly work among Colombian companies mentioned

above. On the other side, Colombian enterprises engaged in

assembly operations average two foreign principals per firm

according to the £chavarria sample. anf/

A glance at Table V-I will recall the unusual behivior of

Colombian assembly activities: a dramatic upsurge to 1974 and then

great instability (monthly data would show even wider and more

erratic fluctuations). Is subcontracting inherently unstable and
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therefore the fluctuations are introduced from outside L'blombia?

Is this particularly true for assembly of clothing, a highly

volatile sector because of the changes in fashions?

The U.S. bLsiness cycle does not seem to have any effect on

offshore asseubly in Colombia. The 1974-75 U.S. recession did not

result in a drop in assembly demand; e.S. imports from Colombia
I

under S37.P increased oy almost 10 percent between 1974 and 197E.

Jfowever, when total clothing exports are considered an almost 45

percent drop occurred between these two years. II/ Yet it would

also not oe correct to attribute this Jecrease in regular exports

entirely to the U.S. recession. The United States accounted only

for 33 percent of :olomaia's apparel exports in 1974; in other

years it is even a much smaller proportion. a/ There were other

reasons for this decline as will be pointed out below. The

important fact to note mere is that assembly fluctuations appear

not to be negatively affected by the fluctuations in U.S. economic

activity. they do tend to compensate however, fluctuations in

export as well as domestic demand, as will be explained later. IAI/

In the Echavarria survey, two thirds of the Colombian firms

had experienced cancellations of their assembly contracts. Almost

half of the cancellations originated with tne Colombian firm. The

reasons 7iven were (1) a preference to work exclusively for the

domestic market) (2) the reiuirements of assembly production are

too demanding) and (3) shifting to another principal who offered a

better subcontracting relationship. In the cases where the

principal cancelled, it was always because the Colombian firm could

not mieet the contract specifications (according to their own

• i I III i i I il -- I I I II inn i " , , --
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testimony). Usually the U.S. company then transferredthe

contract to another Coloibian enterprise. UI

It Is obvious that cancellations are nrt the whole story that

coull explain the decline and fluctuation in Colombian offshore

assenbly production since 1975. Part of the story can be based on

the analysis by Aorawetz who studied all clothin7 exports in

Colombia in order to explain their dramatic fall after 1974. 21/

lie found that between 1)67f when the export subsidy system was

instituted, an] about 1971-1972, the profitability of exporting

clothing abroad relative to selling at home rose steadily. dith

some delay this resulteJ in a sizeable growtn of Zolombian clothing

sales abroad. Starting with 1973, however, the relative export

protitability declined. Ag3in it took the firms some time before

ttey reco3nized a definite change in the situation and exports

continued to rise reaching a peak in 1974 before they fell

precipitously.

.orawetz attributes the relative profitability change to the

following factors: (a) a rise in tne protection of dovestic

production; in large measure this was due to increased bureaucratic

problems which hampered the efficient functioning of the export

incentive system; (also competition das reduced because of

increased market segmentation and the well Known political power of

large textile firms); (b) the pace of devaluation of the exchange

rate was slower than warranted by the relative rates of inflation

of Colombia and the United States) and (c) the low productivity of

labor.
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The main consequences were that the prices of domeslic fabrics

increased to 75 percent above world prices and that despite low

wages, labor costs in Colombia surpass those of Hong Kong, Koria,

an6 Taiwan. 322/ Thus exporting garments has become difficult for

Colombian producers even if they succeed in doing so with lower

priced imported fabrics. If one adds to that the requirements that

export products must meet high standards of quality,

specifications, and delivery schedules, then it becomes clear that

selling on the domestic market is much more profitable as well as

cOmLortaole.

Some of these conclusions apply also to assembly production

for exports. However, assembly exports are sheltered from some of

the problems mentioned. Almost by definition assembly production

of garsents is done with imported materials and dill therefore be

more profitable than regular exporting baseJ on 3igh priced

domestic fabrics. Labor productivity can be improved through

technical assistance provided by the principal. devertheless as

long as domestic production is protected through import licenses,

tariffs and administrative restraints on imorts and competition,

selling at home will generally be preferreJ over assemoly

activities for the U.S. market.

In the Echavarria survey none of the firms interviewed claimed

that their assembly activities are more profitable than producing

for the domestic market. To the contrary, a 20-30 percent profit

differential was claimed in favor of the hove varket. 33/4(
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4hy, then, do Colombian firms engage in offshore production

for the U.S. market? There appear to be two principal

motivations. First, given the fact that the relevant firms do.

their primary business 2rolucing for the hose varket, they will use

international assembly contracts as a marginal activity to till

gaps in production whenever other export business and/or domestic

lemand iecline 12A/ so tnat plant capacity will be utilizeJ as

fully as possible. Since a firm's domestic production will

fluctuate because both domestic demand and its supply conditions

are unstable, assembly production will tend to vary inversely.

During d downturn of regular export and domestic demand, for

example, tie firm will want to avoid having to lay off workers

because of the high cost of severance pay.

Assembly ex?ort production is a welcome manner tarough which

to keep the worK force, plant and equipment fully employed. In

view of the fact that mo st Colombian clothing vanufacturers operate

at relatively high levels of capacity utilization, assembly output

can be increased only at the expense of production for the home

market (or regulur exports). Echavarria slows tftat a firm's total

production is consideraoly more stable than its components of

domestic and export production. . /

rhe other major motivation that Colombian firms have in doing

subcontract assembly work for U.S. companies is based on

non-pecuniary considerations. First, the firms believe that they

receive technology from their U.S. principals. According to the

ichavarria survey, the subcontracting relationship involves a

continuous flow of transfer of technology. Technicians and
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managers from the U.S. coipany regularly visit the subcontracting

Colomoian firm and often key persons from the Colombian assembly

enterprise will spend sone time at the U.S. plant in training

rhe technology oitained is not only relevant to tne particular

assembly operation but has implications for other production

activities of the firm. Knowledge about production methods,

including material handling and general cost reduction procedures

has oroader applicability than just for a specific, narrowly

eefined operation. Learning about quality control in both its

technical and managerial a3pects was also prominently mentioned in

the responses-to the questionnaires in the enter~rise survey. 12f/

Also important is the fact that the assembly relationship gives the

Colombian clothing manufacturer early access to information about

style changes and new trends in fashions.

Thus firms that have any ambition to improve their export

capabilities might be willing to sacrifice a part of their profits

by substituting assembly work for some domestic production in order

to learn from their U.S. customers about cutting costs, improving

quality, 3tyling, and upgrading the skills of tmeir iaoor force.

3bviously, if the degree of competition at home were higher, not

bnly those who hAve export potential or wish to expand their

txportse but all companies would be interested in producing more

efficiently and with higher quality, and could therefore benefit

Irom engaging in export assemoly work.

To sum up: export assembly operations started in Colombia

during a period when conditions for exporting apeared favorable

relative to producing for the hom. market. Assembly grew rapidly
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(
until capacity became fully utilized. In the %eantime LSport

conditions deteriorated and selling at home became f3r more

lucrative and convenient. Assembly production for foreign firms

continued, however, primarily to utilize excess capacity, but also

to t3ke advantage of technical assistance, and tius learning of

cost cutting possibilities, quality control and changes in the

world of fashions. As fill-in work, asseably production became an

unstable activity during tne mid-1970s, fluctuating according to

tMe rejuireaents of Colomoian firms.

The U.S. companies could not be expected to acce~t these

unstable conditions which resulted in a lacK of reliability of

assembly output from Colombia. As can be seen from Table V-4, U.S.

8C.j, imports of textiles snifted strongly in favor of other Latin

American countries after 1976. Almost all textile exporters In the

region oenefitted. Textile assembly exports in the Dominican

Repulic and Costa kica almost doubled and rose oy about 40 percent

in Raiti and El Salvador between 1975 ani 1976. Growth of textile

asseibly production continued In these countries as well as in

Mexico, which accounted for more than half of all U.S. 807.00

textile imports before 1976 and still about 40 percent in recent

years. Between 1975 and 1979 Colombia's share of all U.S. 807.00

textile imports dropped from 9 to 5 percent, while the share of the

Dominican Republic more than doubled and tne importance of other

countries increased as well. Thus all Latin American countries

exce?t Colombia have shared in the continued growth of U.S.
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offshore assembly operations in textiles. "

J.S. companies have not discontinued doing %ssembly business

with Colombian firms despite the vagaries of long term commitments.

Working wita Colombian partners may still be attractive because

they are usually larger companies that have long experience in

apparel manufacture and have low wage scales. Nevertheless, once a

U.S. manutacturer recognizes that for most Colosbian companies

assembly work is a xarinail activity, it dill probably shy away

from entering into long term contracts except in the few cases

where a relationship of long term trust has developed. With most

otaers short ter% subcontracting will be tae norm.

It is, therefore, probable that a relationship of mutual

convenience has developed In offshore assembly activities between

Colovoia and the United States. Just as Colombian firms tend to

use export assembly operations as a cushion in order to keep their

labor force, plant and equipment fully utilized, so tae J.S.

manufacturer will be apt to use short term subcontracts with

Coloibian enterprises as a way to take care of the short term

fluctuations in his assembly needs.

After a dramatic expansion during the first half of the 1970s,

offshore assembly In Colombia apparently has become an unstable

activity. Although its foreign exchange earnings are significant,

the average level is still too low to be of importance for the

country's balance of payments. Given the current behavior of

Colombia's assembly operators, that sector's ability to absorb
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unemployment must also be 4uestioned. For as long as afisembly and

domestic production are considered substitutes in a zero sun

situation, employment in one can expand only at the expense of-the

othier.

It is in this last sense that assembly activities can be

viewed as uaking a valuable contribution: they provile the needed

flexibility for Colomoian clothing marnufactureres to maintain their

production on an even keel. When there is a downturn in domestic

projuction, workers need not be fired - a very expensive

eventuality in Colombia where high severance pay is mandatory - and

machinery and equipment need not become idle. Ironically,

therefore, offshore assembly, far from introducing instability, a

charle frequently vade in other countries, is a stabilizing element

for Colombian apparel manufacturers.

an the other side, this situation has introluced instability

for U.S. clothing manufacturers who nave found it difficult to

make long-term plans for their assembly needs in Colombia. Uost of

the expansion in the asseably business has therefore gone to other

Latin American countries in the Caribbean basin.

The inclination, therefore, is to leave things where they are.

From the Colombian viewpoint# assembly activities, although

marginal within the context of the whole economy, have been of net

benefit. from thetU.S. 2anufacturers' point of view, they see. to

have made a satisfactory adjustment. Vet policy changes are under

way in the Colombian economy that have nothing to do with assembly

operations but which surely will change the environment within

which they have been carried on until now.
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Jne expectation is that, because of past po~ulatiod'growthp

limitations in infrastructure and physical plant, urban

unemployment will become a serious problem in Colombia during fhe

1930s. 12/ If this is so, a relative expansion of assembly

production for foreign enterprises might oe an inexpensive way to

create employment. However, few Colombian economists would

recommend policies to create extraordinary economic incentives for

Coloibian firms to engage in assembly operation on a greatly

enlarged scale. Civen the scarcity of capital, the tendency is to

promote "regular" exports which contain a high proportion of

national value added compared to assembly exports.

An argument in favor of assembly promotion will therefore be

burdened to shod that employment creation as well as other social

returns per unit of investment are nigher t4an elsewhere. for long

run planning purposes, Colombian policy would prabably emphasize

assesoly sectors which proiise the highest technology transfer and

developmental impact -- i.e. sophisticated electronics# rather than

textiles.

Nevertheless, assembly production will benefit from the

policies that have been under discussion recently to attack the

broader problems that have afflicted the Colombian economy.

Several recent studies riave shown that the Colombian trade regime,

administrative and infrastructure problems have biased production

away from exports towards the domestic market. 322/ During most of

the l7Os a relatively nigh degree of protectionism prevailed which

together with tne exchange rate regime and administrative obstacles

made exporting relatively unrewarding. The slowing down of
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investment during tne latter part of the Jecade appearer'to have

contributed to the decline in international competitiveness of

Colombian export industries.

oifile this is not the place to analyze the Colomoian economy,

a few of the factors should be mentioned that help explain the

difficulties in instituting economically optimal policies wnich

also could raise assembly exports and their benefits. Leaving

aside the usual political obstacles in the day of liberalizing an

economy, such as tae powerful political influence of economically

important interest qroups, there are other elements that appear

more specific to Colombia. One is the effort of the government to

control wnat one study called "the other economy", the degree of

smugglinq or illegal exports. 122/

First, because of the reversal of the usual black market

situtationr (see the appended Statistical Note), the government

might find it difficult to devalue the peso faster In order to

accord to the more rapid pace of the Colombian Inflation relative

to U.S. price rises. Second, the increase in oureaucratic

obstacles may be due in part to government efforts to make

smuggling more difficult. Streamlining bureaucracy might mean,

therefore, relaxing restraints on corruption and illegal

transactions. 32/

jome of the economic distortions caused by protection might

have been aggravated by the low levels of investsent in

manufacturing. in part this may be due to the government's

lecision to give inflation fighting high priority. Monetary and

credit restrictions cosoined with a rate of exchange policy which
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tacilitates certain imports and, incidentally. discouraqTs exports,

have had a restraining Impact on investment during the late 197Ds.

Anoter dampening effect could be the deterioration of physicar

iniraatructure such as roads and energy development, as the

government has held bacc on public expenditures 3s another

anti-inflation measure. 32/ Recently, the Colombian government has

eased up on some of these restraints and a reversal of the

situation may be in signto

5ut suppose all the "right" policies are put into place, --

trade liberalization, faster exchange rate devaluation,

administrative reforms, measures to improve the infrastructure,

incentives to foster investment, etc. -- how dould that help

assembly activities? If everything worked well, it would mean that

internal price distortions would be eliminated and exports would be

encouraged. In the clothing industry, for example, it would result

in oomestic fabric prices being close to world prices. Under those

circumstances, why not ex~ort clothing entirely made in Colomoia?

As it stands now, with domestic fabric prices averaging 75

Percent above eorld prices (according to Morawetz C1931]), it makes

sense to export products made with imported fabrics. Given the low

l'boL productivity found by Morawetz, It may even be better sense

tp do only assembly work with the imported cloth cut abroad and

with foreign zippers, buttons and other components, and according

A foreign specifications.

A look at Table V-3 makes it clear that countries that have

low trade restrictions and where the domestic fabric costs are

similar to world prices, export almost no assembled textile
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products. Yet tnese are the countries that accounted fo? the

largest U.S. imports of apparel in 1978) less than one percent of

these imports from the Far East came in unJer 837.30. On the cther

hand, almost two thirds of U.S. imports from Colombia entered

under 8)7.00. From Mexico, another high protection country, the

807 proportion wis 87 percent.

While offshore assembly in clothing does not make such sense

in thie Low traie barrier countries of dong Kong, raiwan, Korea and

Singapore, aoes it mean that this is also true in other products?

:Aot so, as can be seen from Tables IIA-2 and IIA-3. These

countries excel in electronics and other assemblies of products in

ahose total production they cannot yet compete successfully on the

international market.

The same could apply to Colombia. Reducing trade barriers

does not automatically result in the possibility to compete world

wide in every product. Although international competition in

clothing might be possible for Colombia once protection Is lowered

and the other measures Jiscussed. above are taken, it will probably

not be true in many other goods. These could be candidates for

offshore assembly in Colombia provided that the country wanted to

use assembly production to contribute to foreign exchange earnings

and to employment creation. As noted on several occasions, the low

capital-labor ratios make assembly generally a less expensive

absorber of labor force than other manufacturing activities.

because of past protection, production methods became

inefficient and they probably'cannot change quickly even after

traae liberalization. Aorawetz showed that not only were fabric
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prices lower but labor productivity was 33-50 percent higher in

East Asia compared to Colombia. He also found, however, that

technical assistance froi U.S. manufacturers could double labor

productivity in Colombia. Therefore technical assistance and

training must be an integral part of the expansion of export

activities, including assembly operations. rhe usually close

relationship between the U.S. company and the subcontracting

Colombian firm maKe a transfer of technology particularly practical

in ofishore assembly production*

It must be remembered that it is not only the profit

differentials between the domestic and export market that have kept

Colomoian firms from exporting but also the requirements of meeting

strict specifications, quality standards and delivery schedules.

It is in those areas where technical assistance is especially

needed. If these problems can be overcome, cost reductions will

naturally result, making Colombian prices more attractive for

foreign firms and exporting more attractive for Colombian firms.

One way of accelerating offshore assembly production would be'

tnrough foreign investment. U.$. companies would establish

subsidiaries in Colombia to do the assembly operations for the

parent firm. Compared to other countries, tnis has occurred only

rarely in Colombia. Although official foreign investment controls

do not appear to be more onerous in Colombia than elsewhere, Ia/

foreign direct investment in general has been low in the country

and historically has played an important role only in petroleum

proJuction. IU/
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While the establishment of assembly subsidiaries .iqht be a

fast way to expand assembly activities In Colosbia and create

employment opportunities and foreign exchange earnings, It may -not

be an appropriate trend to provote either by Colombia or by the

U.S. companies. Given Colombia's recent history, foreign

companies would be under continuous pressure to raise the use of

aonestic materials and components in assembly proluction. The same

pressure might also be applied to Colombian assembly firms, except

thdt at present very fed of them are exclusive dssemblers. 4ost of

tnese firms produce primarily for the domestic market and do some

assembly work and also some general exporting. I/ Such firms

could easily meet domestic content requirements. The firms devoted

to assembly for the domestic market of imported MD (complete

kiockdown components), ranging from airplanes to sewing machines,

are often foreign-owned subsidiaries which do run into probAeas

created by government policy. At first they dere encouraged by

letting CKDs come into the country at a low dutyO while the import

of the finished product was either prohibitel or carried high

duties. Then the government kept raising the dovestic content

requirement and lowered the duties on the finished items without

decreasing the tariffs on the CKDs commensurately. The result Is a

* serious profit squeeze for the national market assemblers. /

This is less likely to happen for domestic firms which, in addition

to producing for the hove market, also assemble for exports.

Colombia is in a unijue position regarding offshore assembly

production. Its current manner of operation of combining domestic

production, regular export production and assembly for exports

IU

iC
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within one enterprise is an advantage. it permits the tM

fleXibility, makes it less vulnerable to demand fluctuations, and

encourages the transfer of technology from one activity to the -

other. jjj For the J.S. company that systez is an assurance that

the Colombian firm potentially could be a strong long term partner*

The arms-length relationship with the Colomoian subcontractor

eliminates the need for heavy capital investment*
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kDPENDIX

Comparel to miany otner Jeveloping countries, economic

statistics are plentiful in Colombia. The proAlem, hodever, is

tnat there are major discrepancies among some statistical series

covering tthe sa~ie informationi. This is especially true in foreign

traje ata. Soie discrepancies can be reconcileJ, otriers can be

expjiir,?J, still otneis Jo nct appear to aive an explanation. A

recent, first rite study oa CclowbJa devoteJ its first chapter to

examiining the statistical proLleii (David 4or3detz, h

L 2LE L a _ _JaL= , 'orld iank Staff

i'orkiig Pa-er No. 30 , January 196., ChaLter i). 7or exam;)Ie, as

-24 lainel in the "oraetz stLuy, foreign trade statistics inclie

fictitious exports stimul3teU by the existin. reliv- of foreign

trace incetives. Anotner ele-ent is that illegal exports

(s-img~ling) 3rP substantial in the country. qeciuse of the

reiative dyaainiiia ot tie Colombian ecino-py there is aa incentive to

bring the illegally earned foreign exchdnge back to trio country.

Inc way of joing this is to overinvoice reil ex.orts or to ieclcre

fictitious, but legal, exports. Another way of using the foreign

exchange is tihrougli illejal imports. 4oweverl xust unrecordea

imports consist of proJucts t.tat compete with legal imoorts. The

reason Lor smuggling them in -- apart from the motive to iraw

dobn funds in foreign accounts -- is t.at in a.a economy wnere

lat e amounts of foreign exchange are obtained through uraerground

ex= ortr,, tue "black mar~et" rate of exchange will be below the

A-
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official rate. Thus rlack market imports can be paid for wita less

pesos tnan import, cleared by the central uank. (See also Roberto

Junguito and Carlos Caballeros A. "La Otra Econoula",

FEiDSAPRDLLJ, Eogota 1978, also published in 3.923uncQuEaArconD2:if&,

Vol. 'JI11, ito. 4).

ih concept of "textiles" useJ nere includes clothin; as well

as .fairic and yarn. It cots not incluJe u.lprocessed fibers such as

cotton. ,'icn i.s listel seJarately in statistical series. Tae

teAtile classirication in tPe trade data used In this stucy

cnrr espon-s riost closely to schedule . of the UTited States

officiai ixport statistics (Tariff ScLeuules of tne United States

..nr;otated -- TSJSA num:)ers). Therefora the figures used here are

larger than the 4orawetz statisti:s, (i.hich also Jiffer a.lon7

th. iselvez because of different sources -- co.pare his laoles i.1

an: i.5). For example, textile exports in rable V-2 here are three

ti,=c tne clothinj exports iiven in 4iorvetz Table 1.1 in 1975 and

i 07l. (In . 9 7i , the otner year when the tdo series overlap, there

is a twenaty foli lifference). (Worl.i ank Table 9.7, citing

Co]omlian 1,CY'/, data as a source, gives non-clothing tasxtiles as

.7L villion anj $11 -nillion in 1975 ani 1176 respectively. kiaeJ

to the .orawetz clothing figuiesp thO SLT, egceeds th export levels

given in Taa- V-2 here). 4osevir, textiles in.?:rted uader 3(-.:C

are al.ost exclusively app3rel items.

37-,
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Footnotes

145. 0. J. 4!artiriez, 2,.LI2.2D

, University of Texas Press, 19E, Pp-. 131-132.

146. Free zones have existed at the 5order since the 13Cs;

tne first decree regulating temporary import. ani exports wds

pui:lished in the Mexican iedeial regiiter, _

Sete.1i'r ?, 1EF.

:7. The exception is the textile industry whosa exports are

subject to the iiposition of quotas by tl.e Jnite3 St3tes. in that

injuitry, asbe-tly plants nust have at least L1 percent Vexican

olnqrstip.

148. The only :uajor concentration of maquilaaoras shi:a has

tee=i until recently Plmost entirely outside industrial paiks is the

one in Tijua,3. Apparently coinerciil interests there have

re-iste.4 inJustrial parrs tor fear of losing their free port

statij. 2y 1W a few iew ?Iants wer eztaulishli in recently

formej industzial parks in Tijuana. (Inr!ustrial parks existei il

eexico before the establisnaent of the maluila program).

14;. The :oncept dis first proposed ,y Ri:h~r- Fol i in a

re.,ozt by Artrnur u. Little de exico entitled, "Industrial

Opportunities for Ciuual Juarez", August 1, 1964.

1:). 3ver 1,"(J(; vaquiJaloras were oIiCi3lly registereJ

during that perioJ. Sone of these never started operations; wany

went out of business. auring the down turn of 1974-77. 4ore about

tnis later.

aAk
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The maiuilaJora statistics are taken from published and

unpualished tables of trne ":exican Secretariat (C4inistry) of

Programming and P udget (Jzicina de :aju1laiorasp Jepartmento de

-stadisticas Industriates, Secretaria de Prolramacion y

Presupuesto). I:le mexican acronym 35P viil be useJ to uesignate

tnat ..inistry. Oany of these tables were supplied by the U. S.

ELssy in %exico throuqh tae J. S. Department of State. Other

statistics are from puolisfiea and unpublished reports of the

5ecretariat (inistry) of Industry dind Comierce (SIC).

151. Victor urluiJi and Sofia ienu'ez Villarreal, 'Econotic

Imoortarnce of Mexico's Aorthern Rorder ,egion" i- -

22LJ ae,, 5ta.j]ey i. koss, ed., university of .,ew texico Press,

197i, ?. 13.

l2. 'ich3el Van a _"Ilia__a.

;? ?n.). Dissertation, 3tanford University,

'arc-i 131, note 253, p?. A-46.

153. Accorcing to officidl uexican census data, open

une;w ioyment oas sligitI hi, gher in the oorler regions com:3reI to

tne country average in 197C: 4.2 oercant at the aroJer as ajainst

3.d percent for the country. (J. Xirau an! 4. Diaz, 4usr

daanJ. _n LIaiz Tale 11). Since these figures do not

include those sepkinj work for the first tinp, tiey are

unJerestimates. L;r-juudi anJ ,'endez Villareal estimate the 1)7)

ope;a uiemployn.nt at the oorder at about seven pircent ("Econoaic

Importance of ;exicu's iortnern Border e]iono" 3. 154). Tav ,I

estimates made Dy tw:) different 'exican co.iinissions, ho)eve:,

-27~
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inaicate ior 1977 a sivaificantly lower level of undereaployient at

the border tnan tor tne national average (low estimate shows 9.2

percent for the border and lt.6 percent for the nation; high

estivate gives V.1 percent for the border anA 25.3 percent for all

of Yexico; Jr~uidi ana !endez Villareal, Taole l1, p. 155).

Rubtauante arrives at ii underemployment rate of 34.3 ?ercent 3t

tat aorier, by inclLJing those who work only part of the year

ant./jr %ho receive less tnhan tae minimun. wage sc3les [rIerogr3%a

FItr[tefZZd je 1.uilaioras," V o 'ol. 15,

3ctoer-Dcemner IV,75, No. 2 (Li Colegio ie lexico), p. jd7.]

154. rht border region is ma"e up ot 35 aunicipalities

locate,' in the six states oordering the United States. Almost

one-third of the border poau]ation is cortc2ntrated in Tijuanr an-

,.exic~li, two nunicioalities vordering Calitornia, and almost

one-lifthi in the largest border municipality, Juarez, the t~in city

ol z1 Paao, Texas (Tnese tnree municipalities accounted for iall of

tne orler poulation accoriing to the 1-.7 census as reported by

Victor Jrqu l.i anJ Sofia 4endez Villireal, 137B, Table 2, ?. 142).

155. Jor,1 A. bustamante. "El Piogra-a Fronterizo de

ma;uil, joras: nservaciones para una valuicion", o

a El Coleio de 'exico, Jct.-Uic. 1977 Vol. XVI,

U. 2, pp. l?-!S7, see 313o Van kajs, p. 1 5. -2B~LLe2re

Zae O, Vol. 2", Nlo. , May 1I763, p. 2)4. 3onalI baerresen, jar

rr.Ln iaiz _ rLj eg, (Lexington Pooks, 1971)

givea similar estimates for mexican iaquili weaes spent on the

Texas side of tae boruer (p. 35).

A-c
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156. Cited in Hearings, Committee on ;ays and Means, Ui. S.

House oi Representatives, June .4, 197C, ".x.iuit 11", p. 32%.

157. £ancu de Xexico, 1ndiraJU.Eagagaicm April 197'.

The ratio o1 the surplus to total boler income is referred to as

the "retention coetficient." 3ustamante indicated that, ot each

dollar th3t entered -exico tnrough frontier transactions, S.4d ois

retaiied in 19 5 out onlf S.33 in 1970. inat proportion, however,

fluctuates with the3 relative rates of inflation, the rate of

exc.anue arn tlie U. S. bLsiness cycle. It went up to $. 43 in

1-7 then tropdeJ to .27 in 1;76 because of the J. S. recession

and tne overvaluation of the peso. ffter tae 1975 ievaluation ot

tLa peso it saot un to $.1 "rt3ined" for each dollar sold abroad

(tte rt,,iaining 0..52 wer-3 ,urchases in the ioruer towns of the

Uitei States). It s:.,oul bc notel tkat tne ratio dropped to low

IeVels In 139 3s tile '"eKican inflation accelerated relative to

11. S. inflation. with trie peso a dain becomitig overvaluel, 4extcans

iound U. S. goodz on the other side of the oorder relatively cheap,

an, Americani found prices on the Mexican side relatively deir.

( N. ',. zcotioiic Cummission Lot Latin America -- CEPAL, "lexico:

iotas ?ara el £studio Wconomico de America iatina", June 5, 19'31

Ta'ate i2, ?. 57 an I p. b qj.

18. AjluajIgj, A Uexican monthily Reviea. ol. 2, N. 7,

vay 1, 19;1io p. 14.

I3. A large overvaluction of the paso could wipe out these

surpluses.
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160. The value added in uecember 19O of 1,616 million pesos

converted at the ena-of-the-year rate of 23.3 pesos to the

U. S. Jo~lar ani dnnualized.

1,1. via;uila exDorts are incluued in the "service" rather

than tne mercnanJise exoort category in vexico's balance of

p3lments statistics. They therefore do not correspond to U. S.

iwi-ort statistics unier tariff items 607.13 and d34.3. The latter

inclLJe U. S. =ni ot:ier nor,-!exicin conpinents as well as the

:'exican value adzlted. 7he dutiavle value of 07. 3/0o.3C imports

should reflect Mexican value aided plus non-'exi:an an-4

non-'5. S. components. Ilerefort the valve of t. S. dutiable

imports from 4ecico will bA nigher than 4exican value addel

f I -res. Eut tnere is no explanation for tae larjer U. S. tigures

co. pared to 'exican paluilm export data as reported in Mexico's

balance of payiients statistics before 1975 an tsecially 3fter

1 77. .exican -nquila exports should be hi;ier thin the

corre5,onling U. S. imrprt aata from Mexico because the fornaar will

incluJe 4exican assembly exports to all Jestinatioiis, rot onli to

the Jrnted States.

The stdtisticil discreparncies would not nave been as serious.,

hal riot tne 1973 tKexican oalance of payments detjj uepn sharply

revised. The 137.5 and 197h excort fivures of ma~uila services were

revisea downwarl Ly aimost 4" percent so tiat insteai of a 35

percent increase, there was a 14 percent decrease between 1917 dtid

1 Ob. nan . gan] generous allowances for the usual discrepancies

Letwen f.o.o. and c.i.f. values, aril for the f ct that some

U.S. ( 7 .'Jl~.6.38 imports come tro., ,exican assin.ly o]hnts riot
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under the majuila regime (pLants that are ia a free zone and prerer

to export under the free zone regime), it still would not come

close to explaini. tne hule (50 percent) divergence between

U.S. and Mexican data. '4oreover the difference, as indicated

above, has the wrong sign, particularly if it is considered thdt

there must De suostantiai aaquila exports w:iicn contain no

U.3. components or otherwise do not ju3lify for 937.0.. or 636.3 r.

'I.S. tariff exemtions.

lti, .ore tnan tdice as much if only those manufactures are

consiJeieJ that are similar to the m guila product lines.

.:rninjs £rum .maiuili operation dnJ from ianutacturel exports

-re not quite comparable.. 'Majuila sorvices are net of

L. 3. components anc comiorients of other countries for whom

oltsnore asCenti' activities are done (aLt, ior exampla, Japanese

i:,ateri.3is for J. S. offshore assembly oPerations are included).

ri.cy are taus net of most imports. Reguiar vanifactureJ exports,

ho-ever, include imported coToonents and tnerefore tend to

ov.rst3te net forei.n exchange earnings wnen couiared to xajuila

ea ri rLi gs.

1.3. See footnote 17 above.

1b.4. In io' tne .-istribution of tne plants among tae six

towns was as follows: Tijuana 123, kexicali 7 , 'ojales 59, Aqua

Prieta 22, Ciudai Juarez 121, and .atavoros . In addition to the

454 plants in these towas, there were 97 tactories in other places

aion trie border with less than twenty plants each.

~~+
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Jue165. Aerogramsfro& the U. S. Em::isy of 4exico, A-265 dateJ

1o6. Data hLoi SfPP CSecretaria de Programacion y

PreSLueStO).

1D7. lable sumnitted by Secretarii de dazienda V Creiito

PL1C to the Second Se'iinpr ori the iorth-South Comilernentary

InriT~-1.1Qstry Tradlef UJl-1AJ/ 'exico City, August 1E-22, 1983. See

!c. F'e'eri.-o Fdlli with the Tollaboratio', OL ivier

Viiiseror ~.and Jose iterises, "E'volucion y Perspectivas de la

lnc!ustria A;!-UiL,1JOr3 ea .'.xicol', El Colegio de vexico, Centro de

..~uis~oonco ;mgaiopaper suwnitted tu the Secori

Se.'fiar or, Lb Q a L:u L1L;,UNC7AD,

-axico Zity, Au,7ust 1.-22, 10 , p. 33.

159. Jnclassified section of cale 1)71 dated January 21,

19E, fron tmericjn -7oissy in 'exico City.

17:. irnesto Calderon, "Las maa.uiladaras de los 2aises

Centr~leS jue operan en el Zercer v~undo,' in 1jjjjjL2 Lecturas

171. Lecturas Ci-~3Tt-74, p. 92.

172. !ne A. J. bermulez Injustrial PauK in CiuiaJ Juarez was

establishea in 1969~ and has been greatly expandaJ since then.

I173. Van Cias, p 34.

174. Ste also Federico T. iarrio "--- cont~xto historico .1-.

los :2ro~ra-n3.3 felerales para el desarrollo econoukico ie la zoni

fronteriza," paper presented at Symposiuni on the Economic
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Development dnd Administration in tne North RorJer Region of

Mexico," Juarez, November 22, 197;} U. S. Esbassy cable 1071,

January 21, 1 8G; and Lecturas CESTEiYt, pp. 92-93.

17%. See, lor example, tays Jenkins, "Foreign tirms,

manufacturea exports an3 development strategy: Tne Case of

;'exico," 1e ~~ L LaA1AiCEDLtA,

An.stirdar', in. 2 , &eceaoer 1i'7,; 'iewfarmar, R. S. and Mueller,

V. 1. "ul tinational Lorporation in Brazil 3nd '4exico," Deport oL

the Sutcom-ittee on 4ultinational Corporations of the Comiaittee oil

."orz in Pel3tion.s, U. S. Senite, Au*uat 1975, p;. 45-94.

176. For : liscusuion of t.e snelter plan systae see

..4. ic-ard Cam,)n.Ai "croiuction Sharing, In.lications for

Tn~ustrial ?arks in Latin America", _

Jol. 11L, ';o. 1, January 1)27, p. 37. In 1 97, tne fees cnarg.d Jy

a sneiter ?]an concern varied oetwee1 S2.', - $2.50 per hour per

direct laoor employee. For iC operators this could amount to aoout

, for one year.

177. LeopolJo Solis, "±nJustri31 PLiorities in Wexico" In

United '-ations lnaustrial Development Organization, iajlsI .L1,

_ United .ations, New York/ 199,

p. lvo and !able 15, p. 179.

178. See also ourin_ 2L, th3 gorli Pank,

gashington, 1979 and J. Xirau lcaza mn n . )az, u V

~ Fondo is Cultura -Econosica Mexico, Archivo

.el 7on.ao 43, 197b, Tabie 34.

p 2 --
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^s was mentioned aaovep many ot the "arms-length" operations

in the matuil3 industry were performed with uacninery and equipment

surplied ny tne 4. S. contractor. Therefore this may not haqe

been consiaered an investment by the Pexican m*guiladora, thus

lokering tne capital-iajor ratio. It is also not clear whether

maquilaJora buildings dre include* in fixed assets if they are

le3sei in industrial parks.

19 . 1he difference may be overstated because there is at

least one sector in tr.e auil industry iihi:h c3nnot 5C classified

as 1 ;u cturing: tae sorting ot Jiscount coupons clippel from

neas ipers and mailings ana used in retail stores. Tria value added

ler aorker in triis maauila sector may be as vuc a as 2' percent

o ?ios. the Pverge. ( ata were convertec to 3. S. dollars at

oifi:zil exchang& rates. Sources for ma:auila value added anJ

empiayee jata: aficita Je ,taquiladoras, Zepartmanto de

istacisticas Industriales, Secretaria de Progravacion y Presupuesto

(Sc?), Iexico City; for all manufacturin;: _

~~ 4or Ii 4dnKc Study, varch

1971* Taile 3.-0

1i . iorl ganK, p. 14?9, 7able 3. 4, p. 96.

1 1. ISIC sectors i. and 3:-35 (iJj)

132. Tnere are many hundreds oi indiviaul miniium dages,

set by national a3id local commissiuns according to job types ano

geograrnic area. They are usually set at tne beginning ot each

year, sometimes skipping a year, anJ occasionaily during the year

(Van *aas notes tnat there are close to 7,60C different minium

p 2,
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1S3. The borJez average was calculated by Van daas,

MUjjjuation Is:*_&_&_o Table 1. , pp. 27b-277.

1J4. See Van haas, _40iIfA onls_._, p. 251.

!E!. See Table 1I1-12 for metnoi o calculating nourly

mniniiuT, w.iges and Tanle il-la for calculation of hourly wages in

assemily industries.

166. It sioulJ be noted that hourly aini.u.n wa;-s were

calculitec on the assumytion that 'exican workers receive

non-.ork,,Aj 3unj~ly pa'. 1o tae extent that the law is not

followedi, qini.,u-,, % 3gez would be about 1- percent loser than

in-i:-ite., in te tablei, thus enlarling tUie ga: itt, maquila wages.

In a s3amnle of 224 ,ia:uilaaoras wor~ers in tijuart3, '.:onica

Ja,:,rill iourij in :977-7. tnat 13 )ercent of all the workers

receivei a wagje less taan the miniiui. AMong tae UISKilleJ it was

d.i percent, (the percentages for women were fiigher, for eien

1o.cr). A3out 15 percent of all worters ani 2 percent of tne

unJ.ille,l receive'i Mor than the minimu:m (La~uir, Lecturas

3 S;.;:. 3, i l e 2, ). '.F5 ani Tarle 3, p. :6).

nolf4ang Yoz,ig toa'd, on the basis of a samle of o22 workers

in sever3l selected cities at the border and in tne interior, that

:fajuiLd wd,,s at tae border were 1'1 peicent and in the interior ot

the country 124 percent of the respective *ninimui levels ("ifectos

ie la activiial, maquilalora tronteriza en la souciedal mexicana,"

paper presented to the vational Symposiu:; o1 Fr3ntier Studies, ti

Colejio de 4exlco -- Jniversity of .ouev3 .eon, ionterey. Janu.ry

24-/7, 1979, p. ,). arJUgaligj, .ay 19o1 asserts that the

m.quilaloras constitute F .ercent of "the n3tional manufacturing

AI
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activity, but Ereceive3 only 4.17 percent of employee remunerations

which makes them relatively little remunerative for labor," p. 16

(author's translation). for a discussion of wage politics" see Van

aaas, Chapter VII.

157. The shift in tihe proJuct mix todard a greater uexican

value aiJed proPoLtior, can je considered a gain to the texican

economy only insofar as the larger value adiea snare is not due to

an exnansion of imports from tnird countrits requireJ by tie

iiicreasing asse-,bly of prolucts such as 7. V. receivers anJ parts.

1b. T.ae extremle vied is attributei to tne ra.di:i left "who

see tzie majuiladoza ?rogra." 3s the most overt form of national

econaa.ic servitude yet acceptel by ,4exico" (Mari3 Patricia

Ferna,,Jez, . .

univarsity Jissertation, August 19F, p. 67).

lk9. There are provisions to ease this re;uirement as kill

be noteJ later.

l .. In the interim, the maluilauora uust post a boiJ in the

a:ount of import Juties plus potential pe.nalties. For the iatest

decree see giL gL£i_ rL-1AL _iuLa aL I

1a-1aJUALk2J1_dUM 2L2I 3:toDer 26, 1977 (for the bond

provision, see especially article 23).

11. In trie cases of t~ie city states of 4ong Kong and

Siriyapora, national intejratiork cannot be considered a problem.

,ut even in Singapore there has been a deliberate governmient folicy

to squeeze out the maximum from offshore assembly activities by

Am
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incre3sing wale levels, although it may mean losing those

operations that rejuire very lot skilled laoor (see the case study

o1 tne se:niconi.u!tor ifilustry Delow).

192. Interviews in Jocales and CiudaJ Juarez, March 19-2t,

19 a; alJi, "?volucion. . e , Appendix P, "stulio de Canpo;" Van

*aab p. .7j; See also Fe-erico ;arrio T. , "lI Contexto

tistorico... ", and Secretaria de Industria y :omercio,

~ .aexico
1 74.

1;3. See, for example, I. Little, r. ScltovsKy and A. .cott,

£ _".U¥, uxford 6niversity Press 191C and 3. Balassa and

Associ ites, u g j j j c j~

Jor'ns Fo'ki:s Fress, 1971.

.i4. Sep Van aas, PLiL LL .._, . 373.

1#. The 197? decree (footnote 46, p.65) appears soiewhat

vajue on this point. Irticle 3, paragran 11 sais that majuiLa

stats can oe given to plants which are estaolished to supply the

internal ,market anQ wni:h could un.iertake "temporary" ijports for

exports, piovilel tnit at least 2) percent of sucrh exports are of

national origin. eresuma~ly this plant coulJ also sell on the

domestic mirket.

196. Quotes from unclassified telegram 13126 from Aaericdn

Embassy in !exico. January 21, 19. See ilso Van Waas,

372 , 7..

At!
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197. See among otners M. P. Fernaniezp L"2AAIAdA

SSeligson & illiams, fjAjiIj~dAL_.iad

:1j~L 21; *oif gang Konicj,IaJ iJIO 3LIifD

~ UN FCLA, 1975,

p. 10to anu' "lrfctos ic la activid3d mdquil3dora fronterizd en la

socieodJ imexicani,' p. 13; Barren en, p. 35, '4. Z. CJamrll,

j4aA~ii~jQzo~ pp. 23-26) van waas, i~ ~ Cnapters

7, , j Jorge A. tLustallante, "'L Progratsa Fronterizo ie

raquilacoras: u.bservaciones aiarl uria iLvhluacji," Eg2

IU!U~i i ril Co1-iio le 'exicoo Volume 1 ,, NJo. 2,,

?ctojer-Jece'rjer 1)J75,. pp. 2( l-2-14.

1,;i. *rne basis tor tfle analysis is samle surveys uriertaken

Dy the authors of tne various studies. Probably the best survey

bit. wile coveidle, but only tangentililly relatel to tae present

.iscussion, was June .~y 4itctaiI A. : eigson and t.dward

~ iUniversi ty

01 rizona, Jorif 193j); it was takcen in 1973 ani tncompaszei 33i

4orers in si4 border cities arid t~- interior cities (some

questions were aininistereJ only to 'E wor~ers). The .onig

survey, mi41e in 974, had a wiaer coverage irta includ&J intervielws

of both, dsseiatly and plant ma-iagers artj asse'ublv workers. total

of 31 plants iji 5 borler citie3 an.Al 4 interi locations were in

the sample is well as 5-,2 workers in at least 11 locations. The

Perndr1iez stujy covereJ only Cuidad Juarez 3nd trie Saibrill suriey,

only U"Juana. Joth of these were oa-sed on samples of workers ari.J

togetiier witt, the Vdn of., study, which in'fludej interviews #itL



plant txecutives (out not workers) in tnree cities, unlerlie tate

argument which is sum-iarizo1 theit.

~v.Konigp for eitaiple, founli that 45 ;ercent of vauila

workers were riot previously in taje labor force although they were

over It yeirs of age.

4")J. T.i* iverige level ol of Majuila wirkets in

tt~e rr. 3r.ipz :;ant'le was about 7 ye coatpared to 3.3 years for

tno ,xiian wora~sr in ;eneral (Table 2 and ?-. 155-,6;-).

2'.,'. .te -t-ve-cited stuJies snow that about two-ti.1rds 01

tt-e 4uy)4n wor~ors are less tiian 25 ye~r of ige. In tlectroni:s

t..e proportioni ii 36 I.Lcdnt wlti a -weliar ale 01 lesi th3fl 2'

yea-r S. The aversyijo ij s cor.; icr i-)iy Uiner in ti.i ipparel

2 .2. Iie -iviuPnc4 citaj rereateilyi in s.ovarAl stules %;as

Cfl Jdtl for I;L2 .jj afl. iuring uilcr tiie OffiCi3l

ufl~1?ioymelt rata is, t.ki jarJer reoi~ incrsasel frov 2.4 to 4.2

7)ercorist- T:ie latter is still an extretotl low t1gurer given the

m3Y,,itule af un.Aere~am11iv-ient in '4exico. J.)an uiea,)l*y-ent seems to

h~ve incrvase since WC7. According to iJe. Jital unamployment in

t1.e three vajor 'exican citias, 4*xico City, -;uaia)ajara and

%!Ornturity dvera'el 6-' ?er:efst in 1919 (7-11 percent in 1977).

U.?S. Econenuic Comnissioi for Latin Averied, !:PALe Lr~~rUX*

~L~a1~jiLL;A-l MA united 'latiorkb, New York 1981, rable 16,

p. j76.

2',3. 4uestiosie6 iy the authors, tiarch 1'j3; see also tne

4.,uvp cited surveys (footnote S4).
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204. Fernanlez, pp. 1C9-110 ani Van 4aas, pp. 231-251; an3

interviews at Mexican border, garch 14-26, 14dO

2 5. U. S. Depirtment of Labor, 9ure3u of Labor Statistics,

Special Labor Force Report (SLiq) 2j4. lable 33, p. A-29.

2:6. ~ e~t. 1977,

S'. s. uepartment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, bulletin

dC21, 1)79.

2C7. 7or a liscussion of triese factors see the cLtei dorked

of 4. P. Fernandez, P. C. Za.Dorill ani M. Van Wais as aell as the

references given therein.

2>i. ..onica-Cl.ire Gamirill, for example, found in her

sarple Of inaquilaaora wor~ers in Tijuana ttiat among those aho had

previous joas, about 15 percent ot the previously skiileJ and

se-.i-skilled %-scendea into the unsKille. categori in assembly work

(i~jjjLa£j, 3Tble 13). There is 3lso an interesting

interjenerational comparison which shows that About three times

more fathers of asnembly worKers than their offspring were

clas..ifiel as skiiled or seui-skillel. (3ecause tfte concepts weie

not diejuately Jefined and the sample was n3t representative of all

naluila wor~ers, thesi data must be used ait.. caution).

109. Sepe for example, !arry braverman, a£afD2i1g

QA2LeI, iontlij Review Press, 1974. It was appliej to offsnore

aszewiuly production by Van 4aas, pUplI ha &.. PP. U7.-77

mnd 2aJ£3.

21,. 4. A . ambrili, Tasles 14-17. The s3aple data show

tt.it a significant portion of workers changed joos within the nlant

ani that, among tnose, more than twice aa many went to higher

Ak,
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skilled positions than to IoAer skilled ones.

211. See Van Waas, pp. 77-78 for a brief report of upgrading

of skills in a Mexican electronics asseuly plant at the border,

wriile the less skiIle"4 jobs were being transferred to a new plant

in tne interior where wages are lower. The sdm.3 point is -made in a

'.3. nii 3ssy-4exico caoie iated January 21, 1921, bnica refers to

mauiladoras of two larjq J.. companies at the border spinning off

plantb to rte low wage interior to which the most labor intensive

odcratiuns dre caariaelel, Keeping the more sKilled ones in the

oorder plants.

212. Ne3rly alt Isel pIi.nts aloa; t!,e eastern part of

the oorder with The Urited States are unionized (.articularly in

tnle state of 1i:iiulipaj, including the maluiladora centers of

!-at .oLos aaI :;uevo Lare.1o). 6oing west, the rate of unionization

di7inihes an4 in 7iu~i4 Juarez, tt:e largest assi.ubly

concentratton, it is only abo~st ,O percent. Furtner west, as in

rijuana, there is relatively little union activity.

:"L. ror 3 detailea iscussion of the role of unions in

4exico ani in assemuly plants in particular, see Van iais,

p?. 1I"-15 an risagi, as well as the sourzes cited therein.

A majority of vtanageLs interviewed in plants without unions,

incicated ttnat tney would ielcolae unionization in order to

regulariz, labor relations. See also Raili, Appendix R, p. A-39

and ian iiaas sources cite .

214-. talli, p. 3" an- Appendix F.
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,13. a4stia-dl ie, July 197D, "order Industries," p. 1.

See also L. Solis who gave thie same job losb figure in "Industriai

Priorities in "exico," in UNIDO, 1973, p. !15.

216. In dollar tervi tnere wis a sharD de:line oetween !976

and 177 due to the massive devaluation of the Oxican peso toward

the 'and of 197t.

217. Por an interestin7 descri?tior ana aa iaysisf, see Van

*3?, lijiA, :LLL especijily pp. 2 6-31%,. The

turnaroun of ti.e citattomic Jecline in Nuevo Lare o's asser.b.Y

activities came ratt:er ingirly in 1975, out the urturl has been

slow. dy i'*_ tne toin's eupIoiment and vzlue uJced ii re3l terms

were rtill well e.low halt of 1973/7v levels (Mexican SPP data).

215. A whole pla-it is reported to have disa'peareJ over one
taree-Jay ,etno (se for Pxample, Ll, Feral

.eicrve 33nK of Dallas, July 1975, p. 5).

219. In tne c3se ot imports from d.S. suasidiaries and so:ne

otler "relate- party" trade, the U.S. Custoas Service requires a

!oilar estitite ot v.exicars co.zt of proJuctian, to whili Custons

adils an imputeu profit figure in order to arriv- at value added1 in

,texico which is dutiible unier tariff itevs S37.)3/&35.j) (ae

Ap v:iJix to Cnapter li).

221. Interviews with the Jirectir of the 1.galez InJustriil

Park, July 13, 1978 anJ t'arci 2., i#5j, hita the -manager of t 8ie

aer;nundez InJustrial fark, auarez, harch 24, 193 and several

consultants specializini in jettinq u, industrial parks.

.. . . . . . .[ I I I I I I IIII I i ll
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221. Lie size of plant5 also increasel, as mentioned

earlier. ln July lQ7 1, the average number of worKers per plant was

116, anj in Deceuer 19?r it was 200 (Solis, faoale 15, p. 109 arJ

Table 111-6).

d.2i2, The term used by the J. S. Department of Cammerce is

"J.a;ority LwneU FoLei;n Atliliate" ('43FA) of J. S. colpanies.

ck3. The 3Fs are taken as representative of

S. sui-iaries operati:ij in Mexic 's assembly activities,

because, ds is nateu in Table 111-7, the maluiladoras are exemit

fron th e 'exicinization requiremeat (majority 'exican ownershio).

'et aiot all "JFAs in '.exice are in assemoly production, JuiJing Dy

tne fict that their total em,?loytent in 1977 was recorded by the

U. S. Census to :iave been 171,e,3 workers, whicn is substantially

a3ove the ofticial ,. .xican government figur2 of 79,433 *aqula

work=rs for tn~t year (rD3lP III-1).

Volu7ia !, lay 3, l17), tatistical ;ppe-3ix, 7aule 2.13, p. 2b;

J.'.. -cono-'ic romnission) for Latin America, C.PA-, LQna.iQ-,_6LJv-

~ ?reliminary Summiry, £-/2;PAL/".1153, April

" To lA 13ar , & p.L ..a:25.

Table 1.2.

22. In so =i places, tourism provaoes a similar reaction,

bacause it conjures up an ita-e of a "nation of waiters".

2z7, ",exico's Sunny Economnic Cli'iate," 3-ecial Adverti;iri

aection, l;eggeI&ZA4 Ju,.e 1.. 1961.
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229. Special incentives have been considered for the

establis.-ieit by tne maiuilaioras of complenentary factories that

would produce the materials and components required by them.

Although not expressly stated, thiese Incentives would be airectej

prima aiy to J.S. majuiladoras and theretore the complementary ned

enterprises producing the iquiladora supplies Would De

U.S. suosiliarie.o They would not need technical assistance. from

a )rijrt run economic perspective, providing incentives to induce

tcrein comnanies to m3Ke tne compleventar/ investnents may

thereLore he less expensive than to .AaKe protect i 'exican

co.pnies suc:ee2 in suinlying maquilalora. Tae latter, hojever,

may pay larve dividends in t".e futuLe. (3ea the reference to tue

Press release of April 11, 17 by the :inistry of Patrimony and

I~u ,t r ial I Lev F- Io P me nt t b:P A Fi ) r e po rt e JIn

Z.46 A survey of the nossioilities for assembly component

prOJL:tion maJe in Ciud-i Juarez in 1975, showed a good potential

fur lexican fiimz in lines iiere econoaies of scale existed. 7 :e

result 4oulc :e tuch tuore favorable for Aexican integration, if the

survey were taKei today anj dil maguIla pLoiuction (not only

JuareL) were considered (the 1975 urvey was sponsored by

CONAlI'TRA, a Xexican equivalent of the National Association of

manufacturers).

23"). Th° transitory decline in interior plants in 1978 6,s

due priiarily to a sharp jrop in the numer of piants in appaiei

asse'noly. Since uoth tne numoer of worKers and value audeJ in the

rexaIi nl7 apparel plants continued to incre3ze substantially, it
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can be assumed that tne decline was due to tie Jisappearance of

small plants. The nudoer of aiparel plants in the interior doubled

in 1979, exceelin] the 1977 level (Unpuolisned SOP data; see also

U.S. aerojran dated August 9, 1961).

2j1. :iven the difterences in inflation rates between Mexico

ar.J tae 'Unltei Jtates, it is dilticult to interpret a chence in

PL,!)ttion over time. If prices of 4exican materials rise more

than t~.e )rices oi inaterils iportei fro.m the United States and

t.'e rite of excn3-.ge remains fixed, tner, the proportion ot local

material use may vo uj, in value terms without cloing so in physical

volumi ttLms. Thus tae cnnge in the 1976-77 .eriod wa's probably a

rate of exchange rf.enonericn. In 1976 the domoestic content

propurtion was relatively very high Jue, at least in .ort, to te

sutstantial over-veluation of the Mexican peso vis-a-vis the

U. *. lollar. After the devaluation in Jctojer of 1976, the

pzOGortion collaseJ an iii 1,77 was only 4. perzent of tne

previous year for the interior plants. It has steadily incredsei

ince taen. lt.oujh a ?art of the growtrh may have been due to the

rising overvaluation ot tae iexicaa peso, it can u. confidently

saio that there nas been arn increase in the national content of

materials usei in the interior plants between 1177 aa.. 19 3. [It

is noteworthy, out puzzling th.it despite the creeping overvalution

of tne neso, at the .order the domestic content ?roportion was

decreasin sli-gtly during that period (Tanle 111-16).]

234. rhe'interior plants employ a slightli higher percentage

of te~mile workers. tnhn the border plants (Z:ae 197q-; average 4as

. percant compared to 77 percent at the toraer). This may ae due
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to the relatively higher apparel assembly in the interior. The

apparel industry everywlere employs a gre3ter taan average

percentaye of women.

Seligson and Villis fin! that "iemirine workers in the

interior plants are si;niLicantly youngerl better educated, and

less likely to be married tan their sisters who work on tne

z3 3. Accar-in t3 i U. S. Embissy caole from 4exico aatea

Jai,.ary 21, igE9, a4uilddJra proolems with :Yexican or

J. 1. custoiis procedures ap'2ear to have disappeared.

234. Presum3bly, tiere are no restriction3 for lauilajoras

to s~lJ to third countries. ?tus, Japanese assembly plants in

4exico nave been exportinj their outut to the Jnited States.

-.exic.in osneJ majuila~oras could also sell their products

assemziqd, sal, from U.S. cimponents to other c3untries (for

exampt in Latia America).

.3,. Joint comapies, as lony as there is a Xexican .najority

ownership, shoulJ also De eli'gible for technical assistance

sup;?o t. In tht case, tecnnical aisistance would flo4 from the

J... ninor.lty to the lexican majority partners within the company.

Le.pite tne lifti.y 3! tae %exicanization requirement of 51 percent

ownersiiap for mauil3doras, U.S. companies might nevertheless find

such joint ventures attractiver if technizil assistance were to be

paid for (at cost), so that tie 4exican side could oecome ejually

efficient partners.
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236. After tourlng 3ssembly plants and industrial parKs in

the Far East, exico's Secretary for Industry and Commerce gave a

speech wnich is credited as nvr~ing the beginninj of the Border

Industrialization Progrito (13y 19o5). de presumably addressed

:exican businessmen wlen ne stated that exico woul. permit the

"fret ivortation ot michinery anJ raw m3terials. . . to

rnzruacture products for exportation to world zarkets" (i32

£1n1, ,jy 21, 19c5 as juoteJ in Vaf oa3s, 11t

23'. See for eximple, tne introJuctory st3tement by te

"Comision IntersecretariaI Para el fo-nento £conoiico de la kranja

'ronterizi .,orte y de lus Zonas y Periuetros Li res del Pais" to

tfte AC report jj1j

gl 2 U3ted Juae 1 , 1974 2ueo.); for otaer references see

,-ustja.ante p. 13.

23 . Coipare for exampia, the folo.iing conclusions of an

aitic1.? on in-Dond pl~nts in !exico's LGi giL ol. 24e,

..o. t5, Iay 197F, p. 21u':

"'he in-,jonA industry rests upon low wages, which

miKe for high profits; its contribution to tae

economic rowth ot the country. . . is highly

qustion-ible, to juc'e by the opinion of

Lesearcher.. . . Its continuen presence in the

country will no douot depend on an ever-increasing

number of conces3ioni being made to investors in

order to mike the exploitation of the country's

t*
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human resources sufficiently 'attractive'."

2j9. laig&

24'. 3ustamante reported on various rejuests by uaquiladora

mei!ers of tht American Ciiamber ct Conmerce of .exico (pp. 18o-130).

3e.) also the -dissertations by V.an Waas an. by Fernandez. 2dfa].

.4. L. Soils in U:,IDJ 1979, ip. 93.

4 . ..4exico's share of valua addedl in assea~ly production amony

,evelok in countries seems to have moved in a aerverse fashion between

;75 nrae, it re3c,ael a pe-3K of 3" percent and 193: witn the

devaluation of the peso in 1;76 wnich cheapened roexican 43ges in oollar

terts, '4exico's share declined to about 3; percent in 1977 Uut

recovere! aiterwarr's, reachinv 39 percent when the piso started to

become overvalued again. (Jae w3ulu nave exoectei a decline. A sliqht

Jo1n tLro to 3, percent Jii occur in 190 ani 3ay continue as the

overw3lu3tion Decomes severe. See Table IT-A.)

c4. Malaysia is tne orinciial beneficiary of the relative

uecline of vtexico's assembly of sericonductors. ialaysia's shire oi

world assembly production In that proluct groui stajilize! at .3out 3D

percent luring 1;7i-19). Altnouga Mexico's snare lroppe4 in t.ae

m*ni-1'70s its pnysical voluMO of semiconductor asseatiy outut

continued to increase and W3s significmntly htijier in 1(E than a few

years before (see also the smiconiuctor study). kmaonq the more

i..ortant items, only "office machines ott.er than typewriters 3nJ :a3h

ie;isters" snowel a decline in production volu-e for Mexico as assemably

move, to :dong Konq. "datches and clocks" may nave oeen dather

4k?
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c:tegory but was never among tae ten most important .roduct groups for

Mexico.

245. The J3panese share of 7. S. 3V7..3 imports in this proiu:t

gzoup jumpei from below 3 percent before 1975 to 57 .ercent in 13S)

(Taole 1I-a.2).

.-. S1:, i _t icas. rLjLgs, various issues.

2"27. It is, ot course, possible (but not likely) that monthly

cti iii.;t show an enployment drop of that magnitude.

See ".4exico Tries to Qolster Fla.,ing Peso," j11.._atTzej

1.a1 ,,al, July 1, 1I:i.

-j49. Peso overvaiuation may also have aggravated the effects of

t.ie 197s-75 rez essioa on U. S. offshore assemole in texico.

a:. "Jecreto Para el tomento de la industrid Auto.3triz,"

DLEio .6£l Ju-ne zi, 1977.

,4l. An irteresting discussion of !exican puzlic policy in the

autonotive sector is containei in "Transnational Corporations and the

Political £conomy ot r.xport Oromotion: Tne Case of tie Mexica

Automobile Industry" ay Jouglas I-ennett and Kenneth Sharp,

nn Vol. 33, No. 2, Spring 1979.
252. ,t-ile taese companies come under tne .exican maguilaJora

rcgulatons, it is not clear anat proportion -- if any at aii -- of

their ex.ports to the JniteJ States will come in unier J. S. tariff

items e07.L0 ani 66.3,. It is also not clear ihetaer Mexican bilance

ol payments statistics will treat their sales aDroad as maquiladora

services .rnd ttus include only the Mexican value added or as regular

txportz. Since tnose expozts are expected to oe large, tere is tius a

good chance that Mexican and J. S. trade statistics wiil diverge even
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fur ther.

253. AS~ the saare of local materials in the value adlded in

'j ~xico becomes larper it is likely that it will 6e recordei as

"merctiandise ex~)ortz3 ratrier than "services" in *4exicos oalince of

payments. In L. S. 307.OC/33b.3, imnort statistics the change will

show uPi Qf1- --Ji~U as d higher JUtidDle value

pL oportion.

U. r,;u..i inl %ienJez, p. 142, and BstamnIte, p. 191.

LO Sonica-Zvaira G~siitiril1 "La ruerza Ja lraajo. . . 11 in

jjgj iia Ljj, Lecturas de C~T~!(nl I. , Ca !9E!), p. 29 and Tacle

S'arii PatriCla cFr.aniez, "I>,avalas. T " able.% 7 an 8

i.MitChell ;,. Selijson ;jnJ -;Jw~rJ J. ojii.;, 1 22ulajudi

.z-. rnanlez, p. 344. See also Selijson aind Villiavs, Chapter

IAl 5eligson and~ hi11iauIs, Table pI.~ . 67. The migrant

rnaiilcdora wor.ers ti~ad livej an aver3'je of A'J. ye3rs at tfle iorder in

Mid-1973.

2t2. j~j~ Sumanry, p. 7.

2'3 L~jL Summary, p. 7. Tae J3liSCO stuly 4as done by 43yrne

.ICamoridge :ta. .

!i '7j) ana is discussed in Seligson and Williams.
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26D. Ramiro Zuniga of the .haquiladora Trade Association,

sieadcing on Ilatiorial keub) ic Television in ; LarI. uc,
11order Business" ot :;arch 12,r 1979.

?w:. ;eligson and *.iias umindryp p..

..7. Tne im-l'icit criticism is prooably oisel miore oa economnics

a;-,, politic than on qeograih'. ;Aany' border region3 beteei peaceful,

o,)n societies irourid ti~e world h3ve relatively strong ties with the

ozir.troL across thie I.order andi relatively weax ties with their own

aoitionl1 ca~itdi. It .!OUI- DC- foolish an.t destructive for such

sicietiez tv L.uiii uarriers between theit in order to eliviiratt: what is

a natural con:1iti:)n.

Oo.'ne couli ad-i tne exnansion o1 sa!les of 3sseuably prolucts

tc thir . countries as w.oii, in oijer to diveL~if*y 'cico's markets.

:,'I . also lel~l 7,C1.35-9 "A OStages A:)roan' to 7omuparstive
Aivar;' in e oceedings of the F'ift'.

Congire.s of tne Jrtern3tion3l A5sociation heli in ro~yo, Septemi)er

.L.. Saep for exanipie, Falker Fro*eb, , Jurgen ieinrizhs arid Jtto

i-t~s l4i, e:.peci-.lly pp. 24-462. and '4. V3Ir1 iaa, ILM

'71. AutoT!31tion will oe liscusseJ at sove lenith In the stuiy of

th~e semriconductor industry in this volume.

eL~ Jf t~a 'lexicari ordler tiiete is, at least one twin pl3.it

.arraingemiirt, owrnei D., a J. S. company, in wiiicn boti plants aSseijle

tt~e sj'.ie tiroducts, but on tne 1. S. side, the plant is autoliated anld ori

P
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tne 4exicdn side, the plant operation Is highly labor intensive. The

U. S. manager of tne riexican plant claimed t.&at the plant on the

i. S. side projuces at lower cost; nevertheless, the 4exican plant is

nere to stay, he sdii, in order to Jiversify tae coviany's risks (Visit

to ,.eACdn Dorder, .arch 196C).

1here ire other "twin" ola-nt 3rangements 3etween 'AeXI:o dn the

Ugite. 3tites, in anicn t;ie U. S. plant is automated an the mexican

ori, is -i:or inLensive. in most of those cases, however. the automated

j. S. Va.t projuces the conponent parts to !,e asseloled in tne 1iexican

plant t' low cost .'exican labor. This can be regard-d as tne classical

relationshiip in tie worlI offshore assembly system.

.73. "It still shocks joyota officials to be told that American

auto:diers buy parts troi su-,pJi-rs all over tne J. 3. arJ even from

sp'pi rrs in ".urop_ in! Japan. Toyota's most Jistarit sup.)lier is a

1iVe-rour drive away." '"Ar assi..Lly line that is building subcomonents

vdikes jujt the number of suo:omponents needei it trie next 3tdae o

prolucticn. "T,-hey nave to be close to ma~e all tho.a deliveries every

.oy." wuotes fron "The .uts and Rolts of Japnjrs Factorieo,' by 'Ilrban

C. LeshSer, March 31, l9l.

74. The skill level of orJinary labor ii an 3uEoi3ted asseebly

piant may -e loaer tnan in manual assembly. rushiiq 3 button in

response to a signal requires less skill than tne ,recisoio sewiiq of a

Sedm at nig.i speel (see t:.e poignant 4escription of 3 firstraan]

eAperience on a ieizian sewing machine line in Fp.rniaez,

rbr

J1L..A..A..Pup. 2i.1-d*14).

I,
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1%~. Oata from

I7. 8RD. ;Jai'~&±~

LR Uii£iaiL Liaaia=L a= , ,orld 9anK Report No. 3379-HA

Feoruary 17, 1)31, Tale 1, p. 1. The United Nations preliminary

eitimates are 12.3 percent for 1979 and 12.4 percent for i8. (C£FL,

C.z. /.e? cJx/47 April 24,1 6, Table 3).

or. t oa otiher har&., there are strony indications that manufacturing

maj tc s"riousiy unierestiitei vecause 3f the o')solascence of the

uihuerl,±n; samnples useJ. See C.iapter IT. Tne

Inter-.m-3ricarn Jev;1opwnent vank eiti~aatis nanuf:cturing snare in GDP to

De oatmeen 1 -. 17 perrent (&i

iQ_:ajjL May 1i' , ?. 2). Figures of 16-17 percent for the

manufacturing contriz.ution to 1F' are meationed in Association des

Inicubtzile. o"Jaiti (ADIdt). iiIf~i1lJit~3iii_ lii

, Jan. o, 1;l., p. 3.

z77. or details auout the role of the pu~li: sector in laiti's

d.iser'I.ly activities see C Chapter l1, particularly

P2J.

'7P. lotere have bten occasional u.3. imnorts from aiti unaer

v.S. tiriff itei 3w.3t, which permits the duty free entry of

!;.S. components proces..ei acroai. The avourits, nowever, were very

small, usually oloa 0,C0, and therfore con'titued a trivial

proportion of J.S. iaports trov :iaiti.

479. Althouqn the overall quot3 on Hditian textile exports to

tr.e United ;tates wa tiftei in 179, the ne. alreenent still suajects

several items to fori.l ;uot.. i
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28J. Somewhat different manitudes of eAports are indicated in

lable 111-o in e ., _. .. The data there are from a

cifferent source than Table IV-2 here and include U.S. imports other

tanan 87.0J. *:nile the two tables are therefore not :om)ar3ble, the

overall trenJs snown are consistent.

.. Calculitec from Ta:)Ie 2.1 in 13.uj, februir, lY31 ind TaLle

l, on tna oisis of import ?rice deflators giver in 1jil_r.Dl2Irc

ZI_ £ I-, Council of Economic Advisors, Ta:dIe 3-3.

J:. .c:3rjin3 to tne ,orl3 Lank, the industrial sector was

still a net for3ign -txchangt user as late as 1177 (u u a.c

=itnlJ 2f _1I_ i1 Report . 215 -r', uec. 2i, 197*,

pdL.2%ra?h 54).

413. Tat? co,,3rison was made with value added in assernoly

e.-Orts (jutia.le ?'7.C( vai, - Table IV-I) so as not to count the

vdA e oi j.5. components (total a;sidmbly exports 6ere $135 million).

See also In . Tables I1I.D ane II.5.

2? .. "3porting ZooJil awl "'asebalis" will oe usel

intercLanjeably to designate on=. category.

• 0. ilf of the " liazellaneous" i-ate. ory are firms assem.alin.j

Statfed toys; the others are a firm sorting coupons for

U.S. manuldcturers who have issed tnem to thn publi: for supervarKet

and retail store Jiscouats, a shoe assembly ani a wil assaeoly fiti.

;/65. Zgfl_==_ Table IV.2. In one-third of the joint

veritures, tie majority o;herstaip Is 4aitia,i.

.ct all tre foreign owneJ firms are J.S. suOsiaidries. There are

severdi firms owned oy foreign citizens aho resi le ii "faitl. T:aey

could i.dve Deen classified as local firms. In the classification used

Z/ •

MMM:m
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here, local firus are 11"0 perceit owned by Haitian citizens.

287. LalhZD Ialgolta-L._ pp. 114-5.

2oo. This does not mean that all of the output is shipped to the

UriteJ States. Some of it may go to U.$.. customers in Lurope or

Ci:aada, at the direction of the U.S. parent coipany. 4owever thi

a-iounts iaivolve.i are usuailj a small proportion of tae production t.3t

is shinrc] to tt.e Jnited States.

2;, .a K L~a~AL-L--,P.I..

i .5 a[ 9= __ _ iaole IV.19.

2,,1 I ± __ able NIV.b.

.. -- D. I . ani ramie i. . 7r.o size

Jiffertn~es betieer, foreign ani .o-nestic firiis 3ni amon] assembly

sectors is confirme! ;,y ta e ra% ing according to suare footage of

factory space (In-- Tables Iv. 4 an3 1Ve5).

'.'.-.I ~ !able It.6.

+ z.ZatLa Kaat±_&__,!able 11.7.

SSi .ion 3 1 ,

fli[n_ JL_ iXA1, Office of Orban ,eve1opuent, 'I.S. AID,

i-asif1ltori, u.C. sentemaer 33, 1977, pp. at'-i1 s citei in

naii2nL-&_&_, : . 1I.26o The most significant aspect of this

pioiem is that, accorin7 to 'iss, even tae pu31ic sector aoes

[,ractice this kind of dual syste;a, not by subcontracting out but si;pdly

bi hirin; people on a temorjri basis ani pdyinj tien lower daily wa~es +

thdn "regular", permanent einloyees even if they do the same job.

d~7/
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297. The labor cost to the employer is 32 per~ent above the wge

itt orier to cover lejal frinje benefits anJ social security (for

cetails see AID, 1 i L a Q Ii Appendix I1, p. J4.

T~ae figures given were aijustel by the autauIrs).

li k ;r~eLS Wozk 1cre tnian 4.- hours or at night.. they are legaly

entitiej to tiiie ariz one ralt )y Tney are also erititlt:J to a p3iu.

rest d y (A..ulc, If 1 Ii .u 1ie 16). Jften, however,, the w ,ge

13..; are riot -ilorce-1 in *,iaiti inj workers receive the rejular rate of

piy lar overti.-Oe atil ,o riot receivt Sunday ppy. It should be recalled

that wost nroiuction work~ers in ;!dsti (311 of thiem n tt~e unierlying

s&'ynie) ire pa1 on~ -3 -iecp rate aaia 7he piece rate i3 Jetei-vine

by tiiu.iite ri-.ituwage ;jy ai ProiLctiVity norm' set on the basis of

tinie an,, uotio,- stuies.

.,.Calculate] *with .43ta in -Aable 2.1 of j~jj. MIULDjjt L2I

raports total salaries (in -,ourdes) and number of emnployees accoriiny

to re'gi.trationi i:* tic iiatij3a insurance system (3741AA).

-11*, LjeLa~21A&,- Table V.A.3.

.j, Simn 14. Fass "F'Jrt-eu-kPrince: Avialcenin; to tne Uruza

Crisis".. iiA3YIlnr A an . Cornelius 3ni 'oL)ert

V. Vemnpeip editors, Volurie 6, 197F, pp. 155-11-.

P~2. C.iR. Dro-isc~i tsti.nates raitian proiuCtiVity in

subcontractinj at 7D- ?erco.,t of U.S. levels (M:Lia~

~ Unite! '-ations Inlustrial Jevelopient

Jrganizattort, !roject qq-7-l arch j7,pIL)
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Richiru bolin, Director of tne PlagstaLf Institute, suppliel tre

autnors with hourly labor costs in itaiti and put productivity virtually

at par with U.S. levels in textile and electronics for the better

trained .Iaitian aor~ers.

3'3. See Simon Fass, -)lPLA, pp. i-31; International

Lazbour 'flice, ano bI5=:: Q LQj_ _3iLP_ Geneva

1,,76, L. 4,c- an! i orli RanK, P~l: n&K~_ g£ eort

* o. 21u- , ,ril lQ, 17, '. i,. Ih, 4or1 3an showed a 53 percent

Iijor carce partizinaLion rate in !971. 7ass .oun! a 76 )ercent rate

i t. "r[tin, a sluii section ot iort-au-?rince. tcapt for Lesotno,

ailtit a1rn 55 percent of women in tne lavor force, nas tne hilhe.

iaoor iorce participation Late aroung 5.6 of the world's developin;

countries listec Dy vat3 Luidihi (
u,liA, or..;:rtins ilress, T W YorK 137, , Taila 2.14)M

.. Fass, - Pp. -31.

. IL 1IiIL- iables V.1. anj V.2.

a 7. It is, ot course, possible that tne tasks perforned by men

an.; Powa in tne samole were not identical.

3.; . Sep Cnripter ., p.

3Q. r.1i :ix percent of tite migrant doLiers listed assenbly

work as a reason for migration. Aoout one-third caie to loon for work

in general, 3nother thirJ for family reasons and more than one-fifth to

jo to school (1aALaLA21aAL..._._, Iale V.7).

fav- ) -.
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311. Tne aJitt literacy rite was 2J percent in 1976p the last

yea3r for whicn sucl. Jditd are available (World 3ank, "Jii=C2U31LMY

312. Ta~lL22jLvbles lV.1i ani UV.17.

..~i jjj ockar founi 54 --arcent of tilie SIL,7i iweliLS -Le

intervie.ej tia some schooling

Siorkini ?.3-Jr t4j Center for ?ewelo,i-a Areai Stuiies,

i. nis Joes not nei.n tfldt all ia-3orts in tiese ;Jssa.mbly

3ctivities .-iave bean replictd uy domestic rroduction. ":Ost 01 the

coiq;orierts are still foreign; in the aSse.Ab~- Of ! Sea11 for

Pv~olesskonal gianP3, La~e cu.re Ttiteridls ani tne jIlue are £;till ~ia

321. For exim.de, in electronics L.-ie salaries of forezei 3flI

su,)ervisors Al 32 o-.rcent of prouuction worger wages, while the

average for the sample survey is 15 percent.

34g. flotrt InL texti.iCs ani )ase~alls, i 43itian firms assembLlcl

;oze exIerisive U.5.. com~ponents over timne, which in tne cazss of

oaseJdIAS otfset the effects of the ir~creasin., us3 of :aiti~n

44.
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maiterials. Tne fact tnat somne .Iaitian baseball fires were sol to

U.S. multinationals, .uay also have haci so'iething to do with the recent

Jd3cline in the basebill assem~ly value added sha~re. In textiles,

ciifljes in tae comn'osition of prouucts 'lay account for the erratic

Le'.avior ot the vdiua anudei snare* Howeverg Urassieres reiadin tiie

2z2. TI, is is a Ihi ger i9V-! tt:3 - tne u iqure ti t cau Id hc

lerivael fromi the '.o lutisa1-3 value (value ad:ij) of $49 aillioni

re~prte jy i.S.I.T.C. As-uning titat ao)out $-" million of vcilue adied of

,3 eIDIY out-;'Ut were export- ! to coujntries ot~ier t~har tine U.S. an. tia.t

;ageCs can5titute 3-aut tdu-t~iiriZ of value aael tne isse-ily1 payroil

in tiaitif .3s 3t tlte xost, ma~ il lion in 19,,C.

3z4- 'or coiiPirison~s siae, it can ic noted triat tne total

p-jyrol I~ of 's 1 ,O civil ser %ants was Ajout 44- million in. 1377

(,-oW . n. Deceaer 22, 1)j Vol. 11, tabl,,e .)

3..* a3.L L Table 17.21 an.] IV2

..C7  _&_/r i 1..~. atle IV.,.3 Ii-~ most optinjstic ir,

tnt, survey were tis firiis asseit!1 ingi stufflej toj5-.

.orld Pa~c Report %o. j.79-4A, tabruary 17, 191 T3Dle 1.a.3 afl

Atport h~o. 4444-AA, 4lay 13, 13R1, 7able A-4. All oi the dicline w3s

Jue to tne collapse of ex,)orts of "coated an] imptegjated textiles"

wicn iroppeJ b)y more tlanr 61 percent betver 1174 aua4 1975 ani never

recovered. It is not cie~r whether this was auc to the imp~osition Ly

t,. Unitel 3tates of import quotas.
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329. The only "rise and falls" were irn th~e following categories

(entire products and/or pirts) listed in descending order of

magnitiude: electri: tubes, jewalryp recording velia, valves, iriterai

coluDustion enyines, drni watches. ' ut even at tneir peak, output of the

larg~est ol these Jii not exceed 1- million with only about S3,rjC,

01 VdILt aiiei. fin t. e last t~o product groups~ value adde~ 1.ir tre pi-al

year was ol,.. r 1ess. Informtation about disa?pearances at the

pa.n t levi~1 is aut avalldzie. Crati fro-q special mag~netic tapes

SU~PIitea E y

-4j". 6.3.l.ToC., 1341; 'orlC' Bank; M4ay A9 31 and U.v Eo..4o

2~2L~i aA~iL .i:, reliiiinir Sunmiryf

3. 3ase! on octa ia iorI2 3anc,. Idli1 !IiaLLa-2 ILrLU

.e rt J;o. 2152-14A, ?e 22.

J.*-0 Rank Cre.14t to taie private se:tor incredsell fro-n "113

'niion in 1)7'. to 1 millioi in 197'. Accorcing t:) one source,

foreign oanks came into 9Iaiti aainly in respans3 to t'ia Jei3nj ay t -ie

dbz.DIy industry (Association aes Industriei J' aiti 011JA -

?ort-du-?rince, January l1'2i, p. 12).

334. Figure ±rom i orij "dtlK tieport No. vl~-;,Lecamn)er 2:p

1476, p. 23.

335. Asij.- froi, .'nolly o.wnel subbinjaries, w'iere tne financial

linx is o-)vlous, only wheLe taie foreign princitial ha.4 an ejuity

participationi does ae 1reju4ritly provide linanzing: about hialt of t he

joi~it venturei reported oorroiing Iron the 6.3. contractor.
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336. U~nited Nations Industrial Lbevelopment )rganization, za,1A1r

331. 1lgfIj La..,Taole 11.7 basei on the U41DO) report

cited in the previous footnote.

ajj. ccorJin. to our re~ort, it May taKe fron one lay to two

mioi.t%.. lor imports tu cler c~stoms, deptnJinq on wao tne importaL is

U i.ancisci rno umi '1,cio--o I Itic a obitac Ies to conoiic I eve lopnent i I

~ in -iAitlf %lay 1974.

.. 4.. AJPH, I L I 11 .. aL' 54.

- i ,. Tnere .vi been alle;3tions thi~t firns thave misused t~te law

t~a !EritS 3 f ir-i to (a) ?,3y triinees it C ;)ercerit of the uiniiiumi

6 ige fcr -i prioi of up to tViree -noritns, ani (:)) tire taa without
-;eleranct pay within that periol. 3y firin , trainees be&eth he

iuja1tis 3r-i u.) and t'ian re.-.iiiriq tnein ior 3notaler proiatio:iquy perioi

(UL zy s;itting thedi ;-round amionj several fitR's), the snterprise can~

cut laucor costs su')staritially -- if trainees 3prformn as well as

ri- ulaL 6orkers (uniteJ NJationes Industrial bvelupmient jr,3nization

116-ciOrt 'zoccssing 7'onps ii Developing Countrises", J 71DL, oor.-iiy riter

oni Strudct.Jral 7an~js :4o. j1Q, lugust 19 3, p. :).

Data indicate tit while about 40 percent of the issgeuuly 13jor

force wtre trdlflets il J174t, In 1976 the prodortiofl was dodn to a

little over !1C perc-ent (Les~ie belatour, "The cvolution of

lnternation3l Subcontracting InJustries in Maiti",f P.per presente.1 at

Li~e !Jb7:TAJ Sen~iiar on ?orth-Souta ljitra-lnus~utry irale, t i Cole~io ae

f-exico, july 15-23, 1979s). Ina the l19l survey, about half of the firms
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intervie~ed said tnat thef use trainees for a probationary perio.

7,is is particularly true in electronics. _

342. Tae curret.t practice, however, is ta pay trainees the

regular -i;ininui w-ge; the orlI savings would bi part of tOe fringe

?A .' I 4 , nril 24, 1-11j p. 13.

3;7. T i, d:esdite tae fact that soma of them were

operatingbeio6 capicity at t:,e tiait ol tne survey, (?Lro.'ajly Jue t3

seasonal factors).

j4 . Pj3e'! on mantll J.3. Census Bureau com~uter printouts,

;;aitian value a~ded iii d07 exports to the UlnItei States during the

tirs't t~dlr at 1)31 was runninj about 13 percent 3jove the IlyF' level, .

-r.. L L .. iM. ~ .

~1

. .... .. . . ..... .... '" ,,,2 i,, ... a ,..L ~ , .. ... .
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344. UJ.". c6cono-nic Commission ior Latin America..,20 f,4LY

a !a- t . i-21 Sintiagof :hile 191 p. 29i.

3ziD. Comnpare, ho..ever, the inforuatio. presented in AD14, AIL?

1~LiA1 a...~U, daicfl iniicates t.ajt Haitian dijes are

co.uing close to tflose of its n eighbor country the Joainicai Repuolic.

.. cwever, *-aiti -aay be ;)ra~u.]iceJ ift the burea~ucratic difficulties

4o riot ezie. rho caze was reporte! of a clotaiirij ex~orter -soving fro.1,

:aiti to .exico bespite ti.- t;,.t that m*exicar W~ge: were T~ore twirt
.juAe 1~~'3itiri levels rnecauso h ur rur u bet een the~ cut

(.. ,ora.atz, lbfl21j ,rorld

.:)-. -StiMated Ofl LaSiS ~fI.H F£conollic oii-1i3Sion of Latini

%:cono.c Survey of .atin hmarica 198', Prtliminarf 3umijry, 3) ;,?ril

1;; ; .ini J~ 1a~ norl J ank t'9..

,,.3:jnco .ie la Pepu~.,ica ais reportel i. %orld 3a-i<, Zr2a~jr

3D4,. Tne reasonis for this wide variation is that it is difficult

to comipare tthe i%C) series in Tal~le V-2 witn- total textile exports.

iae 41utiaile values are tie [olt az sembly exK)orts to the United .3tat s

after dp-uctinj the valueG of I.S. 1uaterialIs. lotii textile txports,

aiueever,* :ontaiai iimporta] f Oricz; use'j in the aroauctioni o!
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ron-asseml~ly textile exports. C-ecause of price differences, it Is

q]uite usual to use toreign 13terials in clothin7 exports. 3ee w.or3WetZ

E99,j30 pp. 114-126.) Inerefore, it could ae argued that comp3risons

with total b'j7.^V^ values (incluling the U.S. coutoneits) ,ii;ht oe

i r o ?iite. T.auz, iai 1475, lor example, tate assam~Iy snare oi textile

ex?ort aarr.injL is at least 7 percent (if only the dutiable value or

44Ii~ d'J in Zoioii is considered) and 23 aercent if thie total

~ mlyvalui incluiin3 U.S. *Raterials) are ta~an. The true

a~rcentage is :Jro~i'iy so..iewhera i betw~een. (T3Dld V-2)

~ hc ~tiAevalue proDortioa of 4.i. % 7.') textile

imp.orts ttrnis to be ai,11,er *or Colno-ijia compared to other .atii

,jzi~rc-in ccuntries, ifliicatinj primsi±y 3 proluct miix wniare w~ages are

zi~iner relative to J.S. n3terials thar-) elsewhere in the re;ion. In

t~. iii1Jnines, noiiever, vilu& ~2id(cutiable va~ue) Ja-s tenhei to

rui,6 cii to Z.' perceiit sinzoe 147&, beC.auS-' TOSt Of th.a valAUe flow

consists of miaking Piilippin4 ornaivents oa tte )rass ares aiad girdles.

-to". s ex'-iaineu in chapter 1, the U.S. coipanent iust be

iicntifiiAe 3n! unirocesse-J in order to quai~jfy for d' *

7 h. Tae iv79 -'ata are trcT- U.S. 3ureau 01 the Census,

~1~rA1~~ i7i, FT 246t 193'.

.Arrpr. Eoye, 'YLua1iShin1V: LOW ColC-%iia t-oppeu up From tr.e :

D.~i For det Ails on the Plan 'alsJo see :chav~jrria (191C) 1P.

1:-4:. ;Ike ex~ort su'bsidy bystemi (Certifi-.3do de Aaonn Trioutario or

C^,L .imni.i pr.ovilets for lirect t,34 crelit3, is alio lescriaed therein.
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53. ror a detailed discussion of these problems see 4oradetz

(19d), particularly pp. i'q-149.

3b1. Free Trade Zones and their problems are Jiscussed ir detail

in £chavarria (933) pp. 33-51.

3u-,. =-n'~ivarria (1910).. I azle 2i'.

>J*. £chavarria (ly*;) p. 134. *'e also founJ (p. 119) d fe4

-olo.Dij:i codiynies Oich exporteI on tle oasis of t'ieir odn

s,)ecizic3tions ranJ one firm raintained its own warehousinj and

distriLution systea abroad. ,iowever, it is liKely tnat this was done

for regul ir ciot.ainj expoiti rather taan zor ass~e.1 subcontracts.

OS . .Iorawetz (1 .) . .

r . c.:3virri3 (l ic'), ?).133.

;. rchava~r a (1 ;. t I .

-o 7 . .'arawetz (1994, I.Ie 1.1; orlIJ 3nK, " niA-_iiion,

.- , Je .7.

3,. chavarrid (19R'O), Table d.

,). As Jiscusse, in tae !exico c.apterp a case coulI ye made

t,,at in a '!.S. buiness Cointurn, demanJ for offshore production doul

increase in orier to cut co;ts. The 1975 increase in U.S. assemvly

imports frov oloml-ia is consistent with this argument.

37. chavarri3 (1955), p. 147.

371. -lorawetz (19kj).
372. .Iordwetz (19i.'), pp . 1',4-126. l

373. i.chavarria (196)), p. 13S.

.7,. * o-nestic production -ay also decline aecAuse of su.ply

aifficultiesp such as the teniorarV unavailaoilitj of cert3in JoICostIc

laurics or otaer inputs.
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Assemibly proiuction 4erves notonly to cov~ensate cyclical

fiuctuatiot.3 in export anu Jomestic deitancis, out also as a cushion

against short run sesonal fluctuations.

j76 A is survey, oraaetz also louni tecaaical. assit3nce to

DP Of Vreat value to clothing manuacture in generdl. "in one c:.S3

t..e nu;i aer of minutes needea to sew~ a jacket fell frozn 145 ninutes to

)j minu'ta3;"; in anot:-.r case, lat~or costs have open halveJ since

technica[ hel 1ror the U-5. parent corn?ary has beei received

QUorAketz (IS-;), p 7j). :.itaougn t~n referetizeS dre to firms

ei4,a ed in tr31itional exporting, the COfliL~i0'13 atIy to asseilbly

exportin7 a3 wel ani support tte flirijs of trie 7-zhavarria survey.

,77. See 'i:orl(I n- (1-31).

37 . 3ee Carlos DiazZ iejanirof

~ ~ Columi Uriersitv Press lt the

i.itional c-ureau o! Lconoiic Pezearcn, ';e York 11!75; recent World 3ank

retuttb ('.IF1), aii.1 particularly N.O~awetz (19 0) and sources cited

t Ier e iri.

,or -nore jeneril Jiscus.iion of tae aliti-eicport oias in levelooing

coun~tries, see 6elaq .a]assaf 1"r c~ort Incentives arid 7xport iprformance

iii IOevelopinj 7ountries: A Comparative !n:14is", irL 1~

ALr~hu, Vol. 114, No. 1, 197e', pv. fq-I1.

379. Junyulto ~.y Caballeru C. (1'78) "La Jtra Lcoflovii".

6ee also "In Statistical 'tote" ap:)ended to this :-hapter.

43H.1 It can lie arqueJ that smuljlii,,j -- exce,) of iliegat

products such as drugs -- can rgeep the eco'ioiy somewnit ooarn aij thus

avoid tt~e excebses of proteztion. I',iportiru ditt, black mar.%t dollars
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"legal" goods that compete aith national trojuction dill tend to ketp

domestic prices down. (See 3iso 6orld Bank llP. 20).

38i. rompareJ to other countries in the region Coloibia has

borroweJ only moderately tram abroad. Therefore the country did not

have as miny external resources available to increase Investment and

levelop infrastructure as otner countries that nave gone more neavily

into debt.

o In orier to hel? decentralize inJustri3l activities,

Aoreig, direct investwaent is off limits in rojota, e.-Jellin an Cali

(,orl.; .ank £1931] i. Xli).

J.o. Ecnavarria (1'i) jevotes a large sectioa to tae a :alysi5

oL the loa foreign investeit phenomenon in Colombia (pp. 5-84).

3 4. 4ost of such exorts go to Andean ?3ct countries, primarilv

Venezuela.

3o6. For a detailed 3iscussion of assejily for the ioiestic

:marKet, ste Fchavarri3 (13)) pp. 159-17 an,! ft.

-di. For the sake of .olomoia's economic devilopment it .ni:t "e

useful to break awal fro;u tne zero sum division betaeen donestic ani

assembly nroduction. Assembly activities could then resnooid more

easily to foreign demand.
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